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The death late last month of Joan Didion—a touchstone for so many 
readers and an influence on countless other writers—unleashed a wave of 
remembrances in the literary world. Vintage photos and screenshots from 
her books proliferated on social media. People recalled first encounters 
with her work, shared stories of meeting her, posted enough quotations to 
fill a volume of Bartlett’s. It felt personal.

The professional appreciations and appraisals soon followed: Michiko 
Kakutani and Parul Sehgal in the New York Times, Zadie Smith in the New 
Yorker, David L. Ulin in the Los Angeles Times. Some shared themes circu-
lated: Didion’s dispassionate eye, her stripped-down prose, her authority 
(even as a young woman writer), her savvy reading of political and cultural 

tea leaves.
Kirkus reviewed 15 of Didion’s books over the years, and I was curious 

to see what reviewers had to say about her work at the time it was published. 
Here are some highlights.

Slouching Towards Bethlehem: Essays (1968): Didion’s first essay collection—
a prismatic portrait of 1960s America in which the “center was not holding”—
established her reputation. In its review, Kirkus recognized Didion as “an 
adroit chronicler of many of today’s maladies” and a “sad savant from Sacra-
mento lamenting a state that has ‘long outlived its finest hour,’ capturing it 
in all its neon illusion.” The review’s final line does stop you in your tracks: 

“Miss Didion is no female Tom Wolfe but she is a talented scene surveyor who 
will find her own audience.” I’d wager Didion’s work has more currency with 
contemporary readers than Wolfe’s does.

Play It as It Lays (1970): Didion’s second novel channels the anomie of late 
’60s Los Angeles via the story of Maria (“pronounced Mar-eye-ah”) Wyeth, a 
divorced movie actor and mother recovering from a mental breakdown (and 
headed toward another). It’s classic Didion: dark, detached, stylish, and 
totally fascinating. Kirkus was cool in its praise: “Even though you have every 
reason to suspect that this is an ephemeral form of survival kitsch under its 
sophisticated maquillage, you won’t be impervious.”

Miami (1987): The author acquired her first Kirkus star with this nonfic-
tion portrait of the South Florida city. “Although her focus is idiosyncratically 
selective and at times her flinty, mannered style nearly parodies itself (‘Hot 
dogs were passed, and Coca-Cola spilled’), overall she is in control of this con-

sistently engrossing material.…Another persistently stylish report.”
The Year of Magical Thinking (2005): Didion’s unsparing chronicle of grief, following the sud-

den death of husband John Gregory Dunne and the life-threatening illness of daughter Quintana 
Roo Dunne, won her a National Book Award and was adapted for a stage play starring Vanessa 
Redgrave. Kirkus’ reviewer found it a “potent depiction of grief ” but issued this caveat: “Perhaps 
because it is a work of such intense personal emotion, this memoir lacks the mordant bite of her 
earlier work.” True—and this may be why readers seem to respond to this book in a different reg-
ister than her others.

Blue Nights (2011): There were few reservations about Didion’s last original book (two subse-
quent titles collected earlier work), an account of her daughter’s untimely death and a meditation 
on her own mortality: “A slim, somber classic.” 
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GOOD INTENTIONS
Ali, Kasim
Henry Holt (288 pp.) 
$26.99  |  March 8, 2022
978-1-250-80960-5  

A debut novel that suggests the term 
“star-crossed romance” may just be a way 
of pinning on the innocent cosmos the 
damage we do ourselves, without mean-
ing to.

Nur is a young Brit, eldest son in a 
close-knit family of Pakistani immigrants. As the novel begins 
on New Year’s Eve, he is about to spill the news to his parents 
that he has, for the last four years, been seeing a woman—has 
for the last two of those been living with her, secretly—and that 
he intends to marry her. Yasmina is charming, self-possessed, 
lovely, intelligent, a Ph.D. student with a bright future; she’s also 
the child of immigrants, also a practicing Muslim. But Nur’s 
announcement has been long-delayed, and it feels guilty and 
furtive and fraught, an occasion for anxiety rather than joy. So 
why the hesitation, the cloak-and-dagger—why the lies? Because 
Yasmina’s family is Sudanese, and Nur worries about his family’s 
response to her Blackness. The rest of the book moves back-
ward to depict, uncomfortably but effectively, the private history 
that’s led to Nur’s announcement and moves forward to explore 
the implications of his delay and reluctance for his relationships 
with both his family and Yasmina. The backward-looking part 
of the book has the plot of conventional romance; the forward-
looking part, which explores the aftermath of Nur’s announce-
ment (built largely around his dithery way of arranging a first 
meeting between his parents and Yasmina’s), is fresher and more 
compelling. In the tradition of Spike Lee’s film School Daze, Ali’s 
novel explores the ways that racism may do its insidious dam-
age even among those who are traditionally not its targets and 
victims. Despite Nur’s sense that he’s impeccably right-minded 
and anti-racist, despite the fact that he truly loves Yasmina and 
wants to make his life with her, his insistence on putting off and 
putting off telling his family about his beloved may be less a real-
ist’s acknowledgment of the racism in the world than a kind of 
accommodation of or even collusion with it.

An exploration of the ways that race and family ties may 
complicate or imperil romance even if everyone means well.

fiction
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These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

YOUNG MUNGO 
Stuart, Douglas
Grove (400 pp.) 
$27.00  |  April 5, 2022
978-0-8021-5955-7 
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VIOLETA
Allende, Isabel
Trans. by Frances Riddle
Ballantine (336 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-593-49620-6  

In a rueful account written for her 
grandson, a 100-year-old South Ameri-
can woman recalls her tumultuous life.

Born during the Spanish flu pandemic, 
Violeta Del Valle spends her early years 

quarantined with her well-off family in the capital of an unnamed 
country (one that resembles Allende’s native Chile). With her 
mother ill, she is largely raised by her warm-spirited, indepen-
dent-minded Irish governess. The family fortunes gutted by the 
Great Depression, her father kills himself (Violeta discovers his 
body). While living in relative isolation in the country, she meets 
and marries a German veterinarian whose life is mostly about 
finding a way to preserve the semen of pure-bred bulls. Tired 
of playing the submissive wife, Violeta, in a heated scene that 
could be a parody of romance novels, is swept off her feet by a 
dashing but soon abusive Royal Air Force ace of Latin American 
origins who runs guns for the Mafia and performs missions for 
the CIA. “Held together by a perpetual cycle of hate and lust,” 
even when he takes up with another woman, the couple—though 
Violeta remains legally married to the vet throughout—has a son 
whose sensitive nature doesn’t sit well with his macho father 
and a daughter who will become a drug addict. While there’s no 
lack of incidence in this chronological epic, which is punctuated 
by glancing references to historical events including the rise of 
military takeovers, Allende’s reductive style deprives the book of 
narrative power. For all she goes through, Violeta is thinly drawn—
her great business success as a home builder seems tossed in like 
an afterthought. And the “floods, drought, poverty, and eternal 
discontent” she refers to are kept offstage. 

A slog even Allende fans may have trouble getting through.

A NOVEL OBSESSION 
Barasch, Caitlin
Dutton (336 pp.) 
$17.00 paper  |  March 15, 2022
978-0-593-18559-9  

A writer looking for inspiration 
stalks and befriends her boyfriend’s ex in 
this stylish, energetic debut.

Naomi Ackerman is a sparsely 
published 24-year-old writer who has 
recently entered into her first commit-

ted relationship with Caleb, a Welsh expatriate who works in 
catastrophe modeling. Deeply insecure, both about her slow-
to-start literary career (she lives rent-free in a Greenwich Village 
apartment—no excuses!) and her new relationship (does he love 
her or just the convenient location of her apartment?), Naomi 
is unprepared to learn that Caleb’s ex-girlfriend Rosemary lives 
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January is always a time for looking 
ahead, so why not read a book about 
Cassandra, who was doomed to see 
the future but never be believed. This 
month, there are two to choose from: 
Call Me Cassandra, a novel by Cuban-
born author Marcial Gala and trans-
lated by Anna Kushner (Farrar, Straus, 
and Giroux, Jan. 11), and Shit Cassan-
dra Saw, a book of short stories by 

Gwen E. Kirby (Penguin, Jan. 11).
Gala transposes the Greek myth to Cuba in the 1970s 

and ’80s, when Castro was sending soldiers to Angola 
to fight in that country’s civil war. Rauli, Gala’s protago-
nist, who believes he’s the reincarnation of Cassandra, is 
a “slight, fair, bookish boy who likes to wear dresses in a 
culture that prizes machismo,” according to our starred 
review. “His difference will make him a target—for other 
kids, for his fellow soldiers, for the captain who brutal-
ly abuses him—but it also gives meaning to a life that he 
knows will be short. Because he has Cassandra’s curse, he 
knows that he will die in Angola at 19.” Our review calls 
the book “a haunting meditation on identity and vio-
lence.” 

Kirby’s stories focus on the lives 
of various women from history and 
myth, including Cassandra, who 
manages to get the last laugh; as our 
starred review says, she “relishes the 
delicious irony that ‘Trojan will not 
be synonymous with bravery or fail-
ure, betrayal or endurance,’ but with 
condoms.” There are 19th-century 
Welsh witches and whores as well 
as contemporary women who re-

fuse to stay in line. Our review concludes that “with zany 
plots, unconventional forms, and playful, poetic language, 
these stories delight at every turn.”

Those two books are both debuts, and if they don’t 
appeal to you, there are plenty of others coming out this 
month. Try Fiona and Jane by Jean Chen Ho (Viking, Jan. 4), 
a series of linked stories about two friends who play major 
roles in each other’s lives as they move from adolescence 
to young adulthood. Ho “adept[ly] captures…childhood 
confusion, teenage angst, and adult malaise,” according 
to our review. Or how about Lizzie Damilola Blackburn’s 

Yinka, Where Is Your Huzband? (Pa-
mela Dorman Books/Viking, Jan. 
18), about “a 31-year-old British Ni-
gerian Oxford graduate [who] is 
being driven bonkers by the quest 
to find a man and a job on a very 
tight schedule,” which, according 
to our review, is “a sassy, spirited 
story.”

The School for Good Mothers by 
Jessamine Chan (Simon & Schus-
ter, Jan. 4) is a satire of contempo-
rary parenthood in the guise of a woman-in-prison story 
à la Orange Is the New Black. Frida, the divorced mother 

of a toddler, is separated from her 
daughter after leaving her home 
alone—in an exersaucer!—while 
she ran out to get coffee and pick 
up something from the office. No 
one would argue that that was a 
good idea, but it plunges Frida into 
a Kafkaesque world of bureaucra-
cy and surveillance that ends with 
her being sent to a reform school 
for wayward mothers. Our starred 
review calls the book “an enthrall-

ing dystopian drama that makes complex points about 
parenting with depth and feeling.”

Finally, as someone who’s fond 
of words with strangely specific 
meanings (antepenultimate, any-
one?), I was thrilled to discov-
er Renée Branum’s Defenes trate 
(Bloomsbury, Jan. 25). Twins Marta 
and Nick have always been warned 
that their family members have an 
eerie tendency to be injured or 
killed by falls ever since a forebear 
pushed someone out a window in 
Prague. After Nick comes out as 
gay and his mother disowns him, the siblings move to 
Prague to confront their history. Our starred review says 
this is “a serious story, luminously told.”

Laurie Muchnick is the fiction editor.
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in Brooklyn and edits for a major imprint. What begins as anx-
ious curiosity quickly and compellingly escalates into obses-
sion. Naomi orchestrates accidental run-ins with Rosemary and 
deceives her into becoming her rock-climbing partner, editor, 
confidante, and friend. All the while, Naomi greedily mines 
their interactions for material, altering details on the page as 
she does in real life, where lies and half-truths proliferate. At 
once a compassionate portrait of someone so desperate for inti-
macy that she can’t help but sabotage it and an incisive study 
of female friendship at its most toxic and proprietary, this 
dread-laden psychological thriller is smart, jarring, and funny. 
Its imperfections—occasionally clumsy dialogue (at one point, 
Naomi’s otherwise savvy grandmother says, “I’ve been binge-
ing—is that the word you use?—The Crown”) and a climax that 
lacks much of the force of the buildup—distract from but don’t 
quite diminish the bewitching effect of the narrator. Naomi, as 
a character, is electric; her sinister fixation (“I’ve turned into a 
more dangerous—but more purposeful—version of myself,” she 
surmises) is as unsettling as it is contagious. 

Propulsive storytelling and an irresistible narrator from a 
sharp new writer.

WOMAN ON FIRE
Barr, Lisa
Harper/HarperCollins (416 pp.) 
$16.99 paper  |  March 1, 2022
978-0-06-304-088-5  

Barr’s second novel about Nazis 
and art, following Fugitive Colors (2013), 
features an epic struggle to reclaim one 
spectacular purloined painting.

Carl Geisler, son of Nazi art thief 
Helmuth Geisler, is hoarding an inherited 

fortune of contraband art when he’s murdered by New York art 
impresario Margaux de Laurent. Margaux needs Carl’s cache of 
priceless masterpieces—the cream of French impressionism and 
German expressionism—to sell on the dark web. Only thus can 
she save her own heritage, De Laurent Galleries, from financial 
ruin. Dan Mansfield, the old-school crusading editor of a Chicago 
newspaper, is called upon by an old friend to investigate a lost paint-
ing. Enter Jules Roth, a 24-year-old journalism graduate, who hero-
worships Dan. The old friend, octogenarian fashion icon Ellis Baum, 
designer of high-end stilettos, never divulged the wartime horrors 
preceding his arrival in America as a 13-year-old orphan. His mother, 
Anika, a German beauty queen who was the mistress of his father, 
Jewish banker Arno Baum, posed for Woman on Fire, the final work 
of Ernst Engel, a groundbreaking German expressionist executed by 
Hitler’s art police. Ever since Helmuth Geisler brutally dispatched 
Anika, Ellis has been searching for her portrait. But Woman on Fire 
is among Margaux’s Geisler spoils, and she’s keeping it to honor her 
grandfather, Charles de Laurent. A French Jewish art dealer, Charles 
saved many masterworks from the Nazis before being forced to sell 
Woman on Fire to Geisler. Stereotypes abound. Jules and her sidekick, 
recovered addict and art-world phenomenon Adam Chase, are stun-
ning. Margaux, archvillain, is beautiful in a Dorian Gray sort of way, 

her inner rot concealed in the attic of her id. Margaux also weapon-
izes words: “I don’t do delicate.” She, Ellis, and Dan command the 
reader’s interest due to their desperate pursuit of their obsessions. 
That interest flags whenever the torch is passed to the more decora-
tive, blander characters.

This novel does not do subtle.

REVENGE OF THE SCAPEGOAT
Beilin, Caren
Dorothy (176 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  April 5, 2022
978-1-948980-07-4  

A writing professor receives an 
unwanted package from her father and 
ends up a cowherd at a rural art museum.

At the opening of Beilin’s new novel, 
a 36-year-old woman named Iris has just received an upsetting 
delivery containing dispatches from a traumatic childhood: 
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two letters her father wrote to her during her adolescence 
and an unfinished play she wrote during those same years, 
all of which her father has just uncovered while cleaning out 
his house. As Iris prepares to meet her friend Ray at a cafe 
in Philadelphia, she meditates on the abuse she experienced 
in her family; meanwhile, her rheumatoid arthritis flares up, 
and the pain in her feet causes the feet to take on lives of their 
own (they’re named after characters in a Flaubert novel; this is 
the sort of intellectual content that populates Iris’ rich inner 
life and thus the novel). After talking with Ray about children 
who are made scapegoats by their families, Iris and her feet 
set off on a northward journey, in which she trades her gritty 
Philadelphia for the bucolic backdrop of a rural art museum 
in New England, “the mARTin,” where she takes on a new 
identity and becomes a cowherd. At the mARTin, nothing 
is as expected. Beilin navigates this slip into the surreal with 
ease and grace; though the narrative is, at times, profoundly 
strange, it’s never hard to follow. Most impressive, perhaps, 
is the darkly comic strain that persists throughout the novel; 
though the narrative involves childhood trauma, domestic 

abuse, addiction, medical exploitation, and the Holocaust, 
Iris’ wholly unique voice makes for a very funny work. This 
wide-ranging, idea-driven novel leaves the reader with much 
to think about, deftly provoking questions about the nature 
and ethics of trauma and contemporary art.

A fresh, funny, and striking experimental work with sur-
prises at every turn.

ON A NIGHT OF A 
THOUSAND STARS
Clark, Andrea Yaryura
Grand Central Publishing (352 pp.) 
$28.00  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-5387-2029-5  

Paloma Larrea, the 21-year-old daugh-
ter of wealthy Argentinian diplomat Santi-
ago Larrea, uncovers a life-altering family 
secret as she investigates her father’s past.
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During a party at her parents’ summer home in the Hamp-
tons, Paloma meets Grace de Graaf (nee Díaz), a friend of her 
father’s from college. Grace starts to tell Paloma how Santiago 
saved many people in the 1970s during Argentina’s military 
dictatorship, but he cuts her off. Intrigued by this encounter, 
Paloma searches for more information when she and her fam-
ily travel to Argentina for Santiago’s installation as ambassador 
to the United Nations. Alternating between Paloma’s investiga-
tion in 1998 and Santiago’s life in the years leading up to Argen-
tina’s 1976 coup, the book is inspired by the author’s interviews 
with the children of disappeared persons when she was a TV 
producer in the 1990s, highlighting human rights violations 
such as kidnapping, illegal adoptions, and torture. Although 

“a tenet of the Larrea family was appearing neutral and staying 
above the fray when it came to Argentina’s topsy-turvy politics,” 
Santiago finds himself entangled because of a political-dissident 
friend and socially conscious lover he tries to protect. Paloma, 
who was raised in New York, learns of the atrocities of the ’70s 
when she meets Franco Bonetti, who’s part of an activist group 
of “children of the desaparecidos or people whose parents were 
political prisoners or lived in exile during the dictatorship.” 
He helps her track down people and resources that reveal the 
secret her father’s been hiding. In seeking to learn more about 
him, Paloma unearths information that alters her own life in 
ways she could have never imagined.

A skillful debut which serves as a reminder that a country’s 
past can never be left in the past.

THE RAVENOUS DEAD
Coates, Darcy
Poisoned Pen (304 pp.) 
$14.99 paper  |  March 15, 2022
978-1-72823-922-4  

A woman with a mysterious past can 
talk to the dead but can’t get them to do 
her bidding in the latest from Australian 
author Coates.

In The Whispering Dead (2021), the 
first of the Gravekeeper series, franchise 

heroine Keira was pursued by unknown men and nearly killed 
before she took refuge in a groundskeeper’s cottage next to a 
cemetery filled with the unquiet dead. Although she still doesn’t 
remember who she really is, pastor Adage has hired her to get 
the dead to move on, and she’s acquired two new friends in the 
small town of Blighty—Zoe and Mason—along with Daisy, a 
very odd black cat. When she uncovers her inner eye, Keira 
can see the ghosts, but since none of them are willing to tell 
her why they’re still tethered to the cemetery, she consults the 
local library for information on the people buried there. Then a 
shade attacks her, placing her in mortal danger. Despite her best 
efforts to keep things from her new friends, they finally figure 
out she can talk to ghosts and agree to have her back. At length 
she learns that the evil shade was a serial killer and realizes that 
he’s amassing ever greater strength by destroying the other 
ghosts. Keira barely escapes another chase by her mysterious 

pursuers, and a plan to rid the cemetery of the shade goes dan-
gerously wrong. How can her ordeal possibly end?

Lovers of ghosts and ghouls will shiver with delight.

THE SHADOW HOUSE
Downes, Anna
Minotaur (320 pp.) 
$27.99  |  April 5, 2022
978-1-2502-6484-8  

An Australian mother’s retreat to a 
bucolic eco-village two hours from Syd-
ney is shadowed by ever more menacing 
echoes of an earlier tragedy.

When her 14-year-old son, Oliver, 
was suspended from his high school for 

conduct unbecoming, Alex Ives retaliated against the school, the 
world, and her abusive mate by abruptly uprooting her children 
and moving them for a three-month trial rental to Pine Ridge, an 
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“Lovers of ghosts and ghouls will shiver with delight.” 
the ravenous dead



alternative community Ollie scorns as a commune for aging hip-
pies and baby Kara is mercifully too young to judge. Everything will 
be fine, her landlady and upstairs neighbor, Jenny, and Pine Ridge 
founder Kit Vestey assure her. But everything is far from fine. Mag-
gie, a Pine Ridge veteran, mysteriously takes against her from the 
get-go, and it’s not long before the other neighbors begin to gossip. 
A series of increasingly nasty practical jokes awakens rumors of the 
Pine Ridge witch. Stuart, the abusive restaurateur Alex fled, dis-
appears after threatening to find and punish her. More and more, 
Alex’s troubles seem an uncanny echo of those that beset Renee 
Kellerman, whose husband, Michael, once owned the farm that 
became the site of Pine Ridge: the vandalism, the dead animals, 
and ultimately the message Renee has apparently sent her: “My son 
was taken. Yours will be too.” Will Ollie follow the path of Gabriel 
Kellerman, the teenager who vanished 10 years ago? Downes is less 
interested in drawing the threads of her mystery together into a 
tightly logical web than in sowing the seeds of psychological ter-
ror, rooted in everyday traumas from sleeplessness to coping with 
teens, and branching out to create a nightmare world.

A hair-raising mood piece you’ll be glad to awaken from.

THE CANDY HOUSE 
Egan, Jennifer
Scribner (352 pp.) 
$27.00  |  April 5, 2022
978-1-4767-1676-3  

Egan revisits some characters from A 
Visit From the Goon Squad (2010) and their 
children to continue her exploration of 
what fiction can be and do in the 21st 
century.

As Manhattan Beach (2017) showed, 
Egan is perfectly capable of writing a satisfying traditional 
novel, but she really dazzles when she turns her formidable gifts 
to examining the changes to society and individuals wrought 
by the internet and social media. One of those instruments of 
change is Bix, an NYU classmate of Sasha in Goon Squad but 
here a vastly rich social media magnate who, in 2016, makes the 
next leap in the “Self-Surveillance Era” by creating, first, Own 
Your Unconscious, which allows people to externalize their con-
sciousness on a cube, and then Collective Consciousness, which 
offers the option of “uploading all or part of your externalized 
memory to an online ‘collective,’ ” thereby gaining access to 

“the anonymous thoughts and memories of everyone, living or 
dead, who had done the same.” Egan explores the impact of this 
unnervingly plausible innovation with her habitual panache, 
ranging from her characters’ pre-internet youths to the 2030s. 
While there are “eluders” like Bix’s son, Gregory, who refuse to 
share their private thoughts with strangers, many are seduced 
by the convenience and power of this collective tool. The most 
stylistically audacious chapter shows us the scarily logical next 
step; it reproduces the instructions of a “weevil” implanted in 
the brain of Lulu, daughter of morally compromised Goon Squad 
publicist Dolly, now a spy married to “a visionary in the realm 
of national security.” As she did in in Goon Squad’s PowerPoint 
chapter, Egan doles out information in small bites that accumu-
late to demonstrate the novel’s time-honored strengths: richly 
complicated characters and compelling narratives. The final 
chapter rolls back to 1991 to movingly affirm the limits of floods 
of undigested information and the ability of fiction, only fiction, 
to “roam with absolute freedom through the human collective.”

A thrilling, endlessly stimulating work that demands to be 
read and reread.

THE CONJURE-MAN 
DIES 
Fisher, Rudolph
Poisoned Pen (304 pp.) 
$14.99 paper  |  April 5, 2022
978-1-46421-596-4  

Library of Congress Crime Classics 
presents a welcome resurrection of the 
first nonserialized mystery novel by a 
Black author, featuring an all-Black cast, 
originally published in 1932.
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“A thrilling, endlessly stimulating work.”
the candy house



Bubber Brown and his friend Jinx Jenkins have come to 
consult N’Gana Frimbo, a Harvard-educated psychic who’s 
known throughout Harlem. In the middle of their session, 
Frimbo cries out, “Why do you not see?” and collapses, to be 
pronounced dead soon after by neighboring physician John 
Archer. Frimbo, whose friends and clients ranged from his 
landlord, undertaker Samuel Crouch, to drug addict Doty 
Hicks and Spider Webb, a numbers runner who works for 
Crouch’s friend Si Brandon, the king of Harlem crime, was 
privy to many secrets, and any number of people might have 
wanted him dead. But how could anyone have beaten him 
unconscious and suffocated him by forcing the handkerchief 
Archer discovers down his throat when he died in the middle 
of a session with Brown and Jenkins, who insists against the 
evidence that the fingerprint on the weapon, a club fashioned 
from a human bone, isn’t his? Joining forces with Detective 
Perry Dart, NYPD, Archer does his best to solve the riddle 
of Frimbo’s life and death, unaware that an even more whop-
ping surprise will call not only their most basic assumptions 
about the case, but Fisher’s title into doubt. Considering its 
layers and layers of bafflement, the mystery is brought to 
a commendably logical conclusion that still leaves plenty of 
unresolved questions about the relations between African 
and American cultures for modern readers to mull. Leslie S. 
Klinger’s uncommonly helpful introduction and footnotes 
place this pioneering novel in a broader historical context.

It’s about time this genuine classic was back in print.

HERE LIES
Friedman, Olivia Clare
Grove (208 pp.) 
$24.00  |  March 22, 2022
978-0-8021-2939-0  

A first novel about the travails of 
a young Louisiana woman mourning 
her mother’s death in the 2040s, when 
human burial has become illegal.

The near future Friedman creates is 
less extreme than ones found in other 

recent cautionary dystopias. Instead, what may scare read-
ers is how normal narrator Alma’s world seems in light of the 
U.S.’s current problems. In fact, 22-year-old Alma’s lifestyle and 
entertainment references—the same fast food, the same golden 
oldies considered oldies today—make the fabric of daily life in 
the present and future seem pretty much the same. One change 
mentioned more than once is that Louisiana’s football teams 
have stopped playing. And of course there are the continuing 
ravages of climate change—trees lost to storms, hoarding due 
to empty store shelves. Parts of Louisiana are uninhabitable. 
Alma’s major concern, however, is that the increasingly authori-
tarian government—its political affiliation left ambiguous—has 
taken control of graveyard land; laws now require the dead to 
be cremated, their ashes stored by the state, with few excep-
tions. Alma takes up the cause of dead people’s rights and free-
dom of burial choice. Her mother, who died a year earlier, was 

cremated although she’d wanted a burial. After Alma’s applica-
tion for a dispensation to keep the urn of her mother’s ashes 
is turned down, she becomes involved with a secret idealistic 
group of Catholic burial rights activists. She also takes in home-
less, pregnant 19-year-old Bordelon, who is mourning the death 
of the grandmother who raised her. Both Bordelon and Alma 
had lousy boyfriends and fathers who abandoned them; their 
activist friend Josephine’s husband abused her. More problem-
atic than the heavy-handed victimhood is the narrowness of 
Alma’s vision, which seems unconcerned with major issues like 
racism or deaths caused by natural disasters and starvation. But 
the temptation to consider this a satirical fable is undercut by 
the earnest tone.

Despite some lovely prose, Friedman’s dystopia-lite comes 
across as less shocking than shallow.
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GO TELL THE BEES THAT 
I AM GONE
Gabaldon, Diana
Delacorte (928 pp.) 
$36.00  |  Nov. 23, 2021
978-1-101-88568-0  

The ninth book in Gabaldon’s Out-
lander series finds the Fraser family 
reunited in the midst of the American 
Revolution.

It’s 1779, and Claire and Jamie Fra-
ser have found each other across time and space and are living 
peacefully in the American Colony of North Carolina. This 
novel opens with the mysterious return to Fraser’s Ridge of 
their daughter, Brianna, her husband, Roger, and their children. 
In a previous book, Brianna’s family time-traveled to 20th-
century America and planned to stay there permanently. It’s 
clear that Jamie and the others expect the troubles the family 
faced in the future will follow them to the past; unfortunately, 

after their return, the book pauses for several hundred pages 
of exposition. Gabaldon reintroduces characters, summarizes 
past events and tragedies, and introduces new characters. The 
text features not one but two family trees (the one in the back 
is updated to include the events of the book), and readers will 
need both to keep track of all the characters and relationships. 
The Outlander series has always been concerned with themes 
of time and place, and this novel contains intricate details and 
descriptions of daily life in Colonial America, clearly the result 
of countless hours of research. But Claire and Jamie have always 
been the major draw for readers. Now that they are grandpar-
ents, their love story is less epic and more tender, exploring the 
process of aging, the joys of family, and the longing for com-
munity and home. The last third is more plot-driven and action-
packed, but the cliffhanger ending might leave readers feeling 
as if the book is just filler for the promised 10th installment.

Lots of buzz after a seven-year hiatus, but even die-hard 
Outlander fans might need more action.

LET’S NOT DO 
THAT AGAIN 
Ginder, Grant
Henry Holt (352 pp.) 
$27.99  |  April 5, 2022
978-1-250-24377-5  

In this timely comic novel set in New 
York and Paris, a political family deals 
with drama past and present.

A new book from Ginder beckons the 
reader like a hot bath and glass of some-

thing, a reliable and relaxing pleasure. Here the point of depar-
ture is a riot in Paris during which a young American pitches a 
champagne bottle through the window of a famous restaurant, 
apparently at the behest of a French right-wing extremist. This 
is bad news for her mother, Nancy Harrison, who is running 
for the U.S. Senate from New York. Nancy has been represent-
ing her district in the House of Representatives for nearly 20 
years, since her husband’s death opened the seat, and her hard 
work, vision, and political instincts have led to this Senate race. 
Her competition is a Republican television actor “whose most 
impressive accomplishment was hiding his Botox”—still, beat-
ing him won’t be easy, especially with these new headlines. Her 
son, Nick, who’s just retired from the stress of working for his 
mom and is looking forward to getting off benzos and finding a 
boyfriend, is tapped to fly over and pry sister Greta away from 
the evil Frenchman. Ginder aces the small stuff: sparkling dia-
logue, hilarious supporting characters (Greta’s roommates!), 
whimsically named establishments—a doggy day care is Bow-
Haus; a retirement community, Boom Town; a favorite restau-
rant, Me, Myself, and Thai. Nick is writing a musical based on 
the work of...Joan Didion. And you know the old saying about a 
gun in the drawer in the first act? Well, here the gun is a state-of-
the-art trash compactor. Keep your eye on that thing. He also 
aces the big stuff, characteristically insightful on sibling and 
parent-child relationships and politically on message. As Nancy 
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In his seventh novel, the ambitious Small World (Dut-
ton, Jan. 11), Jonathan Evison delivers a cross section of 
America, following a group of characters in the present 
day—connected by a train accident in the Pacific North-
west—as well as their ancestors a century and a half earlier. 
It’s an impressive juggling act, but speaking on the phone 
from his cabin in the foothills of Washington’s Olympic 
Mountains, Evison suggests he’s hard-wired for it. “I’m off-
the-charts manic, I’ve got all this energy,” he says. “And it’s 
served best when I’m working.”

In this conversation, edited for space and clarity, Evi-
son discusses the new novel, his thematic focus on the 
American dream, and the recent controversy surrounding 
his 2018 novel, Lawn Boy. 

Depending on how you count, there are around a dozen 
central characters in Small World. Did one particular 
character emerge first who provided a way into the 
story?
Not at all. I set off from the beginning wanting to tell all 
these stories. In fact, I ended up cutting about six charac-
ters out of it. I had to get everybody on that train. About 
midway through the novel, I almost added a third genera-

tion of characters, but I decided against that. I did a lot of 
writing that didn’t make the final book, but that work is 
never wasted. I ended up writing an entire novel with one 
of the characters I dropped, with its own narrative line, a 
kind of Western.

The book seems like a product of the Trump era, where 
debates about national identity are very much on peo-
ple’s minds. 
The tribalism of the Trump era has always been there—it’s 
just more palpable than it has been before. I started writ-
ing it about 3 years ago, in the middle of that time. But I 
wasn’t reacting to that so much. It was more my own per-
sonal ambition to swing for the fences. The novel is pretty 
consistent with how I’ve always written about America. I 
try not to write polemics. I feel like my job is to report on 
the state of the American dream. 

There’s a lot of optimism in the book because the char-
acters grow across generations. But it’s also engaged 
with racism, greed, abuse, and family separation, 
which are part of American history, too. Was it difficult 
settling on a tone for the story?
It’s mostly intuitive. I’ll make tonal shifts that I’m aware of, 
but mostly it’s just a reflection of my optimism and who I 
am. You have to be pretty optimistic to write eight books 
and keep going. Even when I was a starving artist, I was 
hopelessly optimistic. I wasn’t really any less happy then. 
All my dreams have come true now, but I don’t think I’m 
any happier on a base-line level. It’s just who I am. 

There’s a lot of history here—about the construction of 
railroads, orphanages in 1850s Chicago, Chinese im-
migrants in early San Francisco. How much time did 
you dedicate to research?
I wrote the book pretty quickly—14 months actually writ-
ing, maybe 17 months [total] with the research. When 

The author’s ambitious seventh novel offers readers a Rorschach test 
on the American dream
BY MARK ATHITAKIS

Keith Brofsky

WORDS WITH...

Jonathan Evison
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I know the information I’m after, and when I know the 
questions I need to ask, it becomes a lot easier. Some of it 
is stuff I already knew about from past books. A light bulb 
goes off in my head and I’d have to go back and research it, 
but I had an idea of where I had to look.

Still, writing a book like this in less than a year and a 
half sounds speedy.
I have a very weird work schedule because I have three 
school-age kids and I’m a very hands-on parent. So the 
only way for me to do it is to get away up here to this cab-
in two days a week from my house on Bainbridge Island, 
about an hour and a half away. I drive out here and work for 
two days a week. And when I say two days a week, I mean 
16 hours a day. I’m metabolizing story the whole time. The 
other five days a week is just getting game-ready. 

In the fall, your novel Lawn Boy was targeted by some 
schools when it was accused of containing pornograph-
ic material. Where does all that stand now?
The death threats have stopped. For a month, every day 
I was sending out statements to students, teachers, and 
school board members, people asking me to make a state-
ment. But really there was nothing to defend. All the at-
tacks have been raised by somebody who didn’t read the 
book; somebody read one paragraph out of context, and 
everybody just took that ball and ran with it. The book 
does nothing Judy Blume wasn’t doing for years, you know? 
I’m just tuning it out at this point. It’s nice to see the book 
selling again, but whatever. I’ve written three and a half 
books since then. 

Mark Athitakis is a journalist in Phoenix who writes about books 
for Kirkus, the Washington Post, the Los Angeles Times, and 
elsewhere. Small World received a starred review in the Oct. 15, 
2021, issue.
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puts it, “The only option is to fix things, because you’re sure as 
hell not going to leave them for your children looking like this.”

Ooh la la. The Senate race may be tight, but this book is a 
shoo-in.

THE ALMOND IN THE APRICOT
Goudarzi, Sara
Deep Vellum (252 pp.) 
$22.00  |  Jan. 18, 2022
978-1-64-605109-0  

A grieving young woman experiences 
intense episodic dreams that she believes 
may be an alternate reality.

The story opens with two distinct 
points of view: Emma is a 29-year-old 
designer of sewer systems in New Jersey. 

Lily is an 11-year-old girl living with Mom and Dad in Touran, a 
fictional conflict zone with frequent and frightening nighttime 
air raids. As the story progresses, it’s revealed that Emma and Lily 
aren’t distinct personalities but are rather linked in some way by 
Emma’s vivid dreams. At first, the connections manifest in sleep-
walkinglike incidents for Emma. Later, elements of Lily’s life—
a geranium, a birthday cake, chess games, apricot trees, breath 
mints, and hopscotch—pop up as references in Emma’s waking 
world. Emma gradually begins to suspect that Lily may be not a 
dream but another dimension of time or space. She hooks up with 
physicist Kerr Jacobs, who reminds her of her best friend Spencer, 
to investigate whether that’s possible. Kerr assures her, repeat-
edly, that it’s not. Emma’s prolonged grief at Spencer’s death, her 
romantic triangle with Jacobs and Peter, her minimally accept-
able boyfriend, and Lily’s sweet summer romance with Nima, the 
son of her parents’ friends, add emotional depth. A banal subplot 
involving Emma’ boss, Charlie, her professional competition 
with her lunch buddy, Tina, and a sewer system at a new housing 
development feels disconnected from Emma’s and Lily’s stories. 
The central question of whether Emma’s dreams are real sustains 
the intrigue to a satisfying, faster-paced conclusion.

An is-it-real-or-is-it-a-dream story with a lot to like but 
little to love.

THE OLD WOMAN WITH 
THE KNIFE
Gu Byeong-mo
Trans. by Chi-Young Kim
Hanover Square Press (288 pp.) 
$19.99  |  March 8, 2022
978-1-335-42576-8  

What happens when a chance 
encounter causes a 65-year-old Korean 
assassin to question what she’s always 
had to do to survive?

Hornclaw is an aging “disease control specialist” who’s 
built a 45-year-long career on eliminating targets her agency’s 
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clientele deem “vermin” without asking any questions—usu-
ally with a poisoned knife. Now her increasingly fragile health 
and the emotional ripples from an unexpected connection 
she makes with a doctor and his family threaten her plans for 
a leisurely retirement. Despite the peculiar objective of her 
work, Hornclaw must also navigate the mundane annoyances 
of corporate life, including bureaucracy, dismissive younger 
colleagues, and petty disagreements with management. The 
realistic detail with which Gu describes the agency’s day-to-day 
operations prevents the novel from veering into a melodramatic 
blood bath, as do the novel’s incisive observations about the 
harsh economic and social realities of modern Korean society, 
including economic recession, poverty among senior citizens, 
and the effects of the lingering American military presence. 
Behind the skillfully rendered (if occasionally drawn-out) fight 
scenes, Gu poignantly animates the desperate circumstances 
that motivate these characters to turn to contract killing in the 
first place. Despite Gu’s skill in dramatizing details, though, the 
novel’s larger narrative arc and epiphanies can feel rushed and 
mechanical. At times it seems that the characters could use a 

few more chapters for their complex lives to unfold in a way 
that does their transformations justice.

A thriller with heart that would benefit from more time to 
beat just a bit longer.

THE FRUIT THIEF
Or, One-Way Journey Into the 
Interior
Handke, Peter
Trans. by Krishna Winston
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (336 pp.) 
$28.00  |  March 15, 2022
978-0-3749-0650-4  

A wandering, seemingly plotless 
novel by Austrian writer Handke.

It begins with a bee sting: A pen-
sioner in the exurbs of Paris walks barefoot in the grass and 
earns a hymenopteran bite for his troubles. Spurred, he takes 
the occasion to pack his bags and go for an adventure that it 
pleases him to think is somehow illegal. “Yes, at last I would 
lay eyes on my fruit thief, not today, not tomorrow, but soon, 
very soon, as a person, the whole person, not just the phantom 
fragments my aging eyes had glimpsed in all the years before, 
usually in the middle of a crowd, and always at a distance, and 
those glimpses had never failed to get me moving again,” writes 
Handke in a typically winding sentence. That fruit thief is a 
young woman who soon becomes the center of the story even 
though the oldster remains the omniscient narrator. He dislikes 
the new Europe: “I usually found women in veils properly—or 
improperly—offputting,” he grumbles, having encountered 
Muslim women on a train. He finds his fellow humans thick as 
bricks: “Nothing makes them prick up their ears.” The young 
woman, Alexia, is no more tolerant, a Nietzschean rebel who 
emerges as a younger, female doppelgänger to the older man’s 
world-weary curmudgeon. She wanders across France, her vast 
handbag full of, yes, pilfered fruit that she considers it her right 
to possess, staking out places where she can readily nab the 
stuff: “She evaluated each place according to the spots, nooks, 
and crannies where a piece of fruit grew that she could grab.” 
Why not televisions or late-model Renaults? Alexia falls in with 
an occasional companion who, Handke takes pains to point out, 
is of darker complexion than she, “fighting his way at her side 
through this European jungle.” Their travels don’t amount to 
much, but they afford Handke plenty of opportunities to sneer 
at modern mores and modern life and the boring homogeneity 
of humankind, especially the non-European sort.

A carping, tedious journey into the hinterlands.



OR ELSE
Hart, Joe
Thomas & Mercer (252 pp.) 
$15.95 paper  |  April 1, 2022
978-1-5420-3512-5  

A mystery writer threatened with the 
disclosure of his adulterous affair soon 
realizes that that’s the least he has to fear.

“I know about you and Rachel,” says 
the anonymous note to Andy Drake. The 
truth is undeniable; in between rounds 

taking care of his widowed father, who has dementia, Andy’s 
been sneaking around the little town of Sandford, New York, 
with his old school friend for six months. But which of his 
neighbors in the close-knit community called the Loop is on 
to him? Before he can decide between the likes of eagle-eyed 
widow Mrs. Tross, mysterious new neighbor Allen Crane, and 
church usher Elliot Wyman, a rash of untimely deaths sweeps 
over the community. Parish administrator Mary Shelby is 
kicked to death by the horse she unaccountably approached 
from behind; Ryan Vallance, of the Valiant Lending Agency, is 
shot; so is his business partner, David Barren, who just happens 
to be Rachel’s husband. Worse still, Rachel and her sons, Asher 
and Joey, have vanished, and the week Detective Vince Spanner 
spends on the case produces no trace of them. Desperate, Andy 
ignores the fact that every authority figure from Spanner to 
Father Mathew Travers looks down their noses at him and starts 
to look for leads of his own. You might think that an author of 
fictional mysteries would be good at this, but the main results 
Andy achieves are to goad a nameless visitor to drop in and 
advise him to leave bad enough alone and provoke somebody 
to try to kill him and his father by turning on the gas to their 
kitchen stove without lighting it.

An unremarkable but effective time-killer.

PURE COLOUR 
Heti, Sheila
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (224 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Feb. 15, 2022
978-0-3746-0394-6  

A woman considers living, loving, the 
Earth, and art.

Any attempt to summarize Heti’s 
luminous new novel will inevitably 
leave it sounding faded and flat. There 
is a woman named Mira; for a while, she 

works in a lamp store. Mira’s father dies. Mira loves a woman 
named Annie. In addition to these more prosaic details, there is 
the fact that life in this book—existence as a whole, in fact—is 
a draft. It is God’s first draft. “On good days,” Heti writes, “we 
acknowledged that God had done pretty well: he had given us 
life, and had filled in most of the blanks of existence, except for 
the blank in the heart.” As in her earlier works, Heti’s focus is not 
only on the world of her own story, but on the very possibilities 
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“Heti’s latest is that rarest of novels—as alien 
as a moon rock and every bit as wondrous.”

pure colour
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of the novel as a form. Again and again, she stretches those pos-
sibilities until they grow as taut as a wire. After Mira’s father dies, 
his consciousness—and hers, too—ends up in a leaf. Best not to 
ask about the mechanics of this move. In the leaf, they “talk” to 
one another about art and death and time, in long paragraphs 
that don’t differentiate between speakers. “Don’t think that in 
death you go far from the earth,” someone says; “you remain 
down here with everything—the part of you that loved, which 
is the most important part.” But at the same time that she is 
contending with large, abstract questions, Heti is a master of 
the tiniest, most granular detail. Her prose can be both sweep-
ing and particular. On one page, Mira and her father think of 
time as a billion-year expanse; on another, she and Annie buy 
a box of chocolates. The book is as exquisitely crafted as those 
sweets must have been.

Heti’s latest is that rarest of novels—as alien as a moon 
rock and every bit as wondrous.

THE LAST 
SUSPICIOUS HOLDOUT 
Hubbard, Ladee
Amistad/HarperCollins (224 pp.) 
$24.99  |  March 8, 2022
978-0-06-297909-4  

Short stories brimming with societal 
nuance and human complexity offer a 
penetrating overview of urban Black 
America near the turn of the 21st century.

In her previous novels, The Talented 
Ribkins (2017) and The Rib King (2021), Hubbard showed narra-
tive ingenuity, tough-minded intelligence, and a refined sense 
of character in her depictions of African Americans swept up 
by history. These virtues—and, it turns out, many others—are 
on display in this collection of 13 stories set in and around an 
unnamed Southern metropolis resembling Hubbard’s native 
New Orleans and arranged in chronological order from 1992 to 
2007. “Trash,” for example, is set in 2005, the same year as Hur-
ricane Katrina, and, in dealing with characters coping with the 
storm’s grisly aftermath, mentions many familiar landmarks and 
neighborhoods. The title character of “Henry” is a bartender 
who, in 1993, is struggling to keep his business afloat while help-
ing to defend his activist brother, Leon, who was convicted of 
murder eight years earlier and has since become a cause célèbre 
in the Black community. A story set the following year, “Bitch: 
An Etymology of Family Values,” introduces Millie Jones, who 
makes anonymous phone calls alerting a Black councilman’s 
wife to her husband’s extramarital dalliances. Millie turns up 
again in the title story, set in 2001, this time working for the 
Leon Moore Center for Creative Unity, which has been impli-
cated in the vandalism of a hamburger franchise in the neigh-
borhood. By the way, that story is the collection’s centerpiece, 
not just for its novellalike length, but for the astute social obser-
vations, textured characterizations, and deep affection for its 
landscape that are emblematic of Hubbard’s writing. Nothing 
seems lost or shortchanged in presenting this panorama of 
Black lives, whether disparities in social class, creeping gentrifi-
cation, or the arduous, at times heroic efforts of even the poor-
est community residents to retain grace, decorum, and some 
autonomy over their surroundings.

Hubbard’s eyes and ears are in superb working order as she 
tells this besieged community’s life story.

THE LAST CONFESSIONS OF 
SYLVIA P.
Kravetz, Lee
Harper/HarperCollins (272 pp.) 
$25.99  |  March 8, 2022
978-0-06-313999-2  

Nonfiction author Kravetz’s debut 
novel is a compelling literary mystery 
that explores the creation of poet Sylvia 
Plath’s only novel.

“Short stories brimming with societal nuance and human 
complexity offer a penetrating overview of urban Black America.”

the last suspicious holdout
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Organized into nine “stanzas,” or sections, the narrative is 
told over three different timelines by three different women, all 
connected in some way to Plath. In 2019, Estee, a 65-year-old 
master curator for a small Boston auction house, must deter-
mine whether a set of notebooks found in the attic of a South 
Boston Victorian is the original manuscript of Plath’s semiauto-
biographical The Bell Jar, published under a pseudonym a few 
months before her suicide in 1963. As she vets the documents 
with the assistance of Plath expert Nicolas Jacob, Estee discov-
ers an unexpected personal connection to the poet. Covering 
the years 1958 to 1963 in a letter addressed to her old poetry pro-
fessor Robert Lowell, Boston Rhodes, a pen name for the ambi-
tious Agatha White (a thinly veiled Anne Sexton), recounts 
the seething jealousy that drives her to undermine her literary 
rival. “Sylvia was a success in all the ways I was not,” she notes 
acidly. In 1953, Ruth Barnhouse, the only female psychiatrist at 
McLean Hospital, uses unconventional therapies to treat her 
patients, one of whom is a Miss Plath recovering from a failed 
suicide attempt. Kravetz skillfully weaves the three storylines 
into a satisfying whole as the mystery of Plath’s journals is 
resolved. Writing about real literary figures can be tricky, espe-
cially if their descendants are still living, but the author brings 
his characters, both imagined and historical, to life with sensi-
tivity. Of his protagonists, Rhodes is the standout, an unreliable 
narrator nonpareil whose inner “venom voice…cuts to the mar-
row of truth.”

An elegantly written novel for lovers of poetry and literary 
history.

NOTES ON AN EXECUTION
Kukafka, Danya
Morrow/HarperCollins (320 pp.) 
$23.49  |  Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-06-305273-4  

A murderer on death row awaits his 
execution.

Ansel Packer has 12 hours to live. Emo-
tionally detached from the deaths of Izzy 
Sanchez, Angela Meyer, and Lila Marony, 
the three girls he murdered almost 30 years 

ago, he’s chiefly focused on the escape plan he’s made with Shawna 
Billings, a prison guard, and his manifesto, in which he philosophizes 
about the nature of good and evil in the human psyche. While the 
clock ticks, Ansel is moved from Polunsky, his prison of the last 
seven years, to the Walls Unit, the last stop before his execution. 
Meanwhile, an earlier timeline presents the stories of Lavender, 
Ansel’s lonely and abused mother, who abandoned him; Hazel, the 
twin sister of Ansel’s former wife, Jenny Fisk, whom he may—or may 
not—have murdered; and Saffron Singh, a New York State police 
investigator, who has her own disturbing history with Ansel. Ansel 
is a chilling, creepy monster, tormented by memories of his mother 
and baby brother and hoping for sympathy that’s never quite real-
ized. The women’s stories contain too much extraneous information 
and generally lack the emotional depth they need to compete with 
Ansel’s fascinating creepiness. The backstory-heavy structure results 
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in a slow pace whenever Ansel isn’t present. His moment-of-death 
epiphany feels forced and is ultimately unconvincing. As a result, 
the promise of the intriguing premise in the early chapters isn’t sus-
tained. An epilogue that imagines the unlived lives of the murdered 
girls subtracts more than it adds.

A slow-paced portrait of a condemned serial killer and the 
women who disappointed him.

SAY THIS
Levine, Elise
Biblioasis (224 pp.) 
$14.95 paper  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-7719-6460-9  

A pair of oblique novellas trace the 
reverberations of a killing.

Levine, author of the short story col-
lection This Wicked Tongue (2019), touches 
only tangentially on the murder that 

shapes the lives of the characters of Eva Hurries Home and Son 
One. By 2018, when a journalist contacts Eva, the central figure 
of the first novella, she is 41, working as an assistant college 
registrar in Washington, D.C., and the senseless murder com-
mitted by her cousin in Oregon is 13 years in the past. Even 
further in the past is her murky relationship with that cousin, 
whom she was sexually exploited by, and in love with, when she 
was somewhere between 11 and 16, the details still foggy for 
her. In spare, enigmatic chapters, Levine follows her through 
her ordinary, haunted days and then on a trip which resolves 
almost nothing and on which she meets with the journalist as 
well as with her cousin’s estranged stepmother and, briefly, the 
imprisoned cousin himself. The more diffuse and less success-
ful second novella follows the lives and thoughts of several of 
the relatives of the murdered man, a labor law specialist who 
had a few secrets, over many years following his death, moving 
back and forth through time. While Levine successfully com-
municates the ripple effects of the crime on a family already 
fractured before the murder, the novella becomes repetitive 
and bogged down in academic jargon, particularly in the chap-
ters told from the perspective of the murdered man’s professor 
sister. Although pairing these novellas in theory widens their 
impact, in practice it dilutes the concentrated strength of Eva 
Hurries Home. At their best, Levine’s brief, mysterious chapters 
resemble poetry, leaving the reader to establish links and make 
conjectures about connections even the characters themselves 
do not fully understand.

A thoughtful study of the aftereffects of violent crime.

SEASONAL WORK
Lippman, Laura
Morrow/HarperCollins (336 pp.) 
$22.99  |  Jan. 4, 2022
978-0-06-300003-2  

Playful tales of misdeeds great and 
small from the prolific mystery author.

Lippman fans will be glad to hear that 
the first two stories in her second collec-
tion of short fiction—after Hardly Knew 
Her (2008)—feature Tess Monaghan, 

now-retired private investigator and star of a dozen mystery 
novels. The first, the title story, is about a long con featuring 
the wise child of a grifter dad; the second is a very Baltimor-
ean story set in a children’s bookstore with an ongoing shop-
lifting problem. The third story features a couple that insiders 
will recognize as Tess’ parents in the years before she was born. 
Though Judith Monaghan is “The Everyday Housewife,” her 
powers of observation and interest in the lives of others pres-
age her daughter’s talents—as one character points out, “It’s a 
thin line between gossip and espionage.” The remaining nine 
stories take on a sparkling array of everyday cheaters, liars, ego-
tists, and sexist pigs. In “Slow Burner,” a perfectly pleasant high 
school teacher “has been spying on [her husband] for so long 
it’s hard to remember what she might know and what she can’t 
know.” But as her students point out during their mythology 
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unit, “Hades is a kidnapper, plain and simple. Why should 
Persephone be punished for eating a few seeds?...To teenagers, 
the gods are like adults, taking themselves much too seriously, 
demanding respect they have not earned, changing the rules 
as it suits them while torturing the puny mortals in their care.” 
Oof. As the author explains in an interesting afterword, the 
stories—four of which, she proudly notes, do not a include a 
dead body—were written between 2007 and 2019 and had to 
be updated slightly to conform to current standards. Sensitiv-
ity, however, only goes so far with a crime novelist. When the 
pandemic comes along in the last story, “Just One More,” it 
only makes murder more acceptable. “Hundreds of people were 
dying every day. What was one more body on the pile?”

Clever, well-paced, laced with humor and insight—damn 
fine short stories.

SEA STORM
Mayne, Andrew
Thomas & Mercer (302 pp.) 
$15.95 paper  |  March 29, 2022
978-1-5420-3223-0  

What lies beneath the mystery of the 
torpedoed pleasure boat off the coast of 
Fort Lauderdale?

Sloan McPherson and her Underwa-
ter Investigation Unit are called to res-
cue people aboard the cruise ship The Sea 

of Dreams after it inexplicably explodes. Sloan and partner Scott 
Hughes search for crew and passengers on the sinking ship, 
aided by Ava Crozier, on loan from the Fort Lauderdale PD 
Marine Unit. Moving at breakneck speed, and aided by lifeboats, 
they take crew and passengers to safety. The FBI is reluctant to 
panic the public but confirms that this was an attack, not a mal-
function, a conclusion underscored when one of Sloan’s divers 
finds a piece of a drone. Special Agent Olmo muddies the inves-
tigative waters with a list of all the international miscreants who 
could be responsible. The Coast Guard and the CIA also have 
an interest in the crime, but dogged Sloan outdistances them 
with her legwork and analysis, leading to jurisdictional chal-
lenges from state law enforcement officials, who desperately 
accuse Sloan and Hughes of corruption. When Sloan eventually 
identifies the sneering, high-powered villain behind the attack, 
prosecution is jeopardized by his association with one of the 
above-mentioned groups. Mayne begins his third UIU thriller, 
told in short, brisk chapters, on a high-tension note, depicting 
the initial disaster moment by tense moment, and never lets up 
on the suspense. Spurts of brisk dialogue nicely break up the 
action scenes, full of authentic detail.

Strong pacing, lean prose, and maritime knowledge con-
verge in this crackerjack thriller.

“Strong pacing, lean prose, and maritime knowledge 
converge in this crackerjack thriller.”

sea storm
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SAVVY SHELDON FEELS 
GOOD AS HELL
McCoy, Taj
Harlequin MIRA (336 pp.) 
$15.99 paper  |  March 22, 2022
978-0-778-31184-3  

A woman reevaluates her life after a 
messy breakup in this feel-good debut.

Savvy Sheldon is doing all right. She 
has a house (though it’s old and a bit 
cramped), a career (where she picks up 

the slack from her constantly burned-out co-workers), and 
a longtime boyfriend (who mainly just sits on the couch and 
watches the game). When her boyfriend breaks up with her, 
though, telling her she’s let herself go and he needs an “upgrade,” 
Savvy begins to doubt herself and starts working on a plan for 
her “Revenge Body,” a plan that morphs into working out a 
healthier relationship with her body. With the help of her two 
best friends since childhood, her cool new tennis trainer, a local 

chef, and the cute contractor who’s working on the house across 
the street, Savvy starts figuring out what she wants from life and 
making strides toward turning that into a reality. This novel is a 
paean to self-care and support systems, with everyone in Savvy’s 
life (with the singular exception of her ex-boyfriend) wanting 
only the best for her and supporting her every step of the way. 
As a result, her love interest is too good to be true, any disagree-
ment with her friends is cleared up within a few paragraphs, and 
her job is very understanding, making for very little conflict or 
forward momentum. Though watching a friend like Savvy suc-
ceed in real life would be great, it might leave a fiction reader 
craving more to chew on. A true highlight of the book is its 
depiction of food, as Savvy is a great cook, and McCoy delights 
in describing the delicious dishes she whips up.

Light on plot but full of positivity, good food, and love.

DROWNING PRACTICE
Meginnis, Mike
Ecco/HarperCollins (400 pp.) 
$27.99  |  March 15, 2022
978-0-06-307614-3  

A 13-year-old girl and her mother 
confront the end of the world on a road 
trip in this dark, engaging novel.

In January, everyone across the globe 
has the same dream of a man—described 
as a father in the logic of the dream—tell-

ing them that the world will end in November but that it isn’t 
their fault. The revelation that the same dream has appeared to 
every person on Earth, with only mild variation, plunges the U.S. 
into a state of hollowed-out normality. Many people continue 
working because “it was what others expected of them and...no 
one seemed to have a better idea,” but a generalized depressive 
apathy has rendered everything a husk of its former self; people 
sleep everywhere, shelves are largely barren, teachers show up 
but don’t teach, and the threat of violence lurks everywhere as 
people struggle to find reasons to survive until the world ends. 
For Mott, a 13-year-old girl, trying to continue her own middle 
school education and care for her reclusive mother, Lyd, fill her 
time. But when Lyd receives a call from her abusive ex-husband, 
David, who works for the CIA and spies on her constantly, to 
tell her he’ll be arriving soon to bring her and Mott to live with 
him, she decides to take her daughter on the run to show her 
what she can of the world before it all ends—or David catches 
them. The world Meginnis crafts for what could be the last nine 
months of life on Earth is haunting and haunted, a reality in 
which people who are too afraid of death to either take their 
own lives or wait until the end of the world beg strangers to 
kill them. But against this grim backdrop, Meginnis engagingly 
finds ways to bring Mott and Lyd real happiness while avoiding 
clichés or tired, easy answers. 

Twisty and moving, this is an apocalypse novel that will 
keep readers guessing till the last page.



PARADAIS 
Melchor, Fernanda
Trans. by Sophie Hughes
New Directions (128 pp.) 
$19.95  |  March 1, 2022
978-0-8112-3132-9  

A poor gardener teams up with a dis-
turbed young man to horrifying results in 
this nightmarish novel.

With her second novel to be trans-
lated into English, following Hurricane 

Season (2020), Mexican author Melchor proves that she’s got 
nightmares to spare. This slim volume follows Polo, a gardener 
in a posh housing development who spends his evenings getting 
drunk and chain-smoking cigarettes with Franco, the grandson 
of two of the complex’s residents. Polo can’t stand Franco, not 
just because of his family’s wealth, but because of his inces-
sant fantasizing about Marián Maroño, another resident of the 
development and the wealthy wife of a TV personality. Polo 

only attends their nightly meetings out of boredom and because 
he can’t stand his own home, where he lives with his hector-
ing mother and a pregnant cousin who won’t stop flirting with 
him. He doesn’t get Franco’s obsession with Marián, whom he 
considers “a whore, a gold digger” with an “unbearable family, a 
bunch of smug pricks who thought the world revolved around 
them.” Polo is so desperate to escape his home that when 
Franco reveals a plan that will both enrich Polo and realize 
Franco’s most far-fetched sexual fantasies, the young gardener 
says he’ll go along with it, perhaps unaware of how serious 
his drinking companion is: “Who could have known he really 
meant what he said?” Like Hurricane Season, this novel is told in 
long sentences and paragraphs, lending it a fever-dream quality 
that is, at its most intense, almost sickening. Also like its prede-
cessor, it’s filled with harsh profanity, violence, and disturbing 
sex; even the most open-minded will find it difficult to read in 
parts. But there’s nothing exploitative here—it’s horrifying but 
never gratuitous; Melchor uses shock to lay bare issues of clas-
sism, misogyny, and the ravages of child abuse. Her prose, ably 
translated by Hughes, is dizzying but effective; it’s as if she’s 
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“A fever dream that’s as hard to read as it is brilliant.”
paradais
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holding the reader’s head and daring them to look away from 
the social problems she brings to light. This might be a deeply 
disconcerting novel, but it’s also a brave one.

A fever dream that’s as hard to read as it is brilliant.

SAY HER NAME
Mitchell, Dreda Say & Ryan Carter
Thomas & Mercer (316 pp.) 
$11.99 paper  |  April 1, 2022
978-1-5420-2968-1  

A biracial London physician was 
brought up by a Black adoptive family; 
her search for her roots plunges her into 
a series of revelations that hit her like 
slaps in the face.

The death of her beloved adoptive 
Mummy Cherry changes everything for respiratory specialist 
Dr. Eva Harris. Already suspended since a patient filed a lawsuit 
against her hospital after Eva, exhausted by caring for Cherry, 
nearly gave him a fatal overdose of drugs, she lashes out at her 
adoptive father, retired Metropolitan Police detective Carlton 

“Sugar” McNeil, when she becomes convinced he’s taken up 
with Ronnie, his housekeeper. And she resolves to track down 
the birth mother who gave her up as an infant. Her search is 
unexpectedly accelerated when the company to whom she 
sends a DNA sample puts her in touch with retired White busi-
nessman Danny Greene, who claims he’s her biological father 
and says he’d love to meet her. The meeting, which includes 
Danny’s White daughter Miriam, is at best a mixed success. 
But Eva, feeling her husband, White accountant Joe Harris, 
slipping away from her, is so hungry for family that she meets 
with Danny again and even tries to mend fences with Sugar. 
Uneasy about a disagreement she overhears between her adop-
tive father and police Cmdr. John Dixon about the Met’s reluc-
tance to commit more resources to an ancient missing person 
case, Eva focuses more and more intently on the very different 
responses to the well-publicized disappearance of blond young 
Poppy Munro in 1994 and the virtually unacknowledged van-
ishing of four Black women that same year. The solution, less 
surprising than depressing, confirms Eva’s darkest fears about 
the low value assigned women of color by the Met in particular 
and contemporary Britain in general.

A strong dose for readers interested in watching racial 
prejudices play out at every possible opportunity.

THE FELL 
Moss, Sarah
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (192 pp.) 
$25.00  |  March 1, 2022
978-0-3746-0604-6  

At the height of the pandemic lock-
down, an experienced hill walker fails 
to return from an evening hike—then a 
prohibited activity—in her beloved Peak 
District in northern England. As her 
teenage son and elderly neighbor wait 

anxiously for bad news, a rescue party combs the treacherous 
moors.

As lockdown restrictions confine most people to their 
homes, Kate—a divorced 40-year-old single mother—wonders, 

“When did we become a species whose default state is shut up 
indoors?...We’re a living experiment, she thinks, in the inten-
sive farming of humans, [though] it’s all in the name of safety, 
not profit.” This thought arises as she sets out for an illicit 
walk from her house up to the wild hills known as the fell. She 
leaves her 16-year-old son, Matt, and her phone behind, think-
ing that she won’t be gone long, but takes her well-equipped 
backpack, because even this somewhat distracted woman 
knows how unpredictable her native terrain and weather can 
be. Meanwhile, Alice, Kate’s elderly neighbor, is enduring not 
only lockdown isolation, but also the memory of a recent bout 
with cancer and the possibility that it’s returning—and, what’s 
more, the vital but nonetheless irksome kindness of neighbors 
and family. “There’s a limit to how grateful you want to be, how 
helpless you want to feel, and she passed it a while ago. I was a 
whole person, she wants to say, I worked my way up, managed 
a team and a budget.” Matt, by contrast, is the voice of youth 
here, home alone and afraid for his mother’s safety. The fourth 
voice in this expertly woven narrative skein is that of Rob, the 
divorced father of a petulant teenage daughter and a patient 
man who—once Kate disappears—will search the hills all night 
as he and the other members of his rescue squad have done so 
many times before. In a familiar routine, they “clip on their 
radios, turn on the head torches, heft the rucksacks and set off 
up the track. Raindrops fall like sparks in the torchlight.” This 
portrait of humans and their neighboring wild creatures in their 
natural landscape and in their altered world is darkly humorous, 
arrestingly honest, and intensely lyrical. 

These interlinked narratives evoking Britain’s lockdown-
altered reality are a triumph of economy and insight.



BLOOD FEAST
The Complete Short Stories 
of Malika Moustadraf
Moustadraf, Malika
Trans. by Alice Guthrie
Feminist Press (136 pp.) 
$15.95 paper  |  Feb. 8, 2022
978-1-952177-89-7  

The complete works of a Moroccan 
writer and important figure in world 
literature.

In “The Ruse,” a woman refuses to let a good marriage offer 
fall apart simply because her daughter isn’t a virgin. In “Delu-
sion,” a man sells loose cigarettes on a street corner while wait-
ing for his sister who married a Frenchman to deliver him from 
squalor. In “A Woman in Love, A Woman Defeated,” the protag-
onist consults a seer in hopes of luring her husband back home. 
These stories revolve around characters who live precariously—
because of poverty, because of abuse, because of illness, because 
of their gender. Moustadraf was only 37 when she died in 2006, 

but she had already established herself as a vital feminist voice 
in Morocco. Her style is unflinching, whether she’s dissecting 
the impact of patriarchal culture on women and children or 
excoriating corruption in the health care system. Almost all of 
the men in these stories are monstrous, outside and in. They 
are physically repulsive, and their hatred of women is a defin-
ing feature of their personalities. These pieces are very short, 
and they function more as vignettes and character studies than 
fully developed narratives. Moustadraf ’s work is, perhaps, most 
important for her determination to shine a light on aspects of 
her society that most people would prefer to ignore. In terms 
of craft, “Death” is the standout story. In it, a woman serves 
a delicious dinner to her seemingly affluent family. While her 
children goof around and her husband talks about football, 
she’s distracted by TV. Reports of violence in Gaza, Iraq, and 
Lebanon punctuate this scene of domestic happiness, and the 
narrator decides that neither the news presenter’s red lipstick 
nor her attempts to look sad look good on her.

This collection makes a unique perspective on Moroccan 
culture accessible to Anglophone readers. 
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ORPHEUS RISING 
BY LANCE LEE

Imaginative and emotional—Booklife Review, Editor’s Pick (Publishers Weekly)
Charming and exquisitely written—Booklife Prize
An action-packed, heartfelt romp—Blueink
Magical—Nancy Powell, Clarion Foreword   
Uniquely imagined and visionary—SPR
Enchanting—Pikasho Deka, 5  Readers’ Favorite Reviews
Powered by love—Emily-Jane Hills Orford, 5  Readers’ Favorite Reviews

Imaginative and emotional, this underworld adventure thrills, chills, and o� ers insightful 
lessons. Lee’s vivid imagination shines through each chapter…and his quirky characters will 
keep readers…hooked throughout.—Booklife Review, Editor’s Pick (Publishers Weekly)

BUY NOW – Amazon.com, Amazon.co.uk and at your local bookstore

…it’s easy to highly recommend Orpheus Rising…as a standout from the crowd, even if its 
exuberant story de� es simple categorization. � is translates to an expansive audience who 
will appreciate its charm.—Diane Donovan, Midwest Book Review

An extraordinarily beautiful, touching adventure that can stand 
with the classics of children’s literature.—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

reviews
lanceleeauthor.com



LIFE SENTENCES 
O’Callaghan, Billy
Godine (200 pp.) 
$26.95  |  April 5, 2022
978-1-56792-732-0  

Irish writer O’Callaghan dissects the 
trials and survival of a Cork family across 
several generations.

O’Callaghan’s previous novel, My Coney 
Island Baby (2019), looked at two married 
lovers facing a painful shift in their years 

of monthly trysts. Here his sharp pen digs through about 100 years 
of an Irish family’s life, using the voices of three members in as 
many major sections. In 1920, Jer is drinking heavily to feed 
the darkness brewing from his sister’s death and the blame he 
heaps on her husband. The police, fearing violence, keep him 
away from the funeral by putting him in jail. There, his thoughts 
turn to the Great War, the father he knew only in scattered vis-
its, the destitution of his early life with his sister and mother. 
The Nancy section, from 1911, renders those early years from 
his mother’s point of view, centering on her affair as a young 
housemaid with a gardener and their two children, whom the 
father largely abandoned, condemning her to a grim term in the 
workhouse and prostitution. Last comes Jer’s daughter Nellie, 
whose life is winding down in 1982 and who recalls the death of 
her firstborn after just a few hours. In a memorable scene, she 
and her husband and father embark on a midnight prowl to the 
Catholic cemetery to bury the unbaptized infant against church 
rules. There, they meet and defy a priest in a concrete rejection 
of the church that echoes instances of shaky or absent faith 
elsewhere in the book. There’s much darkness in O’Callaghan’s 

“sentences.” Even the title’s pun carries a shadow. Yet he writes 
with a bright, enlivening emotional palette and a penetrating 
eye for the details of family history—not least because he is tap-
ping his own past, as the acknowledgements note.

A deeply felt and distinctive work by a real craftsman.

DAMAGED INTENTIONS
Omer, Mike
Thomas & Mercer (396 pp.) 
$15.95 paper  |  March 22, 2022
978-1-5420-3252-0  

A trio of hypervigilant yet clueless 
conspiracy theorists accidentally find 
themselves at the center of a hostage 
situation in a New York school.

While you sleep, the Watchers tire-
lessly monitor online communications to 

reveal the shameful secrets kept by agents of the Circle, whose 
ranks evidently include politicians, the police, and count-
less other authority figures. On the basis of an overreading of 
a routine political announcement that would be ludicrous if 
it weren’t so plausible and unnerving, three Watchers code-
named Red Queen, Caterpillar, and Hatter convince themselves 

that Christopher Columbus High School is running a “child-
sex-slave-ring” and, meeting for the first time in person, show 
up at the school demanding to see the security recordings that 
would presumably show Circle slavers bundling innocent teens 
into anonymous vehicles and spiriting them away. When they 
meet with understandable resistance, the conflict rapidly esca-
lates, and the three Watchers end up taking the school princi-
pal, his secretary, a chemistry teacher, and two students hostage 
as the school is surrounded by New York’s finest. Apart from 
the absurdity of the premise, this would all be routine if the 
NYPD’s hostage negotiator weren’t Lt. Abby Mullen and one of 
the hostages weren’t her daughter, Samantha, who’s just learned 
in A Deadly Influence (2021) that Abby herself was one of the 
few survivors of the Wilcox Cult Massacre more than 30 years 
ago. Once the unsettling premise has been set up, the skillfully 
extended standoff becomes altogether less original, though the 
wily, resourceful Omer keeps it all suspenseful and tosses in a 
few welcome surprises.

A breathless exploration of the paranoid mindset.

ONE-SHOT HARRY 
Phillips, Gary
Soho Crime (288 pp.) 
$24.95  |  April 5, 2022
978-1-641-29291-7  

The death of an old friend sucks a 
Black photographer into a maelstrom of 
intrigue in the lead-up to Martin Luther 
King’s 1963 March on Washington.

As he freely admits, Harry Ingram is 
“just trying to make the rent.” In addition 

to a couple of activities best left unmentioned, he’s a process 
server and a sometime photographer for publications like Jet 
and the California Eagle. When White horn player Ben Kin-
slow, who served with Harry in Korea, is killed in a suspicious 
car crash, Harry immediately suspects that his death is linked 
to the activities of Kinslow’s wealthy boss, Winston Hoyt. But 
suspecting isn’t knowing, and knowing isn’t proving it to the 
satisfaction of the LAPD, whose chief, William Parker, adver-
tises job opportunities in the Deep South in order to attract 
good old boys who can keep the Black man in his place. In the 
course of his investigations, Harry is threatened and beaten and 
his camera smashed by thugs hired to keep their bosses’ names 
out of the papers and by police officers sworn to protect and 
to serve. Along the way, he hooks up with Anita Claire, a math 
teacher working on Tom Bradley’s mayoral campaign who’s hid-
ing secrets of her own. Phillips roots his hero’s adventures in 
a densely woven web of real-life local history that emphasizes 
both Black Angelenos’ historic oppression and the moment for 
resistance crystallized in the Freedom Rally King plans en route 
to the demonstration in D.C. whose approach signals the pos-
sibility of historic change for both haves and have-nots.

Like Walter Mosley in his stories about Easy Rawlins, Phil-
lips presents a powerfully history-driven mystery.
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CHEVY IN THE HOLE
Ronan, Kelsey
Henry Holt (304 pp.) 
$26.99  |  March 15, 2022
978-1-250-80390-0  

An unlikely romance develops in 
the shadows of post-industrial Flint, 
Michigan.

After a near-fatal drug overdose in 
2014, August Molloy moves from Detroit 
back to his hometown of Flint. There, he 

picks up work at a nonprofit community garden, where he meets 
Monae Livingston. The two are alert to their differences in terms 
of race (he’s White, she’s Black) and class (August’s family is per-
petually down-at-the-heels, Monae is the niece of a civic leader). 
But as the novel alternates between 2014 and signature moments 
over the decades prior, more common ground emerges: They’re 
both products of Flint’s once-mighty economy (the title refers 
to the former site of a Chevrolet assembly plant) and a host of 

family secrets, from quiet affairs to mob killings. The connection 
between the two is symbolized by a modest-selling 1960s R&B 
single August inherited from his grandmother that’s become a 
high-ticket collectors’ item—the proceeds of which August is 
eager to use to purchase a cheap new home and reboot. Monae 
is skeptical, and the tone of Ronan’s debut echoes that feeling: 
At every point in time the author finds a city that feels entropic, 
prone to deceit, collapse, and pollution. (The city’s water crisis 
plays a key role in the plot.) Individual chapters make for some 
fine set pieces, like a tryst undone by a tornado, Monae’s uncles 
witnessing the Detroit riots, and a 1967 incident in which Who 
drummer Keith Moon drives a car into a Flint hotel swimming 
pool. Ronan takes on a lot of themes, symbols, and history, which 
makes the overall time-hopping narrative feel clunky at times. 
But she has ambition to spare and an engaging melancholic style, 
especially when she’s in August’s head. (“He thought moving to 
Detroit established a sixty-mile-long no-man’s-land between him 
and his mistakes.”)

A smart Rust Belt love story informed by its location’s 
complex history.

“A smart Rust Belt love story informed by 
its location’s complex history.”

chevy in the hole
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HER LAST AFFAIR
Searles, John
Custom House/Morrow (336 pp.) 
$27.99  |  March 22, 2022
978-0-06-077965-8  

Three people search for connection 
but find themselves drawn into some-
thing far darker.

Ever since her husband of almost 50 
years died in an accident, Skyla Hull has 
lived alone in one of two cottages on their 

property, right beside the decrepit drive-in theater they used to 
run. But now that her vision has deteriorated, she needs another 
set of eyes, so she rents out the other cottage to a British man 
named Teddy Cornwell. Meanwhile, Teddy has been reconnect-
ing with his first love, Linelle Dufort, who’s dissatisfied with her 
marriage and looking for companionship. Jeremy, a character 
who’s seemingly unconnected to the others other than a brief 
mention from Teddy, is an unhappy writer who detests his physi-
cal appearance. When he gets a writing assignment that will take 
him back to the city where his first love still lives, he thinks that 
maybe there’s still hope for them. As Skyla gets to know Teddy, it 
seems that he might be hiding something—and Skyla herself isn’t 
exactly forthcoming about what happened to her husband, who 
she’d discovered was cheating on her. When Linelle decides to 
turn her online flirtation with Teddy into something real and pays 
him an unannounced visit, all the characters’ lives crash together. 
The three points of view are initially quite disconnected, and it 
can be difficult to keep track of the disparate stories at first. But 
when they finally do converge, the result is satisfying, with a twist 
that’s hard to see coming. Searles creates convincingly desperate, 
isolated people who would do anything to feel loved.

A twisted thriller that explores despair and loneliness with 
cinematic flair.

THE UNSINKABLE 
GRETA JAMES 
Smith, Jennifer E.
Ballantine (320 pp.) 
$28.00  |  March 1, 2022
978-0-593-35827-6  

A 36-year-old indie rock star goes on 
a weeklong cruise with her father after 
her mother unexpectedly dies.

Greta James is struggling. She hasn’t 
played a concert in months, her new 

album is delayed, and she’s broken up with her boyfriend. All this 
pales in comparison to the spark that set off these events: Her 
mother suffered a brain aneurism and died before Greta could 
get to her. Now, the Alaskan cruise that her parents had been 
looking forward to taking for their 40th anniversary is here, and 
her mother is not. Greta’s brother, Asher, convinces Greta to go 
on the cruise with their father, and she decides to do it for her 
mother even though she and her father have not gotten along 

since her career started to take off. While on the cruise, Greta 
meets Ben Wilder, an academic who’s there to lecture about his 
new novel based on the work of Jack London’s The Call of the Wild. 
Sparks fly. The cruise is hard, emotionally complicated, stress-
ful, and a balm, both for Greta and her father. Author Smith has 
crafted a story about mothers and daughters, fathers and chil-
dren, grief, happiness, and healing—and also about the music 
industry, hard work, dreams, and relationships both old and new. 
The power of the Alaskan scenery breathes through the pages, 
and Greta’s grief about her mother’s death is palpable. But some-
times the best way to handle grief is to move through it, as some-
one tells Greta on the ship, even though the route might be hard. 
Readers of Evvie Drake Starts Over will enjoy this book.

A well-told story with evocative prose that bares—and 
bears—the ragged emotions that accompany a journey to 
healing.

WHEN I SING, 
MOUNTAINS DANCE 
Solà, Irene
Trans. by Mara Faye Lethem
Graywolf (208 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  March 15, 2022
978-1-64445-080-2  

Set in the Pyrenees, award-winning 
Catalan author Solà’s second novel draws 
on history, myth, geology, and folklore 
while telling the story of a family struck 

by tragedy but persevering.
The book begins with storm clouds massing above the 

mountains: “We came from the sea,” the clouds announce, 
“and from other mountains, and from unthinkable places, 
and we’d seen unthinkable things.” A poet farmer named 
Domènec rescues a trapped calf during the ensuing storm 
and is struck by lightning. His death is observed by the 
clouds and by the ghosts of four women accused centuries 
before of witchcraft. The Pyrenees of this novel are rich 
with ghosts and stories, with the natural world as well as the 
human, and the chapters are narrated from many points of 
view—Domènec’s widow; black chanterelle mushrooms; a 
roebuck fawn; a water sprite; the earth itself (“And our peaks 
will become valleys and plains, and our ruins, our remains, 
will become tons of rubble sinking into the sea, new moun-
tains”). The ghosts observe the living, form their own attach-
ments, write poetry, go swimming. Solà’s kaleidoscopic 
technique vividly evokes a landscape dense with violence and 
beauty, where village children bring home grenades scattered 
decades before by retreating Republican soldiers, the local 
festival celebrates the emergence of bears from hibernation, 
and second sight is matter-of-factly accepted. “Up here even 
time has a different feel. It’s like the hours don’t have the 
same weight. Like the days aren’t the same length, don’t have 
the same color, or the same flavor. Time here is made of dif-
ferent stuff.” Domènec’s offspring grow up. A second trag-
edy befalls the family and is absorbed by the survivors. The 

“A twisted thriller that explores despair and 
loneliness with cinematic flair.”

her last affair



overlapping, multifaceted points of view serve to deepen and 
enrich the human struggles, which, far from being muted, 
are rendered instead more urgent, more moving by being 
inextricably linked to the region’s natural history and its past.

A masterfully written, brilliantly conceived book that 
combines depth and breadth superbly.

THE RESTING PLACE
Sten, Camilla
Trans. by Alexandra  Fleming
Minotaur (336 pp.) 
$27.99  |  March 29, 2022
978-1-2502-4927-2  

After writing about an investiga-
tion into a town that was mysteriously 
depopulated 60 years ago (The Lost Vil-
lage, 2021), Swedish author Sten returns 
for another surgical excavation of the 

past, this time of her troubled heroine’s family.

Victoria Eleanor Fälth has always had a complicated rela-
tionship with the grandmother who raised her after her mother 
died, but none of that friction has prepared her to find Vivianne 
Fälth dying and the person who cut her throat escaping. Since 
Eleanor, as everyone but Vivianne calls her, has prosopagnosia, 
a condition that makes her unable to recognize faces, she’s the 
world’s worst eyewitness, and the police quickly abandon the 
possibility of getting any useful information out of her. Mean-
time, her grandmother’s hold over her life persists with the news 
that she’s left Eleanor Solhöga, a country estate Eleanor never 
knew she’d owned. Invited to inspect the place, Eleanor brings 
her live-in partner, Sebastian, and probate lawyer Rickard Snäll 
to help with its inventory. Soon after they arrive, they’re unex-
pectedly joined by Eleanor’s dislikable aunt, Veronika, but not 
by Mats Bengtsson, the groundskeeper, who’s gone mysteri-
ously missing. Cut off from the rest of the world by the isolated 
location and an obligatory blizzard, the visitors lose their cell-
phone service, then their access to the road back to the out-
side world, then the electricity that’s kept them warm. All the 
while, Eleanor, who’s found a diary kept half a century earlier 
by Vivianne’s Polish-born servant, Anushka, tries to figure out 
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what buried secrets could have led to her grandmother’s murder. 
The pace, at first maddeningly deliberate, gradually accelerates, 
unleashing a whirlwind of revelations that will leave some read-
ers still shaking their heads in bewilderment after the fade-out.

Deep-laid, tightly wound, and very, very cold.

YOUNG MUNGO 
Stuart, Douglas
Grove (400 pp.) 
$27.00  |  April 5, 2022
978-0-8021-5955-7  

Two 15-year-old Glasgow boys, one 
Protestant and one Catholic, share a love 
against all odds.

The Sighthill tenement where Shug-
gie Bain (2020), Stuart’s Booker Prize–
winning debut, unfurled is glimpsed in 

his follow-up, set in the 1990s in an adjacent neighborhood. You 
wouldn’t think you’d be eager to return to these harsh, impov-
erished environs, but again this author creates characters so 
vivid, dilemmas so heart-rending, and dialogue so brilliant that 
the whole thing sucks you in like a vacuum cleaner. As the book 
opens, Mungo’s hard-drinking mother, Mo-Maw, is making a 
rare appearance at the flat where Mungo lives with his 16-year-
old sister, Jodie. Jodie has full responsibility for the household, 
as their older brother, Hamish, a Proddy warlord, lives with 
the 15-year-old mother of his child and her parents. Mo-Maw’s 
come by only to pack her gentle son off on a manly fishing trip 
with two disreputable strangers. Though everything about 
these men is alarming to Mungo, “fifteen years he had lived and 
breathed in Scotland, and he had never seen a glen, a loch, a for-
est, or a ruined castle.” So at least there’s that to look forward 
to. This ultracreepy weekend plays out over the course of the 
book, interleaved with the events of the months before. Mungo 
has met a neighbor boy named James, who keeps racing pigeons 
in a “doocot”; the boys are kindred spirits and offer each other 
a tenderness utterly absent from any other part of their lives. 
But a same-sex relationship across the sectarian divide is so 
unthinkable that their every interaction is laced with fear. Even 
before Hamish gets wind of these goings-on, he too has decided 
to make Mungo a man, forcing him to participate in a West Side 
Story–type gang battle. As in Shuggie Bain, the yearning for a 
mother’s love is omnipresent, even on the battlefield. “They 
kept their chests puffed out until they could be safe in their 
mammies’ arms again; where they could coorie into her side as 
she watched television and she would ask, ‘What is all this, eh, 
what’s with all these cuddles?’ and they would say nothing, des-
perate to just be boys again, wrapped up safe in her softness.”

Romantic, terrifying, brutal, tender, and, in the end, 
sneakily hopeful. What a writer.

SCATTERED ALL OVER 
THE EARTH 
Tawada, Yoko
Trans. by Margaret Mitsutani
New Directions (256 pp.) 
$16.95 paper  |  March 1, 2022
978-0-8112-2928-9  

It could be the end of the world as we 
know it, but Tawada’s vision of the future 
is intriguing.

Hiruko, a refugee from a Japan that 
no longer exists—Tawada hints at sinister 

environmental reasons—spends her days in Denmark teaching 
young immigrant children to speak Panska (from Pan-Scandi-
navian), a seemingly simplistic language she’s invented. When 
she appears on television, Hiruko draws the attention of linguist 
Knut, and the two embark on an increasingly madcap quest 
through northern Europe in search of another speaker of Hiru-
ko’s native language. A varied cast of characters—each in search 
of something—joins the quest along the way, and, as the band 
of seekers grows, Tawada expands upon the themes of language, 
immigration, globalization, and authenticity which underpin 
this slyly humorous first installment of a planned trilogy. As the 
pilgrims travel around in the shadows of the Roman Empire and 
its legacy of domination and assimilation, questions of contem-
porary mutations of culture arise: If pizza is served at an Indian 
restaurant in Germany, is it Indian food? Similar observations 
about the effects of global warming on Greenland—where the 
fish have disappeared but vegetables can now be grown—high-
light the evolution of culture and existence. As dire as the quasi-
dystopian future could be, with reminders of menacing climate 
change and Japan’s nuclear history, Tawada’s intrepid travelers 
seek community and consensus, and, when confronted with the 
loss of something “original,” they seek out the best copy. Tawada, 
who won the National Book Award for Translated Literature for 
The Emissary (2018), also translated by Mitsutani, lives in Berlin 
and writes in both German and Japanese.

Who decides what’s authentic? Tawada will tell you that’s 
in flux and always has been.

THE DOLORIAD
Williams, Missouri
MCD/Farrar, Straus and Giroux 
(240 pp.) 
$17.00 paper  |  March 1, 2022
978-0-3746-0508-7  

A grim meditation on the purpose of 
survival.

In the opening scene of Williams’ 
debut novel, youngest child Agathe 
watches as her father, who is also her 

uncle, wheels her older sister—the languageless, legless Dolo-
res—into the forest, where he will leave her as a fertility offer-
ing to a perhaps apocryphal group their mother believes lives 

“Romantic, terrifying, brutal, tender, and, 
in the end, sneakily hopeful.”

young mungo
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on the other side of ruined Prague. Agathe thinks that Dolores 
has been chosen for this abandonment due to “the blunt prom-
ise of her anatomy: the slack mouth and the round pig eyes; 
the antiquated languor of her fat white hands.” The cruelty of 
these perceptions herald the tone used throughout toward the 
book’s characters, who scrabble to survive in the aftermath of a 
holocaust which left the Matriarch and her brother as the only 
viable survivors. Rather than give in to the lethargy of despair, 
the Matriarch set herself the task of repopulating the denuded 
Earth, but though the family does survive and even thrive after 
a fashion, the lack of diversity in the gene pool has a predictable 
effect. When Dolores crawls back from the forest alone, neither 
bride nor sacrifice, the Matriarch’s uncharacteristic fallibility 
destabilizes the precarious balance between the older genera-
tion and the younger children who, in their violent strangeness, 
seem the true inheritors of this new Earth. Williams compiles 
her images in breathless, smothering drifts that mimic both the 
oppressive landscape and the gauzy unreliability of the main 
characters’ perceptions with virtuosic intensity. But while Wil-
liams’ linguistic project is akin to the early work of Cormac 
McCarthy, who mines similar themes with a similar sense of 
claustrophobic animality, her more absurdist touches (includ-
ing a TV show featuring Thomas Aquinas and stories within the 
story that echo both pop culture and the Arabian Nights) guide 
the novel. This is unfortunate in a book that insists so fervently 
on the fetishization of its main characters’ disabilities. The 
result shifts an already deeply challenging book from a medita-
tion on cruelty to an enactment of the same cruelty Williams 
set out with the intent to explore, but not, the reader has to 
believe, to indulge.

This novel awes on the sentence level but ultimately blud-
geons the reader with the brutality of its larger vision.

m y s t e r y

THREE SHOTS TO THE WIND
Harris, Sherry
Kensington (320 pp.) 
$8.99 paper  |  March 29, 2022
978-1-4967-3436-5  

A bartender’s third entanglement 
with murder is her most dangerous yet.

Librarian Chloe Jackson left Chicago 
behind to help the grandmother of an old 
friend, little knowing she would have to 
become a sleuth. She now owns a quarter 

of the Sea Glass Saloon in the Florida Panhandle town of Emer-
ald Cove and has made some good friends in fellow worker Joa-
quin and her partner, Vivi Slidell, who is always trying to set her 
up despite the fact that Chloe is in a slowly developing relation-
ship with Rip Barnett. When a plane flies overhead carrying a 

banner saying “I love you Chloe Jackson” followed by the deliv-
ery of a large bouquet of her favorite lilacs and a magnum of her 
favorite wine, Chloe is at a loss as to the identity of her secret 
admirer. When she takes a run on the beach and Deputy Biffle 
stops her to announce that a dead man floating in a dune lake 
has a picture of her, she identifies the body of Perry Franklin, 
her ex-fiancee from Chicago, putting her at the top of the sus-
pect list. Unfortunately, it also puts Rip in the frame, and Chloe 
has to investigate to clear them both. A little research reveals 
that Perry was totally different than the man she thought she 
knew, and the fact that several of his other former girlfriends 
are in town only adds to the confusion. Despite her brother’s 
arriving to protect her, Chloe’s adventurous spirit puts her in 
mortal danger.

An enjoyable cozy read with plenty of suspects, romance, 
and a beachy vibe.

LOW PASTURES
James, Bill
Severn House (192 pp.) 
$28.99  |  April 5, 2022
978-1-4483-0572-8  

Police and criminals alike maneuver 
to keep their corner of England free of 
threatened interlopers.

Even before the murder of well-
dressed London visitor Lawrence Ilk 
Masel indicates that outsiders may be 

watching the city, intending to swoop down and take control of 
its peacefully diverse criminal enterprises, the word is out that 
Assistant Chief Constable (Operations) Desmond Iles is inter-
ested in leaving his patch and moving away to a Chief Consta-
ble’s job elsewhere. Devoted as he is to “holy status-quo-dom,” 
Iles’ eagerness for the advertised promotion and acceptance 
of the concomitant relocation lead him to overlook for the 
moment the fact that his chief subordinate, DCS Colin Har-
pur, has cuckolded him and ask Harpur to conduct a mock job 
interview that vibrates with barely veiled malice on both sides. 
When rumors of Iles’ possible departure reach Panicking Ralph 
Ember, the duncelike head of the city’s criminal enterprises, 
he worries that the trashing of his club The Monty, which has 
finally been restored to its unholy sheen, will be nothing com-
pared to the disorder he’ll face if the publicly pontificating, pri-
vately accommodating Iles is replaced by someone who doesn’t 
know the unwritten rules. So Ralph considers emerging from 
his stately manse, Low Pastures, long enough to consult with 
his counterpart, supplier, and sometime competitor Mansel 
Shale even as Harpur muses, “Nothing happening is something 
happening. The nothingness of it becomes something”—a Zen-
like reflection that perfectly summarizes the latest episode of 
this heartlessly funny franchise.

War games that will baffle newcomers and delight fans 
who know what’s what.
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A FATAL OVERTURE
Kalb, Kathleen Marple
Kensington (304 pp.) 
$26.00  |  March 29, 2022
978-1-4967-2725-1  

An Irish Jewish diva is more adept at 
solving crimes than ordering her own life. 

The year 1900 dawns with a surprise 
for trouser-role opera singer Ella Shane: 
a visit from the mother and aunts of her 
love, Gilbert Saint Aubyn, Duke of Leith. 

The aristocratic ladies have come to urge Shane to patch up her 
differences with Gil over her career through a marriage con-
tract. Indeed, Ella is urged to marry Gil by many friends and rel-
atives, including her cousin Tommy, a former champion boxer 
who shares a Greenwich Village house with her and manages 
the Ella Shane Opera Company. The visiting ladies move into 
Ella’s house after they discover a man stabbed to death in their 
hotel suite. Ella’s friend Hetty, a reporter, is working undercover 
at the hotel for a story she won’t discuss in detail. But she does 
reveal that the dead man, son of the owner, was known to prey 
on women. Shane and Gil agree to an informal engagement. 
Despite their passion for each other, though, they still can’t 
agree on how many tours Shane will be able to make. Gil has 
a bad feeling about his relatives and the dead man, and when 
Hetty claims to have killed him in self-defense, Ella resolves to 
discover the truth, unaware that she and Gil face danger from 
another source.

The historical detail and the heroine’s romance, brimming 
with tension, make up for the weak mystery.

THE KING FALLS
Lee, R.J.
Kensington (304 pp.) 
$15.95 paper  |  March 29, 2022
978-1-4967-3149-4  

The murder of a bridge-playing play-
boy roils a Mississippi town replete with 
secrets.

Wendy Winchester Rierson’s mar-
riage to Ross, her detective husband, 
has been marred only by her inability to 

conceive. The daughter of Police Chief Bax Winchester, Wendy 
has already proven her crime-solving chops by investigating 
several murders, an experience highly pertinent to her career 
as an investigative reporter. After she receives an invitation to 
one of the fabulous bridge parties hosted by King Kohl, scion 
of a wealthy local real estate family, who has a reputation as a 
lady’s man and a hard-charging salesman, she’s surprised to get a 
text canceling the party and inviting her to King’s house for an 
explanation. Arriving on schedule, she’s nearly run over by Mar-
cus Silvertree, who’s phoning 911 after finding King’s body. Since 
Silvertree ran a rival real estate company the Kohls drove out 
of business, he’s a prime suspect. But Wendy thinks a woman 

may be involved in this apparent crime of passion. King had at 
least three more possible candidates in his life, two women he’d 
seriously dated and his part-time housekeeper, who had a major 
crush on him. King’s parents are devastated—especially his 
mother, whose dementia causes her to think she’s killed her son. 
Eventually Wendy uses both her experience and her intuition to 
reveal an unexpected killer.

Oodles of Southern charm and a well-concealed miscreant 
add up to an exciting page-turner.

THE ECHOES 
Montgomery, Jess
Minotaur (288 pp.) 
$27.99  |  March 29, 2022
978-1-2506-2342-3  

Yearning for the good old days? This 
cleareyed look at life in 1920s Appala-
chian Ohio may change your mind.

Sheriff Lily Ross has suffered her 
share of hard times in her quest to solve 
crimes. Maybe her perfectionism is why 

her mother hesitated to tell her that Lily’s adored brother, 
who was killed in World War I, had a child, Esme, with a now-
deceased Frenchwoman. After years of secret communica-
tions between Lily’s mother and the French family, Esme’s on 
her way to live with them. Meanwhile, the largely poor rural 
area eagerly awaits the opening of an amusement park built by 
wealthy Chalmer Fitzpatrick, who served with Lily’s brother. 
In the background lurks a long-running feud over the land on 
which the park is built. A second-sighted woman’s prediction 
of a drowning in the park’s fishing pond comes disconcertingly 
true. Around the same time as the death, which is no accident, 
a baby is left on Chalmer’s porch. Lily’s friend and deputy, Mar-
vena, recognizes the infant as one a poor local mother wet-
nursed in an attempt to put food on her own children’s table 
while her physically abusive husband is unemployed. Lily finally 
learns about Esme when the child does not arrive as arranged, 
presumably because she’s been kidnapped. While working the 
murder case and searching for Esme, Lily uncovers a lot of nasty 
secrets about people she thought she knew. Trying to accept a 
new picture of her brother while hunting a killer and kidnapper, 
she leans on the network of strong women she’s developed over 
the years.

An evocative and beautifully written tale of hardship, love, 
and kinship.

“An evocative and beautifully written tale 
of hardship, love, and kinship.”

the echoes
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DANGER ON THE ATLANTIC
Neubauer, Erica Ruth
Kensington (304 pp.) 
$26.00  |  March 29, 2022
978-1-4967-2591-2  

The search for a German spy aboard 
the RMS Olympic is complicated by all 
the subplots you’d expect from the pre-
war romantic intrigue subgenre.

Word is that the agent passing on 
intelligence to the Third Reich is either 

restaurant manager Heinz Naumann, ship bandleader Keith Bru-
bacher, or Edwin Banks, who runs the photography office aboard 
the Olympic. But none of them behaves half as suspiciously as 
Miles Van de Meter, who swept minor heiress Vanessa FitzSim-
mons off her feet in Monte Carlo, married her within two weeks, 
and then disappeared shortly after boarding for their honeymoon 
voyage, followed soon after by his luggage. Vanessa is so voluble 
in pestering everyone about her missing bridegroom that Jane 
Wunderly and Redvers Dibble, the not-quite-a-couple who’ve 
booked passage as Mr. and Mrs. Wunderly so that they can iden-
tify the agent before he does any more damage, are hard-pressed 
to keep their eye on the spy. Redvers, a duly accredited opera-
tive of Her Majesty’s Government, has his methods, which seem 
mainly limited to getting his confederate, steward Francis Dob-
bins, to help him search all the first-class passengers’ staterooms 
over and over looking for evidence, but Jane, an amateur who 
seems hopelessly out past her depth, can do little but flirt with 
Heinz—the other two suspects are impervious to her advances—
and keep an eagle eye out for Eloise Baumann, whose aggressively 
endless chatter makes Vanessa seem quiet. The mixture is eventu-
ally seasoned with murder, but both felonies and complications 
take much longer to arrive than romance.

As the heroine sagely summarizes her work: “The only 
thing I knew for certain was that nearly everyone was lying.”

DEAD WIND
Wegert, Tessa
Severn House (240 pp.) 
$28.99  |  April 5, 2022
978-1-4483-0712-8  

Senior investigator Shana Merchant 
finally reaches something like closure 
with the human demon who haunted 
Death in the Family (2020) and The Dead 
Season (2020).

Blake Bram, ne Shana’s cousin Abra-
ham Skilton, seems to be at it again. Nineteen months after 
Shana escaped from his clutches and three weeks after he 
kidnapped 9-year-old Trey Hayes, the New York State Police 
find Hope Oberon strangled at the foot of a wind turbine on 
Ontario’s Wolfe Island. But Hope doesn’t seem to fit Bram’s 
usual profile, which runs to young and comely. The president of 
the Watertown development council, she’d been indicted along 

with Watertown city manager Sejal Basak and two other town 
officials for attempting to skim the profits from Green Wind 
Renewables’ bid to install noisy, lucrative, environmentally 
responsible wind turbines around the town. The placement of 
Hope’s body implicates other members of the Fraudulent Four, 
but when they all provide alibis, Shana and her partner, Tim 
Wellington, look more closely at Bram. Or rather, they look 
harder for him, since despite the efforts of Olivia Peck, the pri-
vate eye Shana’s Aunt Fee has hired to find her long-vanished 
son, Bram is a will-o’-the-wisp who turns up only to threaten 
or kill someone new. Wegert melds the police investigation so 
deftly with Shana’s endless family drama, now complicated by 
the engagement of her ex-fiance, Dr. Carson Gates, to physi-
cal therapist Kelsea Shaw, Tim’s ex-girlfriend, that most readers 
won’t care that new suspects continue to pop up even as Shana’s 
doing her best to ring down the curtain on her childhood com-
panion’s reign of terror.

Congratulations to Wegert’s hard-used heroine, who 
deserves a completely new adventure.

s c i e n c e  f i c t i o n
a n d  f a n t a s y

SAINT DEATH’S 
DAUGHTER 
Cooney, C.S.E.
Solaris (624 pp.) 
$27.99  |  April 12, 2022
978-1-78618-470-2  

In this debut novel, the first of a tril-
ogy, a previously reclusive young necro-
mancer ventures out into a dangerous 
world. 

Miscellaneous “Lanie” Stones is born 
into a family famous for its executioners and assassins; she 
herself has a violent allergy toward, well, violence and violent 
death…a sign that she is destined to have the power to reject 
death itself (up to a point) as a necromancer. As her abilities 
increase over the years, so do her responsibilities and troubles. 
Her ancestral home is on the verge of being lost to creditors. 
Her only reliable teacher in necromancy is the ghost of her 
great-grandfather, whom no one else can see and who abso-
lutely cannot be trusted. Her glory- and money-seeking socio-
pathic sister, Amanita Muscaria, has accepted a commission 
from the Blood Royal for a series of assassinations that results 
in Nita’s own brutal murder, leaving Lanie with a (justifiably) 
resentful brother-in-law and a willful, vengeance-minded young 
niece. The murderer, the sorcerer-queen Blackbird Bride, is 
after Lanie’s niece (to kill her) and Lanie (to enthrall her into 
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becoming one of her many spouses). Can Lanie keep herself and 
those she loves safe, trust the new friends she’s found, and pos-
sibly find happiness with her beloved pen pal, the nobly born 
fire priest Canon Lir, who has their own considerable store of 
secrets? Cooney’s stories (such as in her World Fantasy Award–
winning collection, The Bone Swans, 2015) typically include vio-
lence, abuse, death, ghosts, and the afterlife—elements which 
in other hands would also be accompanied by gloom and dreary 
cynicism. But Cooney also always infuses her works with joy, 
(often literal) lust for life, improbably lighthearted humor, and 
the possibility of hope; it is an unusual and surprisingly charm-
ing and poignant admixture. The concept of a kindhearted nec-
romancer who is a friend to death (and Death, in the persona of 
the goddess Doédenna) rather than its foe makes perfect sense 
in this context.

Grisly, dark, lovely, funny, heartfelt.

THE JUSTICE OF KINGS 
Swan, Richard
Orbit (432 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Feb. 22, 2022
978-0-316-36138-5 

Murder mystery meets grimdark 
political fantasy in this first of a trilogy.

Sir Konrad Vonvolt is a Justice of 
the Imperial Magistratum; accompanied 
by his taskman (a kind of bodyguard, 
enforcer, and investigator), Dubine 

Bressinger, and his law clerk, 19-year-old Helena Sedanka, he 
travels the Sovan Empire, solving, prosecuting, and judging 
criminal acts. A few decades after a dreadful period of war and 
conquest, Vonvolt is confident in the strength of the empire, 
the power of the law, and his magical abilities (necromancy and 
the Emperor’s Voice, which compels others to speak truth and 
obey his commands) to enforce his judgments. But all of those 
are threatened by a rising tide of religious zealotry and a call for 
a Crusade, both of which act as a cover for a shift in who holds 
the power in the Empire. As Vonvolt attempts to solve the mur-
der of a noblewoman, the conspiracy of corruption he uncovers 
threatens everything he knows and loves. Meanwhile, Helena, 
the novel’s first-person protagonist, struggles with an internal 
conflict involving her loyalty to Vonvolt, who transformed her 
from a street orphan into an educated woman with the poten-
tial to become a Justice herself; her boredom and frustration 
with many aspects of her work; and her nascent desire to settle 
down with a young guardsman she meets during the investiga-
tion. The initial setup of the story—that of a traveling investi-
gator/prosecutor/judge—will feel familiar to readers of Robert 
van Gulik’s classic Judge Dee series and Peter Tremayne’s Sis-
ter Fidelma novels (these especially, as they include a certain 
amount of plot tension around orthodoxy vs. heresy and newly 
established religion vs. paganism). But aside from the fantasy 
setting, this novel differs in that it focuses far more intensely 
on how brutal realities of war and politics can overpower a 
well-established legal system and, in the face of that, erode the 

ethical and moral structures of that system’s representatives. 
We have hope that Judge Dee and Fidelma of Cashel and the 
laws they uphold will prevail despite the obstacles against them; 
but although Vonvolt, Helena, and Bressinger solve the case and 
several of the perpetrators pay the ultimate price, our heroes, 
too, pay a terrible price, and what occurs seems a bit more prim-
itive and angry than dispassionate justice; certainly, that’s what 
Helena thinks.

An intriguingly dark (and realistically depressing) decon-
struction of a beloved mystery trope.

r o m a n c e

SADIE ON A PLATE 
Elliot, Amanda
Berkley (352 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  March 15, 2022
978-0-593-33571-0  

An aspiring restaurant owner who’s 
joined a reality food competition learns 
she has bigger fish to fry when her sexy 
fling turns out to be the show’s new 
celebrity judge.

After having been fired by her ex-
boyfriend/boss at Seattle’s renowned Green Onion restaurant, 
the last thing chef Sadie Brooke Rosen expected was to land 
a spot on the illustrious cooking show Chef Supreme. Eager to 
escape a secret that made her the laughingstock of the North-
west culinary scene, Sadie boards a plane to New York in hopes 
of showcasing her “food with a Jewish twist”—like matzah ball 
ramen—to interested restaurant investors. She faces off against 
11 talented and opinionated chefs, including Nia, who’s memo-
rized every statistic from previous seasons of Chef Supreme; and 
Kaitlyn, Sadie’s quasi-nemesis from back home. The only per-
son missing from the competition is Luke Weston, the dreamy 
half-Korean chef Sadie met on the plane and had an impromptu 
date with though she assumed he was going to be one of the 
other contestants. Sadie’s memories of their steamy post-date 
kiss evaporate, however, as soon as he walks onto the set and 
is introduced as the show’s new judge. Sadie knows she could 
jeopardize her chances of winning if any details of their date 
go public, but she soon realizes that she’ll never get anywhere 
in her relationships or her career if she continues to play it safe. 
Elliot’s first adult novel (she writes for teens and middle grad-
ers as Amanda Panitch) has the perfect amount of reality show 
hijinks and food innuendos that help dial up the heat: “By the 
end of our allotted time, I was sweaty, satisfied, and coated in 
a thin layer of jelly, which also described one of my past late-
night flings with the owner of a local doughnut stand.” Elliot 
also highlights issues of diversity in the culinary world, like the 
way Black chefs are pigeonholed with Southern cooking or the 



problem with dubbing any “non-White” plates as “ethnic cui-
sine.” With the mouthwatering recipes and delicious romance 
served here, readers will be left hungry for more adult content 
from Elliot.

A satisfying debut for foodies and romance lovers alike.

THE LEAGUE OF 
GENTLEWOMEN WITCHES
Holton, India
Berkley (352 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  March 15, 2022
978-0-593-20018-6  

A screwball adventure within a para-
normal comedy of manners.

Charlotte Pettifer, the prophesied 
leader of the Wicken League of Gentle-
women Witches, stumbles into pirate 

Alex O’Riley while stealing a briefcase and just manages to 
escape by flying a bicycle over the roofs of London: Thus begins 
Holton’s second madcap rom-com about magic and mores in an 
alternate Britain, following The Wisteria Society of Lady Scoun-
drels (2021). The gossamer-thin plot, in which Charlotte and 
Alex jostle to retrieve a magical amulet that belonged to a leg-
endary witch, is mainly an excuse for clever banter, scenes of fly-
ing houses straight out of a Pixar movie, and jokey allusions to 
Jane Austen’s oeuvre. As the two careen around the countryside 
in Alex’s decrepit Irish cottage with his butler, Bixby, in search 
of the dangerous, wedding-obsessed witch who has stolen the 
amulet, arguing over who has kidnapped whom, they also tum-
ble into bedroom activities. As they draw closer, Charlotte must 
accept her free spirit and learn to make friends, while Alex has 
to come to terms with childhood abuse by his parents and his 
own fear of intimacy. But the moments of self-reflection and 
mutual comforting between the two are kept to a minimum. 
With her arch turns of phrase and clever wordplay, Holton pro-
vides plenty of chuckles, evoking the gap between serious style 
and ridiculous content or vice versa that was the hallmark of 
the mock epic and Oscar Wilde. There’s no actual satire here, 
however, just a fun-filled romp in a topsy-turvy world of corset-
wearing, knife-wielding, magic-casting women and gun-wield-
ing, light-fingered, charming pirates. The end drags on a bit, but 
the cast of characters continues to amuse.

For those who like romance that’s light on sex and heavy 
on hijinks.

LAST DUKE STANDING
London, Julia
HQN (416 pp.) 
$8.99 paper  |  Feb. 22, 2022
978-1-335-63986-8  

A crown princess must find a worthy 
husband, but no candidate is as tantaliz-
ing as the man least suitable for the job.

Crown Princess Justine of Wesloria 
is heartbroken: Not only is she recover-
ing from an international scandal caused 

by a previous misalliance, but she’s also forced to accept the 
prospect of losing her father, whose health is steadily deterio-
rating. She needs to get married and swiftly prepare herself to 
rule a small but prosperous nation. Prodded by Dante Robu-
chard, the Machiavellian prime minister of Wesloria, Justine 
sets sail to England to learn the royal ropes from Queen Vic-
toria and wed an eligible British gentleman. Robuchard, who 
needs a finger in every pie, asks William, Lord Douglas, heir to 
the Scottish Duke of Hamilton, to tail the princess and send 
him regular updates on her progress. Cornered into accepting 
the mission by his cash-strapped father, who’s made an unwise 
investment in the Weslorian coal industry, the notoriously rak-
ish William does what he can to aid the princess. Justine and 
William have met before, and they have a history of getting on 
each other’s nerves, but it appears that he’s the only one who 
can offer her sound advice. As she begins to count on his sup-
port, Justine finds it harder to even think of a gentleman other 
than William, but William’s past threatens to obscure every 
future prospect. London trots out several secondary charac-
ters from her previous books for the first installment of the 
Royal Match series, and each of them adds to the charm and 
sweetness of the central love story. While Justine is charming 
as a sharp princess who knows when she’s being outmaneu-
vered but feels helpless to prevent it, she is absolutely fabulous 
as a powerful woman who learns to stand up for herself. Wil-
liam and Justine’s interactions are consistently endearing and 
witty, but when the focus shifts to his past, the urgency of her 
present predicament falls by the wayside.

A heartwarming and funny romance.
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“A screwball adventure within a 
paranormal comedy of manners.”

the league of gentlewomen witches



nonfiction
THE TRAYVON 
GENERATION 
Alexander, Elizabeth
Grand Central Publishing (160 pp.) 
$22.00  |  April 5, 2022
978-1-5387-3789-7  

An artful book-length essay on gen-
erational trauma in Black youth.

Weaving together prose, poetry, and 
artwork, prizewinning educator, poet, 
and cultural advocate Alexander, who 

recited a poem at Barack Obama’s first inauguration ceremony, 
depicts in sharp relief the realities of living as a Black youth in 
today’s America. In this short yet poignant book, the author 
notes the ways in which Black people have always been mar-
ginalized, but she looks specifically at the difficult experiences 
of those who have come of age in the past 25 years. Citing such 
problems as depression in youth, the effects of the Covid-19 
pandemic, and how police brutality has become more appar-
ent in the age of social media, Alexander paints a vivid por-
trait of a societal landscape that is fundamentally different 
depending on race, class, and other demographic markers. 
While recounting her personal story—including her 15 years 
as a professor at Yale, which, like many older colleges, has a 
problematic history with the slave trade—the author roots 
the text in history, looking at the legacies of enslavement and 
Confederacy movements and touching on key figures such as 
W.E.B. Du Bois, Martin Luther King Jr., and Zora Neale Hur-
ston. The text is punctuated with gripping pieces of art that 
complement the text. Each piece is compelling in its own right 
as they entwine with the representation of human experience 
that Alexander demonstrates for readers. In one of the most 
significant sections, the author references a letter to Du Bois 
in which a scholar asked him “whether the negro sheds tears,” 
and “if so, under what general conditions—anger, fear, shame, 
pain, sorrow, etc.” At its core, this is a powerful treatise on 
the humanity of Black Americans and how it has been denied, 
how generations of people have persisted despite that fact, 
and how it continues to be one of the most pressing issues we 
face as a nation.

A dynamic critique on the sprawling effects of racism and 
its effects on today’s youth.
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“An excellent exploration of the life of an admirable 
pioneer who deserves to be far better known.” 

civil rights queen

PROPHETS WITHOUT HONOR
The 2000 Camp David 
Summit and the End of the 
Two-State Solution
Ben-Ami, Shlomo
Oxford Univ.  (368 pp.) 
$29.95  |  March 1, 2022
978-0-19-006047-3  

An exhaustive account of Palestin-
ian-Israeli peace talks from the 2000 
Camp David Summit to the present.

In his latest book, Ben-Ami, an Israeli historian and former 
diplomat, provides a nearly minute-by-minute chronicle of the 
failed 2000 summit and the many halting attempts at peace that 
sprang up in its wake. “This book should be read as an obituary 
to the two-state solution,” he writes, arguing that “it is about time 
that all stakeholders shift their attention to other possible sce-
narios.” Oscillating between the broad sweep of history and the 
fine-grained details of international negotiation, the book assumes 
a great deal of historical and political knowledge as well as a keen 
interest in the particulars of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The 
author digs deep into the varying definitions of sovereignty, territo-
rial swaps in the West Bank, and the often conflicting interpreta-
tions of the Palestinian right of return. Aside from his depiction 
of Yasser Arafat—“an alley cat, proficient in the art of political 
survival, a man with a tactical cunning that frequently defeated 
his grand national vision”—Ben-Ami is almost always diplomatic 
in his assessment of his Palestinian counterparts, and he is often 
critical of right-wing Israeli politicians and policies. He calls Israeli 
discourse on Jerusalem “a pile of accepted lies” and argues that “the 
real existential threat facing Israel is not nuclear Iran; rather, it is 
to be found in the morally corrosive effects of the oppressive occu-
pation of the Palestinian people.” Even so, the author is unable 
to escape the score-settling and mythologizing that doomed the 
Camp David Summit itself. In the final sections—which detail the 
two-state solution’s collapse as well as possible futures and corollar-
ies—Ben-Ami arrives at the erudite and expansive synthesis read-
ers are seeking. However, these pages feel rushed in comparison to 
the painstaking detail of the first half.

A meticulously detailed examination of the Palestinian-
Israeli peace talks that doesn’t fully live up to its potential.

CIVIL RIGHTS QUEEN 
Constance Baker 
Motley and the Struggle  
for Equality
Brown-Nagin, Tomiko
Pantheon (528 pp.) 
$30.00  |  Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-524-74718-3  

A stirring life of a civil rights crusader.
An outstanding student from a work-

ing-class background, Constance Baker 
Motley (1921-2005) entered law school at Columbia in 1944, a 

time when, she recalled, the campus “resembled a ghost town.” 
Brown-Nagin—a constitutional law professor, dean of Harvard’s 
Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study, and Bancroft Prize–win-
ning author—ably shows how Motley emerged as not just one of 
the first Black women to practice law, but a key assistant to Thur-
good Marshall. Early on, her work led a newspaper reporter to 
call her “the Civil Rights Queen,” and he had a point. Motley was 
a critically important member of the team that successfully liti-
gated Brown v. Board of Education, to the delight of one Southern 
judge who “could not suppress his laughter” at the lies of school 
officials. In the second act of her life in public service, Motley 
became the first woman to be elected the borough president of 
Manhattan and the first Black woman to be elected to the New 
York Senate. Finally, she became a federal judge who had a gift, as 
the author beautifully and convincingly demonstrates, for inter-
preting precedents in novel ways. For example, in deciding a case 
in which women reporters had been banned from the New York 
Yankees locker room, she weighed the presumed privacy rights 
of ballplayers through the lens of Roe v. Wade, with its promise 
of anonymity, but “rejected it as a legitimate reason for banning 
female journalists from the locker room entirely,” citing a previ-
ous case won by Ruth Bader Ginsburg. In some cases, Motley was 
so far ahead of the societal curve that she courted controversy, 
as when she ruled that gay Catholics could protest in front of St. 
Patrick’s Cathedral. The following year, notes Brown-Nagin, the 
Supreme Court upheld the criminalization of consensual gay sex, 
but Motley anticipated the sea change that would soon follow.

An excellent exploration of the life of an admirable pio-
neer who deserves to be far better known.

EASY BEAUTY
Cooper Jones, Chloé
Avid Reader Press (288 pp.) 
$28.00  |  April 5, 2022
978-1-982151-99-7  

Cooper Jones ruminates on and reck-
ons with her disability as well as her iden-
tity as a whole.

It’s impossible not to be struck by 
the opening: “I am in a bar in Brooklyn 
listening to two men, my friends, dis-

cuss whether or not my life is worth living.” Almost 20 pages 
later, she explains, “I was born without a sacrum, the bone 
that connects the spine to the pelvis.” Due to her physical dis-
ability, “people simply felt it was hard to include me and easier 
to leave me on the margins, invisible. I learned to preempt the 
inevitable and exclude myself.” The book is divided more geo-
graphically than temporally. The author writes about her solo 
trips to Italy and Cambodia; living in New York with her hus-
band and son; conversations with her mother; stories about 
her childhood, in Kathmandu and then Kansas; and her rela-
tionship with her absent father. Cooper Jones, a Pulitzer Prize–
nominated journalist and philosophy professor, quotes myriad 
authors and philosophers on the subject of beauty, including 
Plotinus, Kant, Iris Murdoch, Maria Popova, and others. She 



“Shut up and dribble.”
That’s what Laura Ingraham, 

Fox News talking head and dutiful 
MAGA mouthpiece, said in 2018 
when she went on the air to whine 
about NBA superstar LeBron 
James’ criticizing Donald Trump for 
his lack of leadership and countless 
bigoted comments. “It’s always un-
wise to seek political advice from 
someone who gets paid $100 mil-

lion a year to bounce a ball,” she said. “Keep the politi-
cal comments to yourselves.”

Of course, like much of Ingraham’s deliberately in-
flammatory, substance-free rhetoric, that statement is 
nonsense—not to mention disrespectful and slyly rac-
ist. I strongly believe that anyone who has a platform 
as prominent and wide-ranging as James (a group that 
includes not just athletes, but actors, musicians, and 
other celebrities) should speak out as much as pos-
sible about issues that move them. In celebration of 
athletes’ using their platforms to advance the cause of 
social justice, here are two January books worth check-
ing out.

First is NFL Hall of Famer Eric Dickerson’s Watch 
My Smoke: The Eric Dickerson Story (Haymarket, Jan. 22). 
Dickerson has always been one of the most outspoken 
critics of the NFL and its treatment of players, espe-
cially Black players. As our reviewer notes, “he once 
told a Sports Illustrated writer that ‘football isn’t a game, 

it’s a business’—a business that 
characteristically pays Black 
players less than White play-
ers, so that when he demanded 
$1.4 million per season in the 
mid-1980s, the counteroffer 
from the Rams was $200,000, 
‘which wasn’t even in the top 15 
among running backs.’ Small 
wonder that Dickerson’s pages 
are peppered with bile—and 
justifiably so, though it’s satis-
fying that he has channeled his 
ire into philanthropic efforts 

to provide guidance and financial support for low-in-
come children hoping to attend college.” Dickerson 

was one of the most electrifying players in the history 
of the NFL, but my respect for the man is rooted in his 
refusal to stay quiet in the face of injustice.

That courage shines through in another worthy 
book: Etan Thomas’ Police Brutal ity and White Su-
premacy: The Fight Against American Traditions (Edge of 
Sports/Akashic, Jan. 11). Thomas was no LeBron, but 
he had an admirably successful career in the NBA 
from 2000 to 2011 before moving on to more impor-
tant matters. Since retiring, he has focused on activism, 
especially the two issues that 
comprise the title of his lat-
est book. The book includes 
eye-opening interviews with 
an impressive roster of con-
tributors from a variety of 
backgrounds. They include 
Steph Curry, Mark Cuban, 
Rex Chapman, Marc Lamont 
Hill, Breanna Stewart, Chuck 
D, Jake Tapper, and Jemele 
Hill, who hits the nail on the 
head when it comes to soci-
etal standards in this country: 

“For Black people overall in whatever profession, but 
particularly those in prominent roles, we have to be 
perfect. Not only perfect, we have to be exceptional. 
We have to be stars.”

Across 11 thematic chapters—e.g., “Defunding the 
Police,” “Black Women and the Police,” “White Privi-
lege,” “White Allies/Accomplices”—the contributors 
all speak, in profound ways, to Thomas’ vision for the 
book: “I…envision this book providing a history les-
son on white supremacy, its origins, and the promotion 
of it both past and present. Additionally, my aim is to 
stress the importance of white allyship in eradicating 
white supremacy and racism, not just in words but in 
deeds. It’s not a matter of blame or white guilt, it’s a 
matter of changing what has historically been woven 
into the fabric of American society.” The text is chock-
full of important lessons and makes a perfect follow-
up to the author’s previous book, We Matter: Athletes 
and Activism (2018).

Eric Liebetrau is the nonfiction editor.

NONFICTION | Eric Liebetrau

celebrating activist athletes

Leah O
verstreet
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takes her title from British philosopher Bernard Bosanquet, 
who described “easy beauty” as “apparent and unchallenging.” 
Difficult beauty, comparatively, requires greater endurance 
and bandwidth of perception. Parts of the book are repetitive. 
For example, she writes, doctors “told my mother I’d never 
be able to get pregnant….My parents listened to the doctors, 
believed their predictions”; in a subsequent chapter, “Doctors 
had told me my entire life that I couldn’t get pregnant….My 
parents believed the doctors and so did I.” The author ulti-
mately discovered her own pregnancy five months into it. The 
book’s second part is named “The Kestrel,” plucked from a 
Murdoch passage that leads Cooper Jones to realize that “by 
paying attention to beauty, I could break free of myself.” Near 
the end, she acknowledges the realness of the life we’ve all 
been given (“dreadfully normal and sublime”) and resolves, “I 
would no longer betray its beauty by wishing it otherwise.”

By turns revelatory, tedious, entertaining, and entirely 
human.

THE BALD EAGLE 
The Improbable 
Journey of 
America’s Bird
Davis, Jack E.
Liveright/Norton (448 pp.) 
$29.95  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-63149-525-0  

A majestic history of the bald eagle 
and how it has reflected the nation’s 
changing relationship to nature.

Davis, whose 2017 book The Gulf won the Kirkus Prize and 
the Pulitzer Prize, creates an equally sweeping cultural and nat-
ural history centered on the majestic bald eagle, a bird endemic 
only to North America. Regarded as the king of the avian spe-
cies, symbolizing “fidelity, self-reliance, strength, and courage,” 
in 1782, the bald eagle was chosen to be emblazoned on the 
Great Seal of the United States. Debate over the image was, 
unsurprisingly, vigorous; Benjamin Franklin, it was rumored, 
proposed a turkey. The eagle prevailed, however, representing 

“the picture of the nation’s full-fledged independence and sov-
ereignty.” As much as the image inspired patriotic pride, some 
people—farmers who accused them of preying on livestock 
and even John James Audubon, who called the bird “ferocious” 
and “overbearing”—derided them. Farmers killed them, and 
so did early naturalists. Lacking cameras and binoculars, fell-
ing eagles was the only way to investigate them closely. Eagles, 
Davis writes, were “sentenced to death by the ornithology of 
the day.” By the late 19th century, however, attitudes about 
humans’ responsibility to nature began to change. Although 
in “a land of plenty” there seemed no need for conservation 
movements, the threat of bald eagles’ extinction ignited efforts 
to save the species. By 1900, 22 states had Audubon societies, 
and some states outlawed the hunting of eagles. Examination 
of their migration patterns, courtship, breeding, and commu-
nication revealed that eagles displayed “fidelity to both spouse 

and home,” were caring parents, and had no interest in carry-
ing off human babies—once a widespread fear. In the 1950s, 
however, the potent pesticide DDT emerged as a devastating 
threat, causing nest failures: eggs not being laid and laid ones 
failing to hatch. The author’s consistently lively, captivating 
narrative celebrates the naturalists, scientists, activists, artists 
(Andy Warhol, among them), politicians, and breeders who 
have championed the extraordinary “charismatic raptor.”

A rousing tale of a species’ survival.

“A majestic history of the bald eagle and how it has reflected 
the nation’s changing relationship to nature.” 

the bald eagle



IN PRAISE OF GOOD 
BOOKSTORES
Deutsch, Jeff
Princeton Univ.  (208 pp.) 
$19.95  |  April 5, 2022
978-0-691-20776-6  

The director of Chicago’s renowned 
Seminary Co-op Bookstore ponders the 
ingredients that make a bookstore worth 
visiting.

“We no longer need bookstores to buy 
books, even serious books,” writes Deutsch. “In fact, book-
stores might well be an inefficient and inconvenient way to buy 
books in the twenty-first century.” That is, of course, because 
we have Amazon, with its long tail and ability to stock every 
one of the millions of books on the market. That does not mean, 
writes the author, that we should surrender to Leviathan and 
abandon those inefficient bookstores. Amazon’s dominance 
comes at a cost to literate culture, including the loss of the abil-
ity to browse the shelves and consult a bookseller who knows 
the stock. “What an unparalleled activity it is to browse a book-
store in a state of curiosity and receptivity, chewing one’s intel-
lectual cud!” Deutsch exults. A brick-and-mortar bookstore 
allows plenty of room for such browsing within the bounds 
of a curated collection, for it can’t hold everything. Deutsch 
notes that his bookstore sold 28,000 titles in 2019, and almost 
17,000 of those were single copies. The single copy speaks to 
the single reader, and the author sagely allows that the principal 
work of the bookseller is to anticipate the needs and moods of 
the solitary browser. It’s thanks to online competition, rising 
costs, a clogged supply chain, and many other such matters that 
physical bookstores have to carry things like coffee and greet-
ing cards, but these are essential to the bottom line, much as 
purists may scoff at them. By Deutsch’s accounting, sidelines 
comprise about a fifth of a bookstore’s income. Bookstores are 
more than mere sites of commerce, of course: They’re places of 
community, and, as the author memorably closes his argument, 
the books they sell are “exceptional tools to cultivate our own 
interior landscape, which, after all, is our portable and perma-
nent homeland.”

A pleasant bibliophilic excursion, as books about books 
usually are.

CEO EXCELLENCE
The Six Mindsets That 
Distinguish the Best Leaders 
From the Rest
Dewar, Carolyn, Scott Keller &  
Vikram Malhotra
Scribner (384 pp.) 
$30.00  |  March 15, 2022
978-1-982179-67-0  

A readable study of the habits of 
mind of successful corporate leaders.

Ever since In Search of Excellence was released in 1982, there’s 
been a surge of books, good and bad, on how to run businesses 
better. Falling toward the good-to-middling part of the spectrum, 
this book takes a familiar tack: interview CEOs (refreshingly, not 
just the usual suspects), find out what makes them tick, and for-
mulate a set of maxims and observations: “the best CEOs…are 
exceptional futurists,” for instance, studying the commercial 
landscape closely and even obsessively to forecast trends and 
shifts. “Doing so enables them to place bets before these trends 
become conventional wisdom and to maintain conviction when 
others inevitably criticize their choices,” write the authors, who 
worked from a list of some 2,000 CEOs and narrowed it to 
exclude leaders with terms of fewer than six years. Former Sec-
retary of the Treasury Paul O’Neill increased Alcoa’s revenues 
fivefold during his tenure as CEO not just by pushing the com-
pany’s products, but by giving employees a sense of ownership 
and “creating a habit of excellence.” Brad Smith of Intuit did 
much the same thing by broadcasting meetings with his dozen-
odd direct reports to the “top 400 leaders in the company,” giving 
them an opportunity to buy into the organizational culture and 
goals of the firm. Gail Kelly, former CEO of Westpac, empha-
sizes the importance of building strong relationships with the 
company’s board members, especially its chair, while many other 
leaders struggle to balance time spent within the company and 
with external stakeholders, with an average of about 30% spent 
on the latter, “but with a high standard deviation.” Several leaders 
insist that work can’t be all-consuming but also that leadership 
has to center on things that can be controlled, especially where 
one devotes time and effort. The authors include practical work-
sheets and bios of the contributors, which include the heads of 
Mastercard, General Motors, and Duke Energy.

A satisfying handbook for future moguls.

HOW RELIGION 
EVOLVED 
And Why It Endures
Dunbar, Robin
Oxford Univ.  (352 pp.) 
$29.95  |  April 1, 2022
978-0-19-763182-9  

A sweeping account of the evolution 
of world religion.

Providing a “minimalist definition” 
of religion as “belief in some kind of tran-

scendental world (that may or may not coincide with our observ-
able physical world) inhabited by spirit beings or forces (that may 
or may not take an interest in and influence the physical world in 
which we live),” noted anthropologist and evolutionary psycholo-
gist Dunbar explores the full array of religious expression across 
the globe and throughout history and prehistory. Noting that 
religion is a universal fact of human culture, Dunbar divides the 
book into chapters dedicated to broad concepts of religious man-
ifestation in civilization. Among others, the topics include the 
benefits of religion to people and societies, ranging from its role 
as a tool for cooperation to its use in community building; the 
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global phenomenon of mysticism, which “involves direct ecstatic 
experience of the divine,” and the important effects that rituals 
have on the human brain; the ubiquity of religion in prehistory 
and how its practices might have helped solidify primitive cul-
tures; and the remarkable growth in religious expression through 
the Neolithic period and beyond. Bringing us into modern times, 
Dunbar then explores the occurrence of charismatic cults and 
the spawning of new religious communities as well as the increas-
ing frequency of schisms within existing religious movements. 
Near the end, he writes, “beneath the elegant superstructure of…
sophisticated theologies lurk the ancestral shamanic religions of 
our deep history. These older forms play a crucial role in provid-
ing the psychological basis for being a believer, because, deep 
down, religion is largely an emotional, not an intellectual, phe-
nomenon. They offer an explanation as to why the doctrinal reli-
gions are plagued by a constant welling up of cults and sects from 
within their own grassroots.” Seen in that way, religion is indeed 
an evolutionary tool in the formation of humankind as it exists 
today, and Dunbar is the perfect guide.

Thoroughly inclusive and fascinating, both scholarly and 
accessible.

TAKE UP SPACE 
The Unprecedented 
AOC
Editors of New York Magazine with  
Lisa Miller
Avid Reader Press (400 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Feb. 1, 2022
978-1-5011-6697-6  

A unique portrait of one of the Dem-
ocratic Party’s powerhouses.

This bright, photo-heavy biogra-
phy creatively spans the life of Ocasio-Cortez (b. 1989) from 
her youth through her groundbreaking political career. At the 
heart of the book is Miller’s impassioned, four-part minibiog-
raphy of the youngest woman to ever serve in Congress. Born 
in the Bronx to a Puerto Rican American Catholic family, Oca-
sio-Cortez excelled early in school. She was a “brown-skinned, 
opinionated, but guarded,” science-minded girl who went by 
Sandy, and she relentlessly honed her inquisitive nature into the 

“precocious insistence that would later become a trademark.” 
She entered Boston University in 2007 as a pre-med student, 
but her interest in politics grew after an internship with Ted 
Kennedy and, later, involvement with Bernie Sanders’ presiden-
tial campaign. She was elected to the House of Representatives 
at 28, backed by progressive grassroots organizations amid the 

“dystopian” nightmares of the Trump era. Following the bio-
graphical sections, the book presents diverse perspectives from 
a variety of contributors, including Josh Gondelman, Michelle 
Ruiz, Andrew Rice, Rebecca Traister, David Wallace-Wells, Pia 
Guerra, and Andrea González-Ramírez. Pages of art, opinion, 
photography, congressional testimony, and transcripts of semi-
nal speeches deepen the chronicle of Ocasio-Cortez’s heritage, 
personal life, and career aspirations and accomplishments. A 

graphic novel–style section details her engagement with the 
U.S.–Mexico border ordeal, and the concluding pages include 
her Instagram Live speech, which “had a now-familiar rhetorical 
shape, moving from an intimate sermon to a fire-and-brimstone 
speech, as always without notes and in almost perfect spoken 
paragraphs.” Regardless of political inclination, readers inter-
ested in learning Ocasio-Cortez’s full story will find a variety 
of ways to do so in this thorough and creative biography of an 
outspoken, unflinchingly confident leader from the Bronx who 
upended Democratic politics in her 20s. It’s the most complete 
picture we will likely have until she writes a memoir.

A fully immersive, creatively formatted appreciation for 
an indefatigable politician and people’s champion.
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“A fully immersive, creatively formatted appreciation for
an indefatigable politician and people’s champion.”

take up space
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THE BRAIN IN SEARCH 
OF ITSELF
Santiago Ramón y Cajal and 
the Story of the Neuron
Ehrlich, Benjamin
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (464 pp.) 
$35.00  |  March 15, 2022
978-0-374-11037-6  

An in-depth biography of the Nobel 
laureate who “is considered the founder 
of modern neuroscience.”

In the late 1800s, Europe was rippling with activity in sci-
ence, art, and politics. Against this backdrop, Santiago Ramón 
y Cajal (1852-1934) devoted himself passionately to the study of 
microscopic structures that comprise living tissue. Inspired by 
drawing and photography, he created innumerable images of 
objects he viewed through his microscope, and his legacy as a 
pioneering neuroscientist is entwined with his artistic achieve-
ments, which include drawings of neurons and other cells that 
are frequently displayed in major museums. In this deeply 

researched and intimate book, Ehrlich illuminates his subject’s 
life and work, hailing him as a “complicated and monumental 
man” who “produced the first clear evidence that the brain is 
composed of individual cells, later termed neurons, fundamen-
tally the same as those that make up the rest of the living world.” 
The author delves deep, building on his research for his previ-
ous book, The Dreams of Santiago Ramón y Cajal. “From every 
source that I could find, writes Ehrlich, “I gathered every trace 
of him, every sliver of his life and scrap of his work, every piece 
of information about his science, his country, and his world.” 
In vivid detail, he describes Cajal’s emergence from childhood 
rogue to internationally celebrated scientist and chronicles 
unrelenting pursuit of knowledge within a volatile and rap-
idly changing world. Through colorful anecdotes about Cajal’s 
upbringing, education, career, marriage, and fatherhood, the 
author reveals his character in more detail than ever before, 
bringing him to life in clear and elegant prose. Cajal believed 
that scientific pursuit was indistinguishable from human self-
discovery. Writes Ehrlich, he “provided a deeper account of our 
humanity, the story of how our brains became what they are.” 
The book includes photos and anatomical drawings.

A beautiful composition that shows Cajal’s indelible con-
tribution to science and art.

LEFT ON TENTH 
A Second Chance  
at Life
Ephron, Delia
Little, Brown (304 pp.) 
$29.00  |  April 12, 2022
978-0-316-26765-6  

A beloved writer in her 70s faces life’s 
heaviest weather.

Ephron, whose career includes humor, 
plays, screenplays, and novels, chronicles 

a series of “left turns, some perilous, some wondrous,” that began 
with the death of her sister Nora in 2012, followed a few years 
later by the death of her husband of nearly four decades—the 
man “I’d been looking for…my whole life and he felt the same.” 
Not long after Jerry’s death, she heard from Peter. Though they 
had dated briefly in college, she had no memory of him. “My 
sensibilities had been so rattled by Jerry’s death,” she writes, “I 
could feel that young girl banging around inside me, waiting to 
take me down.” Also a recent widower, Peter turned out to be 
another perfect match. In fact, their relationship, as depicted in 
the book, goes so well that you keep waiting for it to crash, right 
up until they are married in a room at the hospital where Eph-
ron began treatment for the very disease that killed her sister. 
That particular left turn was especially difficult, and the author 
decided to have her assistant gather all her emails from 2015 to 
2018 so she could tell the entire story. Many readers’ only com-
plaint will be that Ephron includes in full more of those emails 
than is strictly necessary. Along the way, we get wisdom about 
writing (“Writers are writers first. Before anything else. It’s a 
calling”) and charming insight into the relationship the author 



had with her superfamous older sister. “I didn’t think the doc-
tors were concerned about me, because they were Nora’s doc-
tors,” she writes. “Also, she was a national treasure—a writer 
and director, reinventor of the romantic comedy, admired by 
women everywhere. I was just, well, me.”

Even more endearing than you’d think. Older readers will 
feel cheered by the story—and the fact that she remembers 
it all.

TRIGGER POINTS
Inside the Mission To Stop 
Mass Shootings in America
Follman, Mark
Dey Street/HarperCollins (304 pp.) 
$27.99  |  April 5, 2022
978-0-06-297353-5  

The national affairs editor of Mother 
Jones ponders whether the carnage will 
ever end.

The most salient solution to the 
complex problem of mass shootings in America is stricter gun 
control laws, which “would help diminish an overall national 
toll of nearly 40,000 shooting deaths and 115,000 injuries 
annually.” Given the absolutist opposition to any regulation of 
firearms, however, such laws are unlikely to emerge. Follman, 
who created a mass-shootings database a decade ago, proposes 
that communities must take a closer look at their members to 
predict who might go off and why, studying behavioral warn-
ing signs (which range from bitter grievances to stalking and 
actively planning attacks, amassing ammunition, and other mat-
ters), and telling others about their concerns. “What if there 
existed a community-based model for intervening construc-
tively with troubled people well before they armed themselves 
and went on a rampage?” Follman asks. Positive results have 
already emerged from efforts to institute such a model. After 
the Virginia Tech shootings of 2007, Virginia mandated that 
each school create a crisis-response team that would not only 
develop plans for defense, but would also attempt to forecast 
attacks. Libertarians may voice alarm about the potential Big 
Brother–ism inherent in such approaches, by which “a teacher 
notices something disturbing about a student’s comments or 
notebook marginalia, for example, and alerts a principal. Or an 
office worker gets freaked out by a colleague’s odd or vaguely 
menacing behavior and tells a supervisor.” Still, since it’s nearly 
impossible to predict who is going to commit mass violence 
without behavioral clues, Follman concludes in a book for both 
policymakers and attentive citizens, it’s almost all we have to go 
on. Other signature features, such as the desire for fame or to 
outdo last week’s shooter in the number of victims, and other 
triggers, such as rejection or bullying, announce themselves in 

“concerning behavior” that is too often dismissed, particularly 
by family members.

A strong argument for a more proactive approach to the 
American pandemic of bullets.

WHO BY FIRE
Leonard Cohen in the Sinai
Friedman, Matti
Spiegel & Grau (224 pp.) 
$27.00  |  March 29, 2022
978-1-954118-07-2  

A famous singer brings joy and hope 
to beleaguered Israeli troops.

In October 1973, Syrian and Egyptian 
forces attacked Israel, starting the Yom 
Kippur War, and the “strange appearance” 

of a Leonard Cohen tour at the time has “lived on as underground 
history.” In this compelling book, award-winning journalist Fried-
man, a winner of the Sami Rohr Prize, among others, recounts 
in detail the desert war from the Israeli perspective and Cohen’s 
role in it. The singer was 39 when he traveled to Sinai, in the grip 
of drugs, anger, and frustration and disgusted by the music busi-
ness. Friedman includes a previously unpublished manuscript, 

“livid and obscene,” that Cohen wrote after his trip to his “myth 
home,” as Cohen called it. “Cohen’s manuscript about the war 
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“Cohen fans will savor this little-known 
footnote in the singer’s life.”

who by fire
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tends to raise more questions than it answers,” writes the author. 
“He’s unwilling to explain directly what he was thinking.” Amid 
the fighting, it’s unclear exactly where and when the impro-
vised concerts took place, but his first performance took place 
at Hatzor air base, where he wrote and performed “Lover Lover 
Lover.” At the time, Cohen wrote “Perhaps I can protect some 
people with this song.” Friedman includes many emotional remi-
niscences from soldiers who fought and attended the concerts, 
describing how much they appreciated the presence of Cohen, 
who asked them to use his Hebrew name: “ ‘Leonard’ was a for-
eigner. ‘Eliezer’ was a sibling.” Cohen sang “Suzanne” often—a 
version of it was then circulating in Hebrew—and he slept on the 
floor and ate combat rations like everyone else. One soldier said 
he “gave off an aura of good-heartedness, of unusual humanity.” 
Cohen told a reporter that he “came to raise their spirits, and 
they raised mine.” The brief tour wound down with stops at Gen. 
Ariel Sharon’s desert headquarters, the Sharm el-Sheikh airfield, 
and a spot outside Suez City. An engaging historical resurrection, 
the book also includes rare photos.

Cohen fans will savor this little-known footnote in the 
singer’s life.

TRULY, MADLY
Vivien Leigh, Laurence Olivier, 
and the Romance of the 
Century
Galloway, Stephen
Grand Central Publishing (400 pp.) 
$30.00  |  March 22, 2022
978-1-5387-3197-0  

The sweeping story of a relationship 
between two Hollywood legends.

Galloway, the former executive edi-
tor of the Hollywood Reporter, braids political, personal, and 
cinematic history in this dishy narrative about the tumultu-
ous marriage of Laurence Olivier and Vivien Leigh. While this 
relationship has been written about countless times, the author 
endeavors to make this account more nuanced, using the prism 
of our modern understanding of mental health to address the 
problems Leigh battled throughout her life. To that end, we get 
a slightly more sympathetic view of the actor. As a child, she 
was sent from her birthplace in Darjeeling, India, to boarding 
school in England. An unrequited hunger for love and kind-
ness is the throughline of Galloway’s depiction. She was lonely, 
frightened, and never appeared to fully recover from feelings 
of abandonment caused by her parents sending her away. These 
characteristics are easily identified now as obvious contributors 
to Leigh’s mental health struggles; during her lifetime, not so 
much. While readers now might relate to Leigh, it’s clear that 
during her marriage to Olivier, onlookers, as well as “Larry” 
himself, were inclined to believe she was at best mercurial and 
at worst crazy, while the husband was long-suffering. Galloway 
excels at detailing the couple’s world, complete with cameos by 
Marilyn Monroe, Arthur Miller, Katharine Hepburn, and War-
ren Beatty. We also see how World War II and Hollywood poli-
tics impacted the pair’s destiny. Leigh comes across at times as 
strong, smart, and scathing; at others, desperate and brittle, as 
she endured numerous rounds of electroshock therapy in hopes 
of changing enough to keep Olivier’s love. Olivier, for his part, 
eventually gave up on his “Vivling” and made it about him. The 
first two-thirds of the book race by in full Technicolor, while 
the last third is thinner, reading more like an IMDB page or an 
obituary, which it eventually becomes for Galloway’s two tragic 
and beautiful subjects.

A good choice for lovers of theater and cinema—and for 
those who live for the drama.



WHO’S BLACK AND WHY?
A Hidden Chapter From 
the Eighteenth-Century 
Invention of Race
Ed. by Henry Louis Gates Jr. & 
Andrew S. Curran
Belknap/Harvard Univ. (320 pp.) 
$29.95  |  March 22, 2022
978-0-674-24426-9  

Enlightenment science and systemic 
racism meet in this probing account of a 

scientific competition nearly three centuries past.
Harvard African studies scholar Gates and Wesleyan 

humanities professor Curran join forces to examine the pro-
ceedings of the Bordeaux Academy of Sciences in 1739, when 
the organization decided that its members should address a 
compelling question: “What is the cause of the Negro’s dark 
skin and hair texture?” The question had corollaries: What does 
being Black mean? Why are some people Black and others not? 
The French scholars may have professed scientific detachment, 
but as Gates and Curran note, the Bordeaux of the time was 
deeply implicated as a slave port, bringing Africans in bondage 
to the French Caribbean—and responsible, write the editors, 
for “approximately 13 percent of the 1.2 million enslaved Afri-
cans who arrived alive in the French colonies.” As Gates and 
Curran show, the members of the academy were not innocent: 
Many of them had financial interests in the slave trade and over-
seas colonies, and one of their pressing concerns was to figure 
out physiognomic reasons why shipboard captives died of dis-
ease in such large numbers. Some of the essays that arrived in 
response to the competition addressed these issues of mortality, 
while other theses were pseudoscientific by modern lights—e.g., 

“Based on Newtonian optics, blackness results from the absorp-
tion of light”; “Blackness arises from vapors emanating from 
the skin.” Particularly interesting is the “belief in human con-
sanguinity.” The scholars recognized that Black Africans were 
human, at least, if by their account degenerate or inferior. Some 
of the essays here even approach modern science in connecting 
skin pigmentation to environmental conditions. Still, most of 
the French authors of yore were content with the notion that 
the original and best color of humankind was a “pleasant white-
ness,” with their science put to the job of supporting suprema-
cism and servitude.

An important collection of documents on scientific racism.



“It’s all in the timing” goes the actor’s adage, but releas-
ing a memoir just as your series reaches a cliffhanger takes 
magic. Brian Cox’s Putting the Rabbit in the Hat (Grand Cen-
tral Publishing, Jan. 18) will please fans of HBO’s Succession—
in which Cox portrays the saturnine Logan Roy—as it de-
tails collaborations with British theater legends and dishes 
about movie stars from Lauren Bacall to, er, Steven Seagal. 
He may be the only person who can claim that Laurence Ol-
ivier saved his life. (In fact, Cox survived two high-profile 
near-death experiences.) And he’s been fondled inappropri-
ately, in public, by English royalty. (Read the book.) 

In his foreword, Succession executive producer Frank 
Rich calls the actor’s childhood Dickensian, but due to 
Cox’s DNA mix of “Micks and Macs,” the mordantly 
funny Scotsman never leaks self-pity. Cox’s hardscrabble 
upbringing—his father’s death, subsequent suicide at-
tempts by his mother—segues happily into his new home 
and haven: Scotland’s Dundee Repertory, where the actor 
first cuts his bones in the lively arts. 

From there, Cox’s ascent is dizzying because, again, his 
timing is deft: He comes of age during the Angry Young 

Man movement, when British taste tilted toward “rough-
hewn” characters. The actor applies that brash authentic-
ity to such roles as Marlon Brando and Winston Churchill 
as well as fictional beasts like Hannibal Lecter and, of 
course, Logan Roy. But Cox himself is anything but beastly, 
as this interview proves. We spoke with Cox, who splits his 
time between the U.S and the U.K., by telephone; the con-
versation has been edited for length and clarity.

Let’s explain the title: It refers to a production at the 
National Theatre when director Peter Hall wasn’t doing 
his job. 
And Albert [Finney] said to the cast: “Come on, lads, 
we’re like magicians. Let’s pull the rabbit out of the hat.” 
And the response was: “You’ve got to get the rabbit in the 
hat first.”

Why select that anecdote as the title?
Funny, my title of choice was Lindsay Anderson’s quote 
from the book: “Don’t just do something, stand there.” 
But the editors didn’t think potential readers would un-
derstand that. I like the one I chose: You’ve got to get the 
rabbit into the hat before you perform. The substance first 
has to be there, otherwise it’s hollow, it’s just shouting in 
the dark.

I also read it as demystifying the actor’s process. In 
these pages I intend to “put the rabbit in the hat”: ex-
pose the invisible wires of our profession.
Exactly right. I say there’s no mystery to acting. It’s com-
mon-sensical: Once you make the links, a role takes off. 
I keep coming up against American actors who have to 
make it a religious experience. Like that well-known sto-
ry about Olivier telling Dustin Hoffman, running him-
self ragged during Marathon Man [because his character 
is tortured and kept awake]: “Dear boy, why not try act-
ing?” And that approach costs you! Daniel Day-Lewis has 

In a new memoir, the Succession star recounts a hardscrabble 
childhood and finding a haven in acting
BY STEVEN DRUKMAN

David H
o
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retired early. An actor I’m working with now—I won’t 
name him—who is rather “Method,” says “Brian, you’re 
doing two films and shooting Succession? How?” And I say: 

“It’s acting!” 

Discreet of you not to name him, as there’s no lack of 
candor in this memoir. Any bridge you wish you hadn’t 
burned?
When you’re 75, you tend to say what you want. In the ad-
dendum for the paperback, I say something like: “Look, 
this happened 30 years ago, when that person was an ass-
hole. He may no longer be.” Because that’s life—every-
one changes. And unless you face the inconstancy, you’re 
not facing truth. Just like acting—you turn on a dime to 
be ahead of an audience. 

And yet you’re known for your stillness. You contrast 
your approach to Sir Ian McKellen’s.
Yes: actors who are “front-foot” actors. They come on, do 
their schtick and that’s perfectly legitimate for audiences 
who want to get what they paid for. It’s not to my taste, 
if you’re trying to deal with the more silent truth of who 
someone is. Because what an audience should experience 
is more like a ceremony.

You say it should be one of expiation.
Yes, and this sacred idea came to me as a kid in Dundee. 
Theater has a spiritual reality to it. We don’t realize what 
happens when we sit in a community in the dark like that 
and share an experience. There should be an expiation, 
and we actors get the congregation together and expiate 
on behalf of the audience. 

After completing this memoir, do you surmise you’ve 
had a lucky life?
I certainly never felt like a “poor little 8-year-old boy who 
lost his father.” Children are more resilient than that. In 
writing the book, I discovered my brother probably suf-
fered more at 16. He was brutalized by it. He went into 
the army, ran away, because he couldn’t deal with his own 
grief. I did the memoir’s audiobook, and when I read the 
part about my brother, I started sobbing in a way I never 
had before. And I began to understand how blessed I was. 
I was given a gift. The rabbit was put very firmly in my hat, 
and I made it work for me. [Pause.] Yes, I guess I was lucky, 
as you say. The “Angry Young Man” movement blessed me.

American readers don’t know much about that 
movement.
American readers don’t know a lot. Where ignorance is 
bliss in this country ’tis sometimes folly to be wise. Hav-

ing no sense of the rest of the world, and history—it’s ter-
rifying right now. What I used to love about this coun-
try was that there were ideas in popular culture, even the 
intellectual extremities of Gore Vidal and William Buck-
ley. Or that wonderful show with Dick Cavett. There was 
intelligent conversation seeping into the consciousness 
that has now been entirely curtailed. 

Do you think wokeness and cancel culture are symp-
toms of this ignorance?
Trying to rewrite things to suit present morality—you 
can’t! Deny history at your peril! Woke is all cosmetic. 
Worse, it’s phony outrage. An anecdote: My character 
on Succession tells everyone to fuck off. During the Gold-
en Globes my friend Rosanna Arquette was having this 
#MeToo talk with Ronan Farrow; it was this great event. 
Afterward, some women in the audience came up to me 
wanting a photo, and they said, “Can you tell me to fuck 
off?” [Laughs.] I said, “This is a #MeToo meeting! You’re 
asking a white elderly male dinosaur to tell you to fuck 
off?” There’s something deeply wrong here.

Steven Drukman is a Pulitzer Prize–nominated playwright. 
Putting the Rabbit in the Hat was reviewed in the Nov. 15, 
2021, issue.
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LEFT BEHIND
The Democrats’ Failed 
Attempt To Solve Inequality
Geismer, Lily
PublicAffairs (448 pp.) 
$30.00  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-5417-5700-4  

A history of the Democratic Party’s 
late-20th-century shift from anti-pov-
erty programs focused on redistribution 
and governmental support to policies 

reliant on entrepreneurship and the private sector.
Beginning in the 1970s, the Democratic Party began to 

abandon the liberalism of Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal and 
Lyndon Johnson’s Great Society. These so-called New Demo-
crats, writes political historian Geismer, “contended that the 
forces of banking, entrepreneurialism, trade, and technology, 
which had created the economic growth and prosperity of the 
1990s, could substitute for traditional forms of welfare and aid 
and better address structural problems of racial and economic 
segregation. In this vision, government did not recede but 
served as a bridge connecting the public and private sectors.” 
With the formation of the Democratic Leadership Council, 
founded in 1984 by several colleagues of Gary Hart, who had 
just lost the Democratic presidential nomination to Walter 
Mondale, the New Democrats worked to replace the party’s 
traditional constituencies of labor unions, African Americans, 
and low-income families with college-educated, nonunionized 
workers. Anti-poverty policies, moreover, would now empha-
size market-based solutions, personal responsibility, and the 
social obligations of corporations—all ideas that permeated 
Bill Clinton’s administrations. Geismer deftly weaves politics 
with policy to show how the Democrats reimagined poverty as 
a market failure. “The New Democrats,” she writes, “were genu-
inely convinced that the market could improve the lives of poor 
people.” The author provides detailed descriptions of the peo-
ple and ideas behind microloan initiatives, such as SouthBank 
in Chicago and the Southern Development Bancorporation 
in Arkansas; Empowerment Zones, “which used tax incentives 
to lure business into distressed areas”; work-oriented welfare 
reform; the mixed-income HOPE VI program, designed to 
replace public housing; and charter schools. At the end of the 
20th century, however, the U.S. was more unequal than when 
the New Democrats began their quest, and post-Trump, the 
Democratic Party is once again searching for a politically viable 
and cohesive identity.

Catnip for policy wonks and political junkies, offering 
solid lessons for Democrats going forward.

UNBREAKABLE
How I Turned My Depression 
and Anxiety Into Motivation 
and You Can Too
Glazer, Jay with Sarah Tomlinson
Dey Street/HarperCollins (240 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-06-306285-6  

A blustering, often tedious self-help 
book by the Fox Sports NFL insider.

“Stand the fuck out!” shouts Glazer, 
who seeks to address issues of self-doubt and existential angst. 
What he offers is mostly a locker-room harangue—perhaps 
useful if you’re an NFL pro, less so if you’re an ordinary mortal. 
Much of the material is unobjectionable enough—e.g., “Be the 
last one standing,” meaning that one shouldn’t ever give up in 
the arena of trying to impress someone such as a prospective cli-
ent or boss with one’s dedication and brilliance. That’s all well 
and good, if a bit off point. More in keeping with the subtitle 
are Glazer’s recollections of starting off in the sports business, 
which found him often so poor that he had to beg a ride to the 
stadium. “Sometimes I needed a free meal,” he allows. “Always, I 
needed to know people had my back.” The quid pro quo there is 
that one needs to have others’ backs as well, which leads Glazer 
to insist on the importance of both loyalty and cultivating rela-
tionships. In that regard, aspiring journalists may gain insight 
from his welcome self-evaluation as someone who can’t outplay 
his subjects but who can certainly befriend them and, through 
those friendships, learn about what happens in the huddle. 
Sometimes Glazer can be cloying: As a motivational speaker 
and coach, it seems he likes nothing better than to induce tears. 
He also enjoys profanity-laced exhortation, as when he told a 
badly wounded, depressed combat veteran, “Here is what I 
want you to do: from now on, when you are walking down the 
street, I want you to hold your head high and look at every fuck-
ing person you see out there and say to yourself, ‘I ain’t like the 
rest of you motherfuckers’….You saved American POWs. You 
ain’t like everybody else.”

For readers seeking a pep talk in the place of more thought-
ful psychological analysis.

VAGINA OBSCURA
An Anatomical Voyage
Gross, Rachel E.
Illus. by Armando Veve
Norton (352 pp.) 
$30.00  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-324-00631-2  

Delving into the mysteries of a wom-
an’s body.

A few years ago, when she was suf-
fering from a recurring vaginal infection, 

journalist Gross, former digital science editor at Smithsonian, 
realized she knew very little about her own body, particularly 

“An eye-opening biological journey.”
vagina obscura



her reproductive organs. Aiming to rectify that huge gap in her 
knowledge, she set out to investigate. Soon, though, she discov-
ered that women’s bodies long have been seen as an enigma to 
scientists, physicians, and psychiatrists. Instead of producing 
a “fun and jaunty” book about the vagina, the author makes a 
lively debut with a fresh, informative examination of women’s 
entire reproductive system, melding medical history—begin-
ning in Hippocrates’ Greece—with a wide range of interviews 
and biological sleuthing in research laboratories all over the 
world. Throughout history, Gross reports, medicine has privi-
leged men’s bodies over women’s. “It was only in 1993,” she 
writes, “following the women’s health movement, that a federal 
mandate required researchers to include women and minorities 
in clinical research.” Even then, research focused mostly on fer-
tility, excluding the many other health issues that women face. 
Women’s biology, though, has generated much recent scientific 
interest, which Gross conveys with enthusiasm and clarity 
through her conversations with gynecologists, bacteriologists, 
urologists, medical anthropologists, and surgeons. The author 
also talked with a host of women—some, for example, who were 
victims of genital cutting and some who have undergone recon-
struction of that excision; women suffering from endometriosis 
and vaginal infections; women born with atypical genitalia who 
were surgically altered as infants; some undergoing hormone 
therapy and gender affirmation surgery to transition as women. 
In graphic detail, Gross explains the complex structure of the 
clitoris; the particular microbiome of the vagina; the biology 
of egg cells, ovaries, and the uterus. She also devotes a chapter 
to transgender women and the pioneering surgeons who treat 
them. Veve’s illustrations—more Salvador Dalí than Georgia 
O’Keeffe—impart a sense of disquieting wonder to Gross’ brisk 
reporting.

An eye-opening biological journey.

AND A DOG CALLED FIG
Solitude, Connection, the 
Writing Life
Humphreys, Helen
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (272 pp.) 
$27.00  |  March 8, 2022
978-0-374-60388-5  

A dog-loving novelist, poet, and mem-
oirist adopts an exuberant puppy.

One winter, British-born Canadian 
writer Humphreys kept a journal recount-

ing her life with Fig, her third vizsla in the last 22 years. Tra-
ditionally the hunting and companion dogs of Hungarian 
aristocrats, the smooth-haired vizslas, writes the author, “are 
the only dogs without an odour. They are athletic and extremely 
bonded to their humans. Vizslas are intelligent and adapt well 
to new situations and places. Also, they are exceedingly good-
looking and have been called the super models of the dog world.” 
Her first was Hazel, and her most beloved was Charlotte, a calm, 
intuitive, companionable dog, who had just died from cancer. 
Besides chronicling the “wild, unknowable demon” that was Fig, 
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Humphreys offers a tender elegy to Charlotte, with whom she 
had “the most intimate relationship with a dog” that she ever 
had. The author also shares fond memories of the dogs with 
whom she grew up. “My dogs have all had strong characters,” 
she writes, “and I have learned from them that to have traits 
that are admirable is as good as having traits that are likeable.” 
Many other writers, Humphreys discovered, have found dogs 
perfect companions: Virginia Woolf, whose “mongrel terrier” 
Grizzle accompanied her on daily walks over the South Downs; 
Thomas Hardy, whose aggressive fox terrier, Wessex, often 
ripped the trouser legs of guests; James Thurber, who included 
some of his 14 dogs in his drawings and stories; Gertrude Stein, 
who doted on her poodle, Basket; and Alexander Pope, who 
had a Great Dane named Bounce. Dogs, who “live very firmly 
in their bodies,” have liberated Humphreys by allowing her to 
cross from the life of the mind to the physicality of the body, a 
process that, “while jarring at first, actually opened up the writ-
ing process for me.” The book includes photos of writers and 
their canine companions.

A warm, writerly homage to the consolation of dogs.

CONSTRUCTING A 
NERVOUS SYSTEM 
A Memoir
Jefferson, Margo
Pantheon (208 pp.) 
$26.00  |  April 12, 2022
978-1-5247-4817-3  

The Pulitzer Prize–winning critic 
and memoirist returns with an inspired 
and unstinting examination of American 
class, culture, and personal memory.

Jefferson, who won the National Book Critics Circle Award 
for her memoir, Negroland, moves beyond autobiography into 
a deeper excavation of music, literature, and personal memory, 
examining her role in American culture as both the influenced 
and the influencer. In Negroland, the author revealed the bur-
dens of membership in a class of ambitious Black Americans, 
and she further details the impact on their children: “You were 
always calculating—not always well—how to achieve; succeed 
as a symbol and a self.” Jefferson escaped into music and litera-
ture, finding artists who helped her move beyond rigid family 
expectations. Among the musicians she praises are Billy Ecks-
tine, Johnny Hartman, Bobby Short, Andy Bey, Nat King Cole, 
Bing Crosby, and Ike Turner. Jefferson also pays fervent tribute 
to Ella Fitzgerald, whose incendiary talent flowered despite 
abuse, neglect, and immersion in a brutally competitive musi-
cal culture. Upon first meeting her, bandleader Chick Webb 
dismissed Fitzgerald as “too ugly.” Three years later, Fitzgerald’s 
rendition of “A-Tisket, A-Tasket” propelled Webb’s band to the 
top of the charts. Jefferson brilliantly deconstructs Fitzgerald’s 
version of that tune and how it echoed the singer’s terrible 
years in an orphanage, and the author’s fire for “the redemp-
tive tumult of the ’50s and ’60s” is palpable. A chapter about her 
disenchantment with Willa Cather’s The Song of the Lark due to 

its homage to White superiority is tinged with academese, and 
her meditation on Josephine Baker has a more distanced, ele-
giac feel and is weighed down by too many quotes. Nonetheless, 
Jefferson’s unique perspective and relentless honesty and self-
examination ensure that there’s something worthwhile on every 
page. Devotees of Negroland will want to continue the dialogue 
with this top-notch writer.

A dynamic, unflinchingly candid examination of the 
impacts of race and class on culture and the author’s own life.

HELL’S HALF-ACRE
The Untold Story of the 
Benders, a Serial Killer 
Family on the American 
Frontier
Jonusas, Susan
Viking (368 pp.) 
$28.00  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-984879-83-7  

A spirited, occasionally plodding 
account of a murderous Kansas clan.

It’s no In Cold Blood, but this history of a band of cutthroats 
proves that the epithet “Bloody Kansas” was not confined to 
the Civil War. Indeed, when searchers arrived at a cabin in the 
southeastern corner of Kansas in 1873, the veterans among 
them immediately recognized the smell of death. The place 
had been inhabited by a mysterious group of settlers who lured 
travelers indoors and then dispatched them, dumping their 
bodies nearby or in the cellar. “Their case,” writes Jonusas of 
the Bender gang, “is a stark reminder that buried beneath the 
myth of the outlaw are very real criminals whose violence left 
an indelible imprint on communities across the frontier.” That 
is certainly so, though the dramatic tensions in her story some-
times go slack when she cuts away for historical disquisitions. 
Nonetheless, she ably captures the dangers involved in the west-
ward trek that so many of the Benders’ victims did not live to 
see through: “If travelers were lucky enough to escape death at 
the hands of the natural world,” she writes, “there were myriad 
bizarre accidents to fall foul of.” And then there were the Bend-
ers themselves, whose neighbors knew that terrible things hap-
pened whenever they were near but who nevertheless looked 
the other way as the list of victims mounted. One young woman, 
in particular, achieved a certain degree of untouchability: Even 
if “the more superstitious citizens of Labette whispered to one 
another that she was a witch,” the menfolk were taken with her. 
The narrative holds up until the author recounts how the Bend-
ers disappeared when the law began to close in; her extended 
theorizing about what happened to them goes too long. Still, it’s 
a story that, grisly and unsolved, fascinates on its own merits.

A smart though bumpy melding of frontier history and 
true crime.

“Jefferson’s unique perspective and relentless honesty and 
self-examination ensure that there’s something worthwhile 
on every page. Devotees of Negroland will want to continue 

the dialogue with this top-notch writer.”
constructing a nervous system
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STALKING THE ATOMIC CITY
Life Among the Decadent 
and the Depraved of 
Chornobyl
Kamysh, Markiyan
Trans. by Hanna Leliv &  
Reilly Costigan-Humes
Astra House (160 pp.) 
$22.00  |  April 5, 2022
978-1-66260-127-9  

Confessions of a Zoneaholic.
Ukrainian journalist Kamysh makes his book debut with 

a raw account of his journeys as an illegal tourist—“a stalker, a 
walker, a tracker, an idiot”—in the Chornobyl Exclusion Zone, 
the bleak area surrounding the site of the 1986 disaster at a 
nuclear power plant in Ukraine. His father, a civil engineer, 
had been a liquidator at the site for six weeks, “while it was 
still burning.” Now Kamysh, and those he guides, see the Zone 
as a destination for grungy adventures. In abandoned towns 

“overtaken by desolation and death,” they go to “guzzle down 
cheap vodka, smash windows with empty bottles, curse way too 
loudly and do other things that distinguish living towns from 
dead ones.” Kamysh paints a picture—and includes his own 
photographs—of a stark, surreal landscape: empty apartments 
where he finds syringes and dead animals (including the rotting 
corpse of a wolf); crumbling houses with moss-covered roofs; 
and bars “where smugglers, looters, and border guards all booze 
together.” Although he repeatedly vows never to step foot in the 
Zone again, he cannot resist its allure. He has gone to the Zone 
in the dead of winter, stomping into an endless blizzard, freez-
ing through the night. “We know how stupid our escapades are,” 
Kamysh writes, but his own motivation is not merely to experi-
ence extreme tourism. He revels in a feeling of “true alienation: 
treading unfamiliar paths and sinking into swamps without a 
compass or a map, looking up at the stars you know nothing 
about.” In sparsely repopulated villages and secluded border-
lands, following the paths of smugglers looking for scrap metal, 
Kamysh admits he is looking for “something unattainable”—an 
antidote, perhaps, to complacency and consumerism. Illegal 
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tourists revive dead cities. “They breathe life into the empty 
shells of fragile houses” and make the Zone “a place worth living 
for.” Translators Leliv and Costigan-Humes capture Kamysh’s 
angry, sometimes hauntingly rueful prose.

A visceral, graphic report from dystopia.

GANGSTERS OF CAPITALISM
Smedley Butler, the Marines, 
and the Making and Breaking 
of America’s Empire
Katz, Jonathan M.
St. Martin’s (432 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Jan. 18, 2022
978-1-250-13558-2  

Character study of the Marine hero 
who became a radical critic of the system 
he’d fought to uphold.

Smedley Butler (1881-1940), whose father was a member of 
Congress, came from a prosperous, influential family. He was 
determined to excel, and nowhere else did he do so more than as 
an officer in the Marines, patrolling places such as the Domini-
can Republic, the Philippines, and Puerto Rico—islands that 
formed the basis of an American empire. In his nearly 35 years 
in uniform, Butler later said, “I spent most of my time being a 
high-class muscle man for Big Business, for Wall Street and for 
the bankers….In short, I was a racketeer for capitalism.” Foreign 
correspondent Katz bookends Butler’s service with a “Business 
Plot” that, filtered through the American Legion in the 1930s, 
was intended to mirror the rise of Mussolini in Italy. Butler was 
asked to head a column of World War I veterans in a march on 
Washington as Mussolini had marched on Rome, installing the 
president as a powerless figurehead fronting a fascist govern-
ment. Butler replied to his interlocutor, “my interest is, my one 
hobby is, maintaining a democracy,” promising that he would 
raise an army to fight these homegrown fascists. He then took 
evidence of the plot to Congress, which did precisely nothing. 
Katz, naturally, links this plot to the Jan. 6 attack on the Capitol. 
Though Butler won two Medals of Honor and is exalted among 
Marines, Katz makes clear that it’s his heroism and not his poli-
tics that are remembered—and then dimly—even as he raised 
questions about American society and foreign policy that go 
unanswered today. The author is also not reticent about point-
ing out that Butler’s dedication to American democracy did not 
hinder him from crushing democratic movements in Cuba and 
Haiti, where he helped install regimes that were friendly to the 
autocracy he despised.

A relevant, readable effort to link past American colonial-
ism to the present impulse to install homegrown leaders for life.



AGAINST ALL ODDS
A True Story of Ultimate 
Courage and Survival in 
World War II
Kershaw, Alex
Dutton Caliber (368 pp.) 
$30.00  |  March 22, 2022
978-0-593-18374-8  

World War II heroics with a touch of 
melancholy.

In his latest book of popular World 
War II history, bestselling author Kershaw tells the stories of 
four Americans who won the Medal of Honor and lived post-
war lives that sometimes kept them in the public eye. The best 
known is Audie Murphy, diminutive son of a dirt-poor Texas 
family and an underage enlistee whose spectacular marksman-
ship and fearless aggression won him not only a host of medals, 
but a career in Hollywood. He often served under Keith Ware, 
a captain from Officer Training School who won the medal but 
also became the first draftee in history to end his career as a 

general. He played an important role in the Vietnam War before 
dying in a helicopter crash in 1968. Maurice Britt was playing 
professional football when he was called up. Seriously injured 
in 1944, he became “the first American in history to gain every 
medal for valor in a single war.” Michael Daly entered West 
Point in 1942, hated its brutal hazing and regimentation, quit, 
and immediately enlisted as a private, anxious to prove that he 
had the right stuff. Landing on Omaha Beach on D-Day, he per-
formed feats of bravery until the very end. With a serious facial 
injury, Daly’s public exposure was minimal, and he lived mod-
estly, dying in 2008. Movie-star handsome, Murphy appeared 
on the cover of Life, becoming the “Sergeant York” war icon of 
WWII. Actor James Cagney offered a film contract if he went 
to acting school and lost his Texas accent. Murphy enjoyed a suc-
cessful career through the 1950s but had drifted out of the spot-
light before dying in a plane crash in 1971. These men fought at 
the sharp edge, so Kershaw pours out a steady stream of vicious 
small-unit actions filled with merciless brutality and bloodshed. 
Some readers may feel the urge to skim some of the mayhem, 
but the accomplishments of the soldiers shine through.

Realistic portraits of four American superheroes.
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TELL ME EVERYTHING 
The Story of a Private 
Investigation
Krouse, Erika
Flatiron Books (288 pp.) 
$28.99  |  March 15, 2022
978-1-250-24030-9  

An inquiry into allegations of rape 
reveals a university’s complicity in foster-
ing a dangerous sports subculture. 

In this memoir, Krouse, a creative 
writing teacher at the Lighthouse Writers Workshop in Den-
ver, explores her role as a private investigator working on a 
complex and eventually high-profile sexual assault case along 
with its relevance to her own history of abuse. In 2002, she 
was hired to help track down leads and interview key figures 
in a lawsuit being prepared against a university in Colorado. 
The university’s celebrated football program, it was alleged, 
encouraged a culture of sexual violence and routinely shel-
tered athletes from facing legal consequences for criminal 
acts. Over several years, Krouse gathered key evidence for 
the attorney leading the case and was instrumental in per-
suading victims and witnesses to participate in the prosecu-
tion. The narrative that emerges is riveting and consistently 
insightful in its assessment of the psychodynamics of trauma 
for both victims and offenders; the valorization as well as the 
exploitation of male athletes; and the often volatile inter-
section of race, gender, and class in top-level college athlet-
ics. Rather than simply demonizing individuals, the author 
convincingly demonstrates how institutional practices have 
enabled (and covered up) predatory environments. “Perhaps 
by ghettoizing these men, isolating them, removing con-
sequences, delivering regular blunt force trauma to their 
brains, and teaching them daily to hurt people,” she writes, 

“the university was molding an elite group of potential per-
petrators for its own financial gain.” The personal narrative, 
interwoven seamlessly alongside the professional one, is 
equally compelling. In explaining the toll her involvement 
in the case exacted on her, Krouse movingly documents her 
attempts to gain from her mother an acknowledgment of 
the abuse she endured as a child—and to make sense of their 
deeply troubled relationship.

An exceptionally well-told, perceptive examination of a 
sexual abuse scandal and its personal and social relevance.

RED PAINT 
The Ancestral 
Autobiography of a 
Coast Salish Punk
LaPointe, Sasha taqwšəblu
Counterpoint (208 pp.) 
$23.00  |  March 8, 2022
978-1-64009-414-7  

A punk-infused memoir by a Coast 
Salish woman about her connection to 
her heritage.

Beginning with a poem, a story 
from her family’s history, and a description of what the 
book is and is not—“what happens in the longhouse is not 
what this story is about, but this is a story about healing”—
LaPointe shifts back and forth between her own story and 
those of her family, specifically her great-grandmother and 
an ancestor who lost her own family to smallpox. Through-
out the book, the author deftly navigates multiple timelines, 
weaving in and out of family history, personal narrative, and a 
host of other tangential topics: the Washington music scene, 
her love of Twin Peaks, a show “heavy with dark and supernat-
ural themes, often terrifying, and along with Nirvana, respon-
sible for putting this rainy corner of the Pacific Northwest 
on the map.” The author connects concepts of home across 
generations, especially great-grandmother’s recollections of 
moving throughout her childhood: “ ‘My mother traveled 
with a rolled-up piece of linoleum,’ she’d recall warmly. ‘No 
matter where we were, she’d lay it down, she’d create home 
wherever she could.’ ” The image of linoleum as home reoc-
curs, tying into LaPointe’s discussion of her experience with 
teenage homelessness, while also expanding the concept of 
home to include that of her people historically. “My Family, 
my tribe, my ancestors, we were something temporary to the 
settlers,” she writes. “Something that would eventually go 
away. Whether by disease or alcohol or poverty, our genocide 
was inevitable to them. I looked at the smoke pluming from 
the metal chimneys of the small reservation houses along 
the highway. But here we were, existing in our impermanent 
homes.” Although the author does not shy away from heart-
ache and sorrow, readers are welcomed on what is ultimately 
a healing journey that will stick in their memories.

An engaging, poetic, educative examination of the search 
for home and personal and cultural identity.

“An engaging, poetic, educative examination of the search
for home and personal and cultural identity.”

red paint
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RAPTURE AND MELANCHOLY
The Diaries of 
Edna St. Vincent Millay
Millay, Edna St. Vincent 
Ed. by Daniel Mark Epstein
Yale Univ. (416 pp.) 
$35.00  |  March 8, 2022
978-0-300-24568-4  

A candid self-portrait of the “bad girl 
of American letters.”

Biographer Epstein offers a judicious 
edition of the diaries of Edna St. Vincent Millay (1892-1950), 
beginning in 1907, when the ebullient teenager felt sometimes 
overwhelmed with caring for her two younger sisters whenever 
her mother, a nurse, was called away. “It is very hard to be six-
teen,” she confides to her diary, glad to have an outlet for what 
she calls her “spite.” At 19, fantasizing about a “beloved,” she 
pours her passion into “Renascence,” which she entered into a 
poetry contest in May 1912. Accepted for a volume of the winners, 

“Renascence” was singled out for praise by several reviewers and 
served to launch Millay’s career. The Poetry Society of America 
hosted a literary evening in her honor in 1913, when she was a 
student at Barnard, preparing to enter college. For the 20-year-
old poet, New York City was a heady experience, and her diary 
reflects the excitement of meeting other poets (Sara Teasdale, 
for one), shopping, walking through Manhattan, and seeing her 
first opera, Madame Butterfly, at the Metropolitan Opera House. 
After graduating from Vassar, she traveled to Europe, including 
Albania, which had just opened to Western tourism. Her vivid 
entries from that trip, Epstein notes, appear here for the first 
time. In 1923, Millay married the wealthy Dutch businessman 
Eugen Boissevain, widower of suffragist Inez Milholland, and 
soon the couple bought Steepletop, a house in Austerlitz, New 
York, where Millay lived for the rest of her life. Entries reveal her 
as impetuous, hardworking, and passionate; friends could irritate 
as much as please. A lover’s rejection sent her into a depression 
from which she never recovered. By 1949, when she made her last 
entry, she had become “a solitary, tragic figure,” suffering from ill 
health, addiction to alcohol and opiates, and loneliness.

Authoritative introductions contribute to the literary sig-
nificance of the diaries.

THE VACCINE
Inside the Race To Conquer 
the Covid-19 Pandemic
Miller, Joe with Özlem Türeci &  
Uğur Şahin
St. Martin’s (288 pp.) 
$28.99  |  Feb. 1, 2022
978-1-250-28036-7  

The story of the development of the 
first effective Covid-19 vaccine.

Readers of Gregory Zuckerman’s 
excellent A Shot To Save the World learned about the complex 

mix of unparalleled science, rampant ambition, and fierce com-
petition that led to the creation of a viable vaccine. Miller, the 
Frankfurt correspondent for the Financial Times who reported 
on the scientific race, tells a different but equally gripping 
story that emphasizes aggressive German startup BioNTech, 
founded by the brilliant husband-and-wife team of Türeci and 
Şahin. Miller narrates the story, which begins in January 2020 
with the workaholic Şahin noting a news story about the emer-
gence of a “novel respiratory illness” in Wuhan, China, that was 
not yet concerning world epidemiologists. What disturbed 
him was evidence that healthy people could carry the virus and 
transmit it, unlike previous (and short-lived) epidemics of SARS 
and MERS in 2002. Using his experience and calculations, he 
concluded that it was likely the beginning of a global pandemic. 
Of course, he was correct, although the World Health Organi-
zation didn’t come around until six weeks later. Şahin predicted 
perhaps 3 million deaths; the number is now over 4 million. At 
the time, BioNTech concentrated on anti-cancer drugs and was 
struggling financially. Yet Türeci and Şahin convinced execu-
tives (who controlled the money) to change course and devote 
their entire force to making a vaccine. There follows a vivid, 
complex (sometimes overly so) description of the frantic 10 
months that followed as the company dealt with the political, 
immunological, technical, statistical, and public relations prob-
lems of bringing a radical new vaccine to market in record time. 
Remarkably, they succeeded. In mass testing of 170 individuals 
who were infected with Covid-19, only 8 had received the vac-
cine—a success rate of 95%. Pfizer had worked with BioNTech, 
especially in the testing and marketing approval process, so 
many Americans know it as the Pfizer vaccine, but it was con-
ceived in Germany by two Turkish-born scientists.

A fine account of a medical tour de force.

FROM MANCHESTER 
WITH LOVE
The Life and Opinions of  
Tony Wilson
Morley, Paul
Faber & Faber (624 pp.) 
$27.95  |  April 5, 2022
978-0-571-25249-7  

A warts-and-all biography of Man-
chester music impresario Tony Wilson 
(1950-2007).

As the co-founder of Factory Records in 1978, Wilson had a 
singular role in putting the British industrial city on the global 
stage thanks to acts like Joy Division, New Order, and Happy 
Mondays. Veteran music journalist and friend Morley frames 
Wilson’s success as a function of his intelligence (he was an avid 
enthusiast of art theory, especially situationism), showmanship 
(he was a Granada Television presenter while getting the label 
off the ground), and sheer luck. As a businessman, he could be 
clumsy: He was so design-obsessed that the bespoke sleeve for 
New Order’s hit “Blue Monday” wound up losing money, his 
Haçienda nightclub struggled financially and became a haven 
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for mobsters, and bad contracts flung Factory Records into 
bankruptcy. “Wilson’s show-off grandstanding, which made 
Factory such a great game for self-styled anti-capitalist heroes, 
was always destined to backfire,” writes the author. Drugs didn’t 
help either: Wilson struggled with cocaine addiction for much 
of his life, and drugs also sank the Happy Mondays, his most 
promising 1990s act. For a casual music fan looking for a just-
the-facts accounting of Factory’s history, Morley’s take will read 
as excessively rambling, with extended riffs on the history of 
situationism and Granada and an investigation of who was (or 
wasn’t) at a 1976 Sex Pistols gig that crystallized the Manches-
ter scene. But Morley has a deep understanding of that scene’s 
history, and he recognizes that understanding Wilson means 
understanding Manchester, as well. The digressive, zigzagging, 
logorrheic style seems to fit Wilson’s persona; he was constantly 
chatty and working a hustle. He was a “stubborn self-conscious 
myth-maker who used social media techniques to generate 
attention and distort reality decades before there was social 
media.” A chaotic pioneer, but a pioneer all the same.

Everything you wanted to know (and more) about a criti-
cal punk/new wave hub and its favorite son.

THINGS ARE NEVER 
SO BAD THAT THEY 
CAN’T GET WORSE 
Inside the Collapse 
of Venezuela
Neuman, William
St. Martin’s (352 pp.) 
$29.99  |  March 15, 2022
978-1-250-26616-3  

Tracking the tragic demise of the 
once-thriving, oil-rich nation.

As the Caracas-based Andes bureau chief for the New York 
Times from 2012 to 2016, Neuman is well qualified to recount the 
South American nation’s precipitous decline. He records Venezu-
ela’s dramatic political and economic changes through interviews 
and deft firsthand observations, exploring the collapse of social 
institutions, entrenched poverty, staggering inflation, chronic 
blackouts, famine, and pervasive despair. Neuman points to two 
specific elements that help explain the tumult: the “Resource 
Curse” caused by its massive oil wealth, to which the entire 
economy was chained; and the violent rift between those who 
supported Hugo Chávez, the publicity-hungry president who 
nationalized the oil industry and centralized the government, 
and those who did not. Chávez “mined [the rift] and encouraged 
it until it became part of the landscape, something that people 
took as a given.” When he died in 2013, after 14 years as president, 
he was succeeded by his crony Nicolás Maduro, “a less talented 
politician who styled himself as the ideological heir of the man 
he called the eternal comandante.” In 2014, the massive drop in 
oil prices collapsed the economy, as the country depended almost 
entirely on its oil exports, at the expense of all others. In 2018, 
the disputed reelection of Maduro, tainted by heavy-handed 
oppression of his opponents, led to the attempted coup by the 

head of the National Assembly, Juan Guaidó, who declared him-
self interim president in 2019. Despite support by the U.S. and 
others in a concerted effort to depose Maduro—accompanied by 
crippling sanctions by the Trump administration—there was no 
citizens uprising, as hoped, just more misery. The author deliv-
ers the best kind of journalism, combining powerful facts and 
pointed observation, as he moves from one alarming event to the 
next, bringing into the spotlight countless Venezuelans who have 
little hope for the future.

A heartbreaking yet authoritative, necessary look at a 
ruined nation.

THE WAY FORWARD
Master Life’s Toughest 
Battles and Create Your 
Lasting Legacy
O’Neill, Robert & Dakota Meyer
Dey Street/HarperCollins (288 pp.) 
$24.49  |  March 1, 2022
978-0-06-299407-3  

War stories with a motivational twist.
O’Neill, the Navy SEAL who killed 

Osama bin Laden, an event he describes 
in stomach-churningly graphic detail (“I could smell the inside of 
his skull, like the funky odor of an animal’s entrails”) and former 
Marine and Medal of Honor winner Meyer team up to describe 
some of the rules that will help one “avoid being killed,” literally 
or figuratively. Some are common-sensical: Keep it simple, follow 
orders, don’t be sloppy. Applied to a military setting, sometimes 
those rules can be maddening. Meyer writes about returning 
from battle, his hands covered with blood, some of it “probably…
from a Taliban fighter I had killed,” only to be ordered by an offi-
cer to wash up before entering the base. He did, because it’s a 
matter of military culture, drilled in at every waking moment, 
that one follows orders—which doesn’t bar the authors from 
noting that the culture tends to foster generalizable rules that 
don’t always apply to every situation but that the brass regards 
as sacrosanct. The authors open with an exhortation to remem-
ber how a Claymore mine operates. Printed on every one are the 
words “Front toward enemy”—to point it otherwise is to invite 
suicide. Meyer doesn’t have much use for the medal he received—
it’s stored in his daughter’s toy box—but still writes with high 
regard of the ideals of military service even as he allows that 
the object of Marine training is to create killers and “not to help 
people.” O’Neill is a touch more political, exploding in anger 
when Trump “retweeted a batshit-crazy tweet from an account 
connected to QAnon” to the effect that bin Laden was still alive 
and that Barack Obama, as president, had murdered soldiers to 
cover it up. Both authors suggest, knowingly, that the best plans 
don’t often survive reality, but it’s important to plan anyway, for 

“you’re never out of the fight.”
Better aimed at future soldiers than future CEOs, but 

with many valuable lessons.

“A heartbreaking yet authoritative, 
necessary look at a ruined nation.”
things are never so bad that they can’t get worse
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FUGITIVES
A History of Nazi Mercenaries 
During the Cold War
Orbach, Danny
Pegasus (320 pp.) 
$28.95  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-64313-895-4  

A study of how surviving Nazis 
worked with the intelligence agencies of 
several countries after World War II.

Orbach, a Jerusalem-based historian 
whose books include The Plots Against Hitler (2016), begins near 
the end of the war, when it became clear to many Germans that 
they had lost. Gen. Reinhard Gehlen, a senior German intel-
ligence analyst, created a plan to barter his expertise on the 
Soviet armed forces in exchange for a safe future. Gehlen, writes 
the author, “was above all else a survivor and a careerist, and he 
had every intention of surviving, and even thriving, amongst 
the downfall.” When American intelligence eventually realized 
what he could offer them, Gehlen was allowed to assemble the 

“Gehlen Org,” an independent German secret service under U.S. 
auspices. That organization became the route to new respect-
ability for many ex-Nazis, some of them active participants in 
the Holocaust. Other former Nazis were recruited as consul-
tants, in many cases providing intelligence (much of it dubious) 
to anyone willing to pay. The key qualification, as far as the U.S. 
and other Western intelligence services were concerned, was 
anti-communism. As a result, the Gehlen Org proved to be eas-
ily penetrated by Soviet agents, which led to its dissolution in 
the late 1950s. Orbach also traces the roles of ex-Nazis in Mid-
dle Eastern politics, including an attempt by Egypt to build up 
a missile program by enlisting German rocket scientists and a 
long-running operation by ex-Nazis based in Syria. Meanwhile, 
Israel’s Mossad took a lively interest in these characters’ activi-
ties, leading to a complex spy-vs.-spy game throughout the Mid-
dle East. Orbach draws a richly detailed story of the extensive 
role of German intelligence and military advisers in the Cold 
War decades. The book is full of shady characters and prepos-
terous plots, making it an entertaining read for fans of real-life 
espionage history.

A lively history of the role played by former Nazis in the 
postwar intelligence community.

I KNOW WHAT’S BEST 
FOR YOU
Stories on Reproductive 
Freedom
Ed. by Shelly Oria
McSweeney’s (428 pp.) 
$21.99 paper  |  March 15, 2022
978-1-952119-21-7  

A resonant collection that champi-
ons reproductive freedoms in the face of 
widespread opposition.

Editor Oria, whose previous collection, Indelible in the 
Hippo campus, gathered writings on the #MeToo movement, 
compiles another mixed-media powerhouse. Fiction, memoir, 
poetry, plays, and art elevate this collection into a technical tri-
umph, finely pairing a range of forms with its contributors’ inter-
sectional experiences. Effortlessly diverse, the book reminds 
readers that reproductive rights are more than a stance on abor-
tion; many pieces explore the choice of childlessness, while oth-
ers recount the horrors of nonconsensual sterilization. These 
brave stories are devastating to read and will inspire action (the 
book is produced in collaboration with the Brigid Alliance, a 
pro-choice fund that offers travel support for women in need). 
The fiction leans toward realism—e.g., the expecting lesbians in 
Kristen Arnett’s “The Babies” or the baby-crazy and terminally 
ill husband in Alison Espach’s “Let’s Just Be Normal and Have a 
Baby.” The nonfiction unfolds similarly but lands with a haunt-
ing, real-life gravity. Riva Lehrer’s “Curse of the Spider Woman,” 
which details her struggles with spina bifida and the noncon-
sensual sterilization she endured after a medical emergency, is 
one of the most affecting contributions. Beautiful, accessible 
poems are woven throughout, but the plays often feel trite by 
comparison, and a comic about White privilege is consumed by 
its own aggressive wokeness and lacks the heart that makes the 
other contributions so successful. Central to the collection is an 
exchange between Oria and her friend, where their discussion 
was overshadowed by the pandemic and the current toxic polit-
ical climate. “As we continue our cultural conversation on repro-
ductive health,” Oria writes in her introduction, “...my hope is 
that we fight the terrible symptom while keeping in mind the 
larger illness that produces it, a system in which certain bod-
ies hold inherent power over other bodies.” Other contributors 
include Deb Olin Unferth, Tommy Orange, Tiphanie Yanique, 
and Kirstin Valdez Quade.

A clarion call for reproductive rights.

WE DON’T 
KNOW OURSELVES 
A Personal History of  
Modern Ireland
O’Toole, Fintan
Liveright/Norton (624 pp.) 
$32.00  |  March 15, 2022
978-1-63149-653-0  

Irish journalist and critic O’Toole 
offers a chronicle, personal and histori-
cal, of the profound changes that have 

come to his homeland in his lifetime.
“The transformation of Ireland over the last sixty years has 

sometimes felt as if a new world had landed from outer space 
on top of an old one,” writes the author, a frequent contribu-
tor to the New York Review of Books and Irish Times. Since his 
birth in 1958, the fundamental character of Ireland as a poor, 
rural backwater left out of the postwar European economic 
miracle has changed. Ireland became a hotbed of economic 
activity in which, as elsewhere, those who were not prepared 
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for the technological world were left behind, though lately the 
island has slipped back into post-boom quietude. Things were 
good while they lasted, writes O’Toole: “The boom…was a giant 
machine for sucking in borrowed money that the Irish used 
mostly for buying bits of the country from each other at ever 
more inflated prices and, when they ran out of bits of Ireland, 
doing the same with bits of other, sunnier islands.” Nonfinan-
cial changes also came swiftly, as a kind of uneasy peace has 
taken the place of civil war in the northern counties under Brit-
ish rule, and Ireland has acquired a cultural sophistication that 
goes beyond the “hysteria and self-caricature” of Riverdance. 
Interestingly, O’Toole writes, for a nation that was once conser-
vative and Catholic, religion is less central than before, and lib-
eral reforms have been made in such realms as abortion rights 
and same-sex marriage. “When I was born, there was no future 
and now there is no future again,” he writes near the end of his 
astute analysis. He argues that this is positive, since it allows 
for a nondogmatic, adaptable approach to whatever comes as 
opposed to “the pretence of knowing everything and the denial 
of what you really do know,” a knowing return to his title.

A superb illustration of how the personal is the political 
and can be the universal.

ON QUALITY
An Inquiry Into Excellence
Pirsig, Robert M. 
Ed. by Wendy K. Pirsig
Custom House/Morrow (192 pp.) 
$26.99  |  April 26, 2022
978-0-06-308464-3  

The author of Zen and the Art of 
Motorcycle Maintenance returns with a 
hodgepodge collection on the slippery 
concept of quality.

Assembled by Pirsig’s wife, Wendy, after the author’s death 
in 2017, the book distills the metaphysical essence of the gen-
eration-defining Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance and 
its lesser-known sequel, Lila, into an accessible philosophical 
handbook. Excerpting from Pirsig’s letters, interviews, presen-
tations, and books, the text seeks to offer clarity on the concept 
of quality—even though it “cannot be defined.” To philosophi-
cally inclined readers for whom this paradox is intriguing, this 
book will prove to be a handy reference. To readers for whom 
Zen is less a treatise in disguise than a story of a father-son road 
trip, this distillation may seem superfluous. Still, it’s arguably 
the best chance for quality to receive the kind of philosophical 
scrutiny Pirsig thought it could withstand. In a letter from 1995, 
he wrote, “There are many other problems solved by the [Meta-
physics of Quality] but any of the above seems to me to justify it 
as a major philosophic system. That it solves all of them simul-
taneously makes it of unequalled magnitude.” It’s interesting, 
historically, that this is where Pirsig’s ideas should end up. As he 
describes in the talk that serves as the book’s introduction, he 
wrote Zen as a novel precisely to avoid the impression of being 

“high and mighty and talking down” to readers. By making the 

narrator a man on a motorcycle trip, he notes, “we get another 
dimension to the entire story. Now we no longer have a person 
talking from a pulpit. We have a person out in front, out in 
the open, in real life.” Either that concern was unfounded or 
Wendy’s editorial efforts have obviated it. Though sometimes 
scattered, the book is impassioned and serious but never con-
descending—and always generous.

We might call it a metaphysical primer that is, of all things, 
fun to read. Or we might just call it quality.

EVER GREEN 
Saving Big Forests To 
Save the Planet
Reid, John W. & Thomas E.  Lovejoy
Norton (320 pp.) 
$30.00  |  March 15, 2022
978-1-324-00603-9  

Why saving the world’s remain-
ing megaforests is crucial to saving the 
planet.

In this captivating book, Reid and 
Lovejoy take readers on a journey through the five remain-
ing megaforests—New Guinea, the Congo, the Amazon, the 
North American boreal zone, and the taiga—vividly describing 
each region’s native plants and animals as well as their diverse 
Indigenous populations and cultures. “Megaforests hold stag-
gering human diversity,” write the authors. “Over a quarter of 
Earth’s languages are spoken in the world’s largest woodlands.” 
Throughout, the authors make consistently compelling argu-
ments about the importance of saving these regions—not just 
for the flora and fauna, but for the human denizens. “Over 10 
percent of intact forest landscapes were fragmented or lost 
between 2000 and 2016,” they write. Saving intact forests is 
vital to combatting rising global temperatures and “once-in-
a-century” fires, droughts, floods, and storms that now occur 
frequently. Reid and Lovejoy point out that one of the pri-
mary benefits of megaforests is their ability to remove massive 
amounts of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. The plants 
in these regions are also used by Native peoples for household 
items, clothing, and medicine. In order for megaforest conser-
vation to work, limiting roads is the most important factor, as 
the majority of deforestation occurs near roads and navigable 
waterways. In their call to action, the authors offer feasible 
methods to make a difference, refreshingly noting that “yes, our 
individual choices matter.” Sending a message from the inhabit-
ants of the regions, the authors also invite readers to “Go see a 
big forest! The people who live there want you to experience, 
directly and with all your senses, what we’ve done our best to 
hint at between these covers.” Although the idea of saving the 
forests is hardly new, the language and details the authors use 
(as well as the included images) to describe these regions lead to 
an especially powerful message.

A highly readable, eloquent reminder of the dire impor-
tance of our forests.

“A highly readable, eloquent reminder of the 
dire importance of our forests.”

ever green
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THE KING’S SHADOW 
Obsession, Betrayal, 
and the Deadly Quest 
for the Lost City  
of Alexandria
Richardson, Edmund
St. Martin’s (352 pp.) 
$29.99  |  April 5, 2022
978-1-250-27859-3  

A British historian resurrects the life 
of a self-taught archaeologist who dis-

covered a lost civilization on the plains of Afghanistan.
Charles Masson (1800-1853) was a dreamer and military 

deserter who infuriated the East India Company’s army when 
he abandoned his post in 1827. He spent years ducking authori-
ties and wandering in India, Pakistan, and Afghanistan, stok-
ing his simmering fascination with the lost cities of Alexander 
the Great. He became a man at war with himself: a ground-
breaking archaeologist, an unwilling spy, and a bitter foe of his 
former employer. With assiduous research, assured authority, 
and lacerating wit, Richardson, a classics professor, re-creates 
this hair-raising story. Masson first emerges as James Lewis, 
working for the East India Company and hating every min-
ute of it. After his desertion, he took on his pseudonym and 
embarked on a quest to reach Alexander’s lost city of Alexan-
dria Beneath the Mountains. But Masson, the first Westerner 
to explore Afghanistan’s ancient past, discovered something 
more compelling: dazzling evidence of a lost Greek-Buddhist 
civilization. His most famous find was the Bimaran Casket, a 
first-century bejeweled reliquary engraved with “the very ear-
liest dateable image of the Buddha which has ever been found.” 
Eventually, a company spymaster tracked Masson down and 
blackmailed him into becoming a British agent, “a spy for the 
people he despised most in the world,” gathering intelligence 
on his Afghan hosts as the company fomented a plot to invade. 
Readers familiar with Afghanistan’s Great Game will appre-
ciate this version of an unfolding catastrophe. History buffs 
and espionage fans will be fascinated with Richardson’s cast of 
characters, which included Victorian megalomaniacs, Afghan 
princes, Russian adventurers, and corrupt East India employ-
ees. Masson seemed consigned to obscurity, but today his dis-
coveries are collected and cataloged at the British Museum 
and the British Library. Richardson’s biography, of a man who 
burned with the fire of discovery, completes his story.

Captivating biography of an archaeological pioneer sure to 
please history fans and students of the spy game.

BRIGHTER BY THE DAY
Waking Up to New Hopes and 
Dreams
Roberts, Robin with Michelle Burford
Grand Central Publishing (256 pp.) 
$24.00  |  March 29, 2022
978-1-5387-5461-0  

The Emmy-winning Good Morning 
America anchor offers advice for finding 
joy in life.

The author’s latest book is a result of 
the positive feedback she has received from her followers. Crav-
ing connection during the pandemic shutdown, Roberts began 
posting inspirational messages on social media from her base-
ment studio. “Not everyone naturally sees silver linings,” she 
writes, “but we can challenge ourselves to spot them.” Her hope 
is that this book will help readers do just that. As numerous 
experts have argued, the author contends that many of us are 
going through a mental health crisis right now, but we all have 
the tools available to create more fulfilling lives. Throughout 
her book, she offers tips and advice, including reevaluating our 
relationships and engaging in “daily pleasures,” such as listening 
to music, resuming old hobbies, or engaging in transcendental 
meditation, as she has for a decade. She also includes an inspira-
tional quote at the beginning of each chapter (from Vincent van 
Gogh and Helen Keller to Tina Fey and Dolly Parton). Regard-
ing optimism, Roberts believes that one has to be ready and to 

“recommit to our new intention every day.” Drawing on her faith 
and advice she has received from family and friends, the author 
recounts personal experiences that have helped her achieve joy, 
and she describes how the pandemic has made her reevaluate 
what matters most—e.g., being diagnosed with breast cancer 
and attending therapy. Ultimately, Roberts encourages read-
ers to follow their hearts. “We usually have our own answers,” 
she writes. “We just have to settle down long enough to hear 
them.” Much of the author’s advice is familiar, some trite, but 
for the most part, it’s sound, and her words are heartfelt and 
encouraging.

Fans of Roberts and newcomers alike can benefit from the 
continuation of her message as they begin forging their own 
paths.

WHAT CAN WE 
HOPE FOR? 
Essays on Politics
Rorty, Richard 
Ed. by W.P. Małecki & Chris Voparil
Princeton Univ.  (248 pp.) 
$24.95  |  May 3, 2022
978-0-691-21752-9  

Uncollected essays by one of Amer-
ica’s preeminent political philosophers.

If anyone deserves the mantle “Amer-
ica’s Orwell,” it’s Rorty (1931-2007), who combined political 
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activism and sharp observation with a fierce intellectual inde-
pendence that allowed him to criticize both left-wing and 
right-wing ambitions. He also had a dependably Orwellian lack 
of faith that his fellow humans would rise up to defend demo-
cratic institutions if it involved sacrificing self-interest. Indeed, 
as Rorty writes about one notorious apologist for authoritarian-
ism, “People like [Rush] Limbaugh will persuade more and more 
white males who cannot find a foothold in the middle class that 
the improvements in the situation of college-educated women, 
blacks, and gays have been made at their expense.” That proved 
to be just so, and those resentments, which he considers else-
where, enabled the rise of the person whom he saw in outline 
if not in name, the would-be fascist strongman who would 
undo America’s institutions—which, Rorty wrote in 2004, 

“have become pretty fragile”—and attempt to install himself as 
president for life regardless of election outcomes. The author 
didn’t hold out much hope for democracy when he was alive, 
and surely he wouldn’t now. He ponders how future historians 
will interpret an American democracy that lasted barely 200 
years, “like the age of the Antonines,” replaced by a “corrupt 
plutocracy.” Of particular relevance are Rorty’s repeated obser-
vations on the effects of economic inequality, in the U.S. and 
worldwide, which he predicted would lead to resource wars and 
political instability. He also lands a strong point by noting that 
because Republicans are reluctant to discuss wealth inequality, 
they favor igniting skirmishes in a long-fought culture war. Dis-
concertingly, he adds, “What is more surprising is that the left 
should let itself be so distracted from its longtime concern with 
economic redistribution,” suckered into battling those wars 
instead of keeping its eye on the prize.

Exemplary political writing by a renowned maverick.

8 BILLION AND COUNTING
How Sex, Death, and 
Migration Shape Our World
Sciubba, Jennifer D.
Norton (288 pp.) 
$28.95  |  March 8, 2022
978-1-324-00270-3  

If you want to know where we are 
going and where we have been, look at 
the trends of demography.

The field of demography has seen 
more than its share of doomsayers, but the reports have varied 
widely, with some arguing that there are too many people, some 
that there are not enough, and others that they are in the wrong 
places. Sciubba, a professor of international relations and for-
mer demographics consultant to the United States Depart-
ment of Defense, is unfailingly thorough in her research for this 
authoritative book. She traces the history of the debates, focus-
ing on the key issues of fertility, mortality, and immigration. 
She notes that the global population is currently around 8 bil-
lion and that most of the future growth will be in Africa. With 
economic development, population growth stabilizes and then 
starts to fall, due to fewer births and longer life spans. Japan 

could soon fall below the level needed to sustain the country, 
and South Korea is not far behind. Population growth in the U.S. 
has been bolstered by waves of immigration, which has kept the 
numbers up but is also changing the social composition. Immi-
gration has become a political flashpoint in many countries, but 
generally there are long-term benefits in larger populations. 
For developing nations, there can be a demographic dividend 
if policymakers are willing to make investments in education 
and infrastructure to take advantage of a bubble in the labor 
force structure. But Sciubba also looks at how large numbers of 
unemployed or underemployed young people can lead to social 
disruption. Some of the old assumptions, such as that a large 
population is needed for a dynamic manufacturing sector or a 
strong military, might no longer hold true due to technologi-
cal changes. Posing interesting and important questions, the 
author writes in clear, jargon-free language. She is generally 
optimistic, as long as the issues are properly understood and the 
right decisions are made.

An articulate, absorbing examination of where the demo-
graphic road is leading and how we can avoid the emerging 
pitfalls.

SIX WALKS
In the Footsteps of  
Henry David Thoreau
Shattuck, Ben
Tin House (288 pp.) 
$22.95  |  April 19, 2022
978-1-953534-04-0  

A memoir about walking in Thoreau’s 
path.

Shattuck, artist and director of 
Maine’s Cuttyhunk Island Writers’ Resi-

dency program, channels the writings of Thoreau in this reflec-
tive foray into the oft-traveled world of walking. After reading 
Thoreau’s Cape Cod and in a fit of anguished nightmares and 
restlessness, Shattuck decided that now was the time to set off. 
Beginning at Massachusetts’ Nauset dunes, he searched for the 
small shack in Wellfeet where the iconic writer stayed. “Walk-
ing through the pines around Wellfleet’s seven outer ponds,” 
he writes, “my footfalls silenced by carpets of ochre and shed 
needles, I quickly got lost.” Two days later, he reached Prov-
incetown, where he experienced “exactly what I wanted—to 
be obliterated by the insistent presence of the sea, as the sea 
had done to Cape Cod.” Dealing with medications for Lyme 
disease, Shattuck hiked other Thoreau destinations, including 
Mount Katahdin, Wachusett Mountain, and Thoreau’s cabin at 
Walden Pond, where he took a dip. Throughout, Shattuck inter-
weaves Thoreau’s writings with his own observations, reflect-
ing on the geographical changes caused by climate change and 
urban sprawl as well as the stars that Thoreau described as “our 
fellow-travelers still, as high and out of our reach as our own 
destiny.” The narrative sputters when it shifts to Shattuck’s 
time in Rhode Island, where family had lived, his relationship 
with his wife, Jenny, and an unfortunate accident years ago with 

“An articulate, absorbing examination of where the demographic 
road is leading and how we can avoid the emerging pitfalls.”

8 billion and counting



a boat’s gunwale that resulted in the loss of the top part of his 
middle finger. Reliving Thoreau’s hiking and canoeing adven-
tures in northern Maine’s Allagash Wilderness Waterway gets 
Shattuck back into his enthusiastic, poetic stride, describing 
the same black flies that had also accosted Thoreau, listening 
to bird song, and observing a double rainbow. Accompanied by 
Jenny, he concludes with a return visit to Provincetown, want-
ing the “revelation that came at the end of my first Cape walk: 
that following Henry led to hidden, unexpected goodness.” The 
author’s black-and-white illustrations dot the narrative.

Wistful and meditative, sparked by lovely prose.

HEADWATERS
The Adventures, Obsession 
and Evolution of a  
Fly Fisherman
Tomine, Dylan
Illus. by Frances B. Ashforth
Patagonia (256 pp.) 
$27.95  |  April 5, 2022
978-1-952338-07-6  

A die-hard fly fisherman reflects 
on the glories of angling and his role in 

diminishing the natural world.
“Fishing was never a sport, a pastime or hobby for me. It 

was, and continues to be, who I am.” So writes Tomine, who has 
been fishing the Skykomish and other northwestern rivers since 
he was a kid. He was so obsessed that on Sundays, his single 
mother, a graduate student, would take him to the river and, as 
he cast his lines, do her homework while waiting in a parking 
area nearby. In this collection of his writings in sports and fish-
ing journals, Tomine recounts some of his excellent adventures. 
In one shaggy dog story, he recalls being in a van in Russia in 
which was hidden a block of Swedish cheese so stinky that it 
ignited a pitched battle over which of the fishing adventur-
ers had farted. In a less unpleasantly odorous tale, the author 
praises an Argentine barbecue during which his plate held “a 
significant fraction—like one fourth to one half—of an entire 
animal.” Tomine’s principal goal is to bag steelhead trout, of 
which he writes with affection and intelligence. His principal 
opponent throughout is a bureaucratic system that stocks the 
rivers of the Pacific Northwest with hatchery-bred trout, which 
crowd out wild fish even with the removal of dams on those 
streams. “If the point of dam removal is wild salmon recovery,” 
he asks, “why would we spend millions of dollars on something 
that works counter to the point?” Tomine ponders how climate 
change is affecting fish populations, wild and hatchery-grown, 
and his own role as a world traveler in putting down a heavy 
carbon footprint on the land. Mostly, however, the pieces are 
easily digested celebrations of the easy freedom of being on a 
river, rod and reel in hand.

“What is fly fishing? Everything.” Anglers will find Tomine’s 
book a spirited defense of that thesis.

MY MOMENT
106 Women on Fighting for 
Themselves
Various
Gallery Books/Simon & Schuster  
(336 pp.) 
$27.00  |  April 26, 2022
978-1-982160-92-0  

Accounts of women young and old 
who have taken stands against gender injustice.

Witnessing Christine Blasey Ford’s 2018 testimony about 
Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh’s sexual miscon-
duct permanently changed and inspired this cohort of co-
editors. Seeking solace in “sisterhood,” they sought firsthand 
accounts, and “stories began to bubble up, from inappropri-
ate encounters and incidents normalized as a sign of the 
times to stories of workplace injustices, schoolyard bullying, 
physical and sexual abuse.” The narrative consistently reveals 
how disrespect for women cuts across class, color, race, and 
even time. Some contributors—e.g., Gloria Steinem, Cyndi 
Lauper, and Marlo Thomas—are celebrities whose efforts at 
finding success in a patriarchal society predated and/or coin-
cided with the rise of the 1960s feminist movement. Steinem 
credits the cheek bite she gave a man who forced a kiss on 
her to “catlike [survival] instincts,” while Thomas recollects 
spurning her well-meaning father’s advice to give up acting 
after facing industry executives who told her to “marry your 
boyfriend and give your father some grandkids.” Many of the 
other contributors are ordinary young to middle-aged women. 
Janelle Murren, a Trinidad-born career nanny, tells a story of 
fully understanding male misogyny—and racism—the day a 
male employer complained about having to “f**ing pay her and 
feed her too.” Teenage athlete Miya Lao offers wisdom gained 
from being bullied for her small size, and transgender activ-
ist and actor Shakina Nayfack speaks proudly of “my people” 
and of having made a place for herself despite constantly fac-
ing misunderstanding and hate. The diversity of voices is the 
greatest strength of this profoundly personal book, which 
also contains images of each contributor shot with cameras 
the editors gave them. The message of hope and courage they 
offer to all women is a powerful tonic to contemporary anti-
feminism. Other well-known contributors include Chelsea 
Handler, Reba McEntire, Carol Burnett, and Billie Jean King.

Uplifting reading for anyone, regardless of gender identity.
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LION CITY
Singapore and the Invention 
of Modern Asia
Vasagar, Jeevan
Pegasus (298 pp.) 
$28.95  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-64313-934-0  

A comprehensive look at the sleek 
city-state that strongman Lee Kuan Yew 
forged into a model society of authority 
and order.

In his first book, Vasagar, former Singapore and Malaysia cor-
respondent for the Financial Times, fashions an engaging narrative 
that is both historical and personal; his father lived in Singapore, 
and the author often visited as a child. Vasagar notes that in order 
to understand the “forest of glass and steel” that Singapore has 
become in recent decades, one must grasp both its colonial and 
breakaway history. Today, he writes, “Singapore is not just a cen-
tre of modern Asia…but something bigger—an Asian city state 
around which the modern world, seeking illumination, revolves.” 
Established as a British settlement in 1819 by Sir Thomas Stam-
ford Raffles, it is one of the few places in the world where colonial 
statues still stand and its British founding is still celebrated. The 
author delineates the city’s remarkable geography and history, 
including its occupation by the Japanese in 1942 (it was returned 
to Britain at the end of World War II). That tumult shaped future 
leader Lee’s worldview. He was repulsed by the barbarism of the 
Japanese occupier,” writes Vasagar, “but quietly admired the rar-
ity of crime under Japanese rule.” The author chronicles the com-
munist insurgency against the British in the 1950s and the merger 
with Malaya, which ended in 1965 when Singapore became a sov-
ereign island nation with Lee at the helm. Over the next decades, 
Lee pursued “a mix of coercion and cajoling” for both business 
and society, with an emphasis on meritocracy and fear of commu-
nism, and Vasagar insightfully examines the recent and current 

“ruling elite,” demonstrating their lack of tolerance for crime 
and squelching of free speech. Among the other “Asian tigers”—
South Korea, Taiwan, and Hong Kong—Singapore is held up as 
a great economic success but often at the cost of personal liberty.

An accessible, ground-up journalistic study well suited to 
those who know little about this enigmatic republic.

SANDY HOOK 
An American Tragedy 
and the Battle for Truth
Williamson, Elizabeth
Dutton (496 pp.)
$28.00  |  March 8, 2022
978-1-5247-4657-5  

A sobering, even depressing book 
that speaks to the American addiction to 
conspiracy theories and outright lies.

New York Times writer Williamson has 
made her beat the prosecution of right-wing ideologues and the 

dismantling of their machineries of deception. Here, she exco-
riates Alex Jones, the online blowhard who, soon after a young 
man killed 20 first graders and six teachers at a Connecticut 
elementary school, declared the massacre a “false flag” exercise 
meant to provide the Obama administration the opportunity to 
attack the Second Amendment. Anyone who followed Jones at 
the time could have seen his harangues coming; what’s surprising 
about this account is how so many credentialed academics fol-
lowed suit, lumping the Sandy Hook killings into a messy cycle 
of conspiracy theories involving the JFK assassination, 9/11, and 
other events. Millions of like-minded people who have the right 
to vote (and own guns) partake of such theories, fanned recently 
by Trump, the fomenter of a mendacious conspiracy theory 
that he rightfully won the 2020 presidential election. “From a 
decade’s distance,” writes Williamson, “Sandy Hook stands as 
a portent: a warning of the power of unquenchable viral lies to 
leap the firewalls of decency and tradition, to engulf accepted 
fact and established science, and to lap at the foundations of our 
democratic institutions.” Sandy Hook became part and parcel 
of the paranoiac style of American thought—or perhaps better, 
nonthought. It can be fought, and Williamson records how the 
battle was taken into the courtroom, where numerous conspir-
acy theorists paid for their lies with jury-ruled financial penal-
ties, while Jones’ social media outlets were “deplatformed” and 
most of the errant academics lost their jobs. We won’t know the 
outcome of the actions against Jones until 2022, but the author 
makes it clear that the remedies to curb what Kellyanne Con-
way called “alternative facts” exist.

Essential reading that shows the straight line that runs 
from Sandy Hook to Charlottesville and Jan. 6.

OWNING THE SUN
A People’s History of 
Monopoly Medicine From 
Aspirin to Covid-19 Vaccines
Zaitchik, Alexander
Counterpoint (304 pp.)
$26.00  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-64009-506-9  

A freelance journalist faults the “fun-
damentally corrupt and unjust system” 
that allows big pharma and others to 

hoard scientific knowledge instead of using it for the greatest 
public good.

Zaitchik offers a biting study of the “double protection racket” 
through which drug companies benefit from government-sub-
sidized research and then use patents to reap unseemly profits 
from it. Beginning with the Renaissance princes whose “royal 
grants” amounted to proto-patents, the author gives a dense but 
clear history of how scientific patents have promoted “monop-
oly medicine.” Zaitchik argues that patents were envisioned by 
the framers of the Constitution as a two-way social contract for 
advancing science and “useful arts” but have become a vehicle for 
turning vital medical knowledge into private intellectual prop-
erty. That process sped up with the passage of the Bayh-Dole 

“Essential reading that shows the straight line that runs
from Sandy Hook to Charlottesville and Jan. 6.”

sandy hook



Act in 1980, which allowed businesses and universities to retain 
the rights to knowledge developed with federal funding, and it 
helped to make possible the “vaccine nationalism” of Operation 
Warp Speed. Drawing on deep research, Zaitchik knocks the 
halos off three prominent players in the pandemic: Pfizer (whose 
CEO fought generic drugs in the 1980s); Moderna (two of whose 
executives dumped $30 million in stock in a legal but suspiciously 
timed move after the company announced promising vaccine trial 
results); and Bill Gates, the focus of a chapter called “Pharma’s 
Best Friend: Bill Gates and Covid-19.” The author makes a strong 
case that Gates tried to undermine the efforts of experts who 
predicted a global vaccine supply crisis with his insistence that 
market forces could ensure a fair distribution of vaccines among 
rich and poor nations, a view that has proved “catastrophically 
incorrect” given that half the world’s population remains unvacci-
nated against Covid. While big pharma often gets the sole blame 
for soaring drug prices, this book is a brave and timely reminder 
that politicians and corporate titans have enabled its excesses.

A trenchant study of the dangers of turning medical knowl-
edge into private intellectual property.

THE PRESIDENCY OF 
DONALD J. TRUMP
A First Historical Assessment
Ed. by Julian E. Zelizer
Princeton Univ.  (416 pp.) 
$27.95 paper  |  March 29, 2022
978-0-691-22893-8  

An example of the value of historical 
analyses of very recent events, this book 
gives us some historians’ first takes on 
the Trump presidency.

“The Trump presidency was not an aberration but the cul-
mination of more than three decades in the GOP’s evolution,” 
writes editor Zelizer, encapsulating a primary theme. With all 
of the essayists supporting that claim, the book demonstrates 
unusual coherence as well as admirable clarity, and the individ-
ual essays cover a vast array of topics: the Republican and Dem-
ocratic parties, right-wing media, truth and disinformation, 
White supremacy, Latinx issues, women’s issues, immigration, 
infrastructure, climate change, race, class, technology, interna-
tional relations (both generally and specifically about China and 
the nations of the Middle East), the FBI, and Covid-19. It’s a 
testament to the overall quality that one wishes for even wider 
coverage—essays, say, on the psychopathology of politics and 
on political language. Yet despite such gaps, the book’s contents, 
just as historical writing should, supersede earlier on-the-spot 
journalistic reportage of the Trump administration. Each essay 
adds context and fresh perspective to the events of a precedent-
shattering presidency as well as causal explanations of much 
of what occurred. Occasionally, the contributors repeat oft-
quoted words and cite well-known episodes, and facts about 
many front-page figures and events fill its pages. But little of 
what they write fails to cast welcome light on how and why the 
U.S. entered a new political era in 2016. Zelizer himself offers an 

excellent concise history of the Republican Party’s recent his-
tory, and other essayists conform to his balanced, sober, schol-
arly approach, which will be demanding for general readers. 
What’s most commendable is that all of their arguments and 
extensive knowledge are advanced in nonpartisan, critically fair, 
and neutral form. Given the variety of subjects, the result is an 
authoritative multiauthored contemporary history. Contribu-
tors include Michael Kazin, Mae Ngai, James Mann, Nicole 
Hemmer, and Margaret O’Mara. 

An important historical account of the Trump era from a 
wide range of perspectives that nonetheless coheres.

BEYOND INNOCENCE 
The Life Sentence of 
Darryl Hunt
Zerwick, Phoebe
Atlantic Monthly (320 pp.) 
$27.00  |  March 1, 2022
978-0-8021-5937-3  

A painstaking reexamination of a 
miscarriage of justice and the devastat-
ing aftermath.

When the wrongly convicted walk 
free, headlines roar and justice seekers cheer, but what happens 
when the news crews depart? In her debut book, Zerwick, the 
director of the journalism program at Wake Forest, revisits a 
story she covered for the Winston-Salem Journal involving the 
life, arrest, trials, exoneration, and aftermath of Darryl Hunt. 
At 19, Hunt was a familiar face for local authorities due to a 
tough childhood and years of hard living. Despite having an 
alibi, Hunt was accused in the 1984 rape and murder of a White 
copy editor at the local paper. Despite the accusation, he main-
tained his innocence throughout. In portions of the retelling, 
Zerwick uses sharp prose alongside Hunt’s urgent journals to 
convey his thoughts and establish context. Hunt avoided the 
death penalty and spent the following two decades working 
with a devoted community and legal team to prove his inno-
cence. His story garnered national attention in the mid-2000s 
after HBO released the documentary The Trials of Darryl Hunt. 
The film ends with Hunt being released and exonerated cour-
tesy of DNA evidence, compensated nearly $2 million in resti-
tution, and beginning his new life, which included the founding 
of the Darryl Hunt Project for Freedom and Justice. However, 
as Zerwick deftly shows, Hunt, like many who have served 
prison sentences, struggled with reentry into society. Hunt’s 
untimely death in 2016 remains somewhat shrouded in mystery; 
hidden substance abuse may have been one culprit, but Zerwick 
posits that unacknowledged PTSD was a contributing factor. 

“It shouldn’t be surprising that years of wrongful imprisonment 
would leave those who suffer such injustice scarred,” she writes, 

“but the depth of these scars has only recently become a subject 
of research.” This moving, powerful book should lead to deeper 
research in that area.

An engaging, heartbreaking read that cautions society and 
the justice system to handle exonerees with greater care.
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These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

FALLING SHORT 
Cisneros, Ernesto
Quill Tree Books/Harp-
erCollins (304 pp.) 
$16.99  |  March 15, 2022
978-0-06-288172-4 

LOUJAIN DREAMS OF 
SUNFLOWERS
A Story Inspired by 
Loujain AlHathloul
AlHathloul, Lina & Uma Mishra-Newbery
Illus. by Rebecca Green
Minedition (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-66265-064-2  

This is a story inspired by the life of Loujain AlHathloul, the 
Saudi women’s rights activist and Nobel Peace Prize nominee who 
challenged patriarchy and continues to be unjustly persecuted. 

Young Loujain dreams of flying like her dad, who literally 
has wings in this gently fantastical tale. She longs to see a field 
of sunflowers pictured in a photo given to her by her father, but 
the only way to get there is by flying, and girls aren’t allowed to 
fly. When she tells her friends about her dream of flying, they 
ridicule her. After a good cry in her bedroom, Loujain con-
fronts her father: “It is not fair that I cannot fly,” she asserts. 

“Why not me?” Her mother agrees: “You have to believe things 
will change. Otherwise they never will.” A wordless montage 
across a double-page spread shows Loujain receiving flying 
lessons from her father. Soon, he is able to take her on daily 
practice flights at sunrise. Finally, one day, Loujain is ready for 
the longest flight yet—the journey to the field of a million sun-
flowers. Green’s illustrations, rendered in acrylic gouache and 
colored pencil, are beautifully representational, using plant, 
flower, star, moon, and sky motifs to capture the flourishing of 
a young girl’s potential and the scope of her ambition. Written 
by AlHathloul’s sister (also an activist), this inspiring story is 
capped off with a short, informative bio of Loujain AlHathloul 
and a profound letter to the reader about summoning one’s 
courage to dream and create a better world.

Poetic, moving, and empowering. (Picture book. 5-12)

THE CASTLE OF 
TANGLED MAGIC
Anderson, Sophie
Scholastic (304 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-338-74621-1  

A girl journeys to save her family 
and her home. 

Thirteen-year-old Olia loves her 
family’s ramble-shamble wooden castle. 
She loves that they have called Castle 
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Mila home for the past 500 years, from her royal ancestors to 
the present day in which her parents are carpenters. And she 
loves that she and her family—Papa, Mama, baby sister, and 
Babusya—care for it now. When an unexpected storm threatens 
Castle Mila, Babusya reveals that magic is attempting to break 
free from the castle’s domes and that only Olia can prevent 
further damage. Aided by the castle’s domovoi, a foxlike spirit 
named Feliks, Olia has less than one day to journey through 
the Land of Forbidden Magic, cut off the beard of an evil wiz-
ard, and restore the balance of magic. Along the way she meets 
myriad magical creatures from Slavic lore and learns that noth-
ing—from her own abilities to the Land of Forgotten Magic 
to her family’s legacy—is what it seemed. Although in keeping 
with the narrative’s fairy-tale influences, largely unanswered 
worldbuilding questions—for example, why is Olia the only 
one who can save Castle Mila?—may leave readers feeling that 
key aspects of the plot are underdeveloped and contrived. The 
dialogue sometimes feels self-conscious, but Olia’s first-person 
narration is earnest, and readers will root for her. The human 
cast reads as default White.

A Slavic-inspired fantasy that may appeal to fans of fairy 
tales. (glossary) (Fantasy. 8-12)

ONE MILLION TREES
A True Story
Balouch, Kristen
Margaret Ferguson/Holiday House 
(40 pp.) 
$18.99  |  March 1, 2022
978-0-8234-4860-9  

A California family travels to British Columbia, where, 
along with a mostly French-speaking crew, they plant 1 million 
trees to revitalize a logged-over forest.

When author/illustrator Balouch was 10 years old, her 
family traveled to Canada to join a tree-planting operation. 
Forty years later, she recalls the remarkable experience. 
Readers follow young Kristen, her sisters, and their par-
ents as they journey by seaplane to Vancouver Island, drive 
through backcountry, settle in to their campsite, and truck 
to the planting site each day for 40 days before flying home. 
Loving memories of the desserts Baluch helped her mother 
prepare for the large posse, a trusty old truck nicknamed 
Mad Dog, and downtime spent swimming with her siblings 
add a nostalgic touch. The simply written, straightforward 
text is rich with interesting information, offering nature-
based math puzzles, a step-by-step tree-planting diagram, 
and French minilessons seamlessly woven into the narrative. 
Short asides featuring inside stories and snippets of intimate 
conversation between the young narrator and her family 
members appear in smaller print alongside the main text. 
The digital illustrations—rendered in a naïve art style—are 
busy, making for detailed spreads that beg to be pored over; 
they also capture the British Columbia landscape, including 
its distinctive flora and fauna. The tree-planting gang is sur-
prisingly diverse for the time period, and a Native American 

tepee is shown amongst the campground tents. An author’s 
note provides further background about the project and 
explains the importance of old-growth forests.

An intriguing tale that will plant seeds of environmen-
tal consciousness in the upcoming generation. (Informational 
picture book. 7-10)

THE OGRESS AND 
THE ORPHANS 
Barnhill, Kelly
Algonquin (400 pp.) 
$19.95  |  March 8, 2022
978-1-64375-074-3  

A once-idyllic town blames an out-
sider for its woes.

Long ago, a fire claimed Stone-
in-the-Glen’s beloved Library, which 
started a sequence of events that eroded 

all of the nicest things about the town, changing the identity of 
the place and the townspeople alike as citizens grew suspicious 
and closed off from one another. When the town fails to sup-
port the Orphan House, one orphan runs away so as to not take 
more resources. Cass is rescued and brought back by the sweet-
natured Ogress who lives on a farm at the edge of Stone-in-the-
Glen. But her return is spied by a man who misunderstands and 
thinks the Ogress is abducting children, and the townspeople 
become riled up against the Ogress by the self-serving, strife-
loving Mayor. When the adults won’t listen to the children, they 
must find another way to help their generous neighbor and 
repair their broken community. The story’s told from a broadly 
omniscient perspective through slow, thoughtful pacing. Read-
ers will make connections before the characters do—especially 
regarding the true nature of the villain—and they are given nar-
rative assurance of a happy ending. This offers young audiences 
security as they grapple with nuanced, realistic portrayals of 
people who are neither all good nor all bad. It also gives them 
space to form their own opinions on the book’s philosophical 
and thematic questions, including the refrain: “The more you 
give, the more you have.” Main human characters read as White.

Combines realistic empathy with fantastical elements; as 
exquisite as it is moving. (Fantasy. 9-adult)

SLEEPWALKERS
Round One
Breigh, Izzi
Somnium Publishing (332 pp.) 
$19.99 paper  |  Feb. 22, 2022
978-1-7379135-0-4  

Giving new resonance to the term 
kidnapped, Ellie finds a way to “the world 
on the other side of dreams” when her 
sleeping little brother is snatched by lit-
erally nightmarish creatures. 

“As exquisite as it is moving.”
the ogress and the orphans
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In many of the world’s traditions, 
the beginning of the new year has 
long been set apart as a time of re-
pose. In China, the practice of re-
fraining from work during the Lunar 
New Year echoes back to the agrarian 
past when farmers would rest from 
their labors before a new season of 
planting. One of the time-honored 
rituals of Oshōgatsu (the Japanese 
New Year) is abstinence from all toil 

for three days, and the ancient Egyptians also embraced 
breathing space during their Wepet-Renpet (“Opening of 
the Year”) festival. As we ease into 2022, rest seems coun-
terintuitive, but our ancestors knew the wisdom of seeking 
sanctuary. 

Exploring the realm of rest in 
children’s literature yields interest-
ing findings. A number of books 
that teach kids about animals’ 
sleeping habits have come down 
the pike, like Sleep: How Nature Gets 
Its Rest by Kate Prendergast and 
Sweet Dreamers by Isabelle Simler. 
Others, like Bedtime Bonnet by Nan-
cy Redd and Nneka Myers, My Bed: Enchanting Ways To Fall 

Asleep Around the World by Rebecca Bond and Salley Mavor, 
and How Do You Say Good Night? by 
Cindy Jin and Shirley Ng-Benitez 
reveal how beddy-bye differs—and 
is similar in some ways—across 
cultures. And of course, there is no 
shortage of bedtime stories. 

However, children need more 
than just an education on the so-
ciology of slumber, and they need 

more than just soporific books that quieten their prefron-
tal cortexes at night and prepare their conscious minds to 
transition to dreamland. Children’s books that articulate 
the sacredness, joy, and indispensability of rest are surpris-
ingly rare but must be added to childhood’s atelier.

Contemporary life is replete with ambient stress—ten-
sions so omnipresent that most adults barely notice them 
anymore. But ambient stressors—noise (including social 
media noise), traffic, crowding, the 24-hour news cycle, 
overscheduling, etc.—are felt acutely by children. Chil-
dren’s literature has a responsibility to address and denor-
malize today’s frenetic norm. With very good reason, peri-
ods of rest and rejuvenation are embedded in the commu-

nal and calendrical rites of most cultures and religions; yet 
we don’t often talk meaningfully to children about this in-
tangible—and endangered—heritage of rest.

Italian author Italo Calvino wrote that “childhood bore-
dom is a special kind of boredom. It is a boredom full of 
dreams, a sort of projection into another place, into anoth-
er reality.” This idea—essentially, that boredom is a prison 
that children use their imaginations to escape from—lies at 
the heart of many children’s books, like I Love To Be Bored by 
Ingrid Chabbert and Sébastien Chebret and The Think-Ups 
by Claire Alexander. Creating more books that frame bore-
dom in an entirely different way—as a simple invitation to 
rest—is worthwhile. Meanwhile, the growing crop of chil-
dren’s books about mindfulness helps kids slow down and 
notice the world around them. These outward-focused, ac-
tivity-based narratives must, however, be balanced by per-
spectives that encourage children to find their inner refuge 
and embrace their need for regular rest.

Not that rest should be conflat-
ed with inactivity. Rest is really an 
internal state of harmoniousness 
and of being untethered from life’s 
pressures regardless of what we are 
doing. Yet there is value in showing 
young readers that doing nothing 
(or very little) sometimes is valu-
able and worthy of respect. For 
this reason, the picture book Let’s 
Do Everything and Nothing by Julia 
Kuo (reviewed on Page 76), which 
beautifully equipoises a mother’s and daughter’s outdoor 
adventures and their hours of tranquil, uneventful intimacy, 
is noteworthy. 

More and more books for young readers are being pub-
lished that alert kids to the world’s injustices and pressing 
conundrums, many of which seek to instill a sense of activ-
ism. But raising empathetic, activist, empowered kids with-
out gifting them with strong, steady habits of rest and re-
newal is a terrible dereliction of duty. 

Summer Edward is a young readers’ editor.

PICTURE BOOKS | Summer Edward

giving children a heritage 
of rest and renewal
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Ellie, 11, is thrilled to learn that the old Connecticut house 
she has inherited from Eloise Amelia Dasher, her grandmother 
and namesake, is rightly believed to be haunted. But that’s 
not its only secret. When dozens of 6-year-olds, including her 
brother, Elijah, are left in comas after their dreaming selves 
are snatched away by snarling, invisible jaghounds, the name-
less ghost she meets in her own dreams shows her a hidden 
physical gateway to Inzien, a land otherwise accessible only 
in sleep. Along with eldritch sights and dangers galore, Ellie 
plunges into encounters with both permanent and temporary 
(i.e., dreaming) residents of the topsy-turvy territory, human or 
otherwise—some allies and others decidedly not. To diversify 
her cast, Breigh sets herself the worthy (if occasionally labored 
in execution) challenge of describing nearly everyone’s appear-
ance specifically and differently, so that in the midst of narrow 
squeaks and startling revelations, Ellie (who presents White) 
meets others whose skin tones, hair, and eyes are spelled out 
in some detail. This being the first of a projected four volumes, 
Ellie does effect a rescue after harrowing adventures and revela-
tions, but only at the cost of a sacrificial bargain likely to leave 

readers well and truly weirded out. Stay tuned. 
A disquieting dreamland leavened by plot twists aplenty 

and generous dollops of eerie. (Fantasy/horror. 11-13)

WILD BEINGS
Brouwers, Dorien
Little, Brown (40 pp.) 
$18.99  |  April 19, 2022
978-0-316-49551-6  

Author/illustrator Brouwers draws 
parallels between Mother Nature and 

human nature in this celebration of the interconnectedness of 
all living things.

Page after page of atmospheric watercolor artwork shows 
wildings at home in their natural habitats. Playful monkeys 
swing gracefully in forest trees; a buffalo lounges majestically 
in a muddy wallow; a flock of Egyptian geese soar above a river; 
and more. Simple, spare text narrated in the first-person plural 
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“we” encourages us to recognize ourselves in nature and embrace 
the feral instincts hard-wired into us all: “We are wild beings. / 
Born curious and strong”; and “We love to run free / and leap into 
flight”; and so forth. To further the point, Brouwers integrates 
human imagery into her paintings of wild landscapes, sometimes 
in the form of hidden images—discerning viewers will detect 
human footprints, hands, and shadows as well as silhouettes 
(which occasionally recall prehistoric cave wall paintings) of chil-
dren that leap, climb, and run alongside their animal counterparts, 
making for a fun seek-and-find. The illustrations are reminiscent 
of figurative collage, with monoprinted details, nature-inspired 
textures, layered translucent glazes, and animal portraits that 
sometimes have a photographic quality. The book’s visuals will 
engage animal lovers, while the short text (culminating in a 

“ROAR!”) makes for an agreeable read-aloud for the younger set. 
An invitation to cultivate our wild selves and our inextri-

cable bond with the natural world. (Picture book. 3-7)

DREW LECLAIR GETS A CLUE
Bury, Katryn
Clarion/HarperCollins (288 pp.) 
$16.99  |  March 1, 2022
978-0-358-63960-2  

Can a lonely sleuth learn the identity 
of the middle school cyberbully?

Drew is a White seventh grader who 
loves mysteries, true crime, and criminal 
profiling. And a good thing, too—some-
one is targeting their class on Instagram, 

revealing secrets and being supermean. The anonymous bully 
reveals that Drew’s mom was seen making out with the guidance 
counselor. Drew (whose mother has not only kissed Mr. Clark, 
but has run off with him to Kauai to live in a yurt) is crushed 
but doesn’t want her abandoned, hurting, single dad to know 
about the bullying and is determined to handle this problem 
herself. In order to profile the criminal, Drew needs to talk to 
all the bully’s other victims, but she’s awkward with people even 
when she’s not falling to pieces. Luckily, her only friend, Indian 
American Shrey, has her back. Even better, another of the cyber-
bully’s victims—Trissa, a Black girl who’s as much of a Star Wars 
nerd as Shrey and Drew—wants to help. (Although Shrey and 
Trissa do think her crime board, complete with tacked down 
lines of red yarn, is just a teensy bit on the weird side.) There’s 
an unexpected level of well-handled emotional realism in this 
appealing, thought-provoking work: Drew’s family struggles 
aren’t tidily wrapped up, nor are the issues with the school’s bul-
lying and pervasive racism or even the romantic complications.

Witty kid detectives solve a mystery with believably high 
stakes. (Mystery. 9-12)

WILLPOWER
Chan, Marty
Orca (112 pp.) 
$10.95 paper  |  Feb. 15, 2022
978-1-4598-3291-6 
Series: Orca Currents 

A teen must learn to control her spe-
cial powers in order to save her imperiled 
father.

Jennifer Mah, an Asian American 
girl, was born with telekinetic abilities. 

Tricked by unethical scientists who promised her a cure but 
really seek to conduct experiments on her, she and her father 
are on the run. Jennifer feels stifled by her dad’s extreme protec-
tiveness and constant worrying and wants nothing more than 
to lead a normal teenage existence. When Noah, the top jock 
at her school and a jerk (who eventually redeems himself), is 
about to get hit by a car, Jennifer cannot help but use her pow-
ers to avert the accident, which leads to an unlikely friendship 
between the pair. Then, Jennifer’s dad is kidnapped by the evil 
Dr. Lansing and her agents, and it falls upon Jennifer and Noah 
to save him. Although the plot is basic, Chan’s suspenseful, fast-
paced storytelling is engrossing from the very first page. With 
short, action-packed chapters, the book will appeal to reluc-
tant readers. While the focus is largely on Jennifer’s immediate 
troubles, including her guilt over her mother’s death, the story 
does touch upon issues of class and racial identity. With con-
vincing dialogue, ably handled character development, and a 
strong female Asian lead, this book would be a great addition to 
any young reader’s library. Noah’s “shaggy hair” may or may not 
code him as White. The main characters are teens, although the 
book’s audience is middle-grade readers.

A lightly speculative novel about developing courage and 
inner strength. (Science fiction. 8-11)

FALLING SHORT 
Cisneros, Ernesto
Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins 
(304 pp.) 
$16.99  |  March 15, 2022
978-0-06-288172-4  

Together, neighbors and friends Isaac 
and Marco navigate the challenges of 
middle school, divorced parents, and bas-
ketball tryouts.

Brand-new sixth graders Isaac Cas-
tillo and Marco Honeyman are more like family than friends. 
Despite their apparent differences—Isaac’s a talented basketball 
player who struggles academically, while Marco’s a supershort 
straight-A student who prefers chess to contact sports—they 
have been inseparable besties since kindergarten. Isaac knows 
how to talk Marco through his panic attacks and discussions of 
his absent father, and Marco calmly listens to Isaac’s fears about 
his father’s not-so-secret alcohol abuse. After a misunderstanding 
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leads Isaac’s former teammates to convince Marco he could be 
their middle school basketball team’s next Muggsy Bogues (the 
smallest player in NBA history), Marco and Isaac dedicate them-
selves to getting him a spot on the team, even though he’s never 
played before. The dual point-of-view story repudiates toxic mas-
culinity and encourages collaboration and generosity. The quick-
moving plot also spotlights the various ways preteens and their 
parents fall short of their goals only to end up stronger because 
of their resilience and grit. Both protagonists are Latinx: Isaac is 
Jewish and Mexican, and Marco is Mexican American. Cisneros’ 
touching sophomore novel is an ideal pick for sports fans and will 
reel in reluctant readers. 

A touching exploration of friendship, teamwork, and 
Mamba Mentality. (author’s note) (Fiction. 9-13)

THE PACK
Cley, Amanda
Illus. by Cecilia Ferri
Eerdmans (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 22, 2022
978-0-8028-5587-9  

A philosophical picture book explores 
the choice between conformity and 
authenticity.

On the opening spread, readers are 
presented with a bird’s-eye classroom 

scene that startlingly looks like a taxidermy showcase: a White 
child dressed in a white wolf costume sits at their desk, clearly 
distinguishable from the other students who wear wolf cos-
tumes in shades of black, gray, and brown. With the lupine sym-
bolism thus speedily established, the text goes on to weigh the 
pros and cons of following versus standing out from the figura-
tive pack. If you “try to be the same as the others” and “do what-
ever they tell you to do,” you will be accepted and protected, 
but at what cost? The ungendered child wearing the white wolf 
suit “longs to be connected” to a community but must make a 
difficult choice if they want to discover their true self. Some 
readers may find the text’s expansive existentialism and Ferri’s 
Kafkaesque imagery unsettling; however, there is a gentleness 
and genuine curiosity to the narrative. Great care is evident 
in the scale and layout of the illustrations, which foster a deep 
connection with a character who could represent anyone that 
has repressed their identity for the sake of group acceptance. 
The artwork, executed in colored pencil, uses plenty of negative 
space, subdued colors, and shadows to underscore the themes 
of loneliness and fear. The representational images code white 
as positive and black and brown as negative, which some read-
ers will find problematic. (This book was reviewed digitally.)

Boldly reflective and compelling in its vulnerability. (Pic-
ture book. 5-9)

“Boldly reflective and compelling in its vulnerability.”
the pack
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A BRAVE CAT
Coppo, Marianna
Chronicle Books (48 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 8, 2022
978-1-79720-442-0  

A sheltered kitty confronts the out-
side world.

House cat Olivia is a “fearless explorer,” hunting, traveling to 
the “top of the world” (really the top of the closet), and more…
all from the comfort of her home. The dryly humorous text 
conveys that Olivia lives a “demanding” existence; the artwork, 
meanwhile, shows the feline napping and playing with stuffed 
toys. Olivia’s indoor life is also “filled with danger,” namely, a 
playful child who likes to grab her tail. When Olivia tumbles out 
of a window while swatting a fly, her supposed bravery is put to 
the test. A dog scares her up a tree, and she must take a literal 
leap of faith to save herself. The story can be used to spur con-
versations about what constitutes courage and whether leaving 
one’s comfort zone is worth the risks. Olivia’s creative approach 
to her seemingly narrow existence might resonate with families 
who have spent considerable time in pandemic isolation and will 
help readers understand that introverts and other solitary types 
can have rich inner worlds. It is unclear if the story’s resolution 
should encourage readers to step outside of their preferred 
environments or stick with the familiar. The tempera-and-
pastel illustrations, rendered in a flat, naïve art style and filled 
with clever foreshadowing, might make up for the unresolved 
existential dilemma. Olivia belongs to a brown-skinned family 
whose faces remain hidden throughout. (This picture book was 
reviewed digitally.)

A simple but discussionworthy “paw-rable” about the 
value of taking small steps toward the unknown. (Picture book. 
3-6)

E IS FOR ENVIRONMENT
The ABCs of Conservation
Curran, Lucy
Illus. by Francesca Rosa
Running Press Kids (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 1, 2022
978-0-7624-7170-6  

Environmental concepts are intro-
duced in an alphabetic format. 

“A is for ATMOSPHERE”; “B is for BIODIVERSITY”; “C 
is for CONSERVATION”; and so on. Each single-page spread 
covers one letter of the alphabet and provides a one-sentence 
definition of the spotlighted, all-caps word. Unfortunately, the 
definitions themselves sometimes use words that children will 
need adults to define for them; for example, “QUARTZ” is “a 
mineral found in Earth’s crust,” but mineral and crust are never 
defined. Some of the artwork uses a double-page-spread com-
position to connect the ideas on the verso and recto pages. For 
example, a herd of zebra on one verso make their way (“M is 
for…MIGRATION”) to a wildlife refuge (“N is for…NATURE 

RESERVE”) on the recto directly opposite. Although this 
attempt to connect often quite unrelated concepts on fac-
ing pages is clever, the result is sometimes a stretch or cheesy, 
such as when “QUARTZ” crystals morph into paper trash for 

“RECYCLING.” The humans depicted in Rosa’s often pan-
oramic digital illustrations are racially diverse with various skin 
tones and hair textures. One illustration shows a woman wear-
ing a shalwar kameez. It is hard not to presume that some words 
were selected simply because they fit the alphabetical structure. 
The inclusion of the racial slur kaffir (“K is for…KAFFIR LILY”) 
is particularly unfortunate, especially since the accompanying 
illustration shows a dark-skinned Black child.

N is for…NOT RECOMMENDED. (Informational picture 
book. 5-8)

HAPPY DAYS
deGennaro, Sue
Little Hare/Trafalgar (24 pp.) 
$15.99  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-76050-760-2 
Series: Different Days 

An infectiously happy little hippo 
makes the most of every day.

The kid hippo of indeterminate gender experiences many 
kinds of days. Whether it’s a “scooting to the park day,” a “sit-
ting on the bench day,” a “splashing in the pond day,” or a “bub-
bles in my bath day,” there’s always a reason for joy. On some 
days, the young hippo rides a scooter, helps in the kitchen 
(making sure to lick the bowl clean after baking), visits the park, 
makes music with cooking pots and pans, stomps around in leaf 
piles, or splashes in a pond. Whatever activities each new day 
offers, there are “tiny treasures” to be found everywhere. A dot-
ing caregiver (and various small animals who appear to be irre-
sistibly drawn to the sunshiny, energetic protagonist) provides 
assistance and companionship and tries their best to keep pace, 
ultimately surrendering to their own inner child. DeGennaro, 
who both wrote and illustrated this adorable Australian import, 
achieves just the right balance of detail and white space in her 
brightly colored digital artwork, making the presentation ideal 
for emergent readers. Softer, less saturated colors are used for 
the scenes depicting indoor activities or those portraying the 
calmer activities the little hippo enjoys. The text’s use of repeti-
tion creates an upbeat, singsong cadence that lends itself readily 
to read-alouds. (This book was reviewed digitally.)

Guaranteed to cheer anyone up. (Picture book. 3-6)

“Guaranteed to cheer anyone up.”
happy days
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POOL PARTY
Duchêne, Amy & Elisa Parhad
Illus. by Anne Bentley
Cameron + Company (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  March 15, 2022
978-1-951836-41-2  

A rhyming picture book celebrates pool time.
An ensemble of nameless children enjoys a cheerful outing at 

a public pool. Using compact couplets, the text describes their 
activities—belly-flopping, gliding underwater, sunbathing on 
the deck, and more. It also captures the sights, sounds, and sen-
sations of the experience, such as “FINGERS PRUNED” and 
the “SUN-KISSED GLOW” that follows a long swim. Illustra-
tions showing kids having all sorts of fun in the rippling blue 
water, using animal floaties, and eating Popsicles invite interest 
in what, to some young readers, might be an unfamiliar place. A 
class sensibility seems to be at work since the artwork portrays 
a swimming facility with bountiful equipment and tropical deck 
plants—a far cry from most public pools. Excellent vocabulary-
building opportunities present in the brief text (cannonball and 
marooned, to name a few), which also offers plenty of chances to 
act out scenes and have conversations about water safety. The 
colorful illustrations take pleasing turns with full-bleed double-
page spreads, continuous narrative art, and spot-art close-ups. 
Adults are only present to pick up the kids at the end of the 
party, there are no squabbles, and no Band-Aids are needed. 
Children are depicted with a range of skin tones and hair colors, 
and some are taller than others; but all are able-bodied, which 
is a missed chance to help disabled kids see themselves in such 
a setting.

Feels like a party, and you’ll want to jump in. (Picture book. 
3-5)

THE GIFT
Dzotap, Alain Serge
Illus. by Delphine Renon
Eerdmans (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Feb. 15, 2022
978-0-8028-5583-1  

A charming picture book from one of Cameroon’s leading 
children’s authors reminds readers that small things can hold 
great power. 

Leo, a young leopard, receives a pen as a birthday gift from 
his father. Dad tells him that “there are all sorts of beautiful 
things inside your pen,” but Leo has no idea how to get them 
out. So, he and his lizard friend set off to find someone who can 
help. They ask Leo’s big sister, but all she can get out of the pen 
is ink. They ask Coco-Tembo, a hen neighbor who is skeptical 
that beautiful things can hide in such a tiny object; and a giraffe 
friend who thinks the pen would be better put to use as a flute. 
Leo and the lizard are finally enlightened by Leo’s mother, who 
tells them that “all the words in the world” can be found in the 
pen. Leo writes all the words he knows, then tries his hand at 
drawing, and “soon the whole world is coming out of his pen!” 

The story ends rather abruptly yet is lovely nonetheless. The 
real highlight is Renon’s exquisite artwork, which is softly col-
orful, presenting elegant scenes of lush forest flora and fauna 
and dainty, fashionably dressed animal characters. Younger chil-
dren will have fun locating the various forest creatures in the 
artwork. The images will be easy to see from a distance during a 
read-aloud, but the font size is unusually small. The Gift is Dzo-
tap’s first book published in English.

A beautiful look at the wonder of creativity and self-
expression. Not to be missed! (Picture book. 4-7)

LOUISA JUNE AND 
THE NAZIS IN THE 
WAVES 
Elliott, L.M.
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins 
(320 pp.) 
$16.99  |  March 22, 2022
978-0-06-305656-5  

For the United States, involvement 
in World War II is just beginning, and 
13-year-old Louisa June is experiencing 

the first effects back home in Tidewater Virginia. 
Nazi U-boats have been torpedoing American ships in the 

busy waters off Chesapeake Bay, although the War Department 
is censoring any reports, but Louisa hears the rumors and then 
finds a charred life preserver. Then her father’s tugboat is tor-
pedoed and her beloved brother Butler is killed. Although her 
father survives, he is guilt-ridden, and Louisa’s mother, who suf-
fers from depression, blames him for the death. Louisa’s older 
sister, Katie, moves to Newport News to learn to weld and help 
build desperately needed ships, while her older brothers Will 
and Joe join the Merchant Marine and the Navy, respectively. 
Left behind at home, grieving for Butler, and with two debili-
tated parents (but thankfully a strong elderly cousin nearby, 
the delightfully indomitable Cousin Belle, who sets the record 
straight for Louisa on the nature of depression), Louisa does 
her best to pick up the slack and, in the trying, finds her own 
strength. Evocatively threaded with the scents and sounds of 
Tidewater Virginia coastal communities, this story presents a 
fascinating, lesser-known aspect of the war told from a young 
girl’s perspective. Successfully tackling the devastation of 
depression on family relationships, the bitter cost of war, and 
the uplifting strength of no-nonsense friendship, this story has 
impressive depth. Main characters are White.

Superb. (author’s note) (Historical fiction. 10-13)
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Soon after Berlin-based artist Diana Ejaita illustrated her 
first New Yorker cover for Mother’s Day 2019, she received a 
message from a publisher 4,000 miles away. Cecily Kaiser, di-
rector at RISE x Penguin Workshop in New York, was struck 
by the bold image of a Nigerian mother kneeling down in order 
to see eye to eye with her child. Kaiser wanted to know if Ejaita 
would be interested in authoring her own picture book. 

“The wonderful Cecily contacted me and said, ‘Hey, I loved 
this image so much and would like to do a book with you. 
Would you be interested? It could be about anything you wish,’ ” 
says Ejaita, author of Olu & Greta (RISE x Penguin Workshop, 
Jan. 18), the story of cousins living 4,000 miles apart—in Nige-
ria and Italy—who become BFFs without meeting IRL. In a 
starred review, Kirkus calls the heartfelt tale of their long-dis-
tance friendship “a compelling bicontinental story of kinfolk, 
uniquely illustrated by an artist who’s lived the experience.”

“I like to tell stories when they come mostly from my per-
sonal experience,” says Ejaita, who was born in Cremona, Italy, 
and has cousins from Lagos she met in person for the first time 

in 2018. “That is where you can be more honest—you don’t 
have to make up too much.”

Kirkus spoke with Ejaita by Zoom from her home in Berlin. 
The interview has been edited for length and clarity. 

What was the idea animating Olu & Greta?
Olu and Greta are very far away, but they are so close at the 
end, in so many things—in their wishes, in the way they play. 
That was exactly the idea. [There’s this] diversity of cultures, 
yes, but in the end we are so similar, despite being so far apart. 
That was my main thing, to show diversities and similarities at 
the same time. We might have different tastes, dress up differ-
ent ways, talk different languages. But we all want to play, we 
all want to explore, we all want to communicate, we all want 
to dance, to go into space with a spaceship. We all want to 
have butterfly wings, you know?

The book is set in Italy and Nigeria; your Mother’s Day 
New Yorker cover was set in Lagos. I can sense a lot of 
specificity without having traveled to the places you de-
pict, without all of the same references you may have, 
that other viewers may have in geography or fine art, for 
example. It feels accessible; I feel welcomed by your art.
Actually, that’s what I try [for] in everything I do. Because I 
have the luck of being born with two different cultures—to 
have traveled around and to have migrated in different places—
I really am not stuck into one thing. Even if I want to tell a story 
specific to two countries, the idea is that [the art] talks to ev-
eryone else. That’s again why I want to talk about my personal 
stories, because, as we are all the same, our stories are similar. 
Everyone [can] find something of her or him inside of it. Then 
it doesn’t feel like, Oh, that’s so exotic! I don’t want the exoticism; 
I’m not interested in this at all. We are all more than stereo-
types and symbols.

Is there anything else you’d like readers to know about 
Olu & Greta?
I didn’t tell the most amazing part of the story—

Agustín Farias

WORDS WITH…

Diana Ejaita
In her first picture book, an illustrator celebrates the miracle of long-
distance friendship between cousins
BY MEGAN LABRISE
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Please do!
When we were making the book, I got pregnant, and the [twin] 
sister of my husband also got pregnant. So basically, my child is 
born at two months’ difference with the child of his twin. So 
they’re really cousins, and [my child]—OK, she’s not born in 
Milan, but she’s born here in Berlin, and the cousin is born in 
Lagos—but there was all this mystique going on, like, Wow! 
There is some magic from the stars, the book is coming out because they 
are born here and there! So it was very emotional, because the 
book was supposed to come out in September, actually, and she 
was born end of September. 

Wow! And they’ll get to know one another over this dis-
tance as cousins and, hopefully, eventually, as friends.
Yeah! And now we’re making these video calls with the kids, and 
I was like, wow, they’re looking at each other for the first time through 
the video camera, and they’re actually staring at each other. I’m like, 
How could this be? They’re staring at each other in a video. It’s so 
sweet. These generations are more used to this way of being to-
gether, despite not being together.

Editor at large Megan Labrise hosts the Fully Booked podcast. Olu & 
Greta received a starred review in the Sept. 1, 2021, issue.
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RUMBLE AND ROAR
Sound Around the World
Fliess, Sue
Illus. by Khoa Le
Millbrook/Lerner (32 pp.) 
$19.99  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-5415-9869-0  

Four children in different countries hear a plethora of 
sounds in their natural surroundings.

As they explore the great outdoors, the two boys and two 
girls of varying ethnicities are told to “listen. / Hear. / Cup your 
ear.” They take note of the sounds made by the human body, the 
weather, various animals, and even a fiery volcano. On a farm 
in the USA, there is the “whistle, whir” of birds singing and 
flying past and the “screech and howl” of an owl and woodland 
foxes in the adjacent woods. In a tropical jungle in Brazil, there 
is the “drip, drop, drum” of rain and the “roar and WHOOSH” 
of a nearby waterfall. Readers are also transported to an alpine 
meadow filled with the “chomp and chew” of grazing cows and 
to a riverfront town in South Africa where the “slosh and lap” of 
waves greets the ear. Finally, as the day comes to an end and the 
kids return indoors to read and paint before going to bed, other 
sounds emerge: “whisper, / shush, / slumber, hush. / Purr, / snore, 
/ sounds…no more.” The spare, rhyming text, consisting largely 
(but not exclusively) of onomatopoeic words, is enhanced by 
colorful, panoramic, scenic illustrations created with mixed 
media and Photoshop. The backmatter includes two pages of 
detailed information about “The Science of Sounds,” complete 
with “FUN FACT” sidelights and textbooklike diagrams of the 
human ear and human vocal cords.

A lyrical soundscape that leaves room for observation and 
makes space for scientific discussion. (Picture book. 5-9)

SORT OF SUPER
Gapstur, Eric
Aladdin (240 pp.) 
$20.99  |  March 22, 2022
978-1-5344-8029-2 
Series: Sort of Super, 1 

A tween superhero takes flight. 
Eleven-year-old Wyatt Flynn, a 

pale, wiry boy with a shock of brown 
hair, has only just gotten a handle on his 
newfound superpowers. Flight, strength, 

speed, and invisibility are all at Wyatt’s disposal, but his father 
and sister, Adeline, still worry about him. Wyatt’s enthusiasm is 
equaled only by his fumbling, and a wrong move could expose 
him to the dangers of a government eager to imprison, enlist, or 
even dissect a superpowered being. Keeping his powers a secret 
from his friends is difficult enough, but not being able to use 
them to deal with the school bully or investigate the mysterious 
disappearance of his mother makes Wyatt even more frustrated. 
This brightly illustrated graphic novel with a racially diverse 
supporting cast perfectly captures the whiz-bang spirit of an 
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unpretentious caped crusader comic. Wyatt and Adeline make 
for engaging protagonists, swapping quips and supporting one 
another in an earnest sibling relationship that’s effectively 
sketched. The panel work is dynamic, displaying Wyatt’s pow-
ers in fun ways that will keep readers engaged. The action’s crisp, 
the jokes are funny, and the sentiment is well earned. In a sea of 
middle-grade graphic novels and superhero knockoffs, this one 
expresses the best of both genres and blends them together well. 
Teases for sequels abound, and readers will be excited to join 
Wyatt and Adeline on more high-flying adventures.

A remarkable debut for a new young hero. (Graphic adven-
ture. 8-12)

AUDREY UNDER THE BIG TOP
A Hartford Circus Fire 
Survival Story 
Gunderson, Jessica
Illus. by Wendy Tan
Stone Arch Books (112 pp.) 
$7.95 paper  |  Jan. 1, 2022
978-1-66633-062-5 
Series: Girls Survive 

An aspiring young aerialist finds her-
self in the midst of a terrible tragedy in 

this story based on the real-life 1944 Hartford Circus Fire.
Audrey is only 12 years old, but she knows exactly what she 

wants to do when she grows up—she wants to fly…in the circus, 
that is. That’s why she can’t wait to see the Ringling Brothers 
and Barnum & Bailey Circus when it comes to town, espe-
cially the Flying Wallendas, a family aerial act. With her two 
younger sisters in tow, she excitedly heads to the big top, but 
shortly after the show begins, a small fire ignites. The ringmas-
ter implores everyone to stay calm, but with the tent coated in 
gasoline and paraffin wax for waterproofing, the flames spread 
quickly. Audrey must escape somehow, but not before finding 
her missing sisters. From the series title, it can be inferred that 
Audrey survives, but tense moments will leave readers wonder-
ing about the fates of her family and friends (semispoiler: Not 
everyone makes it out). Set against the backdrop of the Second 
World War (Audrey’s dad is an Army medic overseas), Audrey’s 
resilience shines as her father’s adage carries her through: “Be 
brave.” Gunderson’s text is brisk and emotionally engaging, 
with airtight plot development. The three sisters are White; 
some secondary characters are racially diverse judging by the 
illustrations.

Another gripping addition to an early chapter book series 
that will inspire appreciation of heroines and history. (author’s 
note, discussion questions, glossary) (Historical fiction. 7-10)

TAG AND THE MAGIC 
SQUEAKER
Hundley, Sam
Capstone Editions (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Feb. 1, 2022
978-1-68446-426-5  

A mouse outwits a dog and cat and snags a tasty treat.
House dog Tag loves his well-worn “squeaker ball,” a tennis-

ball noisemaker with a chewed-out hole in it. He tosses, drib-
bles, rolls, and squeaks it tirelessly and mourns dramatically 
when it rolls under the couch. The cat, meanwhile, smirks and 
bids the plaything “good riddance!” When a mouse slips inside 
the ball (this is not shown in the artwork, so children must use 
their inferencing skills) unbeknownst to the other animals, Tag 
becomes convinced that the squeaker can talk. The mouse con-
vinces Tag to toss him (still concealed inside the toy) onto the 
kitchen counter and—without blowing his disguise—rewards 
both the dog and himself with a snack. The cat is suspicious (“I 
smell a rat”), but the mouse cleverly manages to escape. This 
underdog (undermouse?) story about a diminutive hero who 
gets his superiors to literally play ball with his schemes will res-
onate with young children, who must answer to the grown-ups 
in their lives. The three-dimensional scrap-art illustrations, ren-
dered using “dug relics” (metal fragments) from the 1800s, cap-
ture the characters’ personalities and nuances of body language 
to a remarkable degree. The engaging backmatter includes facts 
and discussion prompts related to the metal art that may inspire 
children to create their own found-object sculptures.

An entertaining trickster tale brought to life by intriguing 
artwork in an unusual medium. (Picture book. 4-8)

ME THREE
Juby, Susan
Puffin/Penguin Random House Canada 
(224 pp.) 
$16.99  |  March 22, 2022
978-0-7352-6872-2  

Denial and naïveté only take an 
11-year-old so far after the dad he wor-
ships gets nailed for sexual harassment. 

After his Las Vegas celebrity poker 
player father checks into rehab following 

a flurry of what he terms “misunderstandings and false accusa-
tions,” Rodney suddenly finds himself lying low with his mom 
and teenage sister, Kate, in a small Arizona town, wondering 
why his best friend isn’t returning his texts. Though he starts 
out stoutly echoing his dad’s fulminations against “women who 
overreact to people being in their personal space,” Rodney’s 
defenses take hit after hit as his new classmates are polarized 
by the revelation of his true identity, his enraged sister plunges 
into disordered eating, and, on rare visits, he sees his once-
larger-than-life dad turn sad and shabby. By the time he’s forced 
to admit the truth even to himself, though, he’s found allies to 
tell him what he needs to hear: that it’s not his fault, and he 

“An entertaining trickster tale brought to life by 
intriguing artwork in an unusual medium.”

tag and the magic squeaker
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neither shares nor is responsible for his father’s character flaws. 
Juby ventures onto thorny ground with one male supporter’s 
tale of being falsely accused by a girl of inappropriate touching, 
but overall she apportions blame where it’s due. The secondary 
cast helps lighten the load, and the “Death Star of bad mood” 
Kate has a saving, if mordant, sense of humor: “What doesn’t 
kill you makes you a better Instagram poet.” The cast largely 
presents White.

Decidedly not about forgiving or forgetting…but offer-
ing a promise that pain and betrayal won’t last forever. (Fiction. 
11-13)

SPRING PARADE
Kay, Camelia
Illus. by Allyn Howard
Cameron + Company (32 pp.) 
$15.99  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-951836-59-7  

A tribute to spring for the preschool 
crowd.

A winsome gray bunny emerges from its winter burrow to 
welcome the first flower of spring. Time passes, the snow melts, 
and a family of brown bears emerge from their den to gambol 
in the freshly sprung grass. Next come newly hatched birds 
and awakening insects. As the woods and open fields become 
progressively filled with the various colors of blossoming flow-
ers, more and more animals gather in a joyful procession. With 
the gray bunny leading them, they skip along to a wild orchard, 
where they romp in beds of “confetti,” which is to say, fallen 
fruit tree blossoms. The penultimate spread shows the bunny 
leader sitting on a flower-festooned tree-stump throne while 
enjoying a “soft breeze,” as indicated by emanata. Howard’s 
impressionistic paintings are all presented as two-page, full-
bleed spreads, allowing for a sense of movement and spring’s 
expansive energy. Each spread includes one or two sentences 
in capital letters, almost all of which use anaphoric repetition, 
resulting in a rhythm that feels full of anticipation. The book 
affords plenty of opportunities for adult-child interaction; for 
example, caregivers can help children find and name all of the 
different animals in the artwork. Extending the narrative, the 
endpapers display a montage of images of the bunny interacting 
with other residents of the natural world, perhaps a glimpse at 
the social season ahead.

Simple but effective at conveying the joy of the season of 
new beginnings. (Picture book. 1-4)

LITTLE WONDER
Keane, Claire
Chronicle Books (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 29, 2022
978-1-79720-812-1  

“With every step you take, adventure 
skips along beside you.”

An adventurous young Black boy who lives in an underwater 
kingdom waves goodbye to his mother (also Black) as he sets 
out for a day of outdoor fun and exploration. While he is away, 
the second-person narrator, who is an extension of the boy’s 
mother, muses about all of the things that the boy—her “Little 
Wonder”—will see, do, and experience on his literal and meta-
phorical journeys through the world. He will make surprising 
discoveries, meet new friends, “find hidden pathways that lead 
to wonderful treasures,” and discover that “the world is bound-
less.” Confirming the mother’s vision, the illustrations show 
the boy following a treasure map that leads him to a dazzling 
banquet hall; befriending sea creatures and a friendly monster; 
and even visiting the terrestrial world. There are challenges 
and moments of fear, but the boy can be assured of what the 
mother-narrator promises: “I’m always with you,” and “I will 
forever be your biggest fan.” A dreamlike quality surrounds this 
gentle fantasy whose narrative thrust recalls Seuss’ All the Places 
You’ll Go (1990). Narrated in a tone reminiscent of greeting-card 
verse (of the better variety), the story brims with positivity, 
encourages children’s independence, and celebrates the bond 
between caregiver and child. The warm, digitally rendered illus-
trations show imaginative undersea landscapes that will draw 
young readers in.

A reassuring daydream of a book that will foster a sense of 
life’s possibilities in children. (Picture book. 2-6)

STAR FISHING
Kim, Sang-Keun
Trans. by Ginger Ly
Abrams (56 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Feb. 22, 2022
978-1-4197-5100-4  

A South Korean import, translated 
by Ly, reimagines childhood insomnia. 

An ungendered, light-skinned young-
ster dressed in a white rabbit sleeper is 
having trouble falling asleep. So, they 

entreat the moon to “come and play”; thus begins a magical, 
moonlight adventure in the velvety blue night sky. The moon 
rabbit (a South Korean mythical figure) holds a Huck Finn–
style fishing rod, lets down the line baited with a radiant star, 
and, with a great yank, lifts the child up to the crescent moon. 

“Are we the only ones awake?” they wonder, and this question 
becomes a refrain as they cast the fishing line repeatedly, reel-
ing in animals who are also wide awake in their habitats—a 
woodland fox, an undersea crab, and two polar bears. Perched 
on the moon, tot and animals, each with their own fishing rods 
now, soak their baits and share the reasons why they can’t get 
any shut-eye. Suddenly, their lines go taut as a vibrant cluster 
of golden stars strike, pulling everyone out into the sky for a 
playful sidereal romp. To capture the memories of the night, 
each character creates a namesake constellation before rabbit 
magics them home, fast sleep. Kim’s luminous illustrations 
do the heavy lifting in this enchanting fantasia narrated using 
simple, spare prose. Adults can use the story to introduce young 
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children to the Ursa Minor, Ursa Major, Vulpecula, and Cancer 
constellations. (This book was reviewed digitally.)

A dreamy folkloric adventure with astronomical appeal 
that’s tailor-made for bedtime reading. (Picture book. 4-8)

LET’S DO EVERYTHING 
AND NOTHING
Kuo, Julia
Roaring Brook Press (32 pp.) 
$18.99  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-250-77434-7  

A mother and her young daughter, 
cued as Taiwanese American, explore the 
world together.

The two climb a snowy mountain, swim with manta rays 
in the ocean, stargaze, “follow trails on summer nights,” lie in 
a field to watch cloud parades of “majestic beasts,” and more. 
Readers will decide whether these remarkable adventures 
are real or metaphors for the imaginative worlds mother and 
daughter explore while spending the day together indoors. The 
duo’s excursions end with the peaceful rituals of bathtime and 
teatime, as they “watch the shadows stretch” then doze on the 
rug. With just a single picturesque sentence per page and many 
wordless pages, Kuo creates a sweeping yet intimate narrative 
about the experiences of contentment and togetherness that 
make even small moments seem extraordinary and that anchor 
us through life’s highs and lows. This connectedness, the book 
suggests, helps us “reach the very top, the very bottom, the 
very end” of life’s journeys as we “do everything and nothing” 
together. The tranquil digital illustrations use a three-tone or 
four-tone palette with striking color contrasts and sometimes 
recall Japanese Ukiyo-e landscape art (although Kuo is Taiwan-
ese American.) Visual details like a bag of shrimp chips, Chinese 
calligraphy, and a Zhongguo knot add cultural authenticity. This 
offering would make a wonderful gift book for expectant par-
ents and may inspire young readers with new ideas for outdoor 
activities. (This book was reviewed digitally.)

A quiet book with a loud message about the everyday 
things that create constancy in a world of ephemeral pleasures. 
(Picture book. 4-7)

MAMA AND MOMMY AND ME 
IN THE MIDDLE
LaCour, Nina
Illus. by Kaylani Juanita
Candlewick (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 29, 2022
978-1-5362-1151-1  

A child misses their Mommy when 
she goes away for a few days.

On Monday, when “the sun is still hiding and the moon is 
still bright,” Mommy, a Black woman, wakes her young daughter 
with a kiss on the cheek. Like “always,” Mama, a White woman 

with purple hair, gets the plates, the child gets the silverware, 
and Mommy cooks pancakes. But, unlike most days, Mommy 
leaves for a work trip to a “faraway place,” to return on Sunday. 
After her departure, many things throw off the child’s routine 
and elicit big feelings. At the sidewalk cafe, there are two cups 
instead of the usual three. At the store, the child picks up “blue-
berries for Mommy” before remembering she isn’t home. The 
girl grows more and more despondent, eventually succumbing 
to tears; but after a snuggle from Mama, things begin to look up 
when the child gets an idea for how to welcome Mommy home. 
YA author LaCour’s picture-book debut, narrated from the 
child’s first-person perspective, is filled to the brim with love. 
Juanita’s mixed-media illustrations—a combination of spot art 
and full-bleed spreads—vividly capture the coziness of the fam-
ily’s life and the range of emotions the child experiences. Visual 
motifs throughout—such as three raccoons crossing the street 
and three chairs at the cafe—subtly remind readers of Mom-
my’s absence. Mama has tattoos, and Mommy and the girl both 
have natural hair and skin patches that suggest vitiligo. (This 
book was reviewed digitally.)

A tender tale featuring a loving two-mom family that will 
resonate with any child who has ever missed a loved one. (Pic-
ture book. 3-7)

THE SECRET 
OF GLENDUNNY 
The Haunting
Lasky, Kathryn
Harper/HarperCollins (288 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 15, 2022
978-0-06-303101-2  

Dunwattle, a young beaver kit, has 
inadvertently broken the most sacred 
rule in Glendunny. 

During the reign of Henry VIII, all 
beavers left England to escape being hunted to extinction. They 
established a thriving civilization in Glendunny, a vast, secret 
pond hidden in a deep forest in Scotland. To keep Glendunny 
safe, beavers must never allow themselves to be seen by a two-
leg. One morning in the present day, Dunwattle sees the ghostly 
bones of a two-leg’s skeleton. Terrified, he swims all the way 
to England, where a living human two-leg sees him and takes 
a photo. Heading home, he’s determined to keep his terrible 
secret. There follows an intricately plotted, wonderfully real-
ized adventure involving all the creatures of the pond and, yes, 
two-legs, alive and dead, each with strong, distinct personalities 
and backstories as Dunwattle, along with friends Locksley and 
Yrynn, helps human ghost siblings Lorna and Fergus find their 
way to heaven. There is evil, betrayal, cruelty, loss, compassion, 
kindness, a touch of humor, and heart-stopping adventure. The 
swan Elsinore is intelligent, pragmatic, and a deeply moral force 
who keeps watch and intervenes when needed. The carefully 
constructed fantasy world holds perfectly true, always within 
the parameters set forth by the author. The invented language 
has a Scottish flavor, with subtle differences among the species. 



Further dimension is added by the detailed and beautifully 
expressed descriptions of place, action, and characters.

Draws readers deeply into a mystical world and leaves 
them wishing for more. (map) (Animal fantasy. 8-12)

THE CRAB BALLET
LaTulippe, Renée M.
Illus. by Cécile Metzger
Cameron + Company (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 8, 2022
978-1-951836-36-8  

A whimsical ballet never before seen 
above water!

“The stage is set: a sleek, wet glow—Shhh! The dancers take 
the floor.” Act 1 introduces anemones, squids, turtles, and sea-
horses as they open the performance of “this gleaming sea ballet” 
with “an elegant marine routine” complete with swaying, glid-
ing, and spiraling. Then, the corps dancers—tiny crabs—take 
center stage, scampering, pirouetting, skipping, and soaring. 
After a grand intermission, Act 2 begins: starfish (“star perform-
ers”) dance in formation, with sunbeams for spotlights. As twi-
light falls, farther out in the ocean, dolphins breach the surface 
in a dainty dance duet as, under the sea, the aquatic ensemble 
perform their final encore. Enhanced by poetry in rhyme, this 
spectacular ocean ballet fairly sings when read aloud; however, 
the very small font is hard on the eyes. LaTulippe weaves plenty 
of French and English ballet terms (pas de chat, arabesque, fifth 
position, etc.) into the text and defines them in a skillfully child-
friendly closing glossary. Metzger’s delicate watercolor illustra-
tions use a palette dominated by the trademark elegant pinks of 
ballet costumes and have all the softness of ballerina tulle.

A fun introduction to ballet that will also inspire an appre-
ciation for marine life. (glossary) (Picture book. 4-8)

TIME FLIES
Down to the Last Minute 
Lazar, Tara
Illus. by Ross MacDonald
Little, Brown (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  April 26, 2022
978-0-7595-5492-4 
Series: Private I, 3 

Private investigator I returns to solve a case of lost time in 
this new installment of Lazar’s Private I series.

“After dozing in my chair, I had some time on my hands,” 
begins the bright pink anthropomorphic capital letter I, 
depicted in a simple serif font and sporting a fedora hat and tie. 
Opting to take a stroll in the not-mean-looking streets of Capi-
tal City, he soon discovers that there is something amiss—a 
thief is absconding with the city’s clocks and timepieces. Private 
I interviews victims, including the letter G, who humorously 
goes by the name Grandfather and owns a store called Grand-
father’s Clocks.Then the solution dawns on I. He calls for a 

noontime town meeting in Punctuation Park (“You’ll know it’s 
noon when the sun’s directly overhead,” I advises), and when 
a certain letter shows up early, intent on sabotaging the park’s 
sundial, readers discover that there’s more to the time-averse 
thief than meets the eye. Wordplay and visual quips abound in 
this clever and uncontrived sendup of the detective noir drama. 
Dramatic irony is humorously supplied by the fact that the illus-
trations hint at the culprit’s identity from the very first pages. 
Both the puns and the whodunit will help kids build critical 
thinking and literacy skills. The cartoonish artwork, rendered 
in watercolor and colored pencil with letterpress details, have 
a retro sensibility. 

Time flies when you’re having fun reading this terrifically 
silly spoof. (Picture book. 4-7)

BEING FRIENDS 
WITH DRAGONS
Locke, Katherine
Illus. by Diane Ewen
Running Press Kids (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Feb. 1, 2022
978-0-7624-7324-3  

There are many reasons to be friends with dragons, yet they, 
just like humans, can make mistakes.

While dragons’ fire-breathing abilities mean their friends 
will always have perfectly toasted marshmallows, flames unin-
tentionally come out of their mouths when they get mad, which 
can be dangerous indeed. Dragons can help you reach items on 
the highest shelves…alas, they are not always the best at shar-
ing what they find up there. Fortunately, although dragons can 
sometimes “forget to be good friends,” they do know how to 
apologize and “clean up any mess they have made.” These are 
just some of the many attributes that Locke weighs in this thinly 
veiled attempt to teach young children good behavior, such as 
sharing and taking turns, and positive values, such as patience 
and compromise. A casually diverse cast of children (including a 
boy using a wheelchair) and endearing, facially expressive, mul-
ticolored dragons make this engaging book worthy of readers’ 
time. The bright, colorful cartoony illustrations are rambunc-
tiously fun and include witty subtleties, though some details get 
swallowed by the gutter. The text is at once lighthearted and 
instructive as a reminder of qualities that are important to find 
in both ourselves and our loved ones.

A “talon-ted” tightrope walk between character education 
and entertaining whimsy. (Picture book. 4-7)

“Enhanced by poetry in rhyme, this spectacular 
ocean ballet fairly sings when read aloud.”

the crab ballet
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CRESS WATERCRESS 
Maguire, Gregory
Illus. by David Litchfield
Candlewick (224 pp.) 
$19.99  |  March 29, 2022
978-1-5362-1100-9  

A young bunny copes with the death 
of her father and the move to a new 
home.

Mama moves her children, Cress and 
baby brother Kip, one spring evening as 

the moon is in the sky. Their new home is in a dead, hollow oak 
tree called the Broken Arms; its ramshackle state reminds Cress 
of the Watercress family’s loss. Natural dangers, including, most 
saliently, a snake nicknamed the Final Drainpipe and Monsieur 
Reynard the fox, feel more immediate here. As they settle in, 
there’s a perfect seasoning of domesticity, adventure, and con-
tained peril, as on the day Cress and Finian, from a neighbor-
ing squirrel family, are swept over a waterfall on a raft. Cress 
confronts—and charms—Tunk the Honeybear with aplomb, 
but then she and Finny are briefly held captive by an arrogant, 
pretentious skunk. Maguire’s narrative offers wry puns, rich 
vocabulary, and entertaining dialogue, and Litchfield’s glowing, 
slightly stylized, full-color illustrations present an enchanting, 
magical peek into this woodland world. Cress’ personality is 
nicely realized as a child on the cusp of growing up as she deals 
with sorrow, crankily takes responsibility for Kip, and argues 
with her mother (who, like Little Women’s Marmee, puts her 
own anger in check to step up for her children). The anthropo-
morphized world feels true to itself and to the animal natures 
inhabiting it. 

Warmhearted and utterly charming. (Animal fantasy. 7-11)

FIVE-MINUTE FRIENDSHIP 
STARTERS
A Sesame Street Guide to 
Making a Friend
Miller, Marie-Therese
Lerner (32 pp.) 
$9.99 paper  |  Feb. 1, 2022
978-1-72844-847-3  

Friends can be found everywhere: at school, at the play-
ground, and in your neighborhood.

Sesame Street characters and a diverse cast of children 
provide readers with suggestions for how to make friends. The 
conversation starter “Hi! My name is___. What is yours?” is a 
perfect way to begin speaking to someone you do not already 
know; Rosita, a bilingual Muppet, provides the Spanish transla-
tion of this simple formula. Next, you should ask questions like 

“What games do you like to play?” or “What colors do you like?” 
Ideas for first activities with a new friend are proffered: going 
on a treasure hunt; swinging at the playground; making funny 
faces; and practicing tongue twisters. You can get together 
virtually if you cannot meet in person. It is also important to 

demonstrate kindness (“I love the pictures that you draw,” etc.), 
teach each other new skills, and share. The cheerful visuals con-
sist of stock photos of kids and images of Muppet characters 
who appear against bright, color-striped backgrounds. “Buddy 
Bonus” sidelights and speech bubbles round off the presenta-
tion. Despite these attractions, the text is a bit long for the 
target audience and seems contrived and forced. Children will 
most enjoy getting to see their beloved friends from the long-
running television show. 

A promising premise that falls flat. (glossary, further read-
ing, index) (Nonfiction picture book. 3-5)

JOIN THE CLUB, MAGGIE DIAZ
Moreno, Nina
Illus. by Courtney Lovett
Scholastic (240 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-338-74061-5  

Finding oneself is no easy task. 
Life has handed Cuban American 

12-year-old Maggie Diaz a lot of changes 
recently. With mom finishing up her 
accounting degree, a new baby brother, 

dad traveling for work, and now having to share a room—and 
a bunk bed—with her abuela, she’s glad she can at least count 
on her two best friends. Maggie has big plans for a super- 
awesome seventh grade year, all hinging on her ability to con-
vince her mother that she is responsible and mature enough to 
finally get a cellphone. It doesn’t help that Caro, her 16-year-
old sister, is absolutely perfect—a standard that messy and for-
getful Maggie feels like she’ll never be able to meet. When her 
besties seem preoccupied with their own interests, however, 
Maggie decides to take matters into her own hands and try to 
discover where her passions lie by joining several school clubs. 
Becoming overcommitted and (unexpectedly) lonely, Maggie 
works to tease out her real interests while her plans for a per-
fect year seem to be crumbling around her. This novel presents 
an honest portrayal of navigating many of the changes that 
come with moving from elementary to middle school. Lively, 
engaging illustrations throughout add detail and visual inter-
est to the narrative. Diverse representation is woven naturally 
into the story.

An upbeat and humorous look at self-discovery. (Fiction. 
10-14)

“Wry puns, rich vocabulary, and entertaining dialogue.”
cress watercress
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FIELD GUIDE TO THE 
SUPERNATURAL UNIVERSE
Noël, Alyson
McElderry (352 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 22, 2022
978-1-5344-9823-5  

A tween spends the summer with his 
eccentric grandfather, ghosts, and more.

After a viral video taken on the last 
day of sixth grade solidifies his status 
as “Class Weirdo,” Maxen Smith wants 

nothing more than to be normal. Trouble is that Max can see 
ghosts—the real culprits behind what adults at school call his 

“incidents”—but nobody believes him. Reaching his last straw, 
Max’s dad sends him to stay with his estranged paternal grand-
father, Ramhart Woodbead, in his mansion in Glimmerville. As 
the mansion and its inhabitants’ secrets slowly reveal them-
selves, Max learns that his weirdness is part of a family legacy. 
But when a dastardly plot renders Ramhart out of commission, 
Max finds himself woefully unprepared to take his place in keep-
ing order between realms. With the help of a young ghost and 
a squad of Supernaturalists, Max must save not only his grand-
father, but the world. Noël combines a quick pace, zany charac-
ters, and plenty of comedic relief to create a quirky adventure 
with heart. Strong themes of family legacies, personal mytholo-
gies, and destinies—if slightly heavy-handed—enhance the 
cautionary tale of hiding one’s true self. The over-the-top first-
person narration keeps the tone infectiously light. From a Chu-
pacabra to mutant glowworms, the creatures encountered mix 
the familiar with the original for delightful worldbuilding. Max 
and family are White by default, but side characters add some 
ethnic diversity. 

Spectral silliness with high appeal. (Paranormal fantasy. 8-12)

THE TURTLE 
OF MICHIGAN 
Nye, Naomi Shihab
Illus. by Betsy Peterschmidt
Greenwillow Books (336 pp.) 
$16.99  |  March 15, 2022
978-0-06-301416-9  

Transplanted from Oman to Michi-
gan, an Arab boy adjusts to his new life 
while missing his beloved grandfather in 
this stand-alone companion to The Turtle 

of Oman (2014).
After weeks of worry and fear about leaving his home; his 

grandfather Sidi; and his friends, 8-year-old Aref ’s finally on the 
plane with his mother, poised to join his father in Ann Arbor, 
where they will live while his parents attend graduate school. As 
the plane ascends, Aref ’s relieved, excited, and fascinated with 
everything during their flights to Paris, New York City, and 
Detroit. They settle into their small apartment, and Aref ’s par-
ents attend classes at the university while he starts third grade 

at a diverse new school that reminds him of his old one. Aref 
enthusiastically savors the sights, sounds, and scents of Michi-
gan, especially the deciduous trees, small turtles, and snow—so 
different from Oman’s palm trees, large turtles, and desert. 
Gradually Aref ’s fear of feeling strange in Ann Arbor dissipates, 
but he still misses Sidi, who’s not doing well without his grand-
son. If only Sidi could overcome his fear of new things and come 
visit. Nye’s inimitable, poetic prose beautifully captures Aref ’s 
emotions as he meets the challenges of international travel and 
adjusting to a new community and culture while worrying about 
Sidi. Seamlessly continuing Aref ’s story but accessible to new 
readers, this novel deftly explores the meaning of home. Final 
art not seen.

A humorous, sensitive, and poignant family-centered take 
on moving to a new country. (Fiction. 8-12)

THE PRINCESS REVOLT
O’Neill, Cathy
Aladdin (352 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 29, 2022
978-1-5344-9774-0 
Series: Unraveled, 1 

An ordinary girl finds extraordinary 
adventure in this fractured fairy tale.

Cia, a 13-year-old White girl, isn’t 
enough for her mother, who persists in 
overwhelming her with empowering, 

feminist messaging that leaves Cia feeling inadequate despite 
her generally good life: decent grades, a great best friend (ridic-
ulously wealthy Indian American Romy), a crush to obsess over, 
and an amazing little brother. Only Cia hasn’t slept at all for 11 
days and somehow still feels fine, which leads her to the “baby 
sleep-whisperer” her mother once took her to, where she learns 
she’s under a spell. Technically it’s a counterspell to ensure she 
never falls for “all that princess nonsense” that is manifesting as 
experiences that are the (fairly literal) opposite of those of some 
big-name, Disney-fied princesses like Sleeping Beauty, Snow 
White, Rapunzel, the Little Mermaid, and Belle: In addition to 
not sleeping, Cia’s locker is spilling over with shoes, she’s going 
bald and transforming into a mermaid, and the boy she likes is 
becoming a beast. Despite the fun premise, this series opener 
fails to fully deliver; Cia’s adult-sounding first-person narration 
is hard to buy, the heavy-handed authorial messaging sucks the 
fun from the over-the-top situations, and the Brooklyn setting 
is so divorced from reality that it reads like the biggest fairy tale 
of them all. 

Like the spell at its center: well intentioned but ineffective. 
(Fantasy. 9-13)
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BUTTON PUSHER
Page, Tyler
First Second (256 pp.) 
$21.99  |  March 15, 2022
978-1-250-75834-7  

Page explores his childhood expe-
riences with ADHD in this graphic 
memoir.

Young towheaded Tyler’s diagnosis 
of ADHD results in a prescription for 
Ritalin to help him behave, though it 

certainly doesn’t fix a dysfunctional family life marked by his 
father’s uncontrolled rage. In the 1980s and ’90s, when ADHD 
was poorly understood, recognition of Tyler’s neurodiversity 
is delayed because his schoolwork—when he completes it—is 
good. He struggles to keep friends and handle his anger, but the 
medication aids with focus. Despite his learning that Ritalin’s 
more likely to be associated with weight loss, Tyler blames his 
pubescent weight gain on both the drug and ADHD–fueled 
disordered eating, so the summer after 10th grade he stops 
taking it. Despite a two-sentence parenthetical that suddenly 
stopping Ritalin without consulting a doctor was unwise, adult-
narrator Page clearly associates life changes he considers posi-
tive (growing taller, losing weight, becoming more social) with 
his self-prescribed medication change. The narrator describes 
the adult ADHD that will plague future Tyler, but the memoir 
closes with his happily leaving home after successfully graduat-
ing high school. Readers who pay more attention to Tyler’s story 
than to the interspersed scientific information and narrator’s 
asides will likely feel that self-treatment was the correct choice. 
Expressive cartoon-style art in bright, saturated colors and clear 
speech bubbles make this a visually enticing work.

An engaging memoir of one boy’s experience of growing 
up with ADHD with a risky message around medication ces-
sation. (author’s note, photographs, art notes) (Graphic memoir. 
11-14)

TILDA TRIES AGAIN
Percival, Tom
Bloomsbury (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-5476-0822-5 
Series: Big Bright Feelings 

What do you do when the world 
turns upside down?

Freckled redhead Tilda is a happy 
only child with a rollicking personality. With lots of books and 
toys and a multiracial group of friends, life is perfect as far as 
she’s concerned…until her world undergoes a troubling change 
(a subtle hint in the illustrations suggests that Tilda’s parents 
have divorced). Suddenly, nothing feels right, everything seems 
hard, and she doesn’t want to play with her friends. To reflect 
this emotional disorientation, the artwork shows Tilda in spa-
tially distorted settings, complete with upside-down objects. 

It’s not until she sees an upturned ladybug struggle persistently 
before getting back on its feet (despite Tilda’s desire to help, 
the ladybug needs to help itself) that Tilda gains the courage 
to start taking baby steps in order to cope with her new real-
ity. There are still challenges, and she needs to persevere, but 
eventually, she regains her zest for life and reconnects with her 
friends. Despite this, the ending avoids an easy happily-ever-
after, which feels just right for the subject matter. Though a 
trifle didactic, the story sends an important message about the 
roles of self-efficacy and persistence when it comes to overcom-
ing challenges and building resilience. Percival’s digital illustra-
tions use transitions from grayscale to color to create symbolic 
meaning and have psychological depth, deftly capturing a 
child’s experience of trauma. 

An accessible entrance into the world of social-emotional 
skills. (author’s note) (Picture book. 3-6)

MERMAIDS VS. UNICORNS
Phillipps, J.C.
Random House (224 pp.) 
$12.99  |  March 22, 2022
978-0-593-17956-7 
Series: Pacey Packer, Unicorn Tracker, 3 

The search for a powerful but dan-
gerous unicorn horn lost in the previous 
episode draws preteen legend-in-her-
own-mind Pacey back to the magical 
land of Rundalyn.

Here the self-styled Horn Slayer, never the best judge 
of character, runs into betrayals on both ends of the rainbow 
bridge to Rundalyn—going from finding supposed new bes-
tie Beth hanging out with rival classmates at the mall to being 
summoned to hunt for the detached horn of hooved archvillain 
Arkane in the watery Dark Caverns and, ignoring the warn-
ings of her sarcastic but canny unicorn stuffie sidekick Slasher, 
following Briony, a seemingly friendly young mermaid, into a 
trap. Cue a climactic whirl of snide comments, battles with ten-
tacled sea monsters, massive floods, rescues, and escapes during 
which Pacey manages to find the horn, loses it again, but at least 
before returning to this world sees it whisked out of Arkane’s 
clutches too…for the nonce. She also winds up with a token of 
friendship from an unexpected source. Phillipps outfits Runda-
lyn with a backstory, a map, and a magical populace that runs 
from goblins and unicorns to molelike mogs. Pacey and her 
family appear White; Beth, Briony, and some other human and 
humanoid figures in the cleanly drawn purple duotone art read 
as racially diverse.

A splashy, snarky, subterranean sojourn. (drawing lesson) 
(Graphic fantasy. 7-10)
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MARDI GRAS ALMOST DIDN’T 
COME THIS YEAR
Price, Kathy Z.
Illus. by Carl Joe Williams
Atheneum (48 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Feb. 15, 2022
978-1-5344-4425-6  

Price drums up a toe-tapping, finger-snapping tale of resil-
ience in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina.

Lala, the young African American narrator, begins the story 
with a haunting memory of the hurricane’s wrath: “Wind threw 
Water into Sky, / snatched the Blue out. / Blue spluttered, then 
died” and “the levees cried.” Forced to leave their home, Lala’s 
family now lives in her aunt’s shotgun house, and everything 
has changed. Lala’s work-weary father hasn’t played his horn 
since the storm, and her Mamma—once the best dancer in New 
Orleans—is perpetually cross and forbids music-making. Worst 
of all, Mamma has decided they won’t be participating in the 
Mardi Gras festivities this year; but Lala is determined to cel-
ebrate the holiday in her own way. When her brother surprises 
everyone by playing a trumpet solo and Mamma finally smiles 
after Pop-Pop presents her with a Mardi Gras gift of flowers, it’s 
on! The family ventures out into streets filled with brass bands, 
revelers, and vendors, and they find a renewed sense of hope 
to help them face the future. Price’s lyrical text paints a rich 
picture of New Orleans and becomes downright musical as the 
story progresses. Williams’ stunning mixed-media illustrations 
incorporate colorful geometric abstraction, including concen-
tric circles representing the sun, bursts of musical sound, and 
halos around the characters’ heads. Aside from one or two back-
ground figures, all characters are Black. 

A moving story infused with the spirit of New Orleans that 
sounds a note of creative hope for the city’s future. (author’s 
note, glossary) (Picture book. 4-10)

ASKING FOR TROUBLE
Prineas, Sarah
Viking (288 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 15, 2022
978-0-593-20430-6  

From beyond the Deep Dark, some-
thing is watching. Waiting. And getting 
hungry...for Trouble. 

Aboard the good (space)ship Hind-
sight, Trouble is settling into a new life 
of adventuring with the ragtag crew they 

now call family while trying to manage the antics of the baby 
shape-shifter they rescued from the StarLeague’s weapons lab. 
When the Hindsight picks up a strange signal from the edge of 
the galaxy, what begins as a simple mission to loot a ghost ship 
quickly spirals into something larger and darker than any of 
them imagined. Tailed by a strangely passive StarLeague scout 
and a chary stowaway from deepest space, Trouble and Elec-
tra become embroiled in a mission to uproot the StarLeague’s 

cadet program amid military mobilization on an unprecedented 
scale. The fate of the galaxy rests on Trouble, who learns that 
sometimes the greatest threats, as well as the greatest strength, 
come from within. Lovers of astronomy will be delighted by 
the way Prineas has warped space-time to create her interstel-
lar antagonist. Although the climactic action sequence feels a 
bit over-the-top at times, the story sails along with more than 
enough humor and heart to make up for it. Character relation-
ships and worldbuilding are treated with more depth than in 
Trouble in the Stars (2021), providing a vivid backdrop against 
which a poignant tale of finding oneself is painted. 

A bright, beautiful second installment. (Science fiction. 8-12)

WELCOME HOME
Reid, Aimee
Illus. by Rashin Kheiriyeh
Beach Lane/Simon & Schuster (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jan. 4, 2022
978-1-5344-3886-6  

A racially diverse adoptive extended 
family welcomes home a new baby.

In rhyming quatrains, the family 
members successively introduce themselves to a White new-
born who is never named or gendered. They include White 
heterosexual parents, siblings (one Black and two White), two 
White grandparents, a White aunt, a Black uncle, and two 
cousins who appear to be mixed-race. As each relation bids 
the infant welcome, the verse captures their various personali-
ties and reactions, but always, the common thread is utter joy. 
While the text’s cheerful, singsong cadences are likely to hold 
children’s interest, the rhymes occasionally scan awkwardly or 
sound forced. The omniscient narration maintains a somewhat 
distant perspective throughout the story. Kheiriyeh’s illustra-
tions are rendered in acrylic, oil paint, ink, and oil pastel, with 
a light pencil line. Collaged hand-painted paper and appliquéd 
feather details add a touch of inventiveness. The elongated pro-
portions and curved contours of the characters make them feel 
larger than life; however facial features lack nuance. The bright 
pinks and blues of the home’s cheerful interiors and of the clan’s 
clothing both create and challenge gendered associations. Fam-
ily members and neighbors present a wide range of skin tones, 
hair textures, and body types. 

A sweet but lightweight portrayal of the ritual of welcom-
ing a new baby. (Picture book. 2-4)

“A story infused with the spirit of New Orleans that sounds 
a note of creative hope for the city’s future.”

mardi gras almost didn’t come this year
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I’M TERRIFIED OF BATH TIME
Rich, Simon
Illus. by Tom Toro
Little, Brown (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  April 5, 2022
978-0-316-62833-4  

A bathtub has serious troubles.
This delightful picture book turns the widespread phe-

nomenon of toddler bathtime fears on its head. In Rich’s ironic 
narrative, it is a white porcelain tub—not a child—who is 
most terrified of the hygienic ritual. The tub narrates the story, 
describing the horrors it is subjected to every time a White, 
female toddler is given a bath. First, its “eyeballs” (i.e., the faucet 
handles) get twisted and it gets “so freaked out” as water shoots 
out of its “nose” (the faucet spout). Then there is the agony of 
the toddler screaming in its “ear” (the hand sprayer), kicking its 
nose, and, yes, even pooping in the water. In reference to the 
scatological incident, the tub acknowledges, “that was a low 
point for both of us,” a one-liner sure to make adults chuckle 
in solidarity. But Rich’s real finesse comes in inviting readers to 
help the tub feel less afraid by making bathtime more relaxed 
and fun. The book’s skillfully crafted storyline will appeal to 
children as well as adults working to avoid meltdowns when 
little ones have a wash. Toro’s digitally composited hand-drawn 
and hand-painted illustrations—rendered in a limited palette 
and a cartoony style—are simple but inviting. The artwork 
effectively and endearingly anthropomorphizes the tub, sink, 
and toilet and clearly conveys the emotions of both the bath-
room fixtures (who would have thought a tub’s terror could be 
so palpable?) and the human characters. 

A refreshing, amusing approach to overcoming ablutopho-
bia in small children. (Picture book. 3-5)

AIR
Roe, Monica
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (272 pp.) 
$16.99  |  March 15, 2022
978-0-374-38865-2  

A 12-year-old athlete needs new 
wheels to practice riskier moves in 
wheelchair motocross.

Emmie’s a daredevil, just like her 
dad used to be, though her ratty old 
wheelchair isn’t really up to the jumps, 

wheelies, and speed she loves. She annoys school staff by doing 
tricks around campus despite the inaccessibility of the building 
and portable classrooms. After a mishap, the school imposes 
an unwanted classroom aide upon her, and a chain of aide-to-
teacher gossip leads the school to hold a fundraiser for Emmie’s 
dream wheelchair. That would sure be faster than Emmie’s 
continuing to sell custom wheelchair bags online (lovely details 
about her customers normalize wheelchair use among everyone 
from a hunter to a LARPer to an entomologist). One customer, 
AK_SalmonGranny, becomes Emmie’s sounding board as she 

wrestles with her school’s patronizing paternalism but scolds 
her for participating in the fundraiser. Emmie’s journey is a 
solid-but-pleasurable delivery vehicle for any number of Very 
Important Messages. Emmie is angered by inaccessible archi-
tecture and enraged by inspirational glurge. Her coming-of-age, 
during which she bizarrely learns that as a child from a work-
ing-class home whose insurance won’t cover a new wheelchair 
for some years she apparently shouldn’t accept help buying a 
new one, is ill-suited to a tale that’s otherwise openly didactic 
about the social model of disability. Whiteness is situated as the 
default; contextual clues point to racial diversity in the support-
ing cast.

A fun, fierce heroine fights architectural ableism with the 
powers of friendship and capitalism. (author’s note) (Fiction. 
9-12)

WE BELONG
Salas, Laura Purdie
Illus. by Carlos Vélez Aguilera
Carolrhoda (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-5415-9913-0  

Jauntily rhyming text coupled with 
colorful, detailed digital illustrations outline the numerous 
types of people that inhabit the world. 

Quiet and loud people “both deserve our applause.” It 
doesn’t really matter if someone is tall or short because “we’re 
only each as high / as a small grain of sand / next to mountains or 
sky.” Also noted and affirmed are differing personalities, body 
types, interests, persuasions, and emotions. A nature analogy 
is creatively used to explore skin color: “We all wear our skin 
just like trees wear their bark, in infinite shades between light 
and dark.” Some people may be the color of “Oak,” “Mahogany,” 
or “Chestnut,” and so on. Regarding gender diversity, the text 
proclaims: “There are boys. There are girls. / And even more 
choices. / Let’s build a world where there is room for all voices.” 
The overarching message that all are equal and belong on this 
beautiful planet Earth is enhanced by the final observation 
that when we learn from each other, we grow. Aguilera’s vibrant 
colored pencil and digital media illustrations depict a variety 
of racially diverse children making music, flying kites, playing 
together, and more in various parts of their city, the residents 
of which include women and girls wearing hijabs, a Jewish man 
sporting a yarmulke, people using wheelchairs, people with dis-
abilities, and a girl with cancer (not discussed in the text but 
cued in the artwork).

An upbeat, empowering celebration of human diversity. 
(Picture book. 4-8)

“An upbeat, empowering celebration of human diversity.”
we belong
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CHILDREN OF THE 
FLYING CITY
Sheehan, Jason
Dutton (400 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 15, 2022
978-0-593-10951-9  

As fleets of hostile warships gather 
over a floating city, a young thief finds 
himself the object of an urgent manhunt.

Readers can be excused for coming 
away bewildered by Sheehan’s compet-

ing storylines, disconnected events, genre-bending revelations, 
and refusal to fit any of the major players in the all-White–pre-
senting cast consistently into the roles of villain, ally, or even 
protagonist. Continually shifting through points of view and 
annoyingly punctuated with an omniscient narrator’s porten-
tous commentary, the tale centers on the exploits of 12-year-old 
street urchin Milo Quick and his squad of juvenile ragamuffins 
(seemingly juvenile at any rate; one is eventually revealed to be 
something else entirely) in an aerial city of Dickensian squalor 
threatened by a multinational flying armada. Though a lot of 
people are after Milo, ranging from the swashbuckling crew of 
a flying privateer hired (ostensibly) to kidnap him and a venge-
ful punk bent on bloody murder to a sinister truant officer paid 
lavishly by mysterious parties to watch over him, he ultimately 
winds up—or so it seems—being no more than a red herring all 
along. The actual target is revealed piecemeal in conversations 
and flashbacks before the commencement of a climactic bom-
bardment and an abrupt cutoff in which three side characters, 
miraculously shrugging off multiple knife and bullet wounds, 
themselves suddenly take center stage to set up a sequel. 

A few promising, even brilliant bits are lost in an ill-con-
structed jumble of warring plotlines and ambiguous agendas. 
(Science fiction. 11-14)

STORM 
Skinner, Nicola
Harper/HarperCollins (384 pp.) 
$16.99  |  March 29, 2022
978-0-06-307168-1  

A girl becomes a ghost who is teth-
ered to her family home.

Twelve-year-old Frances Frida Rip-
ley—ruddy-cheeked, with a mass of curly 
hair and strong, black eyebrows—just 
wants to have lunch with her best friend 

at the new seaside restaurant in town. It isn’t her fault she was, 
as her parents say, “born raging” like the winter storm that wel-
comed her arrival. After she loses her temper yet again, her par-
ents, who recognize that she’s trying to do better, take her there 
as an early birthday present. Unfortunately, an earthquake in 
France causes a devastating tsunami that is heading their way 
across the English Channel. Coming to soaking wet with sand in 
her mouth, Frankie realizes she’s dead, well, “dead-ish” and that 

she’s alone. After a death chaperone gives her a sleeping potion, 
Frankie awakens 102 years later to find her home restored and 
opened as a tourist attraction. Annoyed by the tourists, polter-
geist Frankie wreaks havoc only to grab the attention of some-
one sinister. Using her intense emotions, Frankie must kick up a 
storm to save herself and move on. Told from Frankie’s first-per-
son point of view, this is an entertaining read full of wit mixed 
with honest, intense feelings. Centered around the theme of 
allowing oneself to feel and experience anger, sadness, and pain 
rather than shoving them down, it challenges societal norms of 
adults “tidying up” kids’ feelings. 

A hauntingly memorable mixture of humor and honest 
emotion. (Paranormal. 10-14)

HE LEADS
Mountain Gorilla, the Gentle 
Giant
Smalls, June
Illus. by Yumi Shimokawara
Familius (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 29, 2022
978-1-64170-648-3  

The mighty silverback gorilla is king, but he’s also a gentle 
giant.

In straightforward text, the opening spreads explain that 
a dominant male in a troop of gorillas “leads his family.” He 

“guides them through thick forests and steep mountains” in cen-
tral Africa to suitable feeding spots. It is up to him to protect 
them as they rest, groom, socialize, and play in the middle of 
the day. Sometimes, “if a member of his troop misbehaves, he 
will display his dominance,” but mostly he is gentle, dignified, 
and nurturing, especially when he plays with the infant goril-
las. Although an adult male mountain gorilla can grow up to 6 
feet tall and weigh more than 400 pounds, the dominant sil-
verback is actually a “shy” creature who is “content to lounge 
and eat most of the day.” With one to three pithy sentences of 
main text on each double-page spread and longer sidebar text 
providing additional fascinating facts, this inspiring story gives 
insight into these imposing yet graceful apes as well as the fam-
ily dynamics of gorillas, the environment in which they live, and 
how their habits closely parallel those of human families. Shi-
mokawara’s beautifully detailed watercolor illustrations portray 
these intelligent creatures with great realism and empathy.

An important resource for building appreciation and 
awareness of a vulnerable animal species. (bibliography) (Infor-
mational picture book. 3-8)
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LENA AND THE BURNING OF 
GREENWOOD
A Tulsa Race Massacre 
Survival Story
Smith, Nikki Shannon
Illus. by Markia Jenai
Stone Arch Books (112 pp.) 
$7.95 paper  |  Jan. 1, 2022
978-1-66632-944-5 
Series: Girls Survive 

On Memorial Day 1921, 12-year-old 
Lena watches a gathering of clouds that portends a storm unlike 
any ever seen in Greenwood.

In this moving story told from Lena’s perspective, readers 
learn about the African American community of Greenwood, 
Oklahoma, or Black Wall Street as it came to be known. Lena 
lives in Greenwood with her mother, father, and 16-year-old sister, 
Cora. Her father often reminds her that “we have everything we 
need in Greenwood.” They have shops aplenty, libraries, schools, 
parks, and, most importantly, a sense of community. One day, 
Lena’s family hears whispers about Dick Rowland, a local Black 
man who was accused of assaulting a White woman. As racial ten-
sions heighten, the residents of Greenwood fear White retribu-
tion for the alleged assault. The book moves quickly through the 
hours leading up to the massacre of over 300 Black people at the 
hands of White mobs and ends with Lena’s family and her com-
munity trying to piece together what little remains of their lives. 
This well-plotted fictionalized account of the Tulsa Race Massa-
cre geared at young readers is emotionally challenging but nec-
essary. Smith’s narrative deftly captures a child’s emotional and 
psychological experience of the tragedy as well as the tenderness 
shared among Lena and her family members. Jenai’s black-and-
white digital illustrations, which appear every few pages, depict 
only Black characters and help readers imagine the historical 
setting. The thoughtful, informative backmatter will help adults 
lead discussions with children.

An unflinching account of the Tulsa Race Massacre seen 
through the eyes of a young Black girl. (author’s note, discus-
sion questions, glossary) (Historical fiction. 9-12)

SWAN LAKE 
Quest for the Kingdoms
Terciero, Rey
Illus. by Megan Kearney with Meaghan 
Carter
HarperAlley (256 pp.) 
$22.99  |  March 15, 2022
978-0-06-294148-0  

Three rival kingdoms, two prin-
cesses, one prince—and a quest that 
could change the realm forever.

Princess Odette of Bloom Kingdom is cursed to take the 
form of a swan during the day and that of a human at night. She 
loves ballet, but how can she study it as a swan, hidden away 

from the curious eyes of the world? One day, frustrated with her 
parents, Odette flies away to the shores of Swan Lake. There 
she meets Dillie, the headstrong princess of Rotbart Kingdom. 
The two quickly become friends despite the stark differences 
between their kingdoms. When they learn that Rotbart is held 
responsible for Odette’s curse, they begin a quest to clear the 
Rotbart name and lift the curse. Soon, they are joined by Sieg-
fried, the sweet, sensitive prince of Montrose Kingdom who 
plans to prove that he is worthy of the crown. As the three 
search for the keys to their quest, they face kidnappers, menac-
ing vegetation, and even goblins and learn to appreciate their 
individual strengths and weaknesses. Nonstop adventure and 
colorfully illustrated panels keep the pages of this Swan Lake 
reimagining turning, while quieter moments underscore the 
budding friendships among the three heirs. Odette has light-
brown skin and red hair, pale goth Dillie has a prosthetic leg, 
and Siegfried has dark-brown skin and blue and purple hair. 

A fun, ballet-inspired hero’s journey, full of heart, trials, 
and good humor. (map, author’s note, note about Tchaikovsky) 
(Graphic fantasy. 9-12)

SIR FIG NEWTON AND 
THE SCIENCE OF 
PERSISTENCE 
Thomas, Sonja
Aladdin (368 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 22, 2022
978-1-5344-8492-4  

A precocious 12-year-old spends 
the summer trying to save her furry 
companion.

Mira “Miranium” Williams, future 
astronaut and astrophysicist, already felt like her family was liv-
ing on the edge of a black hole after her father became unem-
ployed, causing her mom to spend less time doing community 
theater and more time at her accountant job. Worse, her best 
friend, Thomas, moved from Orlando to Washington, D.C., and 
her nemesis, Tamika, has moved into his old house. Luckily, she 
still has Sir Fig Newton, her best feline friend. Concerned that 
Fig has become lethargic, is eating less, and has sweet-smelling 
breath, Mira researches and concludes that he has diabetes, 
known as the silent cat killer. Unfortunately, they can’t afford 
to treat Fig, and the only way to avoid her parents’ plan to give 
him up for adoption is to raise $2,000 for treatments within a 
month. With help from an unlikely source, Mira finds a way to 
save her cat and keep everyone’s spirits up. Thomas’ debut will 
pull at readers’ heartstrings. Mira displays tremendous spirit as 
she continually advocates for her beloved cat. As well as being 
heartwarming, this well-paced novel also contains numerous 
interesting facts about famous scientists that will make readers 
just as excited about science as Mira. Mira is biracial, with a 
Black father and White mother; Thomas is White, and Tamika 
is Black.

A noteworthy debut. (Fiction. 8-12)
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BLOOD TIES
Waithman, L.
Greenleaf Book Group Press (344 pp.) 
$20.95  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-62634-922-3  
Series: The King's Chosen, 1

In a medieval-inspired world, a young 
boy discovers his mysterious abilities.

Nine-year-old Lucas lives with his 
blacksmith father at their forge, leading 
an isolated life away from King Itan’s vil-

lage. When Lucas is tasked with delivering a sword to an enig-
matic sect of warrior monks, he is immediately intrigued by 
their lifestyle. After his father dies at the hands of black-clad 
villains, Lucas is sent to live and train at the monastery. There it 
is discovered that he is a gifted fighter, has a preternatural abil-
ity with horses, and possesses a seeing mind, a power that allows 
him to see things outside his vicinity through mental images. 
Eventually, he is asked to join Itan’s chosen ones, a group of 
trained child soldiers who serve alongside the king’s elite borns 
(an all-boy group deemed superior due to bloodline purity). The 
chosen ones include a single girl, accepted because her twin 
brother was also chosen. Lucas’ journey is fraught; other boys 
are envious of his abilities and encouraged through displays of 
toxic masculinity to undercut or fight him. Waithman’s debut 
plods along with slow pacing, bloodless characterization, and 
a disjointed cliffhanger ending. Problematic ableism rears its 
head when a character breaks both his legs and others say that 
it would be better for him to die “rather than allowing him to 
suffer the hardship that comes with not being able to walk for 
the rest of his life.” Characters default to White. 

Disappointing. (map) (Fantasy. 9-13)

HEALER AND WITCH
Werlin, Nancy
Candlewick (304 pp.) 
$19.99  |  March 22, 2022
978-1-5362-1956-2  

In 16th-century France, 15-year-old 
Sylvie is more than just a healer. 

Sylvie might be a witch. She has 
more than just a talent for healing people 
like her midwife mother, Jeanne; Sylvie 
possesses mysterious powers like those 

of her Grand-mère Sylvie. However, when her grandmother 
dies before she can train Sylvie to use her powers for good, Syl-
vie commits a grave error: Trying to relieve Jeanne of her grief, 
Sylvie accidentally removes all Jeanne’s memories of both her 
mother and daughter. Now Sylvie is venturing beyond her small 
village of Bresnois to find a magical teacher to help her correct 
her mistake and heal Jeanne. When the farrier’s son, Martin, 
insists on joining Sylvie on her quest, the two of them pose as 
siblings and set off, eventually reaching Lyon. Unfortunately for 
Sylvie, not everyone in the large towns and cities of Catholic 

early modern France appreciates a woman with unusual pow-
ers, and inquisitors pose a real threat. Sylvie and Martin need 
to work together to figure out whom they can trust and how 
they will eventually get home—if they return home at all. This 
historical fantasy is a delightful page-turner that will entice 
readers of historical fiction and fantasy alike. It’s a refreshing 
stand-alone novel with a resilient protagonist who realizes the 
greatest magic of all is being true to oneself. Characters read as 
White.

Thoroughly enjoyable and engaging, filled with magic, 
mystery, strength, and love. (Historical fantasy. 10-14)

A PENNY’S WORTH
Wilson, Kimberly
Illus. by Mark Hoffmann
Page Street (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  April 5, 2022
978-1-64567-468-9  

A newly minted penny searches for 
meaning.

“Hot off the minting press, Penny 
sparkled,” the story begins, but her initial gusto turns to sor-
row when it becomes clear that the world only sees her as a 
lowly cent, fit to be ignored. As she is jostled about by the tide 
of circumstance, she meets various coins and types of paper 
who enlighten her on the ways of the world. Sticking out of an 
open purse, Bill Bill, a $1 note cowpoke, cautions her that “it 
takes a hundred of you to do what I do.” In a video game arcade, 
Quarter coolly explains that “slot surfin’ is quarters-only. You’re 
twenty-four cents short.” In a sweet shop, donnish Dime sub-
jects Penny to a cogent history lesson about inflation’s effects 
on so-called “penny candy.” Nickel, a morose street coin with 
beard stubble, turns down her offer to pair up. Penny hits a low 
point when she encounters an alarming newspaper headline: 

“THE GREAT PENNY DEBATE: ARE THEY WORTH-
LESS?” Thankfully, her fortunes shift upon meeting another 
penny who encourages her (“Heads up…we’re good luck when 
we put our best face forward!”) and leads her to the one place 
where she and her kind are truly valued. Filled with clever and 
chucklesome wordplay, Wilson’s spry narrative is engaging but 
also educational, providing a solid, accessible introduction to 
basic money equivalents. Hoffmann’s illustrations, rendered 
in acrylic, colored pencil, and pan pastel with digital touches, 
incorporate comicslike sound effects and nimbly extend the 
text with comedic touches.

Combining a dash of math with buckets of good humor, 
this book is certainly like money in the bank. (facts, author’s 
note, chart, bibliography) (Picture book. 4-8)

“A delightful page-turner that will entice readers 
of historical fiction and fantasy alike.”

healer and witch
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IAMASAURUS
Ylvisaker, Anne
Illus. by Mark Hoffmann
Cameron + Company (32 pp.) 
$15.99  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-951836-43-6  

Racially diverse children take a class 
field trip and learn about dinosaurs...and themselves.

A busload of not-so-supervised children romps through 
a dinosaur exhibit at a museum of natural history. They hop 
over stanchions, clamber up the skeleton displays, and seize 
fossil pieces; a sign ineffectually reads, “PLEASE DON’T 
TOUCH!” An ambiguously Black museum employee tries in 
vain to maintain order (though he ultimately joins the fun). 
Narrated in the first-person plural, the rhyming text lists the 
many attributes of dinosaurs: “We’re explorers, / outdoorers. 
/ We travel in herds. / Don’t try to catch us, / we’ll fly off like 
birds”; and “WE’VE GOT / MAXILLAE, / MANDIBLES, / 
CLAVICLES, / RIBS. // SCAPULAS, / HUMERI, / TIBIAS, 
/ FIBS”; and so forth. However, the amusing and educational 
illustrations make it clear that the children aren’t too differ-
ent from the prehistoric reptiles; in fact, by the visit’s end, the 
kids have undergone a “roarsome” transformation. Ylvisaker’s 
text—which takes amusing liberties to achieve some of the 
rhymes—is delightfully silly but provides plenty of opportu-
nities for vocabulary-building. Best of all, caregivers and chil-
dren can channel their inner dinos and “ROAR,” “STOMP,” 
and “CHOMP!” together. The children are cartoonishly ren-
dered with faces composed of simple geometric shapes and a 
variety of skin tones. One girl uses a wheelchair. 

An amusingly anarchic paleontological primer. (Picture book. 
4-6)

WORSER 
Ziegler, Jennifer
Margaret Ferguson/Holiday House 
(256 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 15, 2022
978-0-8234-4956-9  

A standoffish human thesaurus learns 
lessons beyond his hallowed knowledge 
of words.

Following his widowed mother’s 
stroke, bookish seventh grader William 

“Worser” Orser is obligated to endure his artistic, emotional 
aunt as caretaker for them both. If life at home before was sen-
sibly beige, now it’s obnoxiously purple. His one haven is the 
school library, where he avoids people and develops his Master-
work, an over-300-page lexicon (he is truly the child of profes-
sors). When the library hours are restricted by budget cuts, he 
relocates to a secondhand bookshop. Happily, his new refuge 
allows him to help his crush, Donya Khoury, who is desperate 
for a literary club meeting space. Joining the club by default, 
Worser feels needed and appreciated and avoids having to see 

his aunt, her dreadful cats, and (guiltily) his mother’s severely 
altered state. But nothing is forever. He must face change and 
learn that etymological accuracy isn’t directly proportionate to 
compassionate communication. Worser is abrupt and precise 
with his words, but this wonderfully layered story unfolds its 
many facets gently: finding refuge, garnering peer apprecia-
tion, questioning the way things were, and facing the toll of 
untreated trauma. Worser reads as White; Donya is presumably 
of Middle Eastern heritage, and the literary club seamlessly 
includes racial diversity and queer representation. The author 
has developed her main character so well it’s hard to believe it’s 
not biography—but it can certainly pass as the most entertain-
ing New York Times crossword artillery you’ll ever read. 

A lexical story of emotional evolution. (Fiction. 9-12)

b o a r d  &  n o v e l t y  b o o k s

CHANGE STARTS WITH US
Beer, Sophie
Dial Books (24 pp.) 
$11.99  |  Dec. 21, 2021
978-0-593-40610-6  

A board-book primer outlines simple 
steps for changing environmental cul-

ture for the better.
On the opening double-page spread, the book gets straight 

to the pith of the matter, stating the first small but power-
ful habit that people can cultivate on a daily basis in order 
to protect and help heal the environment: “Change starts 
with...planting trees.” With just one sentence per double-
page spread, the text goes on to present 11 more eco-friendly 
choices that readers can make. Most preschool-aged children 
will find some of the actions easily understandable, such as 
turning off the tap to save water and picking up litter. Other 
action items, like “saving power” (the artwork shows a brown-
skinned caregiver hanging laundry on a clothesline as a brown-
skinned boy clad in a superhero getup looks on) and “ditching 
the car” (in the accompanying illustration, a White adult and 
a group of children—three White, one brown-skinned—ride 
bicycles and a scooter), are not as accessible. As such, children 
will need adult scaffolding in order to grasp some of the ideas. 
The text’s use of anaphoric repetition creates emphasis and 
memorability. Beer’s cartoony digital illustrations are cheer-
ful, busy, and colorful with a flat-planed, childlike look. They 
depict many different children with various skin tones and 
hair textures in settings that range from the beach and a gar-
den to an animal farm and a farmers market. 

A clarion call for individual agency in protecting the envi-
ronment that’s suitable for the preschool set. (Board book. 0-3)

“This wonderfully layered story unfolds its many facets gently.”
worser
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LITTLE CAT HIDE-AND-SEEK 
EMOTIONS
A Playful Primer To Learn 
About Your Feelings
Bouquet, Audrey
Illus. by Fabien Öckto Lambert
Sounds True (18 pp.) 
$14.99  |  Feb. 15, 2022
978-1-68364-833-8 
Series: Big Emotions Book 

A seek-and-find board book with a 
cute feline twist seeks to boost young 
children’s emotional intelligence.

Each double-page spread shows 
a dozen different cats whose facial expressions and body lan-
guage express sundry emotions. A question at the top of each 
verso challenges young readers to identify which cat of the 12 is 
displaying a particular emotion (the feeling words are printed 
in boldfaced block letters), whether it is anger, happiness, ner-
vousness (the text uses the word fidgety, which may be new to 
some children), surprise, sadness, disgust (the more age-appro-
priate word icky is used), love, and more. A prominently placed 
emoticon on each recto aids kids’ search. Short prompts—like 

“Give little cat a cuddle to calm him down” and “Do you remem-
ber a time when you got a nice surprise?”—help readers to get in 
touch with their own feelings and practice demonstrating emo-
tional care. This book has much to offer, providing little ones 
with the opportunity to develop their lexical and emotional 
vocabularies; sharpen visual literacy skills; and develop empa-
thy. Youngsters will benefit from adult scaffolding, as the cats’ 
kinesics are sometimes open to interpretation. Once children 
have matched the emotion to the appropriate cat, they can be 
invited to discuss what feelings the other kitties are display-
ing. The cartoony cat illustrations with faint drop shadows are 
set against bright backgrounds of solid color. (This book was 
reviewed digitally.)

An engaging interactive board book that helps demystify 
the world of emotions. (Board book. 3-6)

REACH FOR THE STARS
Búzio, Carolina
Cartwheel/Scholastic (6 pp.) 
$12.99  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-338-64743-3 
Series: Together Time 

Tots cavort in fantastical and natural-
istic settings on the pages of this interactive novelty book.

A White youngster with blond hair reaches for the stars. 
A brown-skinned tyke playfully straddles a crescent moon. A 
Black toddler with Afro puffs and dressed in a onesie dances in 
a sunny field of sunflowers. This adorable fantasia ends with a 
little one with medium brown skin being tucked in at bedtime 
(a felt flap serves as blanket) by a caregiver with the same skin 
tone. On each of the book’s six pages, simple rhyming couplets 

are metered out, describing a parental figure’s love for a child. 
Tactile elements, such as a rubber teething corner; soft cloth 
pages with ribbon tabs sewn onto the edges; crinkly mate-
rial embedded in the cover; and a green, felt, zigzag-shaped 
appliqué along the spine give little fingers (and teeth) a lot to 
explore. A Velcro strap fastened to the top allows the book to be 
attached to a diaper bag or stroller. While the text is scant and 
the story slight, the tactile elements will be of interest to the 
target audience, while adults’ hearts will be warmed by Búzio’s 
sweet and colorful cartoony illustrations.

A fun read for babies, although more toy than book. (Nov-
elty book. Birth-1)

AXOLOTLS
Day to Zzz
Campisi, Stephanie
Illus. by Susanna Covelli
Familius (20 pp.) 
$9.99  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-64170-644-5  

A community of anthropomorphized axolotls play and work 
during the course of a day.

Alarm clocks go off, and in their underwater home, axolotls 
of various types begin their days. On each double-spread page, 
rhyming couplets and spot art (with some full-bleed spreads 
scattered in between) work together to capture the daily—and 
very humanlike—activities of the aquatic salamanders, all of 
whom have portmanteau names. Flexolotl begins the day by 
lifting weights; Paxolotl packs a school bag with books; Zodi-
axolotl consults a horoscope chart, and so on. But life is not 
all drudge and routine in their watery realm. We see Tuxolotl, 

“dressed up to the gills” in a tuxedo for a fancy occasion, and DJ 
Maxxolotl spinning music tables in a club, while other axolotls 
are “packing out the concert halls / with salamander song.” At 
day’s end, Soaxolotl takes a bath, Booxolotl reads, and, finally, 
the entire community settles in “to catch some ZZZs.” The 
book’s title could mislead readers who expect an abecedarian 
narrative. Some of the portmanteaus may confuse children: 

“Spandexolotl” exercises, but young readers may not make the 
spandex-workout connection, and Waxolotl waxes its legs, a 
practice that many children will be unfamiliar with. The goofy, 
over-the-top artwork rendered in an obtrusively bright pal-
ette and the dull, overly singsong rhymes leave little to readers’ 
imaginations. 

A story that, once read, readers may forgetolotl. (Board book. 
2-4)
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HOW TO DRESS A DINOSAUR
Currie, Robin
Illus. by Alycia Pace
Familius (16 pp.) 
$8.99  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-64170-643-8  

A small child doesn’t like getting 
dressed; luckily, his mama knows just what to do.

“ROAR!” A young, brown-skinned toddler with straight 
dark hair pretends to be a dinosaur, but his mother (also brown-
skinned) needs to get him dressed for an outing. She gently 
suggests that he become a Diplodocus and “RUSH INTO 
THIS CAVE HEADFIRST”…the “cave” in question being 
the neck hole of the tyke’s jersey. To get him to slide his arms 
into the jersey’s sleeves, his mother encourages him to “BE A 
VELOCIRAPTOR AND REACH YOUR CLAWS IN TO 
GRAB SOME FISH.” Shirt on, the child is halfway there. In 
this playful fashion, pants, socks, and shoes follow. Mama 
employs the same tactics to get through tooth-brushing and 
getting the tot strapped into the car. The feisty youngster puts 
up a struggle every step of the way (“HRUMPF! DINOSAURS 
DON’T WEAR PANTS”) but clearly enjoys the imaginative 
play, assured of his mother’s unconditional love. Throughout 
the book, we see the child (and the mother) on the book’s verso 
pages, and on the recto pages we see the ever changing dinosaur 
version of him, swishing his tail, crashing through the jungle, 
and more. Pace’s illustrations are simple and serviceable with 
uncluttered backgrounds. Toddlers will relate to this entertain-
ing depiction of a universal developmental challenge (i.e. learn-
ing how to get dressed) as well as the protagonist’s impassioned 
tantrums.

Fun from opening to clothes, err, close. (Board book. 2-4)

ANIMAL OPPOSITES
Farina, Marcos
Crocodile/Interlink (16 pp.) 
$12.00  |  April 5, 2022
978-1-62371-850-3 
Series: Babylink 

Sixteen different critters introduce 
preschoolers to 16 antonyms. 

Two koalas in a tree stare directly at the reader; a bespecta-
cled tortoise appears stylish and smart as she clips a flower from 
her garden; a rabbit romps purposefully through high grass; and 
more. For each double-page spread, the animal depicted on 
the verso embodies a particular descriptor, and the animal on 
the recto illustrates the opposite descriptor. A “little” ant faces 
down a “big” anteater; a honeybee contemplating a “full” jar of 
honey contrasts with a bear carrying the same jar, now “empty”; 
and a “cold” penguin dressed for winter in a bobble hat and 
scarf appears across from a “hot” camel trudging along under 
the desert sun. Each creature’s name appears beneath it in blue 
font, and the lexical opposites appear at the tops of the pages 
in yellow font. The images should provoke plenty of discussion 

beyond the text, which offers numerous vocabulary-building 
opportunities. The simultaneously published companion vol-
ume Colors in the Garden is similarly patterned, depicting a vari-
ety of garden creatures and flora—including roses, hydrangeas, 
and cacti as well as apple, cherry blossom, and bonsai trees—
plus 14 colors, including “black and white” and “multicolored.” 
Author/illustrator Farina’s high-contrast artwork is dominated 
by primary colors and uses a retro-fied modern graphic design 
aesthetic, with uncluttered compositions that are nevertheless 
rich in personality and detail. Both volumes should captivate 
little ones and caregivers alike and are great candidates for solo 
toddler reading.

Bold, playful design and animal appeal make this an ideal 
choice for teaching early learning concepts. (Board book. Birth-4) 
(Colors in the Garden: 978-1-62371-849-7)

I’M THE BOSS!
Gravel, Elise
Trans. by Charles Simard
Orca (30 pp.) 
$10.95  |  March 15, 2022
978-1-4598-3296-1  

Little Lulu thinks they are the boss in 
this French Canadian import translated by Simard.

“Your job is to give me everything I ask for, okay?” says the 
tiny, ruffle-eared blue blob of a monster to a larger red blob of 
a monster, apparently a caregiver. Their first demand is for “a 
cake with lots of candy on top,” which the grown-up monster 
flatly turns down. Lulu then demands a garbage truck and per-
mission to drive it…also a no. The things she orders her grown-
up to supply—only to be denied each time—grow increasingly 
ludicrous: a dinosaur egg with a baby dino in it, a fire-breathing 
robot, a real-life airplane, and even a chocolate castle. For each 
desired object, Lulu is careful to specify that they want “a big 
one! Right now!’” Finally, the little scamp bursts into tears: “It’s 
not FAIR! You always say NO! I’m SAD. I want a HUG.” This 
time the response from the big red monster, though familiar, is 
not the same: “A big one? Right now?” Caregivers of little ones 
will definitely see their headstrong charges in Lulu (even if the 
little tyrants don’t see themselves). The tale is told entirely in 
dialogue, and the histrionic, imperious refrain will make for a 
fun read-aloud. Gravel’s signature heavily lined cartoon illustra-
tions are bright, minimalist, and representational. (This book 
was reviewed digitally.)

Simple, true-to-life, and fun. (Board book. 1-4)

“Simple, true-to-life, and fun.”
i ’m the boss!
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STRUT, BABY, STRUT
Kroll, Amika
Illus. by Ebony Glenn
Little Simon/Simon & Schuster (34 pp.) 
$8.99  |  Jan. 4, 2022
978-1-5344-9859-4  

Kroll encourages girls and women 
along every step of their life journey.

A Black infant with Afro puffs shimmies, crawls, and wob-
bles. When she grows into a toddler, she meets two other girls: 
one White and redheaded with twin ponytails and the other 
brown-skinned, straight-haired, and cued as Asian. The book 
follows these girls and their friendship as they grow and change, 
with the text addressing them directly throughout: baby, tod-
dler, little girl, big kid, teen, young lady, woman. The messaging 
is overtly motivational: “lean toward tomorrow,” “reach high, / 
for all your dreams,” “always do you,” “know your worth,” and 

“make yourself proud.” Glenn’s digital artwork is full of bold 
colors, background patterns, and smiling faces and refresh-
ingly shows girls discovering their passions as they age (in this 
case, activism, soccer, and photography.) No boys or men are 
pictured, and the girls all resemble their mothers, missing an 
opportunity to show family diversity. There is, however, fat 
representation, and a background character wears a hijab. The 
story rhymes, but the text layout sometimes makes it hard to 
determine the directionality of print, so some readers may miss 
the rhyming pattern; also, the meter is often clunky and lacks 
polish, making the book tough to read aloud fluidly. An audi-
ence is hard to pin down—the simple presentation is ideal for 
emergent readers, but the time skips may fly over their heads. 
(This book was reviewed digitally.)

A serviceable but not particularly stellar ode to female 
empowerment. (Board book. 2-adult)

MOMMY’S LOVE
Ladatko, Ekaterina & Anastasia Galkina
Illus. by Ekaterina Ladatko
Familius (20 pp.) 
$8.99  |  March 15, 2022
978-1-64170-665-0  

A board book highlights the special, 
expansive nature of motherly love. 

Written using second-person narration, this declaration of 
unconditional maternal love features a blue-haired mother with 
olive-tinged skin and four children in her care; no parenting 
partner is pictured. The family is shown playing, doing domestic 
chores, engaging in extracurricular activities, and relaxing. But 
we also see struggle: siblings arguing; a child attempting to over-
come a moment of shyness; another behaving selfishly, which 
leads to tears; and more. The rhyming text reassures readers 
that “no matter what you do or say, / Mommy loves you anyway.” 
The emotions are big: The toddlers at whom this board book 
is aimed will immediately recognize the anguish of having toys 
snatched away or the tugging match over an octopus toy in a 

shared bath. The cartoony digital illustrations are brightly col-
ored with lime green, blue (the same cerulean tint as the moth-
er’s hair), and shades of pink used as color motifs. The final 
spread flashes forward in time; we see a wall of framed photos 
of the children, now adults, posing with Mommy, now an elderly 
woman but with the same defiantly blue hair. 

A sweet celebration of unconditional love and single par-
enting. (Board book. 2-4)

D IS FOR DESERT
A Desert ABC Primer
Mireles, Ashley Marie
Illus. by Volha Kaliaha
Familius (20 pp.) 
$8.99  |  March 29, 2022
978-1-64170-558-5  

Take an abecedarian journey through 
the world’s arid regions.

The cover of this board book promises “A DESERT ABC 
PRIMER” and the contents deliver with straightforward 
entries such as “A IS FOR ARMADILLO” and “B IS FOR BED-
ROCK.” While no specific deserts are named, context clues 
lead readers around the world from the deserts of Australia (“K 
IS FOR KANGAROO”; “T IS FOR THORNY DEVIL”; “W 
IS FOR WALLABY”) to the American Southwest (“J IS FOR 
JOSHUA TREE”; “Y IS FOR YUCCA”) to the Middle East (“F 
IS FOR FENNEC FOX”; “N IS FOR NOMADS”). Some of the 
items will be unfamiliar to children, so the lack of a glossary is 
unfortunate. Readers may erroneously conclude that “XERIC” 
refers to the plant centered in the accompanying illustration; 

“X IS FOR XEROPHYTE” would have been more appropriate. 
Although many desert animals are more active at night when it 
is cooler, no night scenes are depicted; however, the “U IS FOR 
UNDERGROUND” spread shows several animals in burrows 
avoiding the heat. The illustrations are rendered in a simple vec-
tor art style and portray almost all of the friendly-looking ani-
mals (some of whom aren’t named in the text) facing the reader, 
as if seeking interaction. Alas, on some spreads, the white font 
gets all but lost in the pale desert sky. This book should succeed 
in awakening the reader’s inner explorer and may leave children 
primed for deeper plunges. (The book was reviewed digitally.)

A solid introduction to deserts that will also help small 
children develop alphabet knowledge. (Informational board book. 
1-4)
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LITTLE MONSTER READS 
A BOOK
Purcell, Rebecca
Tiny Seed (22 pp.) 
$8.95  |  Dec. 1, 2021
978-1-80036-026-6 
Series: Little Monster 

No matter where she goes or what she is doing, Little Mon-
ster has her nose in a book (or she would if she had a nose).

Depicted as a harmless-looking, white bipedal slug wear-
ing a pink dress, Little Monster reads her way through the 
playground. Whether she’s hanging upside down on the mon-
key bars, zooming down the slide, or having a spin on the 
merry-go-round, nothing can tear her away from the book in 
her hands. When friends, including a Bee and a Butterfly, join 
her, she reads to them. She reads while she’s running, dancing 
to the music from a ladybird’s boom box, eating an ice cream 
cone, and more. “Will she ever stop?” the third-person narrator 
asks. No; not until she reads the very last word. Then, once she 
does, a new question arises: “Now what will she do?” Children 
must turn the page to discover the humorously obvious answer. 
With rhyme and steady anaphoric repetition throughout, Pur-
cell’s simple, rhythmic text will likely engage young emergent 
readers; however, adult book selectors may not be so impressed 
with this slightly underwhelming offering. Some basic concepts 
are conveyed—such as positions (top and bottom) and numbers 
(one and two)—with effective visual scaffolding. The digital 
illustrations, rendered in a limited palette, are serviceable but 
not particularly interesting. 

A bit rough around the edges, but anyone who’s ever got-
ten lost in a book will see themselves in the eponymous pro-
tagonist. (Board book. 3-5)

CALM
Roberts, Jillian
Illus. by Santi  Nuñez, et al.
Orca (20 pp.) 
$10.95  |  Feb. 15, 2022
978-1-4598-3099-8  

Roberts, a child psychologist, distills 
the concept of psychoemotional “co-regulation” for parents of 
babies and toddlers.

The first-person narrator begins with a vow—“My dear 
little one, if you are upset, I promise to share my calm”—then 
goes on to articulate simple methods for dealing with an upset 
or overstimulated youngster. These include rocking, holding 
hands, listening, using a gentle voice, and deep breathing. This 
straightforward and practical lead-in is followed by a positive 
intention, broken up over three double-page spreads: “I’ll help 
you understand these big feelings and teach you that you have a 
choice. // To honor your emotions and then let them go, // Mak-
ing yourself feel better.” Unfortunately, this prognostication 
feels like sentimental cant and is too vague to be very helpful. 
On the final verso, the narrator reminds the child that “you can 

always count on my unconditional love and for me to share my 
calm,” a sweet guarantee marred by a glaring grammatical error. 
The simple text appears isolated on elegant pastel backgrounds 
with white botanical silhouettes. The visuals consist of crisp, 
heartwarming photos in warm tones that depict racially diverse 
caregivers holding and comforting tots, including but not lim-
ited to an interracial couple, a brown-skinned woman wearing a 
hijab, and an elderly White woman. Implausibly, none of these 
adults look tired, stressed, or agitated, even in the face of melt-
down or tantrums.

Well-meaning but unrealistic. Unlikely to induce calm. 
(Board book. Birth-adult)

I PROMISE YOU
Roussey, Christine
Abrams Appleseed (24 pp.) 
$9.99  |  Jan. 4, 2022
978-1-4197-5380-0 
Series: The Promises 

A loving narrator utters a string of 
promises to a bevy of tots.

The guarantees are largely conceptual and seemingly cho-
sen for sentiment and rhythmic effect rather than for their 
toddler audience. “I promise you AGAIN and ONE LAST 
TIME,” reads the opening text as a paper-white child plays on 
a swing against a backdrop of falling leaves (all of them green, 
oddly). The following spread concludes the uneven rhyme as 
a Black-presenting child gazes at a neat tower of apples, from 
which a worm looks back: “I promise you some YUM, THAT’S 
GOOD! and YUCK! NEVER MIND!” On a spread showing 
another Black-presenting child teetering on top of an architec-
turally impossible stacking-toy sculpture, a burst of assurances 
cover good habits and routine social interactions: “I prom-
ise you CLEAN YOUR ROOM, BLOW YOUR NOSE, ZIP 
UP YOUR COAT—YES, ALL THE WAY, / some HELLO, 
GOODBYE, and SEE YOU ANOTHER DAY….” Here the 
slip in scansion in this uncredited translation from the French 
is noticeable. Roussey’s illustrations are mostly wispily allusive; 
her trademark selectively-colored children all sport enormous, 
round heads, ears that stick out, and flat noses. Unfortunately, 
this stylized aesthetic too easily resembles racist simianization 
when applied to a Black-presenting child in one image. Die-
cut shapes offering peekaboo glimpses of succeeding pages are 
mostly merely decorative.

Not very promising at all. (Board book. 1-3)
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THAT’S MINE!
Seeboruth, Sumana
Illus. by Ashleigh Corrin
Barefoot Books (26 pp.) 
$8.99  |  Feb. 15, 2022
978-1-64686-299-3  

A small child learns the joy of sharing. 
“Pretend! Fun! Sit here. Take one.” These opening words 

come from the imperious brown-skinned toddler wearing a 
striped shirt on the book’s cover as she invites a darker-skinned 
female tot in a child care center to play. No sooner has the fun 
begun than the protagonist starts to feel dissatisfied with her 
farm animal toy. Displaying a toddler-realistic mood swing, she 
declares “This is mine!” and grabs the other girl’s toy dog. But 
her possessiveness doesn’t stop there, as she eventually hogs all 
the barnyard toys to herself (one amusing illustration shows the 
stripe-shirted youngster trying to stuff everything into a small 
dump truck) and commands the second girl to “Go away!” She 
is content playing alone until she notices the dark-skinned girl 
having fun with a light-skinned, bespectacled boy, feels envious, 
and must decide what really matters. Seeboruth’s sparse, rhym-
ing text—consisting of punchy, two-word sentences—delivers 
its message with aplomb. With clearly delineated areas of strong 
color, Corrin’s expressive, textured digital artwork ably brings 
the humorous but believable characters to life. Altogether, the 
book creates a faithful snapshot of toddler interactions that will 
make caregivers smile knowingly and teaches an important les-
son without being preachy.

An age-appropriate choice for modeling prosocial behav-
ior. (Picture book. 1-3)

UNDIES, PLEASE!
Seeboruth, Sumana
Illus. by Ashleigh Corrin
Barefoot Books (26 pp.) 
$8.99  |  Feb. 15, 2022
978-1-64686-357-0  

A toddler is determined to ace the 
potty-training experience.

The diaper-wearing tot, who could be a girl or a boy, really 
wants underwear, just like the colorful pairs their older sibling 
wears. Daddy (who appears to be a single dad) obliges, and 
they go underwear shopping. Once the tyke has the brand-
new undies on, the whole family, all with medium brown skin 
and straight black hair, rallies to the toilet-training cause. The 
youngster progresses through the other milestones of master-
ing the toileting routine: learning about wiping, teaching a toy 
how to have a tinkle, transitioning from diapers to the potty 
chair, having an accident, and trying again. After some abortive 
attempts, the toddler finally pees in the potty, and the family 
celebrates. While there is, unfortunately, no mention of hand-
washing, the book affords a joyous and playful potty-training 
exploration. Seeboruth uses just enough words to get the point 
across, and the holophrases and telegraphic sentences emulate 

toddler-speak—a rarity in a book category that is often bur-
dened with too much text. Corrin’s textured digital illustrations 
depict friendly, familial scenes in lively colors and have a chalk-
art feel that contributes to the sense of the story being told 
through the eyes of a child. 

Empowering and entertaining for those learning to “go.” 
(Board book. 1-3)

HAPPY TIGER
Strickland, Tessa
Illus. by Estelí Meza
Barefoot Books (14 pp.) 
$7.99  |  Feb. 7, 2022
978-1-64686-492-8 
Series: Yoga Tots 

Another worthy addition to the Yoga Tots board-book 
series.

Happy Tiger provides step-by-step instruction for an energiz-
ing yoga asana sequence. Brave Bear (published simultaneously) 
takes a toddler through a morning stretch. Each book demon-
strates seven asanas, skipping poses that can be frustrating for 
toddlers or cause a quiet yoga practice to dissolve into laughter. 
Happy Tiger eliminates balancing twists; Brave Bear skips Tree and 
Chair postures. Instead, the books prescribe flowing movements 
tailored to the physical abilities of tykes. On the verso pages, the 
eponymous animal characters model the poses while the text 
encourages children to channel their inner tigers/bears. These 
imaginative play prompts are designed to hold small children’s 
attention, but some of them (“How does it feel to be such a fine 
cat?”) may interrupt the young yogi’s flow. On the recto pages, 
seven children representing a variety of ethnicities, body types, 
and skill levels move through the same postures as the animals, 
and simple sentences convey the instructions, including breath-
ing cues and reminders to repeat movements on the opposite 
side of the body. Attention to breath is a strength of these simple 
guides, ensuring that even adults who are not practicing yogis can 
safely guide children in the movements. Meza’s bright, colorful 
digital illustrations will appeal to the target audience. 

A good choice to safely teach yoga asanas to youngsters 
while promoting quiet, calm movement. (Board book. 2-5) (Brave 
Bear: 978-1-64686-491-1)

PAPER WORLD
Space
Templar Books
Illus. by Gail Armstrong
Big Picture/Candlewick (30 pp.) 
$24.99  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-5362-1987-6  

Explore the final frontier and lift a 
whole lot of flaps.

The magic and mystery of outer space 
is compellingly conveyed in this oversized 

“A faithful snapshot of toddler interactions that 
will make caregivers smile knowingly.”

that’s mine!
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lift-the-flap book. Each turn of the page reveals a scenic vista of 
blacks and deep blues punctuated with pinprick stars and colorful 
orbs that are the planets in our solar system. The well-organized 
text is divided into short, browsable sections; young readers will 
learn about the sun, the moon, stars, planetary bodies, galaxies, 
asteroids, comets, and more. A section on the Big Bang uses a 
graphic timeline to distill the otherwise complex cosmological the-
ory. The final two sections look at space exploration, with clearly 
delineated subheadings announcing such subtopics as “Becoming 
an Astronaut,” “Space Walks,” “Space Stations,” “Probes on Mars,” 
and more. The small bites of information are presented in a mat-
ter-of-fact fashion. The narrative moves from topic to topic with 
ease and flow and effectively builds from concept to concept. The 
sturdy flaps will hold up to even the most excitable readers. This 
is the rare novelty book that delivers the goods, drawing children 
in with fascinating material and sustaining their attention with die 
cuts and inventive 3-D cut-paper illustrations. 

A wonderfully informative journey through the universe 
and a real treat for artistically inclined readers. (glossary) 
(Novelty book/nonfiction. 8-12)

A KIT STORY
Tracy, Kristen
Illus. by Alison Farrell
Chronicle Books (22 pp.) 
$9.99  |  March 8, 2022
978-1-4521-7459-4 
Series: Animal Story 

Throughout the four seasons of the 
year, a fox kit explores the world outside 
its den.

The book opens with a woodland 
scene featuring multiple animals as the first-person narrator poses 
a question directly to readers: “I am a fox. Do you see me?” It is 
springtime, and while the other animals are active during the day 
and night, the little fox prefers to “slink” at dusk and dawn. The 
story quickly transitions to summer, and readers follow the agile 
young fox as it hunts, feeds, and sleeps. In the autumn, we see the 
fox playing with its sister and chasing rabbits. The closing spreads 
find the winsome creature in its den with its family as they “curl 
into slumber balls” for the winter. With the verbal motif compared 
to used all throughout the story, the kit points out how it is dis-
similar to other wild creatures. For instance, compared to hum-
mingbirds, who fly near the kit as it speeds across the grass, the 
kit is slow; but compared to a turtle, the kit is fast. The text fea-
tures descriptive action verbs: The fox sees lambs who gambol, owls 
who swoop, and its sister who leaps and pounces. Animals are slightly 
anthropomorphized (a turtle glares at the kit as it races by, and the 
kit refers to its mother as “my mama”) but not problematically. 
Overall, children learn the basics about the habitats, habits, and 
diet of foxes (though the kit is not shown eating other animals). 
Rendered in gouache, colored pencil, ink, and digital mixed media, 
the soft, cozy illustrations are warm and inviting.

An endearing introduction to the life of a fox kit. (Board 
book. 2-4)

MY FIRST DINO-BASEBALL 
Wheeler, Lisa
Illus. by Barry Gott
Carolrhoda (12 pp.) 
$7.99  |  Feb. 1, 2022
978-1-72844-614-1 
Series: Dino-Sports 

Dinos play ball!
In this board-book companion to Wheeler and Gott’s ear-

lier Dino-Sports picture-book series, readers land smack-dab in 
the middle of an exhilarating baseball game featuring dinosaur 
characters. The opening pages read “Leather mitts. // Dino-bat. 
// Cleats on feet. // Baseball hat,” as the illustrations show a play-
by-play: a Triceratops on the mound gearing up for a pitch; a 
hitter (a Baryonyx?) loading the bat, launching a shot, and run-
ning the bases; and two outfielders frantically returning the 
ball to the infield for the out. In this brisk fashion, the face-off 
between the herbivorous Green Sox and the carnivorous Rib-
Eye Reds unfolds. There isn’t room in the brief text to depict a 
full nine innings, though both teams are shown playing offense 
and defense. At one point, Gott capitalizes on the sheer size 
of some dinosaurs by humorously placing what looks to be a 
towering Apatosaurus in the outfield. Later, this same gentle 
giant scores a run, delivering what some may see as an unlikely 
win for the plant-eating Sox. The spare, rhyming text, action-
packed narrative, and colorful digital art combine for toddler-
friendly fare. What could have read as an awkward switch to 
the past tense in one instance (“Pitcher throws. // Dino missed. 
// Try again. // Dino hits!”) is eased by Gott’s visual interpreta-
tion showing the baseball in the catcher’s mitt after the small 
dinosaur up to bat misses it. 

A hit for dinosaur fans in the toddler set. (Board book. 0-3)



young 
adult

THE DEEP 
BLUE BETWEEN 
Attah, Ayesha Harruna
Carolrhoda (256 pp.) 
$18.99  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-72844-288-4  

Twin sisters in 1892 West Africa are 
abruptly separated during a raid of their 
home by enslavers.

Slavery has been outlawed in the 
Gold Coast, but some hold on to old 

practices. Hassana and Husseina have the special bond of twins, 
and forcible separation severely affects them. Hassana escapes 
to a village where she is adopted by Englishman Richard Burtt 
and learns to help with his research into medicinal plants. 
Meanwhile, Husseina is purchased and taken to Lagos, where 
she is rescued by religious woman Yaya Silvina, given the name 
Vitória, taught to sew, and brought into the new Candomblé 
faith. Eventually, Husseina endures an ocean voyage to Brazil 
with Yaya, where they engage in spiritual pursuits, while Has-
sana makes it to Accra and becomes active in the movement for 
independence from the British. Hassana continues to dream 
of her sister and longs to find her. Religion gives Husseina a 
strong sense of herself apart from her role as a twin, but Yaya’s 
death sends her back to Lagos with a chance of finding Hassana. 
This sweeping story is rich in detail, and the settings are vividly 
evoked. The sisters’ connection is complex, and their diverging 
experiences make their eventual reunion more difficult than 
expected. The distinctions between various cultural groups are 
clear, as are the impacts of slavery and colonialism, however, the 
two young women remain the center of this memorable story.

A successful exploration of rich cultural experiences and 
enduring familial connections. (Historical fiction. 12-18)

EVERY VARIABLE OF US
Bush, Charles A.
North Star Editions  (400 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-63583-074-3  

A 17-year-old girl is forced to grow in 
unexpected ways.

Alexis Duncan dreams of making 
it out of her rough West Philadelphia 
neighborhood. With her father out of 
the picture, a mother with drug abuse 

issues, and friends who seem to be heading in a direction she’s 
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When I was a school librarian, I 
observed that many of the kids per-
ceived by their parents to be “reluc-
tant readers” were in fact extremely 
eager readers—if only one counted 
nonfiction as “real” reading. Nonfic-
tion can offer all the creativity, sus-
pense, well-rounded characteriza-
tion, rich vocabulary, and gripping 
prose of fiction—as amply demon-
strated by Christina Soontornvat’s 

All Thirteen: The Incredible Cave Rescue of the Thai Boys’ Soc-
cer Team (Candlewick, 2020), the 2021 Kirkus Prize winner 
in Young Readers’ Literature. Science journalist Amanda 
Baker eloquently paid tribute to young readers’ passion for 
nonfiction—and the stellar options available today—in her 
Scientific American piece, “Nonfiction Is Cool, and Our Kids 
Know It.” Below are some outstanding nonfiction books 
for teens: 2021 releases that may have slipped under your 
radar and 2022 titles to look forward to.

Adolescence is a time of reflection, 
making the thoughtful contempla-
tion of others’ lives a natural fit. These 
works intriguingly venture away from 
the usual household names. Close-Up 
on War: The Story of Pioneering Photo-
journalist Catherine Leroy in Viet nam by 
Mary Cronk Farrell (Amulet/Abrams, 
Feb. 22) follows an intrepid young 
Frenchwoman who captured searing 
images of soldiers and civilians dur-
ing the Vietnam War. A largely forgotten mastermind who 
made tremendous contributions to national security dur-
ing both world wars is the subject of The Woman All Spies 
Fear: Code Breaker Elizebeth Smith Friedman and Her Hidden 
Life by Amy Butler Greenfield (Random House Studio, 
2021). Co-authored by Rosemarie Lengsfeld Turke and her 
son, Garrett L. Turke, American Shoes: A Refugee’s Story (Be-
yond Words Publishing, Feb. 15) tells the traumatic story of 
Turke’s youth: Trapped in Hitler’s Germany when borders 
closed during a family visit to relatives, eventually return-
ing to the U.S. alone at age 15, she reflects upon identity and 
responsibility.

Today’s nonfiction often serves as a guide for action 
for passionate and informed young readers. Both Know 
Your Rights and Claim Them: A Guide for Youth by Amnesty 
International, Angelina Jolie, and Geraldine Van Bueren 
(Zest Books, 2021) and Urgent Message From a Hot Planet: 
Navigating the Climate Crisis by Ann Eriksson, illustrated 

by Belle Wuthrich (Orca, Jan. 18), frankly and lucidly dis-
cuss serious subjects but also offer hope and practical ad-
vice to young activists.

Poetry is perennially popular with 
young adult readers for its economy 
and ability to get right to the heart of 
big emotions, making it ideal for shar-
ing intensely personal stories, as in the 
following titles. Respect the Mic: Cel-
ebrating 20 Years of Poetry From a Chi-
cagoland High School edited by Hanif 
Abdurraqib, Franny Choi, Peter Kahn, 
and Dan “Sully” Sullivan (Penguin 
Workshop, Feb. 1) is a moving col-
lection created over two decades by 
young members of a spoken word club. Poetry by incarcer-
ated and formerly incarcerated individuals is supplement-

ed by essays and interviews in which 
they share harrowing experiences in 
When You Hear Me (You Hear Us): Voic-
es on Youth Incarceration edited by the 
Free Minds Book Club & Writing 
Workshop (Shout Mouse Press, 2021). 
Widely renowned poet Marilyn Nel-
son’s latest, Augusta Savage: The Shape 
of a Sculptor’s Life (Christy Ottaviano 
Books, Jan. 25), is a beautiful tribute 
that sheds light on the life of a Har-
lem Renaissance genius.

Art can convey meaning that would take paragraphs 
of text to attempt to get across with the same immediacy. 
Two graphic memoirs—Passport, writ-
ten and illustrated by Sophia Glock 
(Little, Brown, 2021), and Tiny Dancer, 
by Siena Cherson Siegel, illustrated by 
Mark Siegel (Atheneum, 2021)—pres-
ent fascinating stories. Glock grew up 
in Central America as the daughter of 
CIA agents, a circumstance that made 
adolescence more fraught than usual. 
Siegel explores her changing and com-
plicated relationship with dance after 
leaving Puerto Rico for a ballet career 
in New York City.

Laura Simeon is a young readers’ editor.

YOUNG ADULT | Laura Simeon

nonfiction books for 
every teen reader
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THE DEEP 
BLUE BETWEEN 
Attah, Ayesha Harruna
Carolrhoda (256 pp.) 
$18.99  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-72844-288-4  

Twin sisters in 1892 West Africa are 
abruptly separated during a raid of their 
home by enslavers.

Slavery has been outlawed in the 
Gold Coast, but some hold on to old 

practices. Hassana and Husseina have the special bond of twins, 
and forcible separation severely affects them. Hassana escapes 
to a village where she is adopted by Englishman Richard Burtt 
and learns to help with his research into medicinal plants. 
Meanwhile, Husseina is purchased and taken to Lagos, where 
she is rescued by religious woman Yaya Silvina, given the name 
Vitória, taught to sew, and brought into the new Candomblé 
faith. Eventually, Husseina endures an ocean voyage to Brazil 
with Yaya, where they engage in spiritual pursuits, while Has-
sana makes it to Accra and becomes active in the movement for 
independence from the British. Hassana continues to dream 
of her sister and longs to find her. Religion gives Husseina a 
strong sense of herself apart from her role as a twin, but Yaya’s 
death sends her back to Lagos with a chance of finding Hassana. 
This sweeping story is rich in detail, and the settings are vividly 
evoked. The sisters’ connection is complex, and their diverging 
experiences make their eventual reunion more difficult than 
expected. The distinctions between various cultural groups are 
clear, as are the impacts of slavery and colonialism, however, the 
two young women remain the center of this memorable story.

A successful exploration of rich cultural experiences and 
enduring familial connections. (Historical fiction. 12-18)

EVERY VARIABLE OF US
Bush, Charles A.
North Star Editions  (400 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-63583-074-3  

A 17-year-old girl is forced to grow in 
unexpected ways.

Alexis Duncan dreams of making 
it out of her rough West Philadelphia 
neighborhood. With her father out of 
the picture, a mother with drug abuse 

issues, and friends who seem to be heading in a direction she’s 
not comfortable with, Lex depends on her basketball skills 
to escape. Those dreams are shattered after an incident at a 
party leaves her seriously injured. Lost in despair, Lex blows 
up at Aamani Chakrabarti, the new girl whose family bought 
a local convenience store—but Aamani convinces Lex to join 
the school’s STEM team. An average student, Lex has to put 
in tremendous effort to keep up, and the pair grow closer the 
more time they spend studying together, making Lex question 

her sexuality. Just as her new life is looking up, intrusions from 
her old life threaten to undo the great strides she’s made, forc-
ing her to make momentous decisions. The author admira-
bly weaves the two girls’ intersecting identities into the story, 
endearing them to readers and offering insights into the com-
plex forces that shaped them. Lex is Black, bisexual, poor, and 
disabled; lesbian Aamani is Indian American from a Hindu fam-
ily. Minor characters are also well developed. The author doesn’t 
shy away from showing truths about how poverty affects people, 
especially in Black communities. Excessive pop-culture refer-
ences unfortunately take readers out of the moment.

Raw and authentic. (author’s note) (Fiction. 14-18)

THE RUMOR GAME
Clayton, Dhonielle & Sona Charaipotra
Disney-Hyperion (480 pp.) 
$18.99  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-368-01414-4  

Rumors spiral out of control and cre-
ate chaos with serious consequences at 
an elite prep school. 

Clayton and Charaipotra team up 
again to expose the truth behind the 
privilege, this time with a story set at Fox-

ham Preparatory Academy, where the children of Washington, 
D.C.’s most prestigious and powerful attend school. Bryn, the 
once-popular student body president, is now seen as “a trashy 
white girl” after running her ex-boyfriend’s car off the road in 
a jealous rage. When Cora’s boyfriend, Baez, son of a Nigerian 
diplomat, is injured in the crash, Cora—who is the epitome of 
Black excellence—cuts her former best friend off and becomes 
the school’s new queen bee. Indian immigrant Georgie is forced 
to attend weight loss camp by her parents over the summer and, 
after losing a lot of weight, is determined to reinvent herself—
or at least figure out who she really is. Georgie’s new look puts 
a target on her back, and she becomes the first in a long line 
of victims of toxic rumors and lies. Told in four parts—“The 
Rumor,” “The Lies,” “The Game,” and “The Truth”—the book 
follows the three protagonists who alternate in narrating chap-
ters. Perfectionism, parental pressure, and the desire for popu-
larity are issues at the heart of this story featuring a diverse cast 
of characters. Despite the gossipy tone and fast pace, serious 
issues are explored. 

An emotional and engaging drama full of twists and turns. 
(content warning) (Fiction. 14-18)

“This sweeping story is rich in detail, and 
the settings are vividly evoked.”

the deep blue between
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THE TRUTH ABOUT 
WHITE LIES
Cole, Olivia A.
Little, Brown (320 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 8, 2022
978-0-7595-5412-2  

A teenage girl learns heavy life les-
sons about the costs of the lies we tell 
ourselves and others.

Shania is a 17-year-old White girl, 
newly arrived in South Blue Rock with 

her mother shortly after the sudden death of her beloved grand-
mother, a tragedy that has left her feeling adrift. Shania is seek-
ing a sense of belonging and is drawn to Michelle, a Black girl 
in her botany class who shares her love of gardening. Then she 
finds herself in the orbit of rich, popular Catherine, a White 
classmate. Soon after, Prescott, Catherine’s brother and Sha-
nia’s crush, also notices her. Spurred on by notes left in a prized 
almanac and cryptic last words from her grandmother, Shania 
slowly learns that there is much more to the people in her life. 
Family secrets, the history of South Blue Rock, and conflicts 
between her new friends threaten to unravel much of what 
Shania desperately wants to be true. Will she continue to be 
willfully ignorant about injustices in return for a more comfort-
able existence? Or will she risk uncovering harsh, violent, and 
possibly unforgivable truths? Cole’s writing is captivating as she 
weaves a story that may feel all too familiar with its overarching 
themes of the weaponization and justification of racism and the 
ripples of blatant and subtle bigotry that may become tsunamis. 
This book is sure to hit home with many readers.

An honest, searing look at the roots and rotten fruits of 
White supremacy. (Fiction. 14-18)

CINDER & GLASS
de la Cruz, Melissa
Putnam (336 pp.) 
$18.99  |  March 8, 2022
978-0-593-32665-7  

Trapped in a life of servitude to her 
cruel stepfamily, Cendrillon enters a 
competition to win the prince’s heart 
even though she truly loves his brother.

It’s 1682, and 15-year-old Cendrillon 
de Louvois has moved to Versailles with 

her father. It is a dream come true, but becoming a courtier is 
more complicated than she imagined. Cendrillon struggles to fit 
in until she befriends Auguste, the king’s illegitimate son. When 
her father dies soon after remarrying, her new stepmother and 
stepsisters make Cendrillon do household chores, ending her 
dream of court life and her relationship with Auguste. When 
the king announces that his son, the grand dauphin, will choose 
25 girls to woo before selecting one as his bride, Cendrillon joins 
the competition; despite her dislike of the prince, she is des-
perate to escape her stepmother. Joining the ranks of possible 

brides—against her stepmother’s wishes—brings her back into 
contact with Auguste, and their mutual attraction is reignited, 
forcing Cendrillon to choose between love and freedom. Fea-
turing characters based on actual historical figures from King 
Louis XIV’s reign, this is an entertaining retelling of “Cin-
derella.” Between her move to Versailles and courtship by the 
prince, readers get a good look inside the French court through 
Cendrillon’s story. Characters read as White.

An intriguing historical twist on a beloved fairy tale. 
(author’s note) (Historical fiction. 12-18)

KILLING TIME
Ehrlich, Brenna
Inkyard Press (336 pp.) 
$18.99  |  March 8, 2022
978-1-335-41867-8  

A teen true-crime aficionado investi-
gates a murder in her small Connecticut 
town. 

Natalie Temple spends her last sum-
mer before college in the usual way: wak-
ing up far too early to exercise with her 

mother, Helen; working at the family diner; interning at the 
local newspaper; and secretly recording her true-crime podcast, 
Killing Time, with her best friend, Katie. Because her frustrat-
ingly overprotective and anxious mother has forbidden Natalie 
from indulging in her love for crime and murder, Natalie finds 
herself constantly at odds with her and often hiding her activi-
ties. When her favorite teacher is murdered, Natalie decides to 
investigate her death—both to honor Mrs. Halsey and to test 
her own skills as a budding investigative reporter. But danger 
lurks in Ferry, and soon everybody’s secrets will be out in the 
open. Ehrlich’s engaging thriller unfolds in two timelines with 
occasional flashbacks to Helen’s difficult first year in college 
that provide an insight into just how similar mother and daugh-
ter are despite their fraught relationship. That relationship is 
one of the core strengths of the novel, together with the seam-
less convergence of timelines and Natalie’s bumpy character arc. 
The novel thoughtfully examines the sometimes-exploitative, 
often titillating nature of the true-crime phenomenon while 
also, in a fine balancing act, paying homage to it. All main char-
acters are assumed White.

A layered tale of true crime, family ties, and unveiled 
secrets. (Thriller. 14-18)

“Thoughtfully examines the sometimes-exploitative, often 
titillating nature of the true-crime phenomenon.”

killing time
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BLOOD SCION
Falaye, Deborah
HarperTeen (432 pp.) 
$18.99  |  March 8, 2022
978-0-06-295404-6  

A 15-year-old conscripted into an 
army of child soldiers investigates her 
mother’s disappearance.

Being born a Scion, or human who 
inherits the powers of Yoruba deities, is 
a crime in Nagea. Sloane, the powerful 

descendant of Shango, the god of heat and fire, has àse: blood 
magic that ripples under her dark skin. Not yet controlled, it 
makes her a literal walking inferno when she is distressed. 
Drafted into the army ruled by the 13 Luci bloodlines who 
conquered and colonized Nagea under one rotating monarchy 
over three centuries ago, Sloane chooses not to run away even 
though her Baba warns her about the risks of going to the Lucis’ 
island stronghold: “A Scion in Avalon is a sheep in a lion’s den.” 

Determined to find out what happened to her mother, Sloane 
will do whatever it takes, removing any obstacle—human or 
otherwise—in search of the answers she needs. Sloane’s inter-
nal conflicts over her necessarily kill-or-be-killed attitude once 
on the base are grounded and relatable even as she endures 
immense physical and emotional violence. The well-paced clos-
ing action of the book is tidy, providing satisfactory resolutions 
for enough of the main mysteries while still leaving readers 
wanting more. With so much conflict to engage with, how-
ever, it’s difficult to get a full sense of the worldbuilding in this 
intriguing duology opener set in a Nigerian mythology–inspired 
setting.

A powerful commentary on colonization and the right to 
rebel. (Fantasy. 14-18)
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WHAT WE HARVEST
Fraistat, Ann
Delacorte (336 pp.) 
$18.99  |  March 22, 2022
978-0-593-38216-5  

A small group of farms with magical 
crops are threatened by an all-consuming 
blight that creates zombielike creatures 
out of the people and animals it infects. 

Sixteen-year-old Wren’s family grows 
rainbow-hued wheat in Hollow’s End, an 

insular community that guards its clandestine history might-
ily. Even as Wren’s beloved dog, Teddy, and people from neigh-
boring farms go missing in the woods, returning as mindless 
creatures with white eyes that try to attack others, Wren’s dad 
tries to conceal the alchemy that is the source of their liveli-
hood. However, when Wren’s mom and dad also disappear, she 
is forced to turn to her ex-boyfriend, Derek, for help. From his 
neighboring farm, she slowly begins to uncover a truth that also 
involves his family and two others. The richly developed details 
of the blight and its relationship to the people of Hollow’s End 
lend interest and mystery to the familiar romance that also lies 
at the heart of this story. Likewise, the novel offers an original 
flavor to traditional zombie tropes, balancing taut, desper-
ate, action-oriented escapes with longer passages describing 
alchemical rituals. Wren reads as White; Derek is cued as bira-
cial, White and Latinx.

A vivid and engrossing horror-tinged tale of magic and cor-
rosive family secrets. (Paranormal fantasy. 12-18)

THE SUMMER WE FORGOT
George, Caroline
Thomas Nelson (384 pp.) 
$18.99  |  March 8, 2022
978-0-7852-3621-4  

Teens become embroiled in a murder 
investigation when their science teach-
er’s body is discovered at the camp they 
all attended.

Two summers ago, Darby Wallis 
and her ex-boyfriend, Morgan Rhodell, 

broke up after Morgan betrayed her. In the aftermath, their 
friend group drifted apart. But everything else about that sum-
mer is a blank, including all of them having been counselors at 
Camp Choctawhatchee under the supervision of their former 
science teacher, who mysteriously disappeared. When his body 
turns up in the present, the teens enter a nightmare of accusa-
tions, interrogations, and blackmail. To clear their names, they 
must recover their memories, but whom can they trust when 
seemingly everyone in their picturesque Florida town is keep-
ing secrets? In alternating first-person chapters interspersed 
with police transcripts, Darby and Morgan reflect on family 
and each other as they investigate—and try to stay alive. Dar-
by’s desire to rebel against her good-girl image and perfectionist 

parents inspires sympathy, as does Morgan’s grief over his moth-
er’s death. Unfortunately, a somewhat overstuffed plot risks 
desensitizing readers to its thrills. One twist requires consider-
able suspension of disbelief, and a revelation comes too late to 
have much impact. Most secondary characters are underdevel-
oped save for a troubled boy with ADHD; even Darby’s best 
friend, who’s cued as having some Japanese ancestry, is seldom 
portrayed as more than a supportive sidekick. Darby and Mor-
gan default to White.

Despite an intriguing premise, thrills fizzle against a con-
voluted plot. (Thriller. 14-18)

EVEN WHEN YOUR 
VOICE SHAKES
Goka, Ruby Yayra
Norton Young Readers (240 pp.) 
$18.95  |  Feb. 15, 2022
978-1-324-01711-0  

A teen in Accra takes a job in a 
wealthy household and finds the courage 
to speak up after she is sexually assaulted 
in this contemporary novel by a noted 
Ghanaian author.

Sixteen-year-old Amerley has dropped out of school and 
assumed the role of caretaker for her younger sisters due to her 
fisherman father’s absence and mother’s refusal to face their 
dire situation. The family is on the verge of eviction, and Amer-
ley’s sewing skills bring in some income, although her dream of 
becoming an apprentice seamstress is out of reach financially. 
Her best friend, Sheba, and boyfriend, Nikoi, are also strug-
gling, although Nikoi offers her family a temporary reprieve on 
rent with funds he had saved toward her apprenticeship. Then 
Rosina, her mother’s wealthy friend, offers to give Amerley a 
domestic position in her household, pay her sisters’ school 
fees, and support Amerley’s apprenticeship in two years’ time. 
Despite Amerley’s reluctance to leave home, her mother is 
insistent. Rosina’s gated luxurious dwelling is unlike anything 
Amerley has ever experienced, but the opulence masks seri-
ous family issues—and she is raped by a member of the family. 
Against overwhelming pressure to keep silent, Amerley testifies 
in court, becoming a beacon of hope for countless others who 
have endured rape and abuse. Amerley is a strong, well-drawn 
character surrounded by a complex supporting cast. The narra-
tive is rich in cultural detail and universal in its themes of resil-
ience and integrity. 

A powerful story that will engage readers. (glossary) (Fic-
tion. 13-18)
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TRIGGER
Griffin, N.
Caitlyn Dlouhy/Atheneum (256 pp.) 
$18.99  |  March 29, 2022
978-1-5344-8717-8  

Isolated with her abusive, domineer-
ing father, 15-year-old Didi learns to sur-
vive in a reality where even a simple chess 
game spells danger.

On the outskirts of town, Didi lives 
alone with her father. No trace of her 

long-gone mom remains except for a collection of Nancy Mit-
ford novels. Running drills around the house is an early-morning 
ritual, often under the harsh command of her father. “Be quick, 
be fast, be strong!” becomes her mantra. At the age of 5, Didi 
studies the game of chess, with her father’s intentions clear: to 
build her skills up to the level of a master or else face the trou-
ble stick. At 8, Didi discovers the brutal truths of hunting in a 
traumatizing experience that leaves the young girl even more 
spiritually wounded. “God won’t love me anymore. I exploded 
a bird.” A brisk and brutal read, Griffin’s latest offers vivid snap-
shots of a young life held captive by an egotistical tyrant, loaded 
with suggestions (not always explicit) of physical abuse. The 
author flits quickly between short chapters, quoted Mitford 
passages, and other lyrical asides rather ingeniously conveying 
Didi’s fragile mentality under duress. There’s very little levity 
here, with the primary source of goodness—a compassionate 
neighbor who acknowledges Didi’s plight—shuffled off the 
pages about halfway through. The ending’s at once unsurpris-
ing and jarring, tied together with a small measure of hope that 
feels slightly untrustworthy. A White default is assumed.

Harrowing and intriguing. (Fiction. 14-18)

SURVIVE THE DOME
Jackson, Kosoko
Sourcebooks Fire (352 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 29, 2022
978-1-72823-908-8  

In the wake of the tragic police kill-
ing of Black single father Jerome Thomas, 
protests erupt all over Baltimore.

Gay Black teen Jamal is heading to 
his first protest to take pictures that can 
bolster his college applications. Unfor-

tunately, the governor sees the growing civil unrest as a differ-
ent opportunity: She isolates the city under an experimental 
dome that blocks both physical movement and electronic com-
munication and arms an already aggressive police force with 
weaponized bodysuits. First-person narrator Jamal, an aspiring 
photojournalist, must team up with tan-skinned, curly-haired 
Marco, a less-than-forthcoming teen hacker–turned–love inter-
est, to somehow put a stop to this nefarious plan. Jamal initially 
approaches the protests as an extra-credit project but sees an 
opportunity to do more: “This is the chance of a lifetime. I can 

change the world and change my life.” The book commits itself 
to mining a political subject embedded in contemporary issues 
of racial injustice for the purpose of spectacle. It’s unclear what 
the Dome’s technology offers in terms of hypersurveillance, 
militarized policing, state-sanctioned violence, and community 
isolation that isn’t already prevalent in the real world, but this 
reimagining of the police state does accelerate Jamal and Mar-
co’s relationship in ways both rewarding and trite. Ultimately, 
this is a story about important relationships developed through 
hardship and tragedy.

A speculative thriller about personal growth that deals 
with all-too-real traumas. (list of Black people killed by the 
police, sources, content warning) (Speculative fiction. 13-18)

WRONG SIDE OF THE COURT
Khan, H.N.
Penguin Teen (312 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 15, 2022
978-0-7352-7087-9  

A Pakistani Canadian teen strives to 
break away from his often violent neigh-
borhood in this thoughtful debut.

Despite his small stature and his 
mother’s disapproval, Fawad Chaudhry 
dreams of becoming the first NBA player 

of Pakistani descent. Those ambitions are a far cry from the 
realities of life in Regent Park, a housing project in a rapidly 
gentrifying section of Toronto. Since Fawad’s father’s death in a 
traffic accident two years earlier, the family has been struggling 
more than ever to get by. When the older brother of his best 
friend, Yousuf, is killed on their street, Fawad’s world is once 
again shaken. When he begins dating Ashley, a well-to-do Chi-
nese and White classmate from the nicer part of the neighbor-
hood, he is introduced to a world of fancy dining and wealth 
he’d never before experienced. But when Ashley sees firsthand 
how tumultuous life for kids from Regent Park can be, Fawad 
begins wondering if he can ever be perceived as more than just 
a teen from the projects. Khan creates a moving portrait of an 
immigrant teen who has experienced grief and poverty from 
an early age. The first-generation, multinational Muslim com-
munity of Regent Park is vividly portrayed, as are the culture 
clashes Fawad frequently has with his mother. Readers will 
become invested in caring and wondering about the impact of 
gentrification on the residents.

An interesting and heartfelt portrait of a teen yearning to 
beat the odds. (Fiction. 14-18)

“A moving portrait of an immigrant teen who has 
experienced grief and poverty from an early age.”

wrong side of the court
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Early in the pandemic, Laura Gao watched in horror 
as Wuhan, China, was scapegoated for the coronavirus 
and anti-Asian violence in the U.S. soared. A comics artist 
based in San Francisco, Gao was born in Wuhan. When 
her parents left for the U.S. to attend graduate school, 
Gao stayed behind with her relatives, where she im-
mersed herself in Chinese folktales, rode water buffaloes, 
and ran through rice paddies with her cousins. When she 
was 4 years old, she joined her parents and has remained 
here ever since. But Gao has held her memories of Wu-
han close, especially when, during the pandemic, a dispar-
aging portrait of her former city, and its people, took root. 

When a March 2021 mass shooting at three Atlanta 
area spas left eight people dead, six of them Asian wom-
en, Gao decided to take action. She published a 10-panel 
webcomic, “The Wuhan I Know,” which relayed the city’s 
food, culture, and rich history. It quickly went viral and 
became the inspiration for her debut book, Messy Roots: 

A Graphic Memoir of a Wuhanese-American (Balzer + Bray/
HarperCollins, March 8).

Gao’s book goes far beyond the pandemic. It is an ab-
sorbing account of her immigration to the U.S., the rac-
ism and homophobia she endured during her adolescence 
in Coppell, Texas, and her move to Philadelphia for col-
lege, where she found acceptance in a large, diverse Asian 
American community as well as a queer community that 
readily embraced her whole self. 

We spoke over Zoom while Gao was working and va-
cationing in Lisbon, Portugal. The conversation has been 
edited for length and clarity. 

What are some of the challenges in turning a 10-panel 
comic into a full-length graphic memoir?
Figuring out what exactly I wanted to convey in this book 
was challenging. There were so many ways I could have 
written it. It could have been purely just about how awe-
some Wuhan was, or it could have focused on anti-Asian 
racism during the pandemic. 

But after “The Wuhan I Know” went viral, an Asian 
American mother wrote to me to tell me that this was the 
first book she could share with her two young daughters 
where they could be proud of their identity.

I also remembered that I was most in conflict with 
myself during my teenage years, when I was starting to 
understand race and sexuality. I needed something to 
help ground myself. If I was speaking to younger Laura, 
what would I have wanted to say? I could imagine young-
er Laura experiencing joy while reading a book about be-
ing Asian and queer. This is why I wrote Messy Roots, for 
young people.

In the U.S., we’ve heard so much about the virus but 
very little about the Wuhanese people. How did the ig-
norance here influence how you shaped the book?
In the beginning, when no one was taking Covid seriously, 
co-workers and people around me would make offhand 
comments about Wuhan without understanding how 
harmful they could be. Jokes would pop up about bats. 

Laura G
ao

WORDS WITH...

Laura Gao
Gao’s webcomic about Wuhan spawns Messy Roots, a graphic memoir 
about queer Asian identity
BY ANJALI ENJETI
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I would hear these comments at work and, later, Face-
Time my grandparents and family in Wuhan. It was such 
a weird juxtaposition. Covid was a political comedy to 
some people in the U.S. but a reality for my Wuhanese 
family in lockdown. As an immigrant, I can’t speak for all 
Wuhanese people, but during the pandemic, I have had a 
unique perspective of both the East and the West. At the 
very least, I could express in the book my own anger and 
frustrations about how Wuhan was portrayed and also my 
pride [in] Wuhanese people. 

Queer identity is still such a taboo in many Asian Amer-
ican communities. What role does understanding your 
own queerness play in Messy Roots?
I didn’t start exploring my own queer identity until I ar-
rived at college. The University of Pennsylvania is quite 
a liberal community, and folks there are out and proud. 
Being out and proud is not just about embracing sexual-
ity, but about being confident in my own skin in the same 
way being Asian is. I can’t think of a single person in Cop-
pell, Texas, who was out and proud. Queerness there was 
always used to dehumanize someone. But my queerness 
is as ingrained in me as my Asianness. I can’t separate 
those identities. 

How was the coming-out process for you?
I’m not out to my extended family in China yet. The parts 
of the book I’ve shared with them are about Wuhan and 
how much Wuhan has made me love my heritage. 

I came out to my parents at the beginning of the year 
because the book was going to be published. I wanted 
them to know that I was queer before it hit the shelves. 
My coming out was hard for them. I knew it would not go 
smoothly, so it went how I expected. But over this past 
year we’ve had a lot of poignant talks. I’m hoping it will 
still get better. 

When you attended college in Philadelphia, you met 
people who were queer and grew up in large Asian 
American communities, a stark contrast to your own 
upbringing in Coppell, Texas. How did this affect where 
you decided to live after college?
One of the reasons I applied to college so far away was be-
cause I wanted to change my environment and meet di-
verse minds. No one in my high school ever talked about 
identity or racism. While in college, I realized how much 
racism and homophobia at my high school were normal-
ized. But I also realized that I had my own biases. I made 
my own faulty assumptions about Asians. 

After college, I had to ask myself who I wanted to 
be. I moved to San Francisco, where I could be proud to 
be Asian and proud to be queer. These communities in 
San Francisco helped me find my voice. They became my 
emotional support when I received hate mail after pub-
lishing “The Wuhan I Know.”

How does the great distance from Wuhan and from 
most of your Wuhanese family shape your diasporic 
identity?
The distance is huge. I was very close to my Wuhanese 
relatives when I was little. When I first joined my par-
ents in the U.S., my mom [says] that I would act up and 
get really mad. I didn’t address her as my mom. I didn’t 
consider her as a caretaker or parent of mine. 

But the more I got accustomed to being in the U.S. 
and to American life, the more the distance from the U.S. 
to Wuhan caused me to lose the Wuhanese part of myself. 
During each call with my relatives, I noticed my Manda-
rin was getting worse and worse. My Wuhanese relatives 
were trying to bring up this past Laura that they knew 
well but who I could no longer live up to. It felt like I 
was constantly seeing this ghost of me, from before I left 
Wuhan.  

You were about to go back to Wuhan for a visit when 
the pandemic struck and the city shut down. What’s it 
been like for you to not be able to see your family there 
in person? 
China has been closed ever since the pandemic started. 
The internet is not the best replacement for visits, but 
thankfully, my cousins helped my grandparents set up 
WeChat calls. I’m constantly checking in and call them 
every week. I feel like we’ve gotten a lot closer. 

Anjali Enjeti is the author of the essay collection Southbound 
and a novel, The Parted Earth. She lives near Atlanta. Messy 
Roots was reviewed in the Jan. 1, 2022, issue.
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KISS & TELL 
Khorram, Adib
Dial Books (384 pp.) 
$18.99  |  March 22, 2022
978-0-593-32526-1  

A boy band’s gay megastar struggles 
under public scrutiny. 

Canadian boy band Kiss & Tell may 
have started out as a joke, but the five 
teens’ 2022 multicity tour is no laugh-
ing matter. While their first show brings 

feelings of euphoria, the spotlight shines a little too brightly 
on Hunter Drake when his ex-boyfriend posts their sexts on 
social media. The fans react negatively, prompting The Label to 
quickly revamp Hunter’s image with an updated wardrobe. The 
Label also plays matchmaker, suggesting a new beau: recently 
out Iranian American Kaivan Parvani from Kiss & Tell’s boy-
band opener, PAR-K. Sparks fly, and the two boys decide to 
date for real. As Hunter, who is White, spends more time with 
Kaivan and less working on Kiss & Tell’s pivotal third album, 
tensions build among the band. Can they make it until the end 
of the tour? This is a love letter to boy bands, complete with 
lyrics and chord progressions that lend a sense of joyous authen-
ticity. Combining first-person narrative with fictional inter-
views, think pieces, fan fiction, and more, the author effectively 
encapsulates the ecosystem of celebrity and fandom—and cul-
tivates a strong, contemporary social message. Hunter’s myo-
pic focus on his own queerness and objectification in the music 
industry opens the door for important conversations about the 
impact of identity, particularly as other members of the ethni-
cally diverse band engage with him in ways that cleverly compli-
cate readers’ reactions.

An absolute bop; Khorram’s best yet. (Fiction. 14-18)

DOMESTIC EXTREMISM
How Big Is the Threat?
Marcovitz, Hal
ReferencePoint Press (64 pp.) 
$31.95  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-67820-236-1  

Violence and intimidation have been 
parts of American political life for gen-
erations, but today these incidents are 
increasing. 

Citing research showing that this rise 
has been perpetrated mostly by right-wing extremists, Marco-
vitz describes the threat, the increase in groups of varying ide-
ologies, the ways they attract followers, and countermeasures. 
An opening timeline begins at the end of the Civil War with the 
Ku Klux Klan, mentions the 20th-century bombings of an Afri-
can American church in Alabama and a federal building in Okla-
homa, and homes in on events of the first two decades of the 
21st century. The author begins his survey with a description of 
the Wolverine Watchmen who hoped to overturn Michigan’s 

Covid-19 guidelines by kidnapping Gov. Gretchen Whitmer. He 
then documents a variety of incidents and mentions extreme 
views among the police and members of the armed forces as 
well as eco-terrorists. To explain the rise of extremist groups, he 
offers further examples, calling out former President Donald 
Trump’s role in encouraging right-wing groups. Marcovitz also 
points to the role played by social media, again with examples 
from around the country. He presents research into why people 
are attracted to these beliefs and actions. A final chapter dis-
cusses government anti-extremist efforts and First Amendment 
rights. Quotations and photographs are found throughout this 
useful survey for high school students. 

A timely overview of a pressing issue. (source notes, orga-
nizations and websites, further research, index, picture cred-
its) (Nonfiction. 12-16)

THIS MIGHT GET AWKWARD
McDowell, Kara
Scholastic (336 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-338-74623-5  

After falling into a fake relation-
ship with her crush while he’s in a coma, 
Gemma starts falling for his brooding 
brother.

Socially awkward Gemma Wells lives 
near the Arizona-Utah border where her 

father runs boat tours of Lake Powell. She finds herself in the 
middle of the summer’s wildest drama when she rescues high 
school hottie Beau Booker from drowning during a boating 
accident. Beau lands in a medically induced coma, and when 
a nurse mistakes Gemma for his girlfriend, the story takes on 
a life of its own. Too nervous to tell the truth, Gemma hopes 
for a potential real relationship with the boy of her dreams. 
Beau’s hospital stint forces Griff, his mysterious older brother, 
to return to town, and when he strikes up a friendship with 
Gemma, she wonders if she’s falling for him instead. Griff and 
Gemma’s growing relationship will have readers flying through 
pages, desperate to uncover what will happen when Beau 
eventually wakes up. Beyond the romance, McDowell shines a 
spotlight on mental health: Gemma’s social anxiety disorder is 
displayed in both her social interactions and inner emotional 
workings, and her friend Sofía opens up about her struggle with 
depression. While Gemma and Griff ’s interactions and grow-
ing closeness are compelling and fully drawn, many of the side 
characters unfortunately fall flat. Main characters are presumed 
White; Sofía is cued as Latinx.

Hits the mark as a page-turning romance. (Romance. 12-17)
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THE LAST LAUGH 
McGinnis, Mindy
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins 
(384 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 15, 2022
978-0-06-298245-2  

While one cousin grapples with mur-
der, another seeks revenge in this Edgar 
Allen Poe–inspired sequel to The Initial 
Insult (2021).

Picking up where the first novel 
ended, this duology closer once again follows Tress Montor 
in mostly White, small-town Amontillado, Ohio. Still look-
ing for answers about her parents’ mysterious disappearance 7 
years ago, Tress is also haunted à la “The Tell-Tale Heart” by the 
murder of Felicity Turnado, whom she entombed alive in the 
previous entry. Alternating with her first-person narration are 
chapters from her often taunted cousin, Kermit “Ribbit” Usher. 
Reminiscent of the title character in Poe’s “Hop-Frog,” Ribbit 
plans for a deadly revenge against his tormentors as well as a 
heroic rescue of Felicity and a family-ordered killing. As before, 
the alternating point-of-view chapters, with taut storytell-
ing, dark twists, and allusions to Poe, effectively play off one 
another. Reinforcing the converging storylines are interspersed 
cryptic free-verse poems by Rue, a caged orangutan who lives at 
the illegal exotic animal attraction owned by Tress’ grandfather. 
The overall effect this time ups the mystery, intensity, and hor-
ror (emphasis on the latter!), with a satisfying ending delivering 
answers about ongoing family questions and clashes. Readers 
must be familiar with the first book to fully appreciate this one.

Masterfully modernizing the gothic horror genre, McGin-
nis outdoes herself. (Thriller. 14-18)

DAUGHTER
McLaughlin, Kate
Wednesday Books (336 pp.) 
$18.99  |  March 8, 2022
978-1-250-81744-0  

In this contemporary drama a young 
woman meets her father, a psychopathic 
killer, for the first time. 

High school senior Scarlet is a good 
student and aspiring filmmaker with an 
overprotective mom. She manages bouts 

of anxiety with medication—and sometimes with weed—and 
struggles to feel worthy of guys’ attention. These commonplace 
worries take a sudden back seat when the FBI arrives at her door 
and her mother is forced to reveal the truth: Scarlet is actually 
the daughter of a notorious serial killer, and they’ve been in 
hiding since his arrest and trial 16 years before. This fantasti-
cal premise and Scarlet’s wry but vulnerable observations are 
compelling. Her relationship with her mom and reintroduction 
to her extended family are moving. There is a chilling intensity 
to Scarlet’s visits with her father, who is terminally ill and says 

he will disclose the names of additional victims only to Scar-
let and only if she’ll agree to see him. Online articles and posts 
about her dad embellish the first-person narrative. A romantic 
subplot feels a bit tacked on at times, though the juxtaposition 
of the horrific details of sexual violence her father tortures her 
by relaying and the healthy, affirming sexual experiences Scarlet 
has underscores her progress in gaining confidence and under-
standing herself as a person who is not defined by her father’s 
evil. Scarlet and her family are White; there is some racial diver-
sity in secondary characters.

A gripping, thoughtful, and at times disturbing psycholog-
ical thriller. (Thriller. 14-18)

LAKELORE 
McLemore, Anna-Marie
Feiwel & Friends (304 pp.) 
$18.99  |  March 8, 2022
978-1-250-62414-7  

The rising waters of a hidden world 
threaten to drown Bastián and Lore, 
two trans nonbinary Mexican American 
teens, in the truths and pasts they’ve 
tried to cast away. 

No one believes the legends about 
the world beneath the lake anymore. No one has seen it except 
Bastián Silvano and Lore Garcia. The world wouldn’t open when 
Bastián tried to show it to anyone else—not until Lore needed 
a place to hide on a day long before they knew one another’s 
names. Now, a mistake Lore desperately wants to leave behind 
has moved their family to the lakeshore, but the underwater 
world is not the same quiet refuge. It’s filled with living papier-
mâché alebrijes, each one a representation of Bastián’s anxieties. 
As the once-secluded world swells above the surface, the lake’s 
seiches pull Bastián and Lore together again. In characteristi-
cally majestic prose, McLemore crafts vivid magic that balances 
scenes of overwhelming, unregulated emotions given life by the 
lake with soothing, sincere moments of love, self-affirmation, 
and gentle humor. The primary characters, Bastián (who has 
ADHD), and Lore (who is dyslexic), have family and friends 
who truly see them even as they confront trauma and internal-
ized shame. Affinity draws them to one another, helping them 
toward growth that is significant because it does not erase 
their neurodivergence and because it is personal, not reliant on 
codependence.

A beauty both bright and deep. (author’s note) (Fantasy. 
14-18)

“In characteristically majestic prose, 
McLemore crafts vivid magic.”

lakelore
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DIG TWO GRAVES
McNeil, Gretchen
Disney-Hyperion (352 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 29, 2022
978-1-368-07284-7  

A self-aware retelling of Strangers on a 
Train with a twist.

Friendless Carlsbad, California, teen 
Neve Lanier goes off to GLAM—the 
Girls Leadership and Mentorship sum-
mer camp—where she befriends perky 

Diane Russell, quickly developing a crush on her. In a reference 
to the plot of the movie, they jokingly swear to kill each other’s 
bullies. For Neve, the perpetrator in question is her former best 
friend, Yasmin Attar, who, cued by her use of Farsi, reads as Per-
sian American. In contrast to the default White main charac-
ters, this nonspecific coding of people of color is followed for 
Diane’s bully, Javier Flores, her stepbrother, who is supposedly 
guilty of sexual assault. While Neve had perceived this pact as a 
joke, Yasmin in fact turns up dead, and Diane starts blackmail-
ing her to do her part and kill Javier in return. Complicating 
matters, Neve develops a crush on Javier once she gets closer to 
him. The story falters under the weight of pacing issues—static 
for nearly two-thirds of the book and rushed toward the end—
as well as plot holes and inconsistent character development. 
Neve’s unsympathetic framing of her father’s mental illness as 
burdensome will not sit well with some readers. Neve is a fan 
of classic films, but the continual references to old movies take 
readers out of the narrative and ultimately add little to the story.

An anticlimactic thriller that tries to do too much. (Thriller. 
14-18)

MESSAGE NOT FOUND
Medema, Dante
Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins 
(400 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 29, 2022
978-0-06-295443-5  

Heartbreak is best remedied with 
Pop Rocks, ice cream, and illicit cham-
pagne. If only all wounds were so easily 
mended.

On a snowy January night, Tundra 
Cove High School senior Bailey Pierce is drowning her sorrows 
over ex-boyfriend Cade with her best friend, Vanessa Carson, 
when Vanessa receives a text that causes her to flee their cozy 
sleepover and head out into the treacherous Alaskan night. 
She never makes it home. Her car is found beneath the cliff 
below an icy mountain road—a road she shouldn’t have been 
on if she were heading home to meet her boyfriend, Mason, as 
she claimed. Grief-stricken and unsatisfied with the explana-
tion of the accident, Bailey, who has been coding since she was 
4, creates a virtual Vanessa from an old AI program created by 
one of her moms. V, as she nicknames the chatbot, effectively 

simulates Vanessa, a former Junior Olympics–bound cross-
country skier and keen book blogger, but the V that emerges 
is not the friend Bailey thought she knew. Intricately plotted 
and emotionally impactful, this story suspensefully and viscer-
ally peels back the layers of the girls’ friendship. Short chapters, 
Google search histories, and strings of text messages heighten 
the emotional punch, while the ethical implications of Bai-
ley’s creation are thought-provoking. Main characters read as 
White; Esther, Bailey’s newfound friend, is cued as Indigenous.

Emotions run high in this skillfully crafted tale. (Fiction. 
14-18)

BEING MARY BENNET
Peterson, J.C.
HarperTeen (384 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 15, 2022
978-0-06-306013-5  

Told she resembles one of Jane 
Austen’s least likable characters, an 
aggrieved, self-doubting teen strives to 
change her ways.

Marnie Barnes, 18, a wealthy senior at 
an upscale San Francisco boarding school, 

feels pressured. When her older sister Lindy was a senior, her 
project won the school’s prestigious Hunt Prize. Now Marnie’s 
desperate to win it herself—her Stanford ambitions and fam-
ily’s appreciation ride on it. The third of five daughters, Marnie 
feels slighted by their mother, who comments unfavorably on 
her weight. Facing the deadline to submit her project proposal 
(having children read to dogs at an animal shelter), she’s neither 
gracious nor grateful when her roommate, Adhira Fitz, intro-
duces her to friends with animal-shelter contacts. When exas-
perated Adhira compares her to Elizabeth Bennet’s awful sister, 
Marnie realizes she needs to change, a challenge made easier by 
Eugene “Whit” Whitlock, the cute boy volunteering at the ani-
mal shelter who helps get her project on track. But Marnie’s still 
crushing on hot venture capitalist Hayes Wellesley, Lindy’s best 
friend’s fiance.Unlike Austen’s Mary, Marnie is redeemable—
refreshingly imperfect, her characterization mostly rings true, 
and it’s her struggles that will keep readers invested as the pleth-
ora of largely familiar character types move through the unruly 
plot. Marnie is White; Canadian Adhira, who largely functions 
as the supportive BFF, has relatives in India; and Whit has a 
White American father and Japanese mother.

A coming-of-age story best appreciated by fans of genre 
romance. (Fiction. 14-18)

“Intricately plotted and emotionally impactful.”
message not found
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THE MIGHT
Pettersen, Siri
Trans. by Siân Mackie & Paul Russell 
Garrett
Arctis Books (512 pp.) 
$20.00  |  March 29, 2022
978-1-64690-002-2 
Series: The Raven Rings, 3 

The conclusion to the Raven Rings 
trilogy sees the brewing of a war 1,000 
years in the making. 

Hirka crossed over from contemporary Earth into Dreysíl 
and hopes to finally meet her blood family in the land of her 
father, Graal. In the place where the deadborn live in a strict, 
hierarchical society, she must once again carve a place for her-
self while her relatives plot an invasion of her home world in 
search of the Might. Meanwhile, Rime makes his way back to 
Ym only to find everything changed, his position as Raven-
bearer compromised, and his few allies diminished in number 
and power. As Rime struggles to stop Graal and his invading 
horde and Hirka seeks a peaceful solution as well as a way to 
save Rime’s life, they desperately forge a path toward one 
another. This fantastic follow-up to The Rot (2021), translated 
from the original Norwegian, delves further into the mythology 
of its parallel worlds, the power of the Might, and a character-
driven exploration of the intersections of power, identity, and 
belonging. Moments of repetitive internal monologue seep into 
an otherwise strong narrative in which the two protagonists 
experience significant growth as they find their footing in an 
unforgiving world during their search for answers, peace, and, 
ultimately, love. The main characters are White. 

A satisfying, powerful conclusion. (glossary) (Fantasy. 14-adult)

THE BOOK OF LIVING SECRETS
Roux, Madeleine
Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins 
(400 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 1, 2022
978-0-06-294142-8  

Best friends magically transported 
into their favorite book find themselves 
in a nightmarish landscape.

Adelle is a romantic dreamer and fan 
of the mystical, while closeted Connie 

prefers sports. But both love Moira, a little-known romance 
novel set in Victorian-era Boston. When a shopkeeper offers 
to send them into the world of the book, they accept—but the 
friends are separated, landing in different parts of the story-
line. They realize that while some things are familiar, there are 
supernatural horrors here that weren’t present in the novel they 
love. In this version, dreams and voices are driving people to 
walk into the sea. The characters’ personalities aren’t what they 
expected either. Adelle finds herself among the rich main char-
acters, while Connie winds up with the Penny-Farthings, poor 

thieves who only played a minor role in the original tale. As the 
teens try to find their way back to each other and home, they 
develop new friendships and romantic interests even as the hor-
rors around them grow worse. The story starts off at a leisurely 
stroll; the pacing amps up as the story progresses, culminating 
in an intense, action-packed finale. The setting and atmosphere 
are exquisitely rendered, and the horrors veer into the splen-
didly bizarre. The leads are captivating, and the secondary char-
acters round out the story. Main characters are White; there is 
racial diversity in the supporting cast, and racism doesn’t seem 
to exist in this alternate world.

Imaginative, weird, and enthralling. (Dark fantasy. 13-18)

A FAR WILDER MAGIC
Saft, Allison
Wednesday Books (384 pp.) 
$18.99  |  March 8, 2022
978-1-250-62365-2  

An aspiring alchemist and a talented 
sharpshooter team up to hunt an ancient 
beast.

When the hala appears each autumn, 
New Albion’s Halfmoon Hunt soon fol-
lows. Teams consisting of a marksman 

and an alchemist hunt the creature in pursuit of fame and 
fortune. Though the Katharist church condemns the hala as 
a demon, 17-year-old Margaret Welty has been taught by her 
Yu’adir father that it is a sacred creation of God. Legend even 
has it that the hala’s alchemized carcass could be forged into 
the philosopher’s stone. If Maggie wins the hunt and kills the 
hala, her alchemist mother, gone for months, may finally return 
home to stay. Weston Winters, son of Banvish-Sumic immi-
grants, has been fired from every apprenticeship he’s charmed 
his way into. Being taken on as Evelyn Welty’s student is his best 
chance at becoming an alchemist, but when he arrives at Welty 
Manor, Maggie immediately dislikes him. However, after they 
ultimately come to understand each other’s personal motives, 
they rely on one another to achieve their dreams. This atmo-
spheric, emotionally driven story focuses on the slow-burn 
romance between two outcasts who yearn to belong and who 
face discrimination for their cultural and religious backgrounds. 
Characters are cued as White, and New Albion is reminiscent 
of early-20th-century America: the Banvish-Sumic, Katharist, 
and Yu’adir people read as fantasy-world corollaries of Irish 
Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish immigrants, respectively.

Deeply romantic and utterly magical. (map) (Fantasy. 14-18)
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THE WORDS WE KEEP 
Stewart, Erin
Delacorte (400 pp.) 
$18.99  |  $21.99 PLB  |  March 15, 2022
978-1-984848-86-4
978-1-984848-87-1 PLB  

Following the discovery of her older 
sister, Alice, self-harming on the bath-
room floor, Lily grapples with her own 
increasingly perilous mental health. 

Burdened with an ultrarigid aca-
demic schedule and a perfectionist’s mindset, Lily Larkin, a 
16-year-old implied White girl, daily fends off pervasive anxiety 
and intrusive thoughts. For Lily, all her extra hard work means 
survival: “I can stop my family—and myself—from unraveling.” 
When she learns that Alice (diagnosed with bipolar disorder) 
will be returning home after two months of treatment, Lily 
braces herself for the reappearance of a sister she might not 
recognize. At school, she reluctantly garners the attention of 
Micah Mendez, a Mexican American boy hounded by depres-
sion and a troubled past. Micah, it seems, knows all about Lily 
thanks to his time at the same treatment center as Alice. Paired 
for a school art project, Lily and Micah grow closer, drawing on 
the power of words to express their truths to each other—and 
even their peers—in anonymous art installations. Lily, mean-
while, finds it hard to reestablish a relationship with Alice even 
as false starts send the sisters spiraling into potential calamity. A 
sprawling, engrossing read, Stewart’s latest succeeds in mapping 
out the toll of anxiety disorder with scrupulous, cleareyed detail. 
It’s mostly a hard, messy path for Lily, laden with moments of 
self-violence and acute tension. Above all, however, there’s an 
overpowering sense of hope underlined by an achingly sincere 
message: Speak up and get help if needed.

Indispensably candid. (author’s note, resources) (Fiction. 
12-18)

REMEMBER ME GONE
Stokes, Stacy
Viking (368 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 22, 2022
978-0-593-32766-1  

Tumble Tree, Texas, would be an 
unremarkable place to grow up but for 
the Memory House and the Miller fam-
ily’s ability to erase from memory the 
worst moments of a person’s life.

All Lucy Miller, 16, has ever wanted 
is to follow in her father’s footsteps and learn the unburden-
ing trade. Grieving the loss of her beloved Mama, the chance 
to help ease people’s pain motivates her through her own. But 
something strange is afoot: Marco Warman, the mayor’s nephew, 
is acting like he knows her although they’re near strangers. Peo-
ple are returning from the local mines different than they went 
in. And Lucy’s father is keeping secrets from her for the first 

time. Lucy, Marco, and Manuela, Marco’s girlfriend, discover 
a conspiracy deeper than simple dishonesty and are forced to 
confront the sinister underside and dubious ethics of memory-
taking, which hit closer to home than anyone in town real-
izes. Moving at an impressive clip, depth of characterization 
is forgone in favor of the next twist of the mystery. As a result, 
character and emotional texture arrive too late—a side effect 
of Lucy’s point of view being compromised by lost memories, 
a trick that’s not handled as deftly as it could be. But Tumble 
Tree’s oppressive desert beauty is a strong setting, the mystery 
often compels, and many twists stick the landing. Main charac-
ters default to White; Manuela is cued as Latina.

A fun and page-turning, if uneven, thriller. (Fabulism. 12-18)

TAKE HER DOWN
Whalen, Lauren Emily
Bold Strokes Books (240 pp.) 
$13.95 paper  |  March 15, 2022
978-1-63679-089-3  

Teenagers re-create the fall of Caesar.
Augustus Magnet School, in an afflu-

ent northern Illinois suburb, is a haven 
for queer teenagers—with a minority of 
cis boys and a majority of kids identify-
ing as LGBTQ+, the queer teens in this 

story exchange common homophobia for betrayal, deceit, and 
identity policing. After the 2016 election, the high schoolers 
suddenly care about the student government race, and the deci-
sion is between Jude Cuthbert (Julius Caesar), a White “power 
lesbian,” and Bronwyn St. James (Brutus), also probably White, 
whose new relationship with White cis boy Porter means that 
she’s more bisexual than she had thought. Jude, hostile toward 
the B in LGBTQ+ for familial reasons, smears her opponent 
as a flip-flopper, while tarot-reading Chinese American adop-
tee Cass St. James, Bronwyn’s cousin, is the final piece in an 
intensely cruel plot to take Jude down. Antonia Marcus is 

“Kenyan. Greek. Gemini. Trans. Demigirl. She. They. Lesbian. 
Depressed. OCD. Loyal”—and a somewhat inhuman carica-
ture of perfection, especially in their adapted “Friends, Romans, 
countrymen, lend me your ears” speech. The Shakespearean 
backdrop for this ultramodern tale of American politics and 
cutting-edge sexual and gender identities takes a while to pick 
up, but once it gets going, the cliffhangers and unstoppable 
pace make it hard to put down.

An intense ride of bisexuality and back-stabbing. (charac-
ter list) (Fiction. 14-18)
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RIGHT WHERE I 
LEFT YOU 
Winters, Julian
Viking (416 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 15, 2022
978-0-593-20647-8  

The summer after high school is 
full of uncertainty, but before Isaac and 
his BFF go in different directions, they 
make big plans that only a big crush can 
derail. 

As a nerdy, gay, Black Mexican kid growing up in the suburbs 
of Alpharetta, Georgia, Isaac struggles a bit to connect with 
people unless they’re characters in his favorite comic books. 
Besides his mom and abuelito, Isaac is only truly comfort-
able around his bi, Puerto Rican, gamer best friend, Diego. So 
Diego’s decision not to attend the University of Georgia with 
him in the fall makes Isaac nervous about what the future holds 
and puts a lot of pressure on their last summer together. The 
plan is to attend their first Teen Pride and get tickets to a comic 
convention, but when the latter is interrupted by Isaac’s infatu-
ation with bisexual Brazilian Davi, the former is almost ruined 
by the two besties’ hurt feelings and eventual blowup. The boys’ 
love triangle is thoughtfully executed. It’s the sort of represen-
tation characters like Isaac—and innumerable readers—have 
been pining for: a queer, multicultural cast allowed to grow and 
kiss and learn about intimacy on their own terms, without the 
threat of death or tragedy. Those terms aren’t necessarily easy, 
as the deterioration of his parents’ marriage has left an obvious 
mark on Isaac’s family and his understanding of relationships, 
but the journey is productive.

An enthusiastically queer story of friendship, family, and 
romance and the ways they empower one another. (Fiction. 
12-18)

LOVE, DECODED
Yen, Jennifer
Razorbill/Penguin (320 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 8, 2022
978-0-593-11755-2  

High school student Gigi Wong 
knows she has what it takes to be the 
best, so it’s frustrating that no one seems 
to expect much from her.

Chinese American Gigi’s loving, pro-
tective parents set high standards for her 

older brother, but they are content with their daughter’s simply 
being herself. Her Great-Aunt Rose, a successful matchmaker 
training Gigi to continue the family legacy, is hesitant about 
Gigi’s attempts to digitize her business and advises Gigi to be 
cautious with using her Matchmaker 3000 app to make client 
matches. Her best friend, Kyle, who is Chinese and White, 
assures her that she’s already incredible, but Gigi—a top stu-
dent at her elite New York prep school, co-editor of the school 

magazine, and volunteer peer mentor—is determined to prove 
herself, and she sees an opportunity through a statewide cod-
ing contest. Inspired by her Filipino mentee, Etta, who tells 
her how hard it is to make friends as a transfer student, Gigi 
develops Quizzlet, an app that matches users with potential 
friends based on compatibility. This contemporary retelling of 
Emma aptly shifts the focus of Austen’s well-meaning, occasion-
ally thoughtless protagonist away from romantic meddling and 
toward personal achievement without losing the spirit of the 
original novel. The warmth of friendship and family closeness 
shine through banter-filled dialogue and the characters’ use of 
food as a love language, with a touch of romance to round out 
the end. 

Effortlessly entertaining. (Fiction. 12-18)

“Representation innumerable readers have been pining for.”
right where i  left you



indie
BLACK SCALES 
Book I: The Dragons 
of Apenninus
Agapoff IV, James Rudolph
Mill City Press (516 pp.) 
$11.27 paper  |  $2.99 e-book
Jan. 31, 2019
978-1-5456-5816-1

A secluded island realm gets raided 
for its mythical secrets in this fantasy 
series opener.

Fourteen-year-old Icabus is a villager in Aggersel on the 
island of Apenninus. He’s been dreaming of ships arriving on the 
nearby lake and violent men who attack. One day, three ships 
do appear, and their captain, Furius of Authia, says “chance or 
fate” led them to the village. He and his small contingent are 
desperate to visit the Old Kingdom, sealed by the village ances-
tors. The sorcerer Galen once guarded “healing waters” that are 
now cursed. Furius nevertheless wants access to help save his 
homeland, fallen to the savage Arx Caeli imperialists. When the 
Aggersel Elders agree to vote on the matter, Furius goes behind 
their backs and insists that Icabus’ father, Atius, take him and 
his group to the Old Kingdom. The duplicitous sailors do find 
Galen and, with his consent, perform a swiftly brutal takeover 
of the village using soldiers hidden on the ships. Icabus flees 
into the forest, where the monstrous Taker lives. Yet deeper 
in the wilderness, there is hope. Apenninus is home to many 
strange, miraculous tribes that aren’t quite human. There’s also 
Nubis, a “dragon knight,” who explains to Icabus the secret of 

“mana,” a substance that can change a creature’s form. Agapoff ’s 
tale is an enthralling example of showing the story rather than 
telling it. A minimum of exposition brings characters and dia-
logue to the forefront of vivid events that crest over readers. 
As Furius reveals his evil, the narrative’s dramatic grip tight-
ens. Horror fans will love the surprising moments, as when one 
villain is eaten alive (“There was so much blood, and still the 
butcher shrieked, arching his body and flapping what remained 
of his arms and legs like bloody flippers”). While dragons are 
legends, missing from the world, readers instead meet the 
endearing Shrail, a giant talking bat. Yet change is the thematic 
center here. As Nubis says, “If you resist it, you will always be 
disappointed....Accept it, and it might be used to your advan-
tage.” A wider world awaits in the sequel.

An intoxicating, top-flight dark fantasy.

BLACK SCALES by James Rudolph Agapoff IV ..............................108

TWENTYONE OLIVE TREES by Laura Formentini; 
illus. by Marit Cooper ........................................................................ 117

UNSAY THEIR NAMES by Derek Kannemeyer ................................119

PULL FOCUS by Helen Walsh ............................................................126

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

UNSAY THEIR NAMES
Kannemeyer, Derek
Blurb (244 pp.)
$158.52  |  Sept. 15, 2021
978-1-00-649018-7
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DESCENT OF RAVENS
Book I of Bel’s War
Andrews, A.C.
Self (416 pp.) 
$21.99  |  $16.99 paper  |  $1.48 e-book
Sept. 27, 2021
979-8-4791-6253-4

A spiritual island gets overrun by 
vampires in this YA fantasy debut.

In the city of Tyr on the island of 
Trosika, Riordan “Rio” Proventus is a 

novitiate at the temple of Astara, Goddess of Light and Mercy. 
One day, he and his mentor, Hali Egmund, witness a ship pull 
into port with its flag upside down and at half-mast. Sailors drag 
a struggling woman off the ship, a vampire who has killed some 
of their crew. The sight chills Rio because he knows the island’s 
history—that Prince Philip Sakata died fighting vampires 800 
years ago. After the creature is subdued, Rio and Egmund 
walk to the Hands of Light Healing Clinic, where they channel 
Astara’s power to cure others. While Rio works, the Goddess 
speaks through him, saying, “The emperor has fallen.” He then 
dreams of war and Prince Philip. He wakes with a raven tattoo 
on his chest, the mark of Astara, making him a messenger in the 
coming conflict. Meanwhile, Turi Rand, Rio’s roommate, has an 
encounter with an older woman. He feeds her, and, in return, 
she gives him a pouch of bones for protection. Soon, clan 
Ishima invades Trosika from the mainland. As vampires and 
mages bring chaos, hope lies in an 800-year-old tomb. Andrews 
crafts a sleek series opener bolstered by consistent action, a 
straightforward magic system, and strong LGBTQ+ represen-
tation. Rio and Turi are “kinji,” which encompasses gays, lesbi-
ans, and those “in between, being neither, or having aspects of 
both, or shifting back and forth from one gender to another.” 
Turi learns that kinji are sacred to Mormo, Goddess of Death 
and the Underworld, whom he fed while she was disguised as 
an older woman. Later, Rio’s surprising paramour appreciates 
his “beautiful green-and-brown eyes,” and their lovemaking is 
tender without being overly explicit. While the scope of the 
violence done to Astara’s followers is horrendous, the author 
sharpens it by noting that the Goddess “didn’t lift a finger to 
save all of those people.” The story hints that the sequel will fea-
ture a more direct involvement by deities, including Bel, God 
of War. 

A crafty, well-paced LGBTQ+ fantasy series opener.

STOVES & SUITCASES
Searching for Home in the 
World’s Kitchens
Bertelsen, Cynthia D.
Turquoise Moon Press (386 pp.) 
$19.95 paper  |  $11.95 e-book
Sept. 11, 2021
978-1-73455-792-3

A woman looks back on a peripatetic 
life via recollections of memorable dishes 
in this rollicking memoir and cookbook.

Novelist and food writer Bertelsen recounts her youth grow-
ing up in Washington state and Florida and many periods spent 
abroad while working with the U.S. Peace Corps and accompa-
nying her husband, an official with the U.S. Agency for Interna-
tional Development, to foreign postings. Her travels took her 
from Milwaukee to Morocco to Machu Picchu and included 
some tense and even terrifying moments, from a bout of altitude 
sickness in Bolivia that had her vomiting until a cup of coca tea 
settled her stomach to a menacing encounter with a band of San-
dinista rebels in Honduras and a riot in Port-au-Prince after the 
overthrow of Haitian dictator Jean-Claude Duvalier. These epi-
sodes are entwined with reminiscences about iconic meals—each 
chapter concludes with a recipe—and these culinary experiences 
resonate with the greater narrative. The warmth of her child-
hood home is conveyed by recollections of her father’s vegetable 
beef soup, while the grinding poverty of Burkina Faso is brought 
to life by her relationship with a sick woman who sold her pro-
duce that grew more withered as the dry season progressed. Ber-
telsen’s novelistic prose features dynamic scenes and vivid detail: 

“Mr. Tartar Sauce grabbed Lee and kissed her right on her big red 
lipsticked mouth,” she writes of an assault by a drunken man on a 
cook in a Florida seafood restaurant where she worked. Her food 
writing is also rich and sensuous—“the crunchiness of the flau-
tas, paired with the creaminess of the guacamole and the crema, 
seasoned with a squirt of fresh lime, fired with the hot bite of 
green salsa”—and sometimes nearly carnal: “I ate like a wolf with 
a fresh kill, gulping the food on my plate in gasping, almost orgi-
astic bites, wadding up balls of bread and stuffing them into my 
mouth.” The end result is a truly mouthwatering read.

A tasty stew of gripping stories and evocative foodie lore.

SHADOW ATLAS
Dark Landscapes of 
the Americas
Ed. by Bissett, Carina, Hillary Dodge & 
Joshua Viola
Illus. by Aaron  Lovett
Hex Publishers (440 pp.) 
$34.99  |  $4.99 e-book  |  Nov. 30, 2021
978-1-73659-643-2

This dark anthology explores sinister 
legends and harrowing mythological crea-

tures spanning the Western Hemisphere.
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According to documents that open this book, the enig-
matic and decades-old Umbra Arca Society has long compiled 
myths and legends. Though some question the organization’s 
very existence, it has allegedly archived a book “for each corner 
of the world.” This anthology, however, focuses on the Ameri-
cas with a series of moody poetry and short fiction. Most of 
the entries follow a traditional format—a hero confronts an 
otherworldly, typically vengeful being or something equally 
heinous. But the spotlight shines brightest on the myths and 
legends themselves, originating from various locales. These 
include monstrous dogmen in Ohio (Tim Waggoner’s “God 
Spelled Backward”), the bogeymanlike Sack Man in São Paulo 
(Josh Malerman’s “Door to Door”), and a heart-eating female 
demon in the Yucatán Peninsula (Julia Rios’ “Xtabay”). Rec-
ognizable characters crop up, such as sea and lake monsters 
or the tooth fairy in Annie Neugebauer’s spine-chilling “You 
Ought Not Smile as You Walk These Woods.” Other less-
familiar tales prove just as fascinating, from raining fish in 
Honduras to the colossal “devil whale” in Jeanne C. Stein’s 
Colombia-set “Diablo Ballena.” An array of talented authors 
elevates this collection with indelible prose. Christina Sng, 
for example, delivers a series of creature-laden poems based 
in Mesoamerica and South America. In “The Massacoora-
maan,” she writes, “We reached Georgetown by morning. / It 
was empty / But for the dead bodies / Crisp under our Guy-
anan sun.” Editors Bissett, Dodge, and Viola stylize the book 
like an archive and include email correspondence, handwrit-
ten notes, photos, and sketches. Bissett and Dodge also con-
tributed several Umbra Arca “case files,” detailing phenomena 
like mermaids in Mississippi and unexplained ghost lights in 
Saskatchewan, Canada. Meanwhile, Lovett’s complementary 
artwork, whether of grotesque, menacing creatures or dream-
like imagery, simply astounds.

A host of sublime writers and settings create an entertain-
ingly macabre collection.

FREE TIME
Lose the Busywork, Love 
Your Business
Blake, Jenny
Ideapress Publishing (336 pp.) 
$32.00  |  $9.99 e-book  |  March 22, 2022
978-1-64687-066-0

A comprehensive efficiency guide 
for solo entrepreneurs and small-busi-
ness owners.

Business owner/podcaster Blake, 
author of the career-development book Pivot (2016), makes a 
convincing case for working smarter, not harder, in a book cen-
tered around a compelling question: “How can we earn twice 
as much in half the time, with ease and joy, while serving the 
highest good?” When she set out to build her own business 
after working at Google, Blake faced the typical challenges of 
self-employment, but instead of succumbing to income defi-
ciencies and overwork, she restructured her business based on 

There are about 2 million farms 
in the United States, according to 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture. 
They’re a big part of American life—
not only because they help feed the 
world, but also because they’re a key 
part of the country’s identity; it’s not 
for nothing that the song “America 
the Beautiful” name-checks “am-
ber waves of grain.” Here are a few 
books, recommended by Kirkus In-
die, which look at the farming experi-

ence from different perspectives. 
In Freedom Farm (2021), Jennifer Neves 

relates her early years working hard on a 
family farm in Freedom, Maine, and her 
later life living on a nonworking farm else-
where in the state. Kirkus’ review calls her 
prose “enticing,” singling out an anecdote 
about a weed-clearing pig named Priscilla; 
overall, the book is “a thoughtful, enter-
taining exploration of the joys and gritti-
ness of country life.”

Home, the Farm (2020), a collec-
tion by Laurence J. Sasso Jr., focuses 
on his own family farm and orchard 
in Rhode Island over the course of 
60 poems. Kirkus’ reviewer calls 
it a “vivid, visceral portrait of fam-
ily farm life” and highlights how 
the poet “deeply grounds his work 
in the land he knows so well,” tell-
ing of “the ‘dark, wet / fertile’ earth 
and ‘the knife of wind’…and the sun-
set like ‘a drawstring closing a black 

satin bag.’ ” 
Filmmaker Amy Wu takes a more 

wide-ranging view of farming in From 
Farms to Incubators (2021), a companion 
to her award-winning documentary. She 
profiles women in a range of agricultural 
careers, including farm managers, data 
scientists, and biologists, and shows how 
they’re revolutionizing farming with new 
discoveries and innovations. Kirkus’ re-
viewer notes that the author “makes 
their activities both intriguing and comprehensible to read-
ers with no knowledge of the agriculture sector.”

David Rapp is the senior Indie editor.

INDIE | David Rapp

down on the farm
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her emerging belief that “business stress is a systems problem.” 
That belief is effectively the platform for this book, because 
Blake intelligently demonstrates how her own system—the 

“Free Time Framework”—can facilitate business success and 
also free up time. Its three stages (“Align, Design, Assign”) pro-
vide a natural structure for the book itself, whose three parts 
describe the stages in detail. Clearly, Blake understands the 
power of three, as each section is further subdivided into three 
overarching chapter concepts; for example, “Align” asserts that 
a business project must line up with one’s “Values,” be compat-
ible with how one focuses one’s “Energy,” and draw on one’s 

“Strengths.” At times, the book seems a bit too tightly organized, 
but Blake makes it work by weaving together short, engaging 
chapters that are chock full of relevant examples and useful 
sidebars. Particularly helpful are the initial overviews of each 
subsection and the concluding chapter recaps. 

The book’s content is substantive, and each part delves 
deeply into its subject matter. Blake’s suggestions always rein-
force agility and efficiency. In Part 1 (“Align”), the author intro-
duces one of her core principles: “Each time you repeat a task, 
take one step toward automating it,” which she discusses fur-
ther in Part 2. Other worthwhile ideas in Part 1 include setting 

“purposeful intentions,” employing strategies for overcoming 
business bottlenecks, and learning how to “embrace imperfec-
tion.” Part 2 (“Design”) addresses how to establish and measure 

“ideal outcomes” and the potential impact of a project and how 
to design an efficient process. “Serendipity as Business Strategy” 
is an especially intriguing chapter, and a later sidebar, “Stop Sail-
ing the Sea of Shiny Shoulds,” shares the story of Blake’s and 
another entrepreneur’s social media hiatuses and the positive 
effects they had on their businesses. Other concepts in this 
part, such as Blake’s “deep work” windows, will surely reso-
nate with overburdened business owners. The primary focus 
of Part 3 (“Assign”) is delegation—arguably one of an entrepre-
neur’s biggest challenges. Here, Blake elegantly describes how 
to extricate oneself from being the “Chief Everything Officer” 
and how to build a “Delightfully Tiny Team.” She also covers 
several other useful techniques and tactics for maximizing time 
efficiency, such as building a task management system. All three 
parts of the book are well written, applicable, and actionable. 
Stylistically, Blake is a master of alliteration and rhyming; she’s 
also adept at employing numbered and bulleted lists. Overall, 
she delivers an entertaining, instructive reading experience.

An invigorating and informative time-management manual. 

BILONGO
Brewer, Brian Ray
Goldtouch Press (230 pp.) 
$13.10  |  $7.14 paper  |  July 22, 2021
978-1-955955-45-4

Two women fight over a man by 
slightly supernatural means in this novel 
about bad relationships.

Brewer’s tale triangulates Rawley 
Aimes, the first mate on an oil tanker; his 
wife, Marina, a pulchritudinous architect 
in Rio de Janeiro; and his lover, Lil, the 

ship’s cook, a blowsy redhead who holds him in erotic thrall. 
Marina pines for Rawley while he’s at sea but is beset by visions 
of him copulating sweatily with Lil and reading erotic poetry to 
her. When Rawley returns to Rio on shore leave, Marina plies 
him with food and sex. But Rawley, drunk, dejected, and mes-
merized by a vision of Lil undergoing a Santeria ritual, tells the 
distraught Marina that he wants a divorce. His resolve is com-
plicated yet not deterred when he swims to an isolated beach 
and meets Sibele, a teenager who reads his fortune from tarot 
cards and tells him that things probably won’t work out with Lil 
but that Marina will take him back. Rawley jets off to a vacation 
with Lil in Costa Rica, and she indeed proves to be a handful. 
She’s hypersexual but also grumpy, soused, and enraged by the 
rainy weather. Things seem to improve when the sun returns, 
but then Rawley abruptly dumps Lil in a scene that plays out 
in alternating bouts of tearful recrimination, histrionic guilt, 
and sex. Marina welcomes Rawley back as predicted, but once 
in Rio, he lapses into his old funk, drinking and dreaming of 
Lil. When Lil calls, he promises to return to her. At wits’ end, 
Marina hires a seer who tells fortunes from random Bible verses. 
The psychic senses a malevolent presence in the apartment and, 
when Rawley’s reading is unusually morbid, hints that witch-
craft may be afoot.

Brewer’s yarn features tense domestic drama, lurid rites, 
vividly atmospheric writing—“A blood red moon hung heavy in 
the lower sky above the waves, rheumy and dull, like the eye 
of a killer”—and some well-wrought action set pieces, like an 
attempted rescue at sea during a raging storm. (“The lifeboat 
groaned and popped under the strain and visibly bowed between 
the two logs, which worked to stove it in. The rescuers watched 
in horror as blood began to pour from the little man’s nose and 
mouth and as his determined look turned to resignation.”) The 
sex scenes can feel overblown—“He entered her with force and 
thrust with the power of the booming ocean, pulling her hair 
across her back like the guiding mane of an unbridled horse.” 
But when the carnal thunder subsides, Brewer’s shrewdly obser-
vant prose ably conveys the ways relationships go sour through 
subtle details of bickering and body language (“Marina leaned 
across and hugged him to her hard, then kissed him long and 
passionately. His hands hovered just off her back and patted her 
softly now and then”). The character studies are sharply etched 
and realistic—so much so that they make painfully clear why 
all the players ought to abandon one another. Marina’s clingy 
oversolicitousness is suffocating; Lil’s volatility and peevishness 
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are exhausting; and Rawley’s diffident refusal to commit—“I 
don’t know” is his mealy mouthed refrain—is infuriating. Read-
ers may conclude that no amount of sorcery can or should keep 
any of them together.

An entertaining magical-realist tale of a marriage threat-
ened by an infidelity.

WE ARE NOT SAINTS
The Priest
Brown, H. Les
Gibson-Brown Media (288 pp.) 
$23.99  |  $12.99 paper  |  $9.99 e-book
Oct. 28, 2021
978-0-9798668-6-9
978-0-9798668-8-3 paper

A novel chronicles the lives of gay 
Roman Catholic clergymen at odds 
with their chosen vocation and the 

LGBTQ+ community.
Canadian author Brown’s busy, provocative tale about reli-

gion clashing with lifestyle examines the lives of two 20-some-
thing deacons. Jared Röhrbach and Paul Fortis, both handsome, 
gay men at a seminary school in Rome, are on the verge of 
ordination to the priesthood. Jared struggles with nightmares 
involving his disapproving entrepreneur father and stepmother 
as well as an emotionally turbulent, decadelong relationship 
with Paul. Complicating matters is the knowledge of Paul’s 
affair with Jared’s schoolmate Jeff Hensen. Right from the 
opening pages, the author paints this love triangle with a fiery 
flair for the dramatic. Jared absconds with Jeff ’s private letters 
detailing the “juicy secrets” about his and Paul’s intimate sum-
mer dalliance. Paul grows more conflicted about his gay rela-
tionship and its contradiction with church canons. When Jared 
makes a hasty departure stateside, he decides to take advantage 
of his trust fund and romances Tony Keating, a sexy, sketchy 
hustler, while Paul accepts a challenging position to assist a 
reclusive monsignor. A rushed meeting reunites Paul and Jared, 
but more trouble lies ahead, as family secrets are revealed about 
Jared’s stepmother. Brown’s prose straddles the vigorous, the 
poignant, and the sordid in equal measure, particularly during 
moments when Jared embraces his wild side and when Paul’s 
faith is tested against his deeply felt attraction to Jared. Some 
scenes seem cobbled together without resolution, and the 
details of the characters’ motivations tend to feel rushed. Jared, 
for instance, is a restless protagonist who strains believability. 
Though he’s initially fully ensconced in his religious routines, he 
abandons everything for a luxurious life with Tony, then seam-
lessly returns to his ministerial duties with ambitions to become 
a bishop. As things progress, the plot becomes overstuffed and 
unwieldy with subplots involving twins and embezzlement. 
Though the characters lose some of their early allure, a surprise 
twist revives things. Brown channels his former vocation as a 
minister and spiritual director into creating a narrative that is 
authentically pious but riddled with sex and shocking secrets. 
For readers of queer romance yarns, this novel will satisfy on 

several levels as an engrossing, modern tale of faith versus free-
dom and feelings.

A fun, deliciously scandalous, if unevenly written, depic-
tion of queers in the clergy.

THE MIRABAL SISTERS
From Caterpillars 
to Butterflies
Calderón, Raynelda A.
Illus. by Maria Ocampo
Cayena Press  (48 pp.) 
$17.99  |  March 1, 2022
978-1-955328-02-9

Calderón’s biographical picture book 
tells the story of four revolutionary sis-

ters of the Dominican Republic.
The book opens by introducing sisters Patria, Dedé, 

Minerva, and María Teresa Mirabal, who lived in the Domini-
can Republic under the dictatorship of Rafael Trujillo. They 
had a happy childhood, and as adults, they became frustrated 
with the oppression of their people. Minerva started the June 
14 Movement, dedicated to bringing down the Trujillo govern-
ment. Three sisters were jailed, and Dedé took charge of the 
siblings’ children, keeping them safe. The other sisters were 
released, but their eventual assassination by secret police helped 
inspire a major movement to overthrow Trujillo. Although grim 
material for a children’s book, Calderón’s tale is presented in a 
sensitive manner, and Ocampo’s full-color, painted illustrations 
focus on the vivid colors and beauty of the island nation rather 
than on violence. A strong butterfly metaphor—“people called 
them Las Mariposas—The Butterflies”—is featured in the text 
and bright images. A glossary clearly explains longer vocabulary 
words and Spanish-language phrases. Like Calderón and Ocam-
po’s previous collaboration, Maria Montez (2021), this work 
offers insight into an underrepresented slice of history.

An inspiring and unusual story of heroic women.

DIVINE’S CHOICE
Carthew, Alastair
Self (430 pp.) 
$2.99 e-book  |  July 10, 2021

An epic satire, set between 1999 and 
2023, takes aim at the British royal family 
and the entire Commonwealth. 

Twenty-year-old Princess Divine Saxe-
Coburg and Gotha of England, born in 
2002, never intended to live up to her 
royal pedigree. In fact, after receiving 

the Royal Family Operations Manual on how to dress and act, 
she promptly put it in a drawer and became an “obstreper-
ous” young woman preoccupied with movies, sex, horse racing, 
and tacky clothes. Queen Liliana is troubled by her daughter’s 
behavior—and its impact on her yearslong scheming to marry 
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her off—so she ships her off to Proud (the new name for New 
Zealand). There, Divine promptly falls in love with the hand-
some, rugged rugby player Joshua MacGregor. At the same time, 
powerful forces are converging to threaten Queen Liliana’s 
hold on the throne and the English Commonwealth. Mean-
while, across Canada, Australia, and Proud, calls for a Brexit-like 

“Commexit” are growing. As Liliana watches monarchical disas-
ter unfold, unlikely political players, including a Māori gang and 
a drunken French cafe owner, see opportunity in Divine’s love-
driven rebellion, which leads to an epic tale of battles, intrigue, 
and royal weddings. New Zealand author Carthew has built an 
alternate fictional world with one foot in reality and with his 
tongue firmly in his cheek. The breadth of the characters, who 
each have their own unusual quirks and compelling personal 
histories, calls to mind David Foster Wallace’s mammoth 1996 
novel Infinite Jest. Carthew would have done well to include 
footnotes as Wallace did, however, as it’s easy to get lost in his 
ever expanding troupe of players, and some may find it diffi-
cult to decipher all the ways in which the story differs from our 
reality. However, once readers settle into the story’s rapid pace 
and upbeat tone, they’ll find a wealth of idiosyncratic, satirical 
moments that target politicians, racists, celebrity culture, and 
even Vikings. 

A royal farce with a great deal of eccentricity and wit. 

THE CLASSROOM OF LIFE.
Tools To Overcome Obstacles 
and Adversity
Cedolini, Anthony J.
Self (614 pp.) 
$29.11  |  $21.99 paper  |  $3.99 e-book
May 18, 2021
978-1-64184-647-9

Life’s struggles require hard work to 
overcome but also furnish opportunities 
for growth, according to this self-helper.

Cedolini, an educational psychologist, family therapist, and 
author of Occupational Stress and Job Burnout (1982), recollects 
events from his life and uses them as a peg for essays on psycho-
logical and moral issues. Thus, a boyhood incident, in which he 
locked his little brother, Billy, in a trunk and was in turn briefly 
locked in the chest by his father as punishment, prompts a 
commentary on the golden rule and the complexities of devel-
oping a moral compass. The author’s long efforts to overcome 
his mechanical ineptitude and learn how to rebuild cars under 
his uncle’s tutelage demonstrate the importance of persever-
ance and family support; Billy’s tragic death in a car crash at the 
age of 26 and Cedolini’s ensuing three-year depression afford 
lessons in overcoming grief by reconnecting to life. The author 
visits many topics on mental and behavioral health, includ-
ing chapters on surviving major depression (antidepressants 
are often effective, he notes) and an incisive section on addic-
tions, from opioids to sex and smartphones. (He calls them “an 
escape from dealing with reality and social discomfort” as well 
as a means of “avoiding the misery of thinking.”) He also has 

less-clinical chapters on living a successful life, with advice on 
everything from parenting—the Cedolini family rules included 

“If you open it, close it” and “If you turn it on, turn it off”—to main-
taining a positive self-image and coping with difficult people 
at work. (Among the last is “the Sherman tank,” who employs 
bluster and bullying to advance an agenda and has to be resisted 
with calm firmness.)

Framing the book as a letter to his grandkids, the author 
writes in a voice that’s frank but reassuring, as if gramps were 
your ideal therapist. Much of the text consists of Cedolini’s 
shrewd dissections of the practicalities of how to get along 
with people—and especially how to not get along with them. 
(Among his catalog of things that erode friendships are “major 
disagreements, especially political or religious, hitting below 
the belt with hurtful comments, insinuations, or accusations…
neglect, unkind and mindless mistakes, lopsided jabs at known 
vulnerabilities, and insatiable demands…overuse of another’s 
time or resources, fair-weather friending, rigid rules or narrow-
mindedness, the need always to be right, or maintaining a game 
of one-upmanship…repetitive suggestions on how you should 
change your behavior, unending reminders, traditional back-
seat driving, and bullying.”) The author’s advice often comes in 
aphoristic prose that can be blunt (“Take responsibility for your 
actions and move on—work on improving yourself ”), folksy 
(“If you don’t embrace the present with both arms, it will be 
as elusive as a pig slathered with fat”), elegant (“Reality teaches 
the wise to seek progress rather than perfection”), or lyrical 
(“Anonymously perform random acts of kindness; they will add 
to others’ sunshine and nourish your soul as well”). Throughout, 
Cedolini advances a positive, energizing message: Treat yourself 
and other people well, be realistic but not despairing about your 
problems, and don’t be afraid to take risks to overcome them. 
The sprawling book is a bit of a ramble, but readers will find 
much engaging food for thoughtful browsing here.

A sweeping, insightful set of life lessons drawn from 
vast experience.

INSIDE MY SEA OF DREAMS
The Adventures of Kami 
and Suz
Conrad, Susan
Illus. by Rebecca  Rothman
Driftwood Publishing (46 pp.) 
$18.95 paper  |  Oct. 21, 2021
978-1-73659-060-7

In this picture book, a young girl realizes her desire for sea-
faring escapades.

“One night, as the silver moon shone bright, / I dreamed 
I was on a BIG adventure in a tiny boat.” In Conrad’s lovely 
work, based on her memoir, Inside: One Woman’s Journey 
Through the Inside Passage (2016), the dream of a little White 
girl named Suz comes true when she grows up. She acquires 
a rainbow-colored kayak named Kami and embarks on a 
1,200-mile ocean voyage from Northern Washington state 
to Southern Alaska through the famous coastal “water trail” 
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“The author writes in a voice that’s frank but reassuring, 
as if gramps were your ideal therapist.”

the classroom of life.
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called the Inside Passage. The tale’s first-person narrative is 
alive with Suz’s determination, excitement, serious prepa-
ration, and appreciation for the wildlife she observes on 
land and in the sea. She sees beautiful and rugged scenery 
as she navigates busy ocean lanes, including “steep-walled 
fjords, just a sliver on the sea”; passes through a rainforest; 
and camps onshore. Suz faces challenges but relies on her 
skill and reliable Kami to bring her safely to her destination. 
Conrad’s light touch with her narration is well matched by 
Rothman’s graceful, full-color illustrations, ensuring read-
ers’ engagement in the young kayaker’s sense of wonder and 
discovery. The book also includes information about Conrad 
and Rothman, “Fun Facts” that expand on elements in the 
text, lively commentary from the author about her real-life 
Inside Passage journey, and an inspirational “whatever makes 
your heart zing—do that” message. 

A dynamic adventure tale, based on a true story, told in 
evocative images and prose.

POETRY & SCIENCE
Writing Our Way to Discovery
Ed. by Day, Lucille Lang
Scarlet Tanager Books (72 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Nov. 22, 2021
978-1-73453-133-6

These collected essays and poems 
by five women investigate the connec-
tions between poetic and scientific 
modes of exploration.

With her many poetry collections 
and other books as well as degrees in English, biology, and 
zoology, Day is especially well placed to edit this anthology of 
female poets whose work engages with science, particularly 
natural history and ecology. Besides herself, the contribu-
tors are Elizabeth Bradfield, Alison Hawthorne Deming, Ann 
Fisher-Wirth, and Allison Adelle Hedge Coke; each entry 
includes an essay as well as related poems by the writer or oth-
ers. The poets reflect on such matters as how they came to 
develop their twin interests. Hedge Coke, for example, grew 
up with “a familial knowing of science being a part of every-
thing,” while Fisher-Wirth began by taking up gardening as 
a young mother and now collaborates on interdisciplinary 
programs in environmental studies. The writers often turn to 
scientific knowledge for metaphors that can explore human 
experience. In “The Monarchs: A Poem Sequence,” for exam-
ple, Deming draws a link between the instinctual migration 
of butterflies, whose “navigation takes science,” and human 
intuition, the “art to know / to move when the idea strikes.” 
While science can serve poetry, the reverse is also true. Art can 
communicate ideas or—as Bradfield muses—“can help keep 
science honest.” Because the anthology offers both poems and 
personal statements, each kind of writing can help open up 
the other and allow readers to more easily trace influences and 
connections, making it a potentially valuable resource for stu-
dents, scholars, or interested readers. As might be expected, 

the contributors speak with eloquence, precision, and insight, 
conveying their delight, wonder, and sometimes despair—
several poems address environmental disasters. The poems’ 
strong voices and rich imagery reward attentive reading.

Thoughtful, resonant works that foster a deeper under-
standing of poetry and science.

RISKY RESTORATION
Dodd, E.F.
Warren Publishing (280 pp.) 
$25.95  |  $17.95 paper  |  Sept. 28, 2021
978-1-954614-65-9

A woman’s search for closure with an 
ex is upturned by a hot new man in this 
romance novel. 

North Carolina native Kesler “Kez” 
Walsh was sure that her handsome, funny, 
and bright law school boyfriend, Miller 

Thompson, was ideal husband material. But after graduation, 
Miller left the South, returning to Rochester, New York, while 
Kez took a good job in Charlotte. After many arguments and 
drunken phone calls from Miller claiming his love, they couldn’t 
resolve the long-distance problem and broke up. That was four 
years ago. Now 28, Kez has never truly moved on from Miller 
and his promises. She’s learned that he’s engaged to a bartender 
at the very pub where he’d drunk-dial Kez. She hatches a scheme 
to crash Miller’s high school reunion in Rochester and, as she 
tells best friends Regan “Rae” Murphy and Vivian “V” Walters, 

“see for myself that he’s moved on. That this thing with her is 
real, not just checking a box in his personal life.” Only then, 
she claims, can she find closure. Kez wants her besties to come 
along, so despite their doubts, Rae and V loyally agree. In the 
hotel bar, Kez meets Jackson “Jax” Jenkins—tall, dark, muscular, 
tattooed, brimming with confidence, and totally into her. He’s 
also attending the reunion. When he gets wind of Kez’s plan, he 
invites her along as his plus-one, giving her the perfect cover 
to evaluate Miller’s commitment to his intended. Meanwhile, 
erotic heat builds—and builds and builds—between Kez and 
Jax, who is ready for much more than just a fling. If the door on 
Miller closes, maybe another one could open, but first Kez must 
take a chance and trust again.

In her debut, Dodd runs the risk of making the romance too 
good to be true. Kez is a “gorgeous” red-haired head-turner, and 
she already owns her own law firm. Jax is perhaps even more inor-
dinately ideal, and not just physically. His restoration business 
is both masculine and artsy, and he’s thoughtful and sensitive 
behind the sometimes-cocky exterior—after a misunderstand-
ing, he sends flowers to Kez with an apology note that makes 
Rae exclaim, “Seriously? Those arms and that ass come with a 
poetry option?” He also conveniently happens to live right out-
side of Charlotte. Fortunately, Dodd gives her heroine a signifi-
cant flaw in her obsession with the past and dubious logic about 
needing to gauge Miller’s feelings; Kez didn’t just Google-stalk 
Miller; she actually hired a private investigator. Additionally, a 
few misunderstandings, eruptions from Miller and his fiancee 
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(who earns Kez’s sympathy), and other bumps in the road to love 
also help spice the story with some conflict. And of course, some 
readers will appreciate the well-crafted wish-fulfillment angle. 
The dialogue is energetic and funny, and the sex scenes are a plus: 
lusty, varied, and suggestive but not pornographic.

Low on plausibility but high on entertaining drama, dia-
logue, and hot romance. 

THE DEADHEAD WIZARD
DuBay Jr., Bill
Manuscript (297 pp.) 

With the help of his late uncle’s pos-
sessions, a man may be going crazy or 
becoming a wizard in DuBay’s fantasy 
debut, the first installment of a series.

Quin Cunningham is a graphic 
designer for the Brain Jug ad agency in 
Los Angeles. His Great Uncle Emmet 

died recently and left him a trunk full of memorabilia from his 
time as a Deadhead, or devotee of the Grateful Dead band. For 
the last few weeks, Quin has been smoking the “bright green 
herb” from Emmet’s bong. Certain that Emmet was a wizard, 
Quin wants to activate his own “shamanic DNA.” The problem 
is, after all of his herb consumption, his wife, Laura, now looks 
like a “bulgy-eyed demon.” With the help of Imogen Gibbons, a 
local baker, Laura gets Quin to see a psychiatrist. After an evalu-
ation by Nurse Jarvis, who has fuzzy bear ears, Quin is placed 
on a 72-hour hold, which is later extended to a two-week hos-
pital stay. His hallucinations continue, and Dr. Hayes informs 
Quin he’s likely bipolar. Quin visits a parallel dimension called 
the “inner lair” where he finds Hayes teaching aikido and energy 
manipulation to acolytes and learns that he can wield White 
Magic (rare magic of the ether). Once he leaves the inner lair 
and the hospital, however, he discovers that someone doesn’t 
want him to master his newfound abilities. DuBay’s skill in 
deploying pop-culture references (he calls the 1985 film The 
Goonies “the Citizen Kane of my generation”) makes his novel a 
delight for readers who grew up in the 1980s or anyone with a 
twisted taste in adventure and romance. The novel’s first line, 
in which Quin sees “a ghost fly out of [his] dog’s butt,” sets the 
pace for juvenile wackiness. Comic book fans especially will 
adore a hero who quotes The Amazing Spider-Man line, “With 
great power comes great responsibility.” Occasionally, the ref-
erences feel like a comedic crutch, but once DuBay’s villain 
emerges, the narrative gains true momentum.

This raucous fantasy is a jubilant celebration of kid humor.

THE GLOBAL CURRENCY 
POWER OF THE US DOLLAR
Problems and Prospects
Elson, Anthony
Palgrave Macmillan (220 pp.) 
$139.99  |  $30.00 e-book  |  Sept. 16, 2021
978-3-03-083518-7

An authoritative work offers a per-
spective on the United States dollar’s 
importance on the global stage.

This is economist/scholar Elson’s 
fifth book on global finance, distinguished by its narrower focus 
on the role that the dollar plays in the international economy. 
The author first covers the historical rise of the dollar since 
World War II, then demonstrates how it became the center of 
the global financial system. He finally addresses the benefits and 
defects of the dollar-centered system as well as possible reforms. 
Elson’s depth of knowledge on the subject is the basis for a sol-
idly factual, if at times wonky, discussion. Still, even readers not 
steeped in global economics will surely comprehend the influ-
ence and implications of the “dollar zone,” which “has increased 
to around 65% of global GDP, involving more than half of the 
195 countries in the global system with separate currencies.” The 
author shows how the U.S. routinely exerts its financial power 
internationally. But the more intriguing aspect of the book is 
the contrast of the dollar system’s benefits with its deficiencies. 
In particular, he exposes a number of weaknesses that inten-
sify risk; for example, with the American economy becoming a 
smaller part of the global financial landscape in the past decade, 
it may “be unable to continue to satisfy a growing demand for 
safe assets without other countries becoming concerned about 
the debt sustainability of the United States.” Further complicat-
ing the vaunted current position of the dollar is, not surprisingly, 
the increasing power of the Chinese economy. Observers and 
students of the global economy are likely to find the chapter on 

“possible reforms” of the dollar-based system to be of great value. 
Here, Elson suggests that a shift to a multireserve currency sys-
tem may be appropriate, although an “unbalanced and gradual 
process of evolution” in that direction “could be the source of 
financial instability.” Another key concern the author raises is 
the role of digital currencies (cryptocurrencies) and, more spe-
cifically, the potential for central bank digital currencies. Each 
chapter contains notes and references, and Elson’s concluding 
chapter is a fine summary of the book’s main points.

A cogent, persuasive, and timely look at the dollar’s power.
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“DuBay’s skill in deploying pop-culture references makes his novel 
a delight for readers who grew up in the 1980s.”

the deadhead wizard
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THE VOLUNTARY SERVANT
How Volunteers Grow as 
Persons, Give Back, Change 
Lives, and Make a  
Better World
Evans, Randy
Manuscript (345 pp.) 

A seasoned event organizer offers 
insights into maximizing the efficacy of 
volunteer work in this manual.

With an MBA from Columbia Uni-
versity and three decades in the corporate world that culmi-
nated in a position as vice president of human resources for 
a Fortune 500 company, Evans has extensive experience in 
motivating and distributing responsibility among large groups 
of people in an organization. Following the death of his wife, 
he left corporate America, obtained a Ph.D. in psychology, and 
supported a range of community volunteer projects, from food 
banks to high school mentoring programs, in addition to ser-
vice as the president of a local Rotary Club and organizer of an 
annual festival that celebrates the work of C.S. Lewis. In this 
volume, he blends his academic knowledge of human behav-
ior with personal experiences and “real-life practices” to offer 
both volunteers and organizations insights into how “to do 
more good, more effectively, and have more fun while…doing 
it.” Divided into three parts, the book focuses first on “The Vol-
unteer Self ” and the ways in which individuals can identify work 
that complements their interests and talents. The section’s 
broad definition of volunteering includes religious and charity 
work and social and political advocacy. Perhaps most useful in 
this part are vignette “spotlights” that provide perspectives of 
individuals who found volunteer niches that fulfilled their own 
longings to make the world a better place as well as meeting 
community needs. These stories, ranging from recent retiree 
Rene, who helped coordinate a food bank during the height of 
2020’s Covid-19 pandemic, to Stacy Smithers, who answered 
calls on a crisis intervention phone line for LGBTQ+ youth, 
provide poignant examples of the power that individual volun-
teers can have in changing people’s lives.

The book’s helpful second and third sections present 
best practices for volunteer teams and organizations, cover-
ing topics that include delegation of responsibilities; integrity 
and ethics; and the fostering of cooperation, with a particular 
emphasis on the value of “servant leaders.” Ultimately, Evans 
concludes, “high-functioning groups” embrace a democratic 
model that “supports mutual goal setting, problem-solving, 
decision-making, and critique,” while autocratic or laissez faire 
(“let everyone do what they want”) organizations are far less 
effective. Many chapters in all three sections conclude with 
specific “Action” ideas that volunteers and organizations can 
embrace to best ensure that their resources and time are not 
needlessly wasted on extraneous diversions and that encourage 
evaluation of individual and collective effectiveness. Discussion 
questions are similarly included for individual reflection or for 
organizations to discuss as part of a communal book reading. 
Particularly useful to organization leaders is a chapter on how 

to provide “mindful” feedback to volunteers that validates their 
work and motivates them to be team players. Though based on 
personal experience, the volume contains ample research and 
strong endnotes to substantiate its tips and strategies. An entire 
chapter is even dedicated to “implementing plans with partici-
pative action research.” An additional emphasis of the manual is 
on cultural competency. Multiple chapters pay careful attention 
to the dynamics of race, multiculturalism, gender, and sexuality. 
Though its sometimes mawkishly positive writing style that is 
peppered throughout with inspirational quotes and anecdotes 
may be too corny for some readers, the book balances these 
maudlin excesses with pragmatic, evidence-based advice.

An engaging, well-researched guide to volunteering.

BREAKFAST AT MONSANTO’S
Is Roundup in Our Food 
Making Us Fatter, Sicker,  
and Sadder?
Evslin, Lee A.
Bowker (132 pp.) 
$14.24 paper  |  $7.42 e-book  |  July 23, 2021
978-1-73527-311-2

A physician sounds the alarm about 
the danger of pesticides to humans in 
this debut health care book.

As a pediatrician and primary care doctor on the Hawaiian 
island of Kauai, Evslin was troubled when he read a 2012 Ameri-
can Academy of Pediatrics policy statement about pesticide 
exposure in children. At the same time, controversy flared over 
pesticides supposedly being used to treat chemical seeds and 
coffee crops on the island. Two years later, the author became a 
member of a state-commissioned task force on pesticides. His 
exposure to information about the potential health effects of 
pesticides led him to conceive of this work, which, he writes, 

“describes why pesticide-free produce should possibly be a prior-
ity for all of us.” Appropriately excerpting salient quotes from 
Rachel Carson’s landmark environmental book Silent Spring, 
Evslin begins with a discussion of glyphosate, the active ingre-
dient in Roundup, a herbicide created by Monsanto. The author 
cites sobering research suggesting a strong correlation between 
the prolific use of glyphosate on edible crops and the increased 
incidence of health problems and diseases. According to Evslin, 
glyphosate-based herbicides “are the most heavily sprayed her-
bicides in the world.” He refers to many research studies indicat-
ing glyphosate’s danger to numerous species, including humans. 
Not surprisingly, he notes, companies who produce GBHs and 
other pesticides claim they are safe. At times, the author strays 
from his primary message about GBHs, addressing, for exam-
ple, multiple reasons for human obesity and depression. But in 
chapter after chapter, research findings combine with Evslin’s 
blunt yet insightful observations to raise questions and con-
cerns about the widespread use of GBHs. The author also con-
vincingly assails the Environmental Protection Agency for its 

“deeply flawed” findings in studying the relationship of glypho-
sate to cancer. At the end of the book, Evslin includes suggested 
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actions to take as an individual and “as a member of society,” 
although some, such as “Try not to eat nonorganic foods that 
contain soy, corn, or canola,” are truly challenging. Still, the 
author’s idealism is to be admired, as is his impassioned plea for 
creating “a government and corporate ethic that evaluates all 
scientific advances against possible harms.”

A well-researched warning about pesticides worth heeding.

TWENTYONE 
OLIVE TREES 
A Mother’s Walk Through  
the Grief of Suicide to Hope 
and Healing
Formentini, Laura
Illus. by Marit Cooper
Kat Biggie Press (230 pp.) 
$19.99 paper  |  $9.99 e-book  |  Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-955119-06-1

A San Francisco–based author con-
fronts the pain of grief and loss following her son’s suicide in 
this debut collection of memoiristic fables, poetry, and letters.

“My son Blaise was my soul mate and my partner in crime 
on many adventures,” says Formentini in her introduction. 
She describes the unique bond the two shared and how they 
enjoyed world travel together, visiting Cambodia, Lapland, and 
other far-off locales. She also says that Blaise’s highly sensitive 
nature, combined with drug addiction, led him to suicide in 
2019. In this book, Formentini examines the grief she’s experi-
enced in the hope of finding peace. The collection’s title refers 
to the 21 olive trees that the author intends to plant—one for 
each year of her son’s life. The book also includes 21 letters and 
poems the author wrote to Blaise in the year following his death 
that describe her grieving process. Each letter is accompanied 
by a hopeful fable that explores human connection; for instance, 

“Camel and Spider” tells of two friends separated by desert wind. 
Formentini’s debut offers insightful, finely textured reflections 
on the dynamics of grief. Her early poetry is understandably raw 
and confrontational: “One thing that makes me so pissed off, / 
is you leaving me like this.” However, as the book progresses, 
this rage transforms into a sedate spiritual understanding: 

“That is where I Find You, / In that Light that Shines its Love, / 
and which has always been at the / Very Core of My Being.” The 
deeply personal poetry is counterbalanced by the fictional tales, 
which present broader, more universal truths. The author’s 
power to move readers is exemplified by the closing of “Camel 
and Spider” when Camel says, “You’re in the moon. You’re in 
every grain of sand. I can’t see anything without seeing you, Spi-
der.” Cooper’s full-color illustrations add to the book’s unusual 
melding of genres. The end result is a tenderly philosophical 
study that offers hope and solace. 

An offbeat and uplifting contribution to the literature of grief.

THE MARLOWE MURDERS 
An Alexandra Durant Mystery
Giebfried, Laura & Stanley R. Wells
Independently Published (528 pp.) 
$11.13 paper  |  $3.99 e-book  |  April 1, 2020
978-1-09-958711-5

A woman with a perfect memory must 
solve a murder at the center of a wealthy, 
dysfunctional family in Giebfried and 
Wells’ mystery, the first in a series.

It’s 1955, and Alexandra Durant’s 
final year of graduate school isn’t going according to plan. 
First, she’s kicked out of her psychology program less than 
a year before completing her dissertation. (The reason? Not 
being “likable” enough.) Then she’s offered the chance to 
reenroll—but only if she does a favor for her professor, John 
Marlowe. Marlowe hires Alexandra to work as a maid for his 
mother for one month at the sprawling mansion on the fam-
ily’s private island off Maine’s coast. It’s a strange request, 
but Alexandra needs to graduate, and the money John offers 
her will pay for her own mother’s medical treatment. Alexan-
dra arrives on Exeter Island to find things not quite as John 
described them. First of all, his mother is dead! Her six chil-
dren and their significant others—all of them quite odd—
have descended on the island along with an estranged friend 
of the family named Isidore Lennox, whose presence causes 
quite the stir. At least the estate will be easy to sort out. John, 
the oldest, will inherit everything. Then John is murdered, 
leaving each of the 12 people on the island a possible sus-
pect. Everyone is suspicious of one another. The only one 
Alexandra can trust is herself. Luckily, she has spent years 
developing a photographic memory—indeed, memory is the 
topic of her dissertation—making her the perfect sleuth to 
get to the bottom of the crime. She’ll need to hurry. Several 
of her housemates may be much more dangerous than they 
initially seemed. In solving his murder, maybe Alexandra 
can figure out the other mystery that’s been bothering her: 
Why did John hire her to be his mother’s maid the day after 
his mother died?

Giebfried and Wells deliver a wonderfully atmospheric 
murder mystery on foggy, snowbound Exeter Island. The loca-
tion makes the lead’s circumstances feel even more remote 
and dangerous, while the incessant bickering of the surviving 
Marlowes creates an almost unbearable claustrophobia. The 
prose is exact and attuned to Alexandra’s analytical perspec-
tive. Here, before he dies, John gives her instructions for nav-
igating the strange scenario involving multiple overbearing 
personalities: “Now, you’ll be thrown into certain situations 
while you’re here, and—like a good psychologist—you need 
to react appropriately. No judgment. No criticism. Nothing 
makes you uncomfortable. Understand?” The novel is a long 
one at over 500 pages, and its shifts in tone—moving easily 
from suspense to humor to horror to satire—keep the reader 
from ever getting too comfortable. Alexandra’s virtuosic 
memory and poor people skills make her a delightful detec-
tive, and the people around her provide an endless series of 

“Giebfried and Wells deliver a wonderfully atmospheric murder 
mystery on foggy, snowbound Exeter Island.”

the marlowe murders
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foils. The twists keep coming all the way to a satisfying end-
ing. Perhaps the most exciting development is the promise of 
future Alexandra Durant cases to come.

A fun, inventive murder mystery set on a wintry Atlantic 
island.

SARA GARDEN ARMSTRONG
Ed. by Gustafson, Eleanor
Great Jones Street Press  (216 pp.) 
$45.00  |  Nov. 10, 2020
978-1-73565-590-1

A volume of essays and photographs 
highlights the career of a multimedia 
artist whose works explore themes of 
movement, breath, and the relationship 

of humans to the environment.
Beginning with the cover of the book, readers will be 

quickly immersed in the muted abstract sensuality that char-
acterizes much of Sara Garden Armstrong’s art, whether in the 
form of paintings of dreamscapes superimposed with words and 
graphs or an amorphous sculpture casting shadows that “paint” 
the wall behind with dense layers of shapes. In his foreword to 
the volume, David Ebony, contributing editor of Art in America, 
calls Armstrong’s work “prescient and urgent,” asserting that 
she shares with Leonardo da Vinci a scientist’s “understand-
ing and appreciation of Earth as an organism, corresponding 
quite closely to the human body.” Gail C. Andrews, former 
director of the Birmingham Museum of Art, who has known 
Armstrong through much of her 40-year career, praises the 
artist’s constant exploration and experimentation in terms of 
themes, techniques, and materials. Other essays elaborate on 
the investigative fearlessness of Armstrong’s creations, such as 

“The Process,” in which Daniel White defines the artist’s overall 
mission statement as “keep asking questions.” The book, edited 
by Gustafson, is well constructed for showcasing Armstrong’s 
life, vision, and body of work. Vivid images by various photog-
raphers depict myriad views of the artist’s paintings, sculptures, 
and books, presenting convincing proof of Jon Coffelt’s con-
tention in an essay that “Armstrong’s work is alive. It poses and 
postures and sometimes breathes.” The volume’s pieces, writ-
ten by artists, critics, and curators, are wide ranging and include 
dissections of Armstrong’s use of sound and movement in Dan 
R. Talley’s “Drawing Breath”; a revealing interview with the art-
ist in Alan Bruton’s “Airplayers and Beyond”; and a history of 
the trailblazer’s studios in Alice Meriwether Bowsher’s “A Space 
To Call Home: A Place To Work.” Steffany Martz anchors the 
narrative with an exhaustive, illustrated chronology. The last 
page echoes the multidimensionality of Armstrong’s own work 
by offering QR codes that provide easy access to 18 videos that 
elaborate on her artistic approach. Both longtime fans of Arm-
strong and those who are new to her oeuvre will find much to 
appreciate here.

A comprehensive and illuminating examination of an influ-
ential experimental artist.

LOVE IN THE TIME 
OF WORMHOLES
An Ignisar Novel
Hardy, Jess K.
City Owl Press (276 pp.) 
$12.99 paper  |  $3.99 e-book  |  Sept. 1, 2021
978-1-64898-117-3

A hospitality director on an interstellar 
cruise balances intrigue in deep space with 
an unexpected reunion in this SF romance.

Life on the Ignisar, an interstellar 
pleasure cruise ship, is uncomplicated for Sunastara “Sunny” 
Jeka, just as she prefers. As the ship’s hospitality specialist, she 
is responsible for ensuring the vessel’s guests have everything 
they need, from comfortable accommodations to spectacular 
entertainment. Her personal life is similarly unencumbered 
as she drifts from one casual encounter to the next, assidu-
ously avoiding any attachments. Sunny enjoys this life for five 
years, until she encounters the ship’s new languages and cus-
toms expert, Frederick Caruthers. Months earlier, they met on 
Squee, a dating app. Users of Squee use pseudonyms, and they 
called themselves Phoebe and Joshua. They enjoyed a passion-
ate night together, one that seared itself into Sunny’s memory. 
She desires Freddie but wants to keep their relationship strictly 
professional. Freddie proposes a solution to her dilemma: They 
will remain professional at work, but at night they’ll resume 
their relationship as Phoebe and Joshua. Sunny and Freddie fall 
in love, but secrets from their past and a mystery on the Ignisar 
threaten to put their relationship—and their lives—at risk. 
Hardy’s latest novel is an appealing second-chance romance 
with an SF twist that offers irresistible characters and a fast-
paced story that deftly balances action and passion. Sunny 
and Freddie are appealing protagonists whose role-playing as 
Phoebe and Joshua gives their scenes a lively spark. The author’s 
worldbuilding is robust as events on the Ignisar unfold over the 
course of several subplots, including a case of espionage target-
ing a senator from the planet Tranquis and her family. A rich 
vein of humor runs through the tale, from the title’s sly nod 
to Gabriel García Márquez’s Love in the Time of Cholera to the 
sharp, quippy prose (“Clever, vicious, brutal, and with no alle-
giances aside from the all-mighty credit, they were, in Sunny’s 
opinion, exceptionally bad cruise ship guests”). That said, Fred-
die is alternately referred to as “Freddie Carruthers” and “Fred-
erick Caruthers.”

An enjoyable romp through space with a sizzling love story 
at its core.
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BUILD ME A CITY
Secrets, Lies, and Love in 
Baron Haussmann’s Paris
Joaquim, Nancy
Montrose Hall (321 pp.) 
Jan. 22, 2022
978-1-7377559-0-6

A novel chronicles one man’s fic-
tional journey through the tumultuous 
second half of the 19th century in Paris.

Charles Fabron of Rouen has a thriv-
ing architectural practice and a beautiful young wife, Louisa, 
pregnant with twins. But it all comes crashing down when 
Louisa dies in childbirth along with the twin boys. Devas-
tated, Charles reluctantly accepts a position in Paris with the 
dynamic Baron Haussmann, the emperor’s right-hand man 
overseeing a complete tearing down and rebuilding of the City 
of Light. Charles is angry to be named supervisor of demoli-
tion, but Haussmann’s legendary charm wins him over, and he 
throws himself into the work, which he finds that he enjoys 
and which helps him heal. One day, Daniel Lazare, a young boy, 
shows up, recommended as a runner, a messenger among all 
the projects. He proves himself almost indispensable and well 
liked. But suddenly, he is accused, falsely, of theft, and no mat-
ter how personable he is, it is well known in Paris that orphans 
and runaways like Daniel are robbers and liars. He takes off. 
The rest of the book is a hunt for him on Charles’ part and also 
the revelation that the architect has really been a puppet in his 
own life. Joaquim, a graceful writer, makes the most of an excit-
ing period in French history—first the Second Empire, then 
the Prussian siege of Paris, and finally the Commune. Hauss-
mann is toppled, becomes hated, and the Communards try to 
destroy his magnificent work. But the real story is the relation-
ship between Charles and this mysterious boy who has disap-
peared. Readers follow Charles into old age, into what Milton 
called “calm of mind, all passion spent.” As Charles reflects, “A 
garden is like life. It never turns out quite the way you want it 
to.” But in the author’s poetic treatment, readers get a wonder-
ful Dickensian denouement that glosses over some of the dicey 
coincidences. Readers will forgive Joaquim those improbable 
twists because they will want to believe in the characters and 
have love reaffirmed.

An intricately plotted tale that draws readers in and makes 
French history come alive.

UNSAY THEIR NAMES 
Kannemeyer, Derek
Blurb (244 pp.) 
$158.52  |  Sept. 15, 2021
978-1-00-649018-7

A powerful photographic testament 
to a series of inspiring protests.

Poet, playwright, and photographer 
Kannemeyer’s book opens with a com-
pelling preface on the “great Ameri-

can rift” after the 2020 murder of George Floyd and goes on 
to present six months’ worth of images of the author’s home 
city of Richmond, Virginia, from June to November 2020, as 
well as two appendices following up on events in 2021. Across 
eight chronological chapters, anchored with expansive notes 
throughout, Kannemeyer presents an astounding photographic 
catalog of changes that were happening in Richmond, center-
ing on statues of Confederates and other historical figures. The 
book opens with an image of the Robert E. Lee monument, 
Richmond’s statuary centerpiece, and readers see its marble 
facade covered in inspirational art and messages that offer 
celebrations of Black Lives Matter and criticisms of policing. 
Kannemeyer’s eye is also drawn to many people who stand up 
against monuments to White supremacy, showing them pro-
testing the statue’s “Lost Cause” legacy. Kannemeyer inter-
sperses notes throughout that give the collection a diarylike 
feel—noting, for example, how daytime gatherings were peace-
ful but that ones at night “hardened the tone.” He also includes 
historical commentary, such as a passage dispelling the oft-cited 
myth that Robert E. Lee was opposed to slavery. Later chap-
ters include powerful photos of a toppled edifice of Christopher 
Columbus as it was fished out of water; the removal, by crane, 
of a statue of Stonewall Jackson as people look on in a blustery 
rainstorm; and the Jefferson Davis Memorial, covered in graf-
fiti condemning his racist legacy. In closing appendices, Kanne-
meyer offers thoughtful reflections on ongoing questions about 
how Americans memorialize their history; he writes of his hope 
to find “other ways, and other places, to pay tribute.”

A stirring record of anti-racism in a Southern city.

SARANA AND THE DARK KING
Keating, Ivy
Champagne Book Group (261 pp.) 
$14.99 paper  |  $3.99 e-book  |  June 20, 2021
978-1-77155-979-9

A princess thought dead by her fam-
ily grows up to stymie her father’s evil 
plans in this fantasy series opener.

Edmund VI, known as the Dark 
King, rules Bounten. He’s obsessed with 
finding stores of the rare, powerful metal 

tarilium, which would help him conquer surrounding kingdoms, 
such as Attaveer and Northland. He’s also due an heir from 
Queen Ava. When she births a pale, sickly girl with white hair, 
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“Kannemeyer offers thoughtful reflections on ongoing questions 
about how Americans memorialize their history.”

unsay their names
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Edmund suspects a demon’s curse. He summons Storm, his 
magical Valomere wolf, to strike at the newborn’s soul, killing 
her. However, Nurse Meriden and the castle servant Faye smug-
gle the miraculously living child outside. Meriden names the girl 
Sarana and brings her to Attaveer, to the home of her sister Alli-
son and her husband, William, who are farmers. Sarana grows 
into a capable young woman. She loves sparring and exploring 
the land and knows nothing of her true origin. She also pairs 
with her own Valomere named Halo, a golden, bear-sized wolf. 
Edmund, meanwhile, closes in on the locations of several maps 
created by the deceased wizard Terabin. The maps will reveal 
the location of tarilium and embolden the Dark King to invade 
Bounten’s neighbors. Can Sarana, having become a messenger 
for a network of spies, help save her family and friends from a 
tyrannical king? Keating’s medieval fantasy is a coming-of-age 
tale that employs subtle magic and uncluttered worldbuild-
ing to let the characters shine. Sarana shares the stage with 
Edmund, whose evil is palpable throughout much of the narra-
tive. He’s a smooth liar, especially to Queen Ava regarding the 
whereabouts of his mistress, Lahna, whom he imprisons in a 
tower. Yet his villainy is balanced by the joy others experience; 
Meriden, nearly a spinster approaching her 30s, finds love with 
Richard, a fisherman. Sarana also meets Cabe, a Bounten sol-
dier who frees her after she’s been captured. Skillfully placed 
time jumps carry Keating’s hero to adulthood and place her 
on course to face the Dark King. Halo has a unique skill that, 
when combined with Sarana’s drive for justice, makes them a 
formidable pair. The finale’s much-altered status quo promises 
a rousing sequel.

An emotionally nuanced, character-driven medieval fantasy.

DRAGON’S MOUTH
McDowell, Gibbes
Ybr Publishing (214 pp.) 
$17.99 paper  |  Oct. 26, 2021
978-1-73495-159-2

A group of military elites and geolo-
gists tries to thwart a sinister Islamic ter-
rorist plot in this thriller.

McDowell’s follow-up to his debut 
novel, Driftwood Unmasked (2018), jump-
starts in the ready room of the impos-

ing American aircraft carrier the USS Nimitz, stationed in the 
Red Sea. There, a seasoned squadron is briefed on rogue Saudi 
Gen. Ahmed Ibrahim’s plot to overthrow his country’s regime. 
The American military’s strategic interception strike plan, 
Operation Conundrum, is put into motion and includes shoot-
ing down traitorous infiltrators within its own ranks. A sole 
survivor of the attack is Kamal Rashid, the son of a mujahed 
father and a staunch jihadi ever since a 1979 Soviet attack on 
his Afghanistan village forced him to watch his mother being 
raped by Russian soldiers and his family executed. Rashid “lost 
his soul to the dark side” and, self-radicalized and battle-hard-
ened by the time he was a young teenager, became a prodigy of 
Osama bin Laden, vowing to ruthlessly avenge the pillaging of 

his homeland. Despite being on FBI counterterrorism analyst 
Dan Shields’ radar, Rashid elusively and skillfully organized the 
Boston Marathon bombing in 2013. His current lethal plan is 
to sneak across American borders and orchestrate the explo-
sive lava tube rupturing of volcanic magma simmering beneath 
Yellowstone National Park’s surface to incite a catastrophe. 
Enlisted in the American disaster prevention initiative is gor-
geous Dr. Christy Albright, assistant to Dr. George Ainslee, 
director of geologic studies at Yellowstone and a former “tun-
nel rat” in Vietnam. When both scientists are kidnapped by the 
terrorist cell, the FBI must move its master plan into high gear 
and enlist a Navy SEAL team before the al-Qaida–provoked 
disaster strikes.

As evidenced in a narrative studded with factual details, 
McDowell conducted extensive research on geologic phenom-
ena and consulted with military corps intelligence to craft this 
gripping tale rich with vivid, realistic action sequences. The 
author adds generously detailed backgrounds to his core charac-
ters, and the interactions between the agents and the scientists 
are also authentically rendered, creating a classic battleground 
scenario and impressive, consistent dramatic tension. Addition-
ally, McDowell packs the story with riveting combat scenes and 
even bits of romantic intrigue involving Allen Carter “AC” Col-
lins and Ronnie “Toad” Rawlings, a pair of best friends and top-
tier SEALs who find themselves vying for the heart of the same 
research scientist. Opening the tale is the author’s organically 
derived description of the consequences of a possible erup-
tion of volcanic magma from deep beneath Yellowstone’s sur-
face, which makes up for the somewhat hurried resolution in 
the story’s closing chapters. Aptly titled after a loudly gurgling, 
natural hot spring in Yellowstone, the book generates excel-
lent suspense from the high-stakes circumstances engulfing the 
American military forces and the frenzied scientists scrambling 
for a victimless resolution. Creepy in its global relevance and 
future foreboding, this novel tells a frightfully prophetic tale of 
radical extremism battling against the forces of patriotism and 
the consequences for a world whose security is compromised 
by terrorism.

A rousing and riveting work of military fiction from a 
writer with great potential.

LIBERTY JUSTICE
McKay, Brett
Red Adept Publishing (234 pp.) 
$11.99 paper  |  $5.99 e-book  |  Sept. 30, 2021
978-1-948051-79-8

An Oklahoma teenager and her drug-
addicted mother find themselves on the 
run from cops and a sadistic hit man in 
McKay’s thriller.

Liberty Justice’s days are filled with 
misery and heartbreak. The 13-year-old 

girl cares for her mom, JJ, who spends much of her time in a her-
oin haze. The two live in a run-down mobile home and barely 
have money for groceries, and none of JJ’s past boyfriends have 
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been much help over the years; some of them were even abu-
sive. One day, a drug dealer shoves his way through their front 
door, claiming that JJ has stolen from him. He seems intent 
on killing them both, so they fight back, resulting in his death. 
Liberty—who’s convinced that police will put her in foster care 
even if they believe the death was accidental—and JJ hop into 
their van and speed away. But it’s not only the cops they have to 
worry about; soon, someone else sics an assassin on them. The 
hit man’s name is Jon Grinder; his kills leave no trace, and he’s 
notorious for his brutal, torturous ways. As he hunts the mother 
and daughter, they use what little cash they have to stay alive 
and keep ahead of the authorities. Most of their friends and 
family members aren’t willing or able to help; however, some of 
them are dealers, and if JJ doesn’t give in to her heroin cravings, 
she’ll soon be facing serious withdrawal. Liberty is smart and 
resilient enough to get herself and her mother far—but how far 
must one go to escape a hellbent professional killer?

Over the course of this crime novel, McKay, the author of Tree 
of Souls (2020), develops his characters exceedingly well. Liberty, 
in particular, is a superlative hero; she doesn’t suffer bullies gladly, 
and she refuses to give up on her mom. Indeed, her relationship 
with her mother is the novel’s highlight, and it offers a realisti-
cally somber portrayal of the effects of a debilitating addiction 
on a family. JJ is also sympathetic; in between highs, she proves 
to be a capable, protective parent. Grinder is revealed to have 
history with JJ and a desire for revenge; he’s just one of a cast of 
grim souls who are prone to violence and betrayal. Fortunately, 
Detective Clay Baxter, the cop chasing Liberty and JJ, provides 
a glimmer of hope; he finds a way to communicate with the teen, 
and they manage to find common ground, as he also once lived 
with an addict mother. McKay’s unadorned prose helps the novel 
keep up a narrative pace that, like its main characters, rarely 
slows down. Still, quieter moments shine; in one such scene, 
Grinder chillingly weighs the pros and cons of killing a random 
couple when they’re about to discover the body of a person he 
killed. The suspense ramps up in the final act, as Liberty, JJ, and 
others inevitably clash, and a few twists and a surprise villain are 
revealed before a stellar ending.

A brisk and affecting chase narrative with dynamic, well-
developed characters.

NEOLIBERALISM, 
GLOBALIZATION, INCOME 
INEQUALITY, POVERTY 
AND RESISTANCE
McKenzie, Renaldo C.
Palmetto Publishing (346 pp.) 
$31.89  |  $29.99 paper  |  $8.99 e-book
May 26, 2021
978-0578-89794-3

A Jamaican scholar’s debut work 
analyzes the impact of neoliberalism on 
recent Jamaican history.

McKenzie, who was born and raised 
in Jamaica and is currently a doctoral student at Georgetown 

University, begins this work with an exceptionally useful primer 
on the history of his native country from the arrival of Chris-
topher Columbus to later British imperialism, the World War 
II era, and decolonization. Jamaica, he says, is a capitalist 
nation “centered on a culture of servitude where tourism, hos-
pitality, sports, and music are the main sources of income,” and 
the blame for its currently stagnant economy, he asserts, lies 
squarely with neoliberal policies, which focus on free market 
capitalism and deregulation—both inside the nation’s bureau-
cracy and its nominal Western allies’. Early chapters highlight 
how “neoliberal technocrats” forged a “Washington Consen-
sus” inside Jamaica’s government that perpetuated, and even 
exacerbated, poverty for more than half a century. The book’s 
second half pays particular attention to how international 
events since the 1980s—from the elections of Ronald Reagan 
and Margaret Thatcher to the global ascendance of the Black 
Lives Matter movement—intersected with Jamaica’s economic 
and social history. The author gives the ideas of Pan-African 
thinkers, including Frantz Fanon, ample attention and analysis, 
as well as those of Black Nationalists, such as Jamaican Mar-
cus Garvey, whom the author critiques for his “Fascist ideo-
logical roots” and embrace of “Western-style capitalism.” This 
well-researched, interdisciplinary volume makes its points in 
passionate and learned prose, and McKenzie shows an expert 
command of relevant scholarship by historians, economists, 
and social theorists. The tour de force narrative unfortunately 
wanes in its final chapter, which examines solutions to neoliber-
alism using references to the 2002 film Dirty Pretty Things—an 
anticlimactic ending that doesn’t meet the high bar set by the 
previous 10 chapters. Nonetheless, this book as a whole pro-
vides important commentary and critical context on its subject.

An erudite analysis of Jamaica’s economic history. 

UGANDA WILDLIFE SAFARIS
Photographs & Ecology
Miller, Jonathan L. & Arleen G. Miller
Manuscript (350 pp.) 

A travel book offers photographs 
of Uganda and commentary about the 
country’s wildlife and ecology.

The Millers present a personalized 
look at Uganda, known as the Pearl of Africa. The volume stems 
from two trips taken by the married Colorado couple, one in 
2016 and the other in 2018. The two tours followed similar 
routes, though the discoveries in each were different. Readers 
are walked through the specifics of traveling to sites like Lake 
Victoria and Buhoma. The star of the show is the wildlife. Much 
is written about the many creatures encountered. From a mala-
chite kingfisher in the Kazinga Channel to docile cheetahs at 
an animal sanctuary and views of chimps in their native habi-
tats, the majority of the book is devoted to the country’s ani-
mals. The authors joined guided treks to see gorillas in a jungle. 
Those on the trip were warned to make no loud noises and to 
venture no closer than seven meters to the creatures. Numer-
ous photos also showcase the vivid experience. Lions eye a Cape 
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“The well-researched, interdisciplinary volume makes 
its points in passionate and learned prose.”

neoliberalism,  globalization,  income inequality,  poverty and resistance
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buffalo in Queen Elizabeth Park. A baboon smiles in the Kibale 
Forest. Zebras venture to a watering hole in Mihingo. The point 
behind the Millers’ pictures is to generate an interest in the 
natural world. According to the authors, the work is meant to 

“promote the wonder and love of nature and to appreciate the 
universal consciousness found in the spark of life in the eyes of 
every creature.” 

The Millers’ book is at its best when digging into the fine 
details. For instance, most readers likely know that elephants 
are intelligent. Yet do these readers realize that the animals are 
smart enough to “raid bicycles and trucks that go by at the same 
time each day, laden with fruit and produce”? Elephants do not 
forget “when the bananas are coming.” There are also practical 
tips for would-be travelers, such as the possibility of unforeseen 
domestic flight delays and the admonishment from a guide 
not to give money to beggars. One guide, when asked by tour-
ists if lions were “candidates for petting,” cautioned: “You can 
never relax around lions.” Broader observations are not always 
as insightful. While it may be “exhilarating to effortlessly view 
such an astonishing diversity of birds and wildlife,” this asser-
tion does not add much to a volume that shows the amazing ani-
mals in striking pictures. And many of the intriguing photos tell 
their own tales. Images of handmade canoes in Mabamba drive 
home just how close a traveler can potentially get to a water 
cobra. A picture of a female gorilla eating leaves with a look 
of curiosity (or perhaps annoyance) on her face illustrates the 
authors’ spark-of-life concept. The same can be said of a photo 
of two young gorillas at play. If anything will ultimately inspire 
appreciation for the spectacles of nature, it will be enthralling 
scenes like these.

This captivating work reveals the many wonders to be 
found on a journey through Uganda.

NEW MOM ESSENTIALS
A Field Guide to Being 
Your Own Health Advocate 
Throughout Pregnancy and 
the Fourth Trimester
Murray, Dianna He
Joy & Clarity (176 pp.) 
$18.00 paper  |  Sept. 2, 2021
978-0-578-87845-4

A debut handbook for a healthy preg-
nancy and baby care in the first three 

months after childbirth.
In this wide-ranging volume, executive coach and yoga 

teacher Murray takes readers through the multifaceted expe-
rience of being pregnant and parenting a newborn. It clearly 
describes an array of standard prenatal tests and optional proce-
dures and, refreshingly, estimates prices for each. Early on, she 
advises that new mothers should, for instance, call their insur-
ance company sometime in the first trimester and inform them 
of the pregnancy. “Then,” she continues, “ask them what info 
they tend to share with those who are pregnant, as well as what 
they need from you when (e.g., prior authorizations for genetics 

or gestational diabetes testing and/or post-delivery hospital stay, 
protocol for adding baby to your insurance, any coordination 
of benefits requirements you should know about...)” and so on. 
In addition, the author includes carefully itemized sections 
regarding human resources policies in the United States, using 
policies in Illinois, where she lives, as a specific example; the 
practicalities and politics of selecting helpers at every stage; the 
pragmatics of returning to work; and dozens of other aspects 
of the pregnancy and infant-care experience. The work lays out 
all of this practical information with impressive clarity, but the 
book’s strongest aspect may well be its reliable, consistent tone 
of calm and wise reassurance. “Hopefully this goes without say-
ing, but being pregnant and giving birth are natural things your 
body is born knowing how to do,” she says in one representative 
passage. “You are not sick. There is not something wrong with 
you.” Prospective mothers and their loved ones will find this a 
comprehensive volume that answers their questions and calms 
their fears.

A wise one-stop guide for new mothers.

THE PURSUED AND  
THE PURSUING
Odasso, AJ
DartFrog Blue (170 pp.) 
$17.99 paper  |  $5.99 e-book  |  Sept. 28, 2021
978-1-953910-87-5

A sequel to F. Scott Fitzgerald’s master-
piece imagines the life of a gay Jay Gatsby.

“I had scarcely got Gatsby across the 
threshold…when to our astonishment it 
became clear that there was something 

resembling life in him yet,’’ writes narrator Nick Carraway 
at the beginning of Odasso’s novel. Instead of dying from a 
gunshot wound, as he did at the end of Fitzgerald’s The Great 
Gatsby, this Gatsby recovers under Nick’s tender care and in 
his bed. Somewhere between fan fiction and literary thought 
experiment, Odasso’s book sets up Nick and Gatsby as lovers 
and ships them off on a steamy honeymoon through Canada, 
England, and France. The couple settle in Boston, where Nick’s 
cousin Daisy reappears in their lives. Daisy created tension in 
the original and has come back to complicate things. This time, 
the drama revolves around her daughter, Pam. A bright and 
sassy girl with more love for books than boys, Pam is starting 
to realize who she really is—and who she could be—with the 
help of her supportive gay uncles. As in the first book, keep-
ing up appearances is a dilemma for all the characters, but here, 
Nick and Gatsby’s tender love for each other helps them push 
through society’s expectations. There is something both silly 
and charming about the premise. Casual fans of the original will 
probably have a good laugh before getting drawn into the rather 
engaging romance Odasso has created (although they may need 
a Cliff ’s Notes refresher before the first chapter). The novel’s 
prose feels impressively witty and natural—if more inspired by 
the general time period than Fitzgerald himself. The sex also 
maintains a careful balance: passionate and surprising without 
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being lurid. But Odasso seems more interested in a queer family 
navigating the world of The Great Gatsby than directly engaging 
with or reimagining Fitzgerald’s mythic figures. Ironically, true 
Fitzgerald devotees may find this Gatsby to be a bit of a fraud.  

An intriguing and delightful queer romance that does not 
quite bring Gatsby back to life. 

THE TEACHING
A Thriller
Paine, T.O.
Dark Swallow Books (356 pp.) 
$27.99  |  $17.99 paper  |  $0.99 e-book
March 3, 2022
978-0-9992183-3-4
978-0-9992183-2-7 paper

A woman in a claustrophobic desert 
cult searches for a missing runaway in 
Paine’s debut thriller.

Raine Harkins lives by the Teaching, the religious doctrine 
that governs the Haven, a small religious community based 
in remote northern Nevada. She’s still a contented believer, 
though now that she’s nearly 30, she wishes she had someone to 
share her life with. “Everyone I grew up with has married or left 
the Haven,” she narrates, “but I know God will send my soul 
mate to me. Yet, it’s hard. The men in town don’t understand 
our way of life, and we’re down to less than ten families in the 
Haven.” Until then, she just has Java, but her free-spirited dog 
is prone to taking off into the wilderness. While searching for 
Java during one such occasion, Raine discovers a teenage girl 
hiding in the sagebrush. Samantha is a recent addition to the 
Haven and the newly adopted daughter of Raine’s friends Mon-
ica, the daughter of the community’s pastor, and David Johan-
sen, the man Raine wishes she could have married. Samantha 
bolts, Raine loses sight of her, and gunshots sound among the 
trees. When Raine returns home that night, she finds a note 
left on her door in unfamiliar handwriting: “God is watching 
you. Sooner or later, he’s going to run you down.” Samantha is 
missing. Another twist: Noah Carlson, the new student of reli-
gion who has come to study the Haven, is, unbeknown to its 
members, actually a private detective sent by Samantha’s birth 
family to bring her home. As pressures mount from both out-
side and inside the community, Raine feels compelled to help 
find the girl. But the threatening messages keep appearing, and 
the answers she finds force her to begin questioning the Teach-
ing for the first time in her life.

The novel cycles through Raine’s, David’s, and Noah’s per-
spectives as each attempts to navigate a fraught situation. The 
prose is urgent and sharp, as here where Noah realizes his job 
has gotten even trickier: “The news Samantha ran away from 
the Haven, though, has thrown a wrench in things. He can’t 
convince her to come back to Las Vegas if she’s gone. He’s not 
sure what to tell her father. The runaway has run away, and 
someone was shooting a gun in the woods.” Paine has chosen 
some wonderfully creepy elements—the desert landscape and 
the cult’s practices of channeling their guiding spirit, Sebastian, 

and plastering their Shrine with hundreds of letters to God—
but he also treats his characters as complex human personali-
ties. From this emotional mix, the tension builds slowly until 
it becomes nearly panic inducing. The pages fly by, pulling the 
reader deeper into the mysterious workings of the Haven. Paine 
is a talented storyteller and brings the novel to a satisfying con-
clusion. Readers will look forward to whatever chilling tale he 
comes up with next.

A gripping suspense novel set on the remote compound of 
a bizarre religious community.

THE FOREST FOR THE TREES
Pantelides, Mimi
Ybr Publishing (132 pp.) 
$11.99 paper  |  Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-73495-156-1

The title of this volume of poetry is 
fitting—while the expression “not see 
the forest for the trees” indicates the 
misunderstanding of a situation because 
one considers only its smaller facets, 
these lyrical musings reveal an apprecia-

tion of a life lived finding joy, renewal, and wisdom in nature.
Featuring more than 50 poems and a handful of uncred-

ited illustrations, this collection mostly deals with the stark 
dichotomy between the natural world and urban sprawl. The 
healing power of nature is evidenced in poems like “Country 
Mouse—City House,” in which, amid the dangers of urban liv-
ing, Pantelides discovers “comfort in familiar” natural sensory 
experiences like the color of the twilight sky and the sound of 
bird song. In “Forest Story,” the author finds sanctuary—and a 
deep, soulful connection—with her “wild spirit” at a lake: “Ah, 
this is what I came here for: A moment of wildness; / This fabric 
I belong to without ambition or judgment or greed. / I hear an 
ancient song that fades as people ignore it. I come here with 
my wild spirit / To hear the echo of wildness I belong to...we 
belong to, / And eschew at our peril.” This looming peril is a sub-
tle undertone throughout. The two most powerful poems are 
juxtaposing pieces: “The Song” and “When Poetry Strikes.” In 

“The Song,” a raindrop is redirected from its destiny by a con-
crete sluice, and instead of nourishing the roots of a sapling that 
could grow into a tree, its fate is stripped away by human inter-
ference. But Pantelides offers existential guidance in “When 
Poetry Strikes”: “So, we need to go for a walk in the woods. / 
Or, we need to look up at the sky. For a screen shot / Does just 
what it sounds like. /And leaves us with the carcass, not the joy. 
/ Better to be struck by poetry, / Than to have our senses slowly 
dulled / By a laptop or cell phone along the way.” 

While some of the poems not obviously connected to the 
overarching theme seem to initially dilute the overall impact of 
the collection, selections like “Allen Earnest Ball Died Unex-
pectedly July 4, 2019” are poignant glimpses into the author’s life. 
They exemplify not only the significance of being linked to the 
natural world, but also the importance of nurturing a strong net-
work of family and friends, like the roots in “The Wildflowers 
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“Paine has chosen some wonderfully creepy elements, but he also 
treats his characters as complex human personalities.”

the teaching 
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Are Going Wild” that stretch out “clutching dirt and pebbles” 
in search of sustenance and support. Poetry fans will find Pan-
telides’ charming wit and neo-pastoral aesthetic deeply insight-
ful and effortlessly fluid. Lines from “Farmer’s Market Day” 
describe this collection quite well: “As satisfying as the smell of 
hot donuts and sugar… / For poetry is something like donuts. / 
You can’t enjoy the sweetness / Till you place it on your tongue. 
/ And once you do, / You want it again.” An unexpected—and 
ingenious—supplement to these pieces is the author’s use of QR 
codes. Every poem has a corresponding barcode that take read-
ers to a YouTube.com site where they can listen to Pantelides 
share her poems in the spoken word. The option gives readers a 
deeper—and more intimate—poetry experience.

A rich, thematically fertile poetry collection in the spirit of 
Robert Frost and Emily Dickinson.

GOD CREATES PENGUINS
Peterson, Charles
Illus. by Brian  Russell
The Underfold (50 pp.) 
$13.99 paper  |  $4.48 e-book  |  Oct. 11, 2021
978-0-9859277-6-9

Two penguins celebrate their heav-
enly “creation day” and are sent to their 
new homes in this picture book that calls 
to mind elements of VeggieTales and Ele-

phant and Piggie.
In a Creation Station that looks a bit like a warehouse, two 

penguins (one black-and-white, the other with yellow eyebrows) 
wait to have a meeting with God. When they’re admitted, God 
tells them about what penguins do. The birds, God says, will 
undergo a series of challenges and a fight to find out where 
they’ll each live: One will inhabit a tropical island, the other 
a cold Antarctic environment. However, the penguins instead 
happily solve the problem with a simple “rock, paper, flippers” 
game. The brief text appears as dialogue in cartoonish word 
balloons, and the story flows easily. The book’s main strength 
is in how it juxtaposes simple phrases and Russell’s comedic 
illustrations; for instance, the penguins are told they’re “great at 
fishing,” and they’re shown doing so with fishing poles. God is 
depicted as a giant, glasses-wearing humanoid with star-speck-
led skin and a brown beard. Modern conceits add humor, as 
when two angels sit at a desk in front of a corkboard featuring 
the “latest creation.” Peterson and Russell previously teamed 
up on God Creates a Snake (2019), and nods to that volume are 
sprinkled throughout the text.

A whimsical, tongue-in-cheek take on Creation for emer-
gent readers. 

BEING LILI
Inspired by a True Story of 
World War II Paris
Pezdirtz, Catherine
Little Creek Press (264 pp.) 
$16.99 paper  |  $9.99 e-book  |  Oct. 20, 2021
978-1-955656-11-5

A young American woman gets 
recruited to spy on the Nazis in occupied 
Paris during World War II in this histori-
cal novel.

After her love, James Billings, is killed in the war, Lil-
lian Jackson is spurred by rage to join the fight and enlists in 
the Women’s Army Corps. She finds herself in London and is 
offered a remarkable mission: parachute into Paris and pose 
as a Frenchwoman from Toulon—she speaks perfectly fluent 
French—and land a job as a clerk in one of the Nazi offices. 
She finds one at the German Military Command’s office in the 
Hotel Majestic, and, equipped with a lighter that is a clandes-
tine camera, she keeps an eye open for any information that will 
aid the Allies. Her mission is as dangerous as it is difficult—she 
is now Lili Villon and must pretend to be a native of a country 
she has never visited, unable to trust anyone. As the Resistance 
scores more victories and the Germans lose ground in the war, 
the Nazis hunt ever more hungrily for spies out of a despera-
tion Lili notices: “Their confidence melts a little more each day. 
From all the shouting and swearing, I can tell their nerves are 
raw.” Pezdirtz faithfully captures the demoralization of Paris 
under harsh Nazi rule—the terrible food shortages, the brutal 
despotism, and the way in which French citizens were pitted 
against one another. And for all its dramatic excitement thrill-
ingly conveyed, there is also a tenderly poignant love story, as 
feelings burgeon between Lili and her French handler, Henri 
Marnier, a doctor suffering from heartbreak as well. The author 
doesn’t cover any fresh literary territory—the novel fits neatly 
into a well-worn genre and flirts with the predictably formulaic. 
Nonetheless, the story is both historically astute and moving as 
well as briskly paced with a surfeit of intrigue.

A captivating war tale, action-packed and affecting.

BRILLIANT WHITE PEAKS
Rong, Teng
Teng Rong  (252 pp.) 
$14.99 paper  |  $0.99 e-book  |  Sept. 14, 2021
978-1-77785-850-6

A wolf comes of age and finds his 
place in the world.

In this debut novel, a wolf goes 
from vulnerable cub to independent 
adult, navigating a landscape where the 
weather and other animals can be benefi-
cial or dangerous. The book opens with 

the unnamed narrator as a sheltered young pup, just beginning 
to meet his family (young sister, White-Ears; Ma and Pa; and 
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older brother, Scruff-Paw) and explore the world outside his den. 
The narrator and White-Ears learn to hunt, read the messages 
left by other animals, and be on guard against threats. After 
Scruff-Paw fights with his parents and leaves to make his own 
way in the world, the family heads west, looking for more safety 
and better hunting on the coast. During the journey, the narrator 
and White-Ears are left alone when their parents face off against 
an unfamiliar pack of wolves. When it becomes clear that Ma 
and Pa will not be returning, the two siblings head for the coast. 
White-Ears is injured, and the narrator takes care of her, stealing 
food from a wolf he dubs Notch-Tail. After his sister bonds with 
another wolf they meet, the narrator takes off alone to search for 
his parents one last time. He faces new dangers, fights to survive, 
and eventually reconnects and mates with Notch-Tail. The pair’s 
cubs face tragedies of their own, and the wolf family continues 
to find moments of joy where it can. Rong does an excellent job 
of transforming the wolves into dynamic characters, with needs 
and emotions that are compelling to readers but not overly 
humanlike, differentiating them with plausible quirks, like the 
narrator’s love of fishing. The descriptive language is vivid, par-
ticularly when it comes to the narrator’s hunting and feeding ses-
sions (“I reached into the belly and pulled out a chunk of meat, 
and I ate it whole, feeling the tender strands pop in my mouth, 
mashing against my teeth before sliding down my throat”). The 
solid story delivers a generally satisfying coming-of-age plot that 
celebrates the natural world without romanticizing it.

A captivating animal tale that explores universal themes.

TALES TOLD ON THE ROAD 
TO EMMAUS
Reflections on the  
Word of God for 
Contemporary Christians
Sammon, Sean D., John E. Kerrigan & 
Landon McCord Moore III
Independently Published (158 pp.) 
$14.95 paper  |  $9.95 e-book  |  Sept. 21, 2021
979-8-53632-567-4

A trio of Christian clergy reflect on 
the role of faith in contemporary society.

The Gospel of Luke tells the story of how Jesus, shortly 
after his resurrection, walked and talked with his followers as 
they made their way toward the town of Emmaus. The disci-
ples, however, didn’t recognize him as Jesus until after the walk 
had concluded and they were breaking bread together. Ker-
rigan, a Roman Catholic deacon; Moore, a priest in the Epis-
copal Church; and Sammon, a Marist brother, suggest that all 
humans are on a faith journey and that the church should follow 
Jesus’ example of walking with and listening to the problems of 
their fellow sojourners. Each of the book’s 25 chapters follows 
a similar template that “sets the stage” by briefly introducing 
the chapter’s topic, following it with a relevant passage from 
the Bible, and concluding with a three-to-five–page “Reflection” 
on the topic in light of Scripture. The chapters use elements 
from modern life, from the Covid-19 pandemic and the Jan. 6 

insurrection to video games and rap, to reflect on universal ques-
tions of faith, including such weighty ideas as the meaning of life 
itself. Effectively uniting all the chapters is the authors’ empha-
sis on tapping into spiritual “curiosity,” noting that faith is just 
as much about asking questions as it is about preaching answers. 
Jesus, the book reminds us, was himself “deeply curious,” asking 
those around him more than 300 recorded questions. This care-
fully crafted book effectively balances scriptural expertise with 
an accessible, down-to-earth writing style that contains ample 
references to pop culture, poetry, and literature. Its honest han-
dling of the United States’ history of racism is particularly pow-
erful in passages that challenge White Christians who default to 

“color-blind” assertions without doing anything to meaningfully 
challenge systemic racism. However, there’s not much in the 
book regarding issues of sexuality or the place of queer Chris-
tians in the church beyond occasional platitudes.

An often refreshing take on Christianity’s role in mod-
ern society that’s comfortable asking questions without 
obvious answers.

FOREVER
Sparks, Timothy W.
Independently Published (331 pp.) 
$12.99 paper  |  Aug. 14, 2021
979-8-73616-683-1

A brutal Oregon-based community 
manages to persevere after a nuclear war, 
but a bizarre traveling evangelist and his 
machine pose a threat to their way of life 
in Sparks’ speculative novel.

The tale takes place “somewhere in 
central Oregon” in the year 2059. People live in the aftermath 
of a relatively recent nuclear conflict, fought primarily between 
the United States and Russia over oil. Fortunately, the strategi-
cally unimportant Pacific Northwest was spared direct missile 
hits but not their aftereffects, as evidenced by fallout-mutated, 
carnivorous wildlife, social anarchy, and scorching daylight that 
effectively makes nighttime the only time that anyone can survive 
outdoors. In this nightmarish environment, the town of Forever 
subsists under a harsh system with a survivalist ethic, and its sta-
tus quo is maintained under the edicts of autocratic Mayor Fowler. 
Apparently, only White people are allowed to live within the 
town’s borders, and women are treated as little more than prop-
erty. The townsfolk capture giant insects for food, and treaties 
maintain an uneasy peace with raiders from the desperate, adja-
cent towns. Stricken refugees who come by in search of sanctuary 
are almost always turned away to die. However, one newcomer 
manages to talk his way in. The mysterious wanderer, who goes by 
the name “Brother Shuttlesworth,” poses as a preacher and hauls 
a strange machine that he calls “Noah,” which produces a fluid 
that he claims is divine in origin—and it’s a substance that’s even 
more appealing in the water-starved environment. Shuttlesworth 
creates disciples by dispensing the sweet-tasting “Divinity” liquid 
and by using mass hypnosis. 

Sparks’ dystopian thriller is a hybrid of splatterpunk horror 
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“The carefully crafted book effectively balances scriptural expertise 
with an accessible, down-to-earth writing style.”

tales told on the road to emmaus
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and survivalist SF that recalls elements of the works of Dean 
Koontz and Clive Barker, and its dire events unfold at a fast clip. 
The characters are highly unsympathetic, and there will be times 
when readers will wonder whether every person within Forever’s 
city limits is a sadist and bloodletter; many have been warped 
by their grim circumstances, causing them to embrace repellent 
ideas of frontier justice and political economy. The plot relies on 
more than one convenient deus ex machina—not only the literal 
machine Noah (whose name is both a biblical reference and an 
acronym for “Nuclear Ozone Amplifying Hydro-generator”), but 
also the human Crocker Sullivan. The outcast Forever citizen’s 
formidable array of inventions and weapons, and access to an 
underground Eden, set him up as a Tom Swift–ian solution to just 
about any problem the narrative throws at the various players. 
Meanwhile, more than one citizen of Forever suspects that Shut-
tlesworth is a fraud, including Fowler, who turns out to have some 
skeletons in his closet. However, few of the residents suspect just 
how monstrous his operation really is. Most of the problems that 
the townsfolk encounter are sufficiently chilling to keep readers 
engaged, and the story’s high body count will keep them inter-
ested in who makes it alive to the finale, which tentatively opens 
the door to follow-up installments. 

A violent, post-apocalypse SF tale with a hazmat sting.

PULL FOCUS 
Walsh, Helen
ECW Press (272 pp.) 
$17.95 paper  |  $15.99 e-book  |  Sept. 7, 2021
978-1-77041-579-9

The opening of a major film festival 
goes off script when the CEO’s former 
husband and his half brother—her cur-
rent lover—go missing.

In Walsh’s suspenseful debut about 
the politics, pressure, and glamour behind 

the scenes of an international film fest, Jane Browning pole-vaults 
from artistic director to acting CEO of a famous Canadian Film 
Festival after allegations of sexual wrongdoing sideline the orga-
nization’s head. Problems plague the festival: A sponsoring Asian 
country wants veto power over the screening of a documentary 
critical of its government, and a hotel maid accuses a famed 
director of assault, landing him in jail instead of on the red carpet. 
Jane’s partner of seven years, Bob Walker-Smythe, doesn’t show 
on the festival’s opening night, and he fails to answer his cell. The 
previous month, Bob’s half brother Johnnie, who’s Jane’s ex, went 
AWOL. After Johnnie and Jane had called it quits, she hooked up 
with Bob (the “sexual tension was exquisite”), and the three of 
them are now business partners in Smythe Financial, a midsize 
firm. Her festival a madhouse and her lover missing, Jane’s life 
is complicated further when the Ontario Securities Commission 
announces there’s major money missing from Smythe Financial. 
Tension becomes palpable when Jane realizes someone is stalk-
ing her. The title of this taut, thrilling literary novel, written by 
a former film producer, refers to a camera technique in which 
the focus adjusts from one character to another. Similarly, the 
reader’s focus changes from one of Jane’s worsening problems 
to another. She imagines her varying situations as a filmmaker 
would. For example, after typing an address into her phone’s GPS, 
she follows the route on the screen, “watching the journey as a 
director might: a long establishing shot of a city neighborhood, 
circuitous jungle of one-way streets, dead ends, and glass towers.” 
There are rich descriptions throughout; for example, a woman 

“vibrated with triumph,” and a man’s flesh was as cold as imagined, 
“although also sweaty, which was an unwelcome surprise.” 

Two thumbs up for action, suspense, and lust.

EVOLVE
A Children’s Book for Adults
Weill, Jean-Pierre
Jean-Pierre Weill Studios (196 pp.) 
$55.00  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-0-9858003-2-1

Biblical characters grope their ways toward psycho-spiritual 
enlightenment in this illustrated work.

Weill retells three stories from the book of Genesis, subtly 
inflecting them with psychoanalytic and existentialist motifs. 
The first is the advent of Adam in “the garden of now”—Eve 
never appears—where his task is to complete the act of creation 
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by seeing and naming the things in the world, a metaphor for a 
child’s efforts to gain awareness as an independent being. Upon 
eating the fruit of the tree of Evil and Good, Adam becomes 
aware of his failings and is expelled from the garden of now and 

“tossed into history” and “suffering.” The author continues to the 
story of Cain, whose murder of his brother, Abel, embodies the 
psychic conflicts of adolescence. Cain tries to define himself by 
putting his own desires for love, fame, and power over his regard 
for others, although he worries that it’s all a meaningless fra-
cas that ends only in death. His personal moral crisis plays out 
against images of war, tyranny, and religious antagonism. The 
soulful book’s third part meditates on the story of Abraham’s 
readiness to obey God’s commandment to sacrifice his son, Isaac, 
only to be stopped at the last moment by an angel. The episode 
is a turning point that leaves Abraham fully mature and capable 
of freely defining himself through moral choice. Weill’s beguiling 
text unfolds in simple, poetic lines, limpid and earnest. (“When 
Cain stands at the mirror to examine his face / and he peers into 
eyes of concern, / he fears his existence is a mechanical race / that 
there is nothing to win and nothing to earn.”) The author pairs 
the text with knotty yet lyrical illustrations that usually fore-
ground a man, often in a business suit, engaging pensively with 
an uncertain landscape—gazing into mirrors, trudging along 
railroad tracks toward an unknown destination, or hula-hooping 
when the way forward becomes clearer. Painted in pastel washes 
of color and populated with whimsical, cartoonish renderings of 
everything from dinosaur skeletons to ice cream cones to a mini-
malist caricature of Gandhi, Weill’s visuals bring out the work’s 
themes in surprising and delightful ways.

A luminous fusion of art and verse that finds penetrating 
new insights in sacred traditions.

THE ROOKIE AND THE RAVEN
Wilde, Kevin
Independently Published (221 pp.) 
$21.90  |  $12.99 paper  |  $8.99 e-book
Oct. 15, 2021
979-6-4874-9297-5
979-8-4784-1378-1 paper

CIA trainee Christina Jordan is 
recruited to partner with a European 
Intelligence Agent code-named Raven 
to foil an imminent Russia-financed 
terrorist attack. 

Raven is Nicholas Crowe, 20 years her senior. His resume 
includes stints in MI5 and the Royal Marines. “I have a reputa-
tion for being a rule-breaker,” he states. “Anything that gets the 
job done works for me.” Nicholas, more vulnerable than your 
average secret agent, has “quite a list of misery,” ranging from 
murdered parents to loved ones who were collateral damage in 
failed attempts on his life and deceased partners. But he walks 
the walk and talks the talk, as when he addresses a roomful of 
his very menacing captors: “Now will someone please tell me 
what we’re all doing here, so I can do my thing and kill you all?” 
To add to the fun: Nicholas has been labeled a double agent. So 

why would the CIA send Christina, who is young and inexperi-
enced, to catch a Russian spy? In the meantime, time is running 
out on a planned terrorist attack financed by Vladimir Drachav 
and set into motion by the Contessa, who has made arrange-
ments for the delivery of $60 million in military hardware as 
well as the hiring of 30 ex-military mercenaries. Nik is perhaps 
the only one who can spook the Contessa; she has marked him 
for assassination. There is a lot to unpack in Wilde’s series 
debut (a sequel has been announced), but he delivers the goods 
for fans of this genre. Foremost, he has etched credible, effec-
tive villains, from the Shaman, a merciless henchman, to the 
Contessa herself and the smooth-talking Drachav. It is off-put-
ting that the chapters alternate between third-person and first-
person for Nik exclusively. Christina, who is indeed young and 
inexperienced, is also smart and capable of sussing out the plot’s 
surprising twists. Exposition can be ham-handed (“Nik…has no 
one. He’s clinical, resilient, and kills without remorse. The man 
has many lovers, but never falls in love”), but this may be a nec-
essary worldbuilding evil in an origin story.

An entertaining introduction to a dynamic duo.

RED BISHOP
Yuan,  Robin T.W. 
Red Robin Publishing (414 pp.) 
$31.95  |  $9.99 e-book
Nov. 10, 2021
978-1-73778-940-6

A historical novel focuses on the 
last Anglican bishop in China.

In his book, Yuan tells the story of 
his grandfather Robin Chen, the last 
presiding bishop of the Anglican Church 

in China. The author charts Chen’s intricate journey, ranging 
from his early childhood years and his conversion to Christian-
ity as a schoolboy at an Anglican missionary school to his death 
under house arrest decades later. Using a vast amount of pri-
mary documentation, Yuan seeks to provide a more accurate 
and nuanced picture of the Cultural Revolution than the ver-
sion found in propaganda periodicals of the time disseminating 

“idyllic pictures of a communal utopia with caring barefoot doc-
tors, smiling farmers, and singing factory workers.” The author 
lightly dramatizes the lives and struggles of his ancestors, pre-
dominantly Chen, whose peaceful and optimistic personality 
Yuan depicts perfectly throughout the poignant book. Equally 
well captured is the broader, changing world of 20th-century 
China, where Chen becomes a Christian leader in an avowedly 
atheist country. When he’s wretched and oppressed, his faith 
never wavers, and when the government changes and he’s sud-
denly valued (given a car and driver, a private phone in his home, 
health insurance, and—most importantly—extra coal for the 
winter), he uses his own money to allow poor children to go to 
school. Chen’s travels in the service of both church and state are 
rendered in vivid detail. Although Yuan reminds his readers in 
a postscript that he’s writing fiction, the book gives the strong 
impression of being the best biography Chen will ever get. The 

“The novel’s blending of personalities and the seething politics 
of 20th-century China is seamlessly done.”

red bishop
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novel’s blending of personalities and the seething politics of 
20th-century China is seamlessly done, and its heroic portrait 
of its central character is always admiring but never saccharine.

A detailed and moving tale about a heroic bishop in athe-
ist China.

WHO AM I?
A Mindful Door to Finding 
Our True Selves
Zereh, Anosha
AuthorHouse (60 pp.) 
$11.89  |  $13.99 paper  |  $3.99 e-book
May 20, 2021
978-1-66550-033-3
978-1-66550-034-0 paper

A volume of poetry explores the 
underlying unity of the universe and 
its inhabitants. 

In this collection’s introduction, Zereh insists that “it’s time 
for us to awaken from our deep sleep and sleepwalking hab-
its.” She begins with the poem “Searching,” about a quest for 
knowledge that takes her from books to a caravan of nomads 
and burning deserts. She blurs the lines between her human 
form and nature in “Warrior of Love.” Of a newfound mentor, 
she exuberantly writes: “Falling as his foolish devotee, / I have 
been dotingly dancing in his name.” She urges readers to recog-
nize their common humanity, regardless of religion, culture, or 
nationality, and to “dance, pray, and surrender your heart to the 
beauty of the universe” and its “infinite love.” In multiple poems, 
the author contemplates the challenges, traumas, and identi-
ties of refugees uprooted from their homelands. She longs for 
Afghanistan, her birthplace, to be safe and free from corruption 
in “Dare To Dream.” In “Blind Writer,” she astutely observes: 

“Awareness for the wise is veiled in a hive.” The woman as a ver-
satile life form, from flower to snowfall to flame, is the focus 
of “You and I Are the Same.” She concludes with a prose poem 
about drifters in Kabul. Zereh employs creative turns of phrase 
like “I try to write with the pen of my heart” and how she feels 

“imprisoned by the smog of the mind.” Her language vibrates 
with energy, as when she describes how “one day at the crack 
of dawn, / I reached courage’s ridged station, / Whereupon 
my spirit soared.” Her poems are empowering, encouraging 
women to embrace their gender and its inherent strength. But 
some readers may grow a bit weary of the volume’s unrelent-
ing optimism, wherein the author imagines a utopia where the 
young and old are “dancing with nature’s tunes, / Autonomy and 
equality hand in hand, / Interdependent and working toward 
one common cause: / Peace entering our homes all over again.”

A passionate and engaging collection of poems by a spiri-
tual seeker and nomad.
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Books of the Month
A GIRL CALLED 
RUMI
Ari Honarvar
A spellbinding, com-
pelling, and multi-
faceted tale about 
an Iranian family 
haunted by war.

ECOLOGIA
Sophia Anfinn Tonnessen
A well-crafted, 
tender collection 
that emphasizes 
exploration.

GRAY
Dawn Moore Roy
An impressive tale, 
wonderfully plotted 
and detailed, about a 
woman starting over.

THE AUCTION
Tom Galvin
A creepily convinc-
ing depiction of the 
marriage of corporate 
power and celebrity 
worship.

HELEN IN 
TROUBLE
Wendy Sibbison
A beautifully writ-
ten, compassionate 
coming-of-age tale 
with subtle mythic 
overtones.

MANDALAY 
HAWK'S DILEMMA
Peter Aronson
A scathing work and 
an essential blueprint 
for youth battling 
climate change.
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B o o k  To  Sc r e e n 
BY MICHAEL SCHAUB
NEWCOMER CAST IN ALL THE LIGHT WE CANNOT SEE SERIES

The producers of a limited series based on Anthony Doerr’s All the Light We Cannot See have 
found one of their lead actors: a recent college graduate with no training in acting.

Aria Mia Loberti has been cast as Marie-Laure LeBlanc in the Netflix adaptation of Doerr’s 
Pulitzer Prize–winning novel, Deadline reports. Despite never having acted professionally, she 
auditioned for the role after a former teacher told her that producers were seeking a blind or 
low-vision actor for the role.

Doerr’s 2014 novel follows a blind young Frenchwoman and a German soldier whose paths 
collide in World War II–era France. A critic for Kirkus gave the book a starred review, writing, 
“Doerr captures the sights and sounds of wartime and focuses, refreshingly, on the innate 
goodness of his major characters.” 

Loberti is the first actor to be cast in the series, which is being produced and directed 
by Shawn Levy (Stranger Things, Shadow and Bone) and written by Steven Knight (Peaky 
Blinders).

Loberti shared the news of her casting on Instagram, writing, “I am sensitive to the extent 
of this responsibility and what this character means for blind and disabled people, blind girls 
in particular. A blind lead portrayed by a blind actor. This is a significant leap forward for disability inclusion, rights, and rep-
resentation on screen and beyond. I will never not feel the weight of that, and I will bear it proudly and use it as a catalyst for 
positive change, equity, and breaking down barriers.”

HENRY GOLDING TO STAR IN KOONTZ SERIES ADAPTATION

Henry Golding will star in a television adaptation of Dean Koontz’s Nameless 
series of novellas, Deadline reports.

Golding, known for his roles in films like Crazy Rich Asians and A Simple Favor, 
will play the shadowy, amnesiac vigilante Nameless in the series, which he will 
also executive produce.

Koontz’s series of thrillers, released as Amazon Kindle originals and audio-
books, debuted in 2019 with In the Heart of the Fire. Eleven more novellas, 
released in two “seasons,” followed, with the most recent book, Zero In, pub-
lished in June.

In an interview with Publishers Weekly earlier this year, Koontz said he has 
long admired novellas by authors including Samuel R. Delaney and Henry James.

“Done well, a novella can have the power, depth, color, and thematic intensity 
of a novel,” he said. “In some ways, novellas can have more punch than a novel, because one tends to remember more of the key 
moments from the shorter work than from a longer one.”

Golding shared news of the adaptation on Instagram, writing, “Been a huge Koontz fan for the longest time, so to adapt the 
novella for the screen will be a ride of a lifetime.” He concluded the post with emojis of a skull and a black heart.

And Koontz told Deadline, “I’m delighted to have my material in the hands of such dedicated and accomplished producers, and 
when I heard the name Henry Golding, I shouted, ‘Yes!’ Mr. Golding will be perfect and unforgettable as Nameless.”

Michael Schaub is a Texas-based journalist and regular contributor to NPR.

Ryan Collerd
Phillip Faraone

Aria Mia Loberti 

news of film and tv adaptations in the works

Henry Golding 
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In 1959, a newcomer to San Francisco with a couple of unpublished 
novels in his suitcase found a job working the night shift in a psychi-
atric hospital. He got to know the patients there, including World 
War II veterans suffering from what was then called combat fatigue—
now PTSD—and a Native American man struggling with debilitating 
schizophrenia. During his time working on the ward, Ken Kesey also 
came to be closely acquainted with new pharmaceutical therapies, 
especially LSD, then legal and abundant, which took a place in his life 
and legend ever after.

His distillation of that experience is the now-classic novel One 
Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest, published in 1962. Its title derives from an 
old British nursery rhyme about migrating geese, the freest of birds. 

Kesey’s story centers on an unlikely hero, Randle McMurphy, that self-declared freest of men, who, like 
the cuckoo, is smart and devious. But McMurphy is not free, and he has made a strategic error: To get 
out of an Oregon prison, he feigns madness only to find himself in a mental hospital that is a gateway to 
a thousand private hells. One of them is electroshock therapy, then the current—beg pardon—way of 
rendering inmates docile. “Anointest my head with conductant,” McMurphy quips while he is still able, 
adding, “Do I get a crown of thorns?”

Observing all this is a Native American man called Chief Broom, close to his birth 
name of Bromden but embodying the fact that constantly sweeping the ward floor 
allows him to see all without being seen himself, although he is of towering height. 
Bromden’s other object of study is the head nurse, Mildred Ratched, “a veritable 
angel of mercy” who is tiny and quiet though mean as a cobra. McMurphy barely 
lands in the ward before he and Nurse Ratched are set on a course of mutual destruc-
tion, with McMurphy, a born anarchist, bent on upending the orderly, closely regi-
mented world she has worked so hard to create inside the ward’s tightly bolted doors.

There was no better fictional talisman for the dawning 1960s than McMur-
phy’s rebellion against authority in all its forms, and One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest 
became favorite reading on campuses across the land. My copy, bought in 1972, is 
the 19th trade paperback printing; there have been dozens more since. Miloš For-
man’s 1975 film adaptation, with Jack Nicholson as a letter-perfect McMurphy and Louise Fletcher as a flinty, 
scary Nurse Ratched, propelled sales of Kesey’s book to new heights, and it has never been out of print.

By then Kesey had published a book that, if anything, was even better than Cuckoo’s Nest, namely Some-
times a Great Notion, one of the truly great American novels. (Incidentally, McMurphy wears boxer shorts 
sporting white whales in subtle tribute to another great book.) Kesey’s writing would grow, well, hit-or-miss 
after that, but two masterpieces are two more than most writers pull off. Sixty years on, with madness and 
rebellion all around us, his debut novel remains an essential, timeless work of American literature.

Gregory McNamee is a contributing editor.
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One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest at 60
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